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Abstract 

Since the turn of the millennium, news and journalism have undergone a rapid 

transformation. Heading into the digital age, one of the most prominent features of this shift 

involves the introduction of social platforms that facilitate the participation of their users by 

helping to coordinate their engagement with flows of information. This project focuses on the 

impact of Twitter on news culture, and investigates the ways through which Twitter’s 

platform affords its users new ways to locate, propagate, and mediate news. 

Twitter has unsettled the definition of newsmaking, as news is increasingly transmitted 

through users of social platforms instead of being broadcast from mass media. This project 

considers the technological aspects of this shift, and examines the structural changes in the 

way hyperlinking tools on social platforms can be used to coordinate networks of users to 

engage with flows of information. This thesis introduces, develops, and draws together the 

work of three case studies to frame developments in news through two dimensions: the 

algorithmic and the social. Examining the evolution of news and the process of journalism 

over the past decade, this project revisits the origins and functionalities of the hyperlink and 

two social linking devices used on Twitter, the “@mention” and the hashtag, and the 

participatory culture that their use has introduced. 

As a grounds for understanding the social news ecosystem, this project leverages a range of 

case study data, theoretical ideas, and methodologies to examine user practices. The first 

case study explores how hashtags on Twitter were used to “break” two of the biggest news 

events of 2011: The Egyptian uprising and the Japan disaster event. The second case study 

investigates emergent practices by elite news actors on Twitter through a longitudinal 

examination of hashtag and hyperlink use. The third case study deconstructs how hashtags 

can be used to form “public access” news channels, and examines the hashtag’s utility in 

facilitating access to news across different social, political, and cultural contexts.  

The boundaries between users’ social connections, circulating information, and news media 

have become less clear. Disrupting organizational news practices, Twitter is a space for 

networked engagement that helps to redefine communities, participation, and interests. 

Twitter is redefining journalistic norms, because the adoption of instruments like the 

"@mention" and hashtag now afford their users a degree of real-time engagement with the 

flows of news that circulate through the platform.
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Preface 

In accordance with the 2011 University of Auckland PhD regulations, this thesis consists of 

six chapters organized around three case studies. This approach draws upon the empirical 

strengths of stand alone case work, while also making use of the narrative depth associated 

with the traditional monograph format. In this manner, the cases provide the project’s 

empirical contribution (see details below), whereas the “surrounding” chapters are meant to 

conceptually frame this work around larger themes in media and communication research. 

The first case, “Breaking the #hashtag: A contextual gateway to online news,” was 

submitted as a manuscript to New Media and Society in April 2012. The manuscript 

underwent three stages of review over a period of nearly two years at the journal, and is 

currently being prepared for resubmission based on a larger set of data from Twitter's 

historical archives. Excerpts from this manuscript, presented in this thesis as Case Study 1, 

were presented at the 2012 Summer Doctoral Programme at the Oxford Internet Institute 

(OII), as well as at the inaugural CCi Winter School at the Queensland University of 

Technology (QUT).  

The second corpus of empirical work, “#Hashing it out: Journalistic hashtagging on 

Twitter,” is presented in this thesis as Case Study 2. This manuscript advanced to the 

second round of peer review at New Media and Society. Specific revisions were requested 

by the reviewers and will be attended to after this thesis is finalized. The second case 

involves the largest research undertaking in this project, consisting of ~200,000 tweets 

collected from a vetted list of the top 100 media organizations and journalists on Twitter 

across the year 2013.  

The third case, “The anatomy of a medium-sized hashtag: A case study of information 

diffusion on Twitter,” is presented in this project as Case Study 3. This work was presented 



xii 

as a conference paper at the 2014 Local journalism around the world: Professional 

practices, economic foundations, and political implications conference at the Reuters 

Institute for the Study of Journalism at the University of Oxford.
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1. Introduction 

News Trajectories 

Over the past 15 years, beginning near the peak of the “dotcom” era in the early 2000s, a 

“new model for news” (Associated Press, 2008) has emerged. In an unsettled and 

changing digital environment, news culture is in rapid transition. While the influences at 

the micro-level are complex, the larger societal changes that have risen from news’ 

structural and technological revolution are clear: For one, emergent news spaces have 

helped to redefine the role of what Jay Rosen calls the “people formerly known as the 

audience” (2006). The functional design of social platforms such as Twitter encourage 

communities of networked users to “filter information forward” (Weinberger, 2011). 

These users, part of a group that Axel Bruns terms “produsers,” (2007) are now positioned 

between circulating information and other connections in their social networks (Rainie & 

Wellman, 2012). In the “social” news environment, users of services such as Twitter help 

to create news as well disseminate it. 

Due in part to the global reach of the ever-expanding Internet, news culture has 

become a “24/7” phenomenon. The Associated Press (AP) notes how changing modes of 

information dissemination have helped to establish an “always-on” news environment 

(2008, p. 37). The proliferation of mobile devices (Costera Meijer & Groot Kormelink, 

2014) has also helped to install new habits such as perpetually “checking” the news, a 

social practice that has gained momentum over the past several years. The AP’s 2008 

report, A New Model For News describes how participants in its study consume “bite size” 

fragments of news in the form of “notifications, headlines, and bylines.” Similarly, Alfred 

Hermida (2010) sees newsmaking within platforms like Twitter arising from “fragments 

of…information [collected] from official and unofficial sources over a variety of systems 

and devices,” part of what he identifies as a broader trend toward “para-journalism” (p. 2). 
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Axel Bruns and Jean Burgess (2012) classify Twitter as the most prominent example of 

the recent shift in news, “which has seen the convergence of explicit networking practices 

with original content, large-scale information sharing and propagation” (p. 3). Twitter’s 

platform is key to how news spreads socially through its community of users, allowing its 

service to operate as “both a social networking site as well as an ambient information 

stream” (Bruns & Burgess, 2012, p. 3). Like Bruns’ “produsage,” George Ritzer’s notion 

of “prosumption” helps to frame Twitter as a space where users can simultaneously talk as 

well as listen: 

Today, many members of the audience no longer simply consume the talk 

or produce notes in the traditional manner but also produce almost 

simultaneous messages on Twitter— “tweets”—about what is being said.... 

In many ways, what the audience produces in the form of tweets is more 

important than the talk being consumed since those tweets appear instantly 

on the Web. (2012, p. 386) 

As news finds a new home on spaces like Twitter, it brings with it a range of emergent 

technologies, protocols, and practices. Media scholars have long noted the unique 

“attributes” of the Internet for news, including how the Internet can offer audiences 

immediacy, choice, depth, interactivity, and customization (Deuze, Bruns, & Neuberger, 

2007; Nguyen, 2010). At the same time, as An Nguyen (2010) argues, the “lack of 

empirical knowledge involving the relationship between the characteristics of online news 

and the way it is used and integrated into life” (p. 322) suggests that our cultural 

understanding of news behaviors remains limited. The AP notes how emergent news 

behaviors “surface. . .across [multiple] quantitative measures of media usage” and become 

“clearer in everyday life” (2008, p. 5). In the context of studying news dissemination as 

well as journalistic practice, then, as Angela Lee argues, researchers need to better 

understand news in the “transformed” media environment (2013). 
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While “emergent” news platforms, including Twitter, are discussed in scholarly 

work, they are often “framed within the context of established norms and values” 

(Hermida, 2010, p. 3). On the one hand, technologies can affect news at the level of 

culture. As part of the process Henry Jenkins’ (2006) identifies as (cultural) 

“convergence,” some developments, such as the adoption of “short” URLs1 for news-

sharing purposes (Helmond, 2013, p. 7) are more conspicuous than others. Conversely, 

many of the shifts taking place in the modern news environment have yet to manifest 

themselves at the level of news culture. The intention of this research project is to examine 

the participatory processes that are central to these changes. For one, the technologies of 

the last two decades (associated with “the Internet”) have affected the way that individuals 

encounter and interact with news. Socially mediated spaces like Twitter now play an 

important part in news dissemination. As these platforms assimilate new “layers” of 

technological innovations (e.g., Twitter’s “trending topics”), and adopt “folksonomic” 

(Axel Bruns & Burgess, 2011) tools (e.g., hashtags), their usage leaves behind a trail of 

techno-cultural artifacts. Since the 1990s, when use of the Internet began to facilitate 

widespread access to an unprecedented quantity of information (especially via the World 

Wide Web), individuals have been able to locate, propagate, and mediate news through 

emails, chat rooms, newsgroups, and later, Weblogs (i.e., “blogs”). Today, however, a 

new generation of online applications, termed “platforms” (Gillespie, 2010; Helmond, 

2013), impact how news is fundamentally organized. 

Scholars have described Twitter’s networked news environment as fragmented 

(Hermida 2010), real-time (Axel Bruns, 2011), and socially mediated (Murthy, 2012). The 

institutionalized process that involves the collection of information and its organized 

                                                
1

 Examples of short URLs include t.co, bit.ly, tinyurl, and goo.gl. 
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dissemination as “news,” defined in this project as journalism, is relevant to the study of 

platforms like Twitter (Wilson Lowrey & Gade, 2011). Hermida (2010) argues that 

Twitter, as a news space, represents a departure from the “classical paradigm of 

journalism,” since its platform pushes “news storytelling” away from the activity of 

reporting on “events through narratives” (p. 5). As the AP emphasizes in its study (see 

earlier discussion), the social practices that form within Twitter and other news-focused 

“platforms” have a considerable impact on news engagement patterns (Lee, 2013). Similar 

to the Web of the past two decades, networked technologies allow people to access and 

interact with news by helping them locate and propagate information. However, as Ritzer 

et al. describe (see previous note on “prosumption”), Twitter brings a “real-time” as well 

as “participatory” component to news engagement. As the Web-dominated era gives way 

to networked modes of information organization, driven through the adoption of mobile 

devices and ubiquitous Internet access (Smith & Brenner, 2012), news culture will 

continue to rapidly evolve. 

This project discusses how Twitter, an emergent information-sharing platform, 

represents a different space than media of the past. This has important implications for 

news and journalism: For one, Twitter’s role in news and journalism has shifted its users’ 

relationship with news toward the “real-time” (Hermida, 2010). The following chapters 

explore how Twitter affects the way in which journalism is thought of as a public good 

(Schudson, 2012). The chapters also deconstruct how journalism’s platform changes the 

way news and information is fundamentally organized (Nisenholtz, 2008) and 

disseminated (Hermida, 2013). At the broadest level, this thesis considers how Twitter’s 

role in news dissemination plays a part in affording individuals access to news through 

their participation. Related to this idea, Clay Shirky’s (2008a) portrayal of how social 

media invites users to engage affectively is important, especially as prosumers on services 
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like Twitter “simultaneously consume. . .and produce their own content” (Ritzer et al., 

2012, p. 386). 

The Internet has helped to install a new era of access to information. Over the past 

decade, a variety of platforms has emerged to facilitate engagement with news, each 

bringing new forms of participation, access, and affordances. Michelle Zappavigna argues 

that Twitter users “leave more traces of social interaction online” and this means “a 

cultural shift toward a more interpersonal function” for locating information has emerged 

(2011, pp. 788–9). Zappavigna’s statement emphasizes the transition from a culture of 

“searching” for news online to obtaining news through social interaction. Tools such as 

hashtags used on services like Twitter help make information socially navigable, and 

increase the usefulness of communication technologies. This project focuses on two 

classes of technological affordances in relation to news and journalism: The first is 

algorithmic, which represents “content-oriented communication” (Hermida, 2010). Used 

primarily for content discovery, algorithmic technologies represent a step forward in news 

culture by allowing access to organized, relevant, and timely information (Graham, 

Schroeder, & Taylor, 2013, p. 1367). The second type of affordance is social. In the 

context of Twitter and other socially networked news spaces, Hermida (2010) sees user 

interaction as “connectedness-oriented communication” (Kuwabara, Watanabe, Ohguro, 

Itoh, & Maeda, 2002). Social platforms do more than disseminate news through a 

network, they shape how news is communicated by helping users establish the context for 

how they share and interpret information with others in their networks (Anderson, Bell, & 

Shirky, 2012; Hermida, 2010, p. 8). 

There are a number of benefits to users of services like Twitter for news. First, 

while these platforms operate as spaces to connect individuals to one another, they also 

function as an interface that connects their users to information. Harnessing the data-
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generating potential of its millions of users, Twitter, like other social platforms, has a 

unified—and often strictly enforced—structure of participation for its users to organize 

their lives, interests, and activities around (van Dijck, 2013). The shift by social network 

sites away from what Kuwabara et al. term as “connectedness” toward information as a 

transactional currency, what van Dijck terms “connectivity,” problematizes the role of 

services like Twitter as spaces for news engagement. At the same time, the data that 

Twitter users generate is valuable both for its business as well as for scholarly research. 

This project addresses Twitter’s effect on socially mediated information flows, a process 

that also has significant implications for journalism. 

Investigating Climate Change 

The directional models and two-step flow charts in the media studies literature of the past 

few decades (McQuail, 1994) show information being transmitted to massified audiences. 

In Columbia University’s report, Post-Industrial Journalism: Adapting to the Present, 

Chris Anderson, Emily Bell, and Clay Shirky note how the “industrial” framing of 

audiences is problematic in a digital context: 

When the media landscape was cleanly divided into publishing (print, 

broadcast) vs. communication (telegraph, then telephone), the concept of 

an audience was equally clean—the mass of recipients of content produced 

and distributed by a publisher. Movies, music, newspapers, books—all 

these had obvious audiences. One of the most disruptive effects of the 

internet is to combine publishing and communications models into a single 

medium. (2012, p. 16) 

While mass news distribution to audiences persists through traditional media formats, for 

example in the millions of people who still tune in to watch the nightly television news in 

the United States (Pew Research Center, 2011c; Stroud, 2011), the foothold of 

institutional media is giving way to an emergent news culture. Social news platforms, 
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rising levels of Internet access, and increased connectivity, including users accessing news 

on mobile devices (Pew Research Center, 2012b; Smith & Brenner, 2012), have shaped 

the news environment since the turn of the new millennium. Although the outcome 

remains to be seen, the impact of the Internet for mass media has not proved to be as 

extreme as some research might suggest (Benton, 2011; Hermida, 2010, p. 7; Mitchelstein 

& Boczkowski, 2010). On the Web, however, winners and losers have almost certainly 

emerged: Digitally progressive news organizations such as The Guardian, which 

anticipated the importance of the Internet for news (Hall, 2001) and The New York Times, 

“a source of news experimentation,” (Anderson et al., 2012, p. 17) remain operationally 

viable. At the same time, organizations with storied histories like Newsweek magazine 

have been less fortunate (Singh, 2014). Three of the biggest players in American 

newspapers, including Gannett, publisher of USA Today, recently “dumped [their print] 

properties like yesterday’s news” in a series of spinoffs (Carr, 2014). Media organizations 

that have failed to acclimatize to the unique demands of the digital environment have 

faced operating difficulties in recent years. Yet, as Lacy and Sohn (2011) argue, market 

pressure does not change consumer demand for the news formats themselves. Traditional 

media formats such as print newspapers and broadcast television exist today, and are 

likely to continue to operate alongside emerging modes of news delivery: 

[An] optimistic scenario for older media threatened by newer ones argues 

that new media often may not compete with, but rather supplement, 

existing media. The time that their use demands then is taken from non-

media activities. (De Waal & Schoenbach, 2010) 

Taking De Wall and Schoenbach’s media displacement scenario a step further, Henry 

Jenkins (2006) argues that “old media never die” (p. 13), underscoring the idea that the 

tools individuals utilize to access media content undergo the most frequent, and often 

abrupt, shifts. 
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In the context of news consumption, shifts in news habits do appear to center now 

on access through mobile devices and services such as Twitter. This has helped to install 

the new practices that support the forms of engagement (e.g., “hashtagging”) that this 

project examines. To frame the impact of technology without being technologically 

deterministic, recent Pew statistics show users’ time spent on Twitter nearly doubling in 

less than two years (Smith & Brenner, 2012). Since technologies help people access news, 

whether it is encountered on a Web browser or through an application installed on a 

mobile device, cultural norms are bound to reflect some degree of technological 

innovation. Yet, as Soo Jung Moon and Patrick Hadley (2014) argue, it is worth 

recognizing that communication-related studies of technology seldom identify it “as an 

independent force initiating changes in newsroom routines” (p. 291). Similar to the users 

who people “follow” on Twitter and the updates from social connections that they 

“@mention,” the news that individuals encounter today is a composite of practices, 

technologies, and culture. 

Ultimately, however, I argue that the changes in the digital news environment 

center on shifting modes of participatory access. Driven by technological innovations, new 

engagement practices, such as “favoriting” a tweet on Twitter’s mobile app are dissimilar 

to the habits of the past (i.e., saving a news article by clipping it out of a print newspaper). 

What characterizes the current online environment is how traditional forms of news 

engagement now coexist in the same space with emergent modes of access (e.g., 

smartphones) as well as access formats (e.g., mobile apps). This parallel news ecosystem 

is illustrated by the fact that in many places, one can visit a store and purchase a print 

newspaper such as The Sydney Morning Herald (SMH) while “app store” gift cards that 

can be used to purchase news from the same organization are displayed nearby (Aylmer, 

2013, n.p.). Today, perhaps more than ever before, multiple generations of technologies 
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and the practices that they inspire now compete in an overlapping and fragmented news 

ecosystem. SMH editor-in-chief Sean Aylmer’s announcement of the paper’s new five-tier 

subscription model2 sets this idea up quite well: 

● Web Access; 

● Tablet App Access; 

● All Digital Access (websites and tablet); 

● All Digital Access + Weekend newspaper delivery; 

● All Digital Access + 7-day newspaper delivery. 

Information Culture 

One consequence of the rise of new social platforms like Twitter, whose functionality 

involves connecting users to information, is in the sheer quantity of news circulated in the 

online space. In addition to information overload (Shirky, 2008), people are now exposed 

to news on social networks that is filtered—and propagated—through their connections 

(Murthy, 2012; Rainie & Wellman, 2012). This process of “social filtering” (Willson, 

2013) has significant consequences for how information is received, and social networks 

that have risen to prominence play a role in the through which people encounter their 

everyday news (Marwick & boyd, 2010). As users can now utilize tools such as search to 

find information on nearly any topic they desire (Graham et al., 2013), including on social 

networks, the mode of access to information and knowledge has changed (Zappavigna, 

2011). While access and digital literacy levels remain uneven, younger generations of 

Internet users, characterized by the AP as “quick scan” news consumers, typically 

understand how to use new technology to inform themselves (Prensky, 2010). Whether 

                                                
2 http://www.smh.com.au/national/sydney-morning-herald-introduces-digital-subscriptions-20130701-2p6nl.html 
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through social interaction, by querying a search engine, clicking on a hyperlink, or 

touching a screen, the quantity of information available today is unprecedented. Chris 

Anderson, Emily Bell, and Clay Shirky’s “post-industrial journalism” sees the quantity of 

information as so vast that it could be the dawn of an era of “algorithmic” news: 

We have…reached a point where the “crowd” is publishing its own 

information in real time to each other and the world. Data on any type of 

measurable change are more cheaply gathered today than ever, and 

algorithms are developing that are able to reassemble this information in 

fractions of a second and produce accounts of events that have passed the 

Turing test of being indistinguishable from those written by humans. (2012, 

p. 21) 

Indeed, the changes brought about by the information age for news and journalism are 

momentous; Cisco reports that global data will soon enter the “Zettabyte era” (2013). 

Despite new opportunities, Anderson et al. describe how “traditional news organizations 

have tended to conserve both working methods and hierarchy, even as the old business 

models are collapsing, and even when new opportunities do not fit in those old patterns” 

(p. 2). Similarly, Chris Peters and Marcel Broersma argue (2013) that many of the shifts in 

news are still framed through “industrial” discourses. While framing news as a product to 

be consumed is useful for understanding factors such as newspaper circulation and 

audience ratings, characterizing the cultural changes in news from a production-

consumption standpoint is of less relevance. Investigating users’ emergent forms of 

participation on services such as Twitter involves thinking about news as less of a product 

and more of a process. Additionally, terms such as “consumption” have a different 

connotation in the online realm, where an emphasis on metrics such as “visits” and “page 

views” informs little about the users or the processes that relate to meaningful news 

engagement. As PEW’s Navigating News Online report states, despite an unprecedented 
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amount of available data…, understanding what the metrics mean has “proven elusive” 

(2011a, p. 2). To frame the changes, as the previous section has argued, terminologies that 

have been used to describe news engagement (Lind, 2013) and consumption demand 

scrutiny. 

Today, through ordinary computational tools and data resources such as 

application programming interfaces (APIs), a wealth of information can be obtained 

related to what users of platforms like Twitter are doing. This project uses both existing 

literature and empirical data to compare, contrast, and theorize the shifts that are taking 

place in news and journalism. The key purpose of this research project is apply the wealth 

of research in media studies, communication, and journalism to understand how platforms 

like Twitter lead to new forms of practice and how this relates to news culture at large. 

To embark on this task, I use Anthony Giddens idea that the best way to make 

sense of approaching research at the cultural level is to take account of the social context 

by “put[ting] it in its place” (Giddens, 1989). Taking this into consideration, many of the 

news headlines, statistical figures, and themes about the state of the news industry and the 

decline of journalism involve variables that are ultimately linked to revenues (Meyer, 

2009; Picard, 2008). This project, however, is primarily concerned with news at the level 

of culture. Additionally, the cultural idea of news involves technology being able to be 

transmit relevant information at speed (Postman, 2006). Therefore, I consider what is 

“new” in terms of technology and what is relevant to business operations, but primarily 

consider how factors such as practice play a part in news culture. 

Untangling a Messy Web 

Shirky (2008b) believes that despite provocative statements citing the ever-increasing 

information footprint of the Internet, people’s saturation in news and information does not 
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represent a new problem. Throughout history, Shirky identifies people as having been 

inundated with information in one form or another. The adoption of the Internet as the 

dominant space for news dissemination, then, does not represent a novel concern. Rather, 

Shirky claims, it is simply amplifying pre-existing social structures that have been present 

throughout most of human history. While it is pragmatic to situate the current media 

environment in terms of consumption metrics (e.g., visits, page views, and website hits), 

rather than focusing on volumetric data, this project focuses on using participatory data to 

understand emergent news practices. On Twitter, key metrics center on propagation (e.g., 

retweets), interaction (e.g., “@mentions” and hashtags) as well as consumption. While the 

arrival of “big data” (boyd & Crawford, 2012; Lewis, Zamith, & Hermida, 2013) 

represents a new frontier for researchers, relying upon the terminologies of the past media 

age, including production, consumption, audiences, and gatekeeping, can distract research 

goals. What is considered most useful to this project is the application of metrics that can 

model emergent practices, since this provides insight into the role that users themselves 

play in the future of news and journalism. 

Returning to Shirky’s “information overload” argument, the rise of social news 

platforms could be mirroring the scope of cultural patterns that already exist. Looking 

back at the Internet’s development, for example, in the rise of the World Wide Web, the 

online realm has provided a vital space for information access as well as for its 

propagation. However, as Shirky argues, the Internet is not just another access medium; it 

is a network in and of itself. Therefore, unlike mediums of the past, such as the telephone 

and television, the Internet is not a technological layer that utilizes a network 

infrastructure to function (Castells, 2000). Rather, as Shirky argues, the Internet is now the 

network through which all other media function. A decade ago technologists might have 

been quick to brand the emergent social ecosystem “Web 2.0” (O’Reilly, 2007). Today, 
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however, there is no umbrella term sufficient for labelling the news landscape, although 

“participatory” may encapsulate many of the most prevalent shifts. The Internet has 

brought about the establishment of a promising, yet unsteady, environment where access 

to information (Weinberger, 2011) and news (Hermida, 2010) takes place. As a news 

space, Twitter’s service helps users assimilate existing knowledge onto its network (i.e., 

sharing links to news stories in tweets), which introduces a new logic for news circulation. 

The widespread adoption of networks such as Twitter mean that news research, including 

the work in this project, can involve uncharted territory. 

Moving forward, I focus my efforts upon three important shifts that have shaped news 

culture since the turn of the new millennium: 

1) Advances related to technology (e.g. social networks, algorithms); 

2) Shifts in practices (e.g. retweeting, searching, “@ mentions”); 

3) Changing modes in information access (e.g. mobile devices, SMS, mobile apps). 

These three areas and the discussion that they inspire are a focus of this research project. 

Hyperlinks: Bringing News onto the Network 

On the Internet, access to knowledge is at most one click away from 

everything that is not knowledge. (Weinberger, 2007, p. 201) 

Hundreds of millions of people across the world spend much of their daily lives online 

(Desilver, 2013). There is little doubt that the Internet has revolutionized access to 

information at a global level (Graham et al., 2013, p. 1367). Key to understanding this 

change, however, relates to how the use of hyperlinks on the Internet plays a part in 

changing the structure of information. Weinberger (2007) argues that throughout history, 

fragments of information have existed everywhere: encoded in symbols, pasted on signs, 

told as stories, written in books, and shared during spoken conversations. Dhiraj Murthy 
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(2012) sees communication technologies of the past, such as the telegraph and telephone, 

“shorten the path to accessing information by facilitating communication” (p. 1060). 

However, communication technologies prior to the Internet utilized, rather than 

functionally represented, a network. On social platforms like Twitter, news dissemination 

can be represented in the form of a network graph.3 In this case, social platforms like 

Twitter facilitate communication potential beyond the level of the individual. These 

increasingly public, interactive, and networked services (Murthy, 2012, p. 1061), are 

shifting the digital news landscape. 

How does journalism fit into this process? One important function of news media, 

according to Michael Schudson (2012), is to organize information to create public 

knowledge. As Weinberger (2011) argues, on the Internet, information, as well as 

knowledge, are integrated onto the network. This process of knowledge assemblage thus 

might be most clearly demonstrated in the journalistic process, for instance when a 

reporter collects facts, figures, and other details to transform disconnected bits of 

information into an organized and accessible public format (Paterson, 2008). Similarly, 

Luke Goode (2009) describes the function of journalism as “uncovering and bringing to 

light events, issues and ideas that would otherwise remain hidden from public view” (p. 

4). On Twitter, this process can work through not only professional journalists, but 

“ordinary users” who locate, propagate, and mediate relevant bits of information in the 

form of news. John Pavlik (2000) sees networked platforms fundamentally altering the 

models of journalism, since news organizations “can no longer be content merely to 

publish the news.” Rather Pavlik argues, journalism “is becoming much more of a dialog 

between the press and the public” (2000, p. 235). Applying Schudson’s definition, then, 

                                                
3 Facebook’s Graph API is an example of emergent searchable interest and social network graphs. 
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the function of journalism is built around a discrete organizing principle: turning 

information into public knowledge. 

This project aligns with Hermida’s view, referenced earlier, of news as narrative, 

in that the result of the journalistic process is most often a news story. In the past, news 

organizations have exerted great influence over information access, controlling the flow of 

public information, and even maintaining control over when, where, and how news 

content is disseminated. Media, as gatekeepers, like the patentees who regulated the 

trading and production of printed books during the seventeenth century (Johns, 1998), are 

invested in controlling the flow of public information (McChesney, 2004). Over the past 

century, media have controlled the means of access to creating news. This includes the 

capital technologies, such as the printing presses, needed for information distribution as 

well as the intellectual means to protect it. Maintaining access to “official” sources (e.g., 

The White House), and having the resources required to undertake reporting initiatives 

(e.g., investigative journalism) are another way that media institutions might protect their 

public role. Broadcasting organizations (e.g., television stations) purchase spectrums of 

bandwidth to transmit news the way they see fit. This includes excluding certain details, 

topics, and events, and promoting news coverage based on perceived newsworthiness, as 

well material that is in the interests of their advertisers. 

Journalism is the process that creates knowledge from bits of information, thus 

ownership of the organizational process of information is paramount for news media as 

well as newer media platforms. Over the past two decades, companies such as Google 

have helped enable people to access and organize information for themselves. This does 

not mean that search platforms have acted to democratize information for all, however. In 

contrast to breaking open the gates completely, search engines only have made accessing 

information easier. Like mass media, technology companies are also invested in 
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controlling information. For search engines, this is through the way it is organized. For 

example, Google’s PageRank algorithm holds thousands of patents. As such, search 

platforms have not opened the doors to unmediated information (Graham et al., 2013; 

Hellsten, Leydesdorff, & Wouters, 2006). Rather, these companies have found an 

effective way to create value from information through technological innovations such as 

algorithms (Helmond, 2013) that meet the needs of their users by effectively locating and 

organizing information for them. 

Platforms such as Twitter take this value proposition related to news a step further 

by providing a space for their users to create and organize information for others in their 

networks. Twitter can facilitate access to information directly through its users’ news 

activities. Unlike search engines, Twitter’s service does not need to continuously monitor, 

or “crawl” the Internet to find information and organize it. Instead, it uses the labor of its 

“prosumer” user base, who can create value from their organization of information and 

generate additional value (e.g., “big data”) from their activities in a parallel process. 

Twitter’s structured environment means that its users play a crucial and active role in 

creating their own news experiences. For these reasons (discussed in further detail in 

Chapter 3), social news platforms are powerful mediating spaces. The ability of Twitter to 

harness the crowd to produce, organize, and disseminate organized information is a theme 

throughout this project, and represents one of the fundamental shifts in news culture this 

project seeks to engage. 

Means to Access 

On Twitter, “prosumers” can include professional journalists as well as “ordinary users” 

(Murthy, 2013) who participate in the ambient information stream. While professional 

journalists’ presence on Twitter is increasingly vital to their work (Hermida, 2013), unless 
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they can effectively leverage the platform to connect with their followers, there is little 

reason to invest in the time required to maintain a profile. This is where new modes of 

access such as smartphones again play a part to the changing practices that help to 

organize information in the form of news. It is no coincidence that Twitter, now a 

dominant platform for news, claims its origins in the 160-character limit of SMS4 “text 

messaging,” a ubiquitous communication protocol (Alison Bryant, Sanders-Jackson, & 

Smallwood, 2006). With smartphones poised to lead the way into the digital future (Baym, 

2010; Project for Excellence in Journalism, 2012), it is inevitable that changing patterns in 

information access, particularly through ambient exposure from notifications on mobile 

devices, is poised to resituate our relationship with news. While the past might help 

inform what the future might hold for online news, the Internet is a challenging place for 

looking at practices, as it has few guidelines to follow. Looking at the process through 

which news circulates and how users employ Twitter to organize information, we can 

begin to make sense of the complex relationship between changing technologies, access, 

and practices. 

Participation 

An idea introduced at the beginning of this chapter is how the current atmosphere where 

news circulates on Twitter is highly fragmented. Structurally, the rise of social media has 

had a marked impact on news engagement patterns by “deepening the interplay of 

information flows” (Rainie & Wellman, 2012, p. 231). As part of the information 

circulation process, however, social news platforms such as Twitter are distinguished from 

traditional (mass) media in that older media, especially print newspapers and broadcast 

television, derive much of their functional legitimacy directly from the act of filtering 

                                                
4 Short message service: Twitter is 140 characters, reserving 20 characters for usernames. 
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information for the public (Weinberger, 2011). Due in part to the capacity of users to 

collaborate, share, and organize information for themselves and their social connections, a 

new paradigm has been established in the organizational hierarchy of information 

(Saarinen, 2013). This project sees the collective act of Willson’s “social” information 

filtering as participatory newsmaking. 

Participatory newsmaking is a process through which networked users engage with news 

as individuals, but manifested in the form of “self-mass communication” (Castells, 2000) 

at the collective level. An example of this is in a breaking news story that “trends” on 

Twitter. This relates to Pierre Levy’s (1997) “social economy,” where knowledge is 

mediated through collective intelligence rather than by central institutions, as well as the 

“experience economy” (Ritzer et al., 2012). As people’s news increasingly moves through 

networked spaces as “listicles,”5 tweets, and updates on their mobile devices (Project for 

Excellence in Journalism, 2011b, p. 1), news is transmitted by users’ social interaction as 

well as through indirect exposure with their extended networks. This is the emerging 

model for news that this project concerns. 

While news organizations may still create the majority of news content that 

eventually circulates online (Leskovec, Backstrom, & Kleinberg, 2009), professional 

authority, journalistic credibility, and editorial control as central organizing forces for 

news dissemination may no longer dictate users’ primary news engagement. As Saarinen 

argues: The audience also has more power over journalistic content than ever before. 

Since audiences’ feedback in online news is immediate and easy to measure, it quickly has 

an effect on the online journalism itself. At the same time the audience can contribute to 

the journalistic content by sending comments, photos, videos or writing blogs (2013, p. 4). 

                                                
5 Portmanteau of “list” and “article:” used to describe content on social news sites such as Buzzfeed.com 
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Participatory mediation may also be related to Eli Pariser’s “filter bubble” (2011), in the 

sense that individuals are less likely to encounter news they object to due to bias in their 

existing social connections. Through the process of participatory newsmaking, people are 

organizers of their personal news as well able to spread information quickly to their 

networks, a phenomenon Jose van Dijck terms “self-mass media” (2013). In this process, I 

posit the tools of access, not the mediums themselves, are most relevant to this change. In 

the context of journalism, Mark Deuze applies the idea of “convergence” to show the 

channels collapsing where news is created, distributed, and accessed (2008; 2007). Deuze 

argues that the use of platforms such as Twitter disrupts longstanding media practices and 

monopolies, and influences how ordinary users as well as professional journalists engage 

with news in their daily lives. For news organizations, however, all is not lost: Saarinen 

sees social platforms bringing a “new kind of bond with their readers… [that is] more 

equal and two-way than the traditional one” (p. 5). 

Research Themes 

The case studies in Chapter 5 span a range of areas related to the participatory 

transformation of news, transcending medium, research ideas, and theoretical 

perspectives. While diverse in scope, the core interest of this project is to establish how, as 

well as to probe why, these new forms of participation, practices, and tools have become 

such a force in the Twitter news environment. With this in mind, this project focuses on 

two classes of technological affordances that play a fundamental role in shaping news 

culture: 

1) Algorithmic 

2) Social 
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Algorithmic and social technologies have been instrumental in facilitating new forms of 

participation, helping to shift the ways by which users encounter news in online spaces. At 

the start of this project, there was little scholarly research involving the role of algorithms 

in the context of participatory newsmaking. Apart from operating as services that connect 

users to information, upon first glance, Twitter might appear to have few structural 

commonalities to a search engine. However, as the following chapters will discuss and the 

empirical work will show, both search and social platforms represent indispensable and 

algorithmically driven platforms for news. 

The next chapter will discuss how each of these two classes of technologies 

marked the dawn of a new era of in news within the online space. Related to algorithms, 

PEW Research has long seen search engines as a primary gateway to news content in the 

United States (2011a, p. 7). For much of the past decade, the practice of search has been 

second only to email as the leading online activity (Purcell, 2011). More recently, PEW 

notes that search is now tied for first place as the leading activity of Internet users. As a 

means for finding news, search platforms play a pivotal part in the process of organizing 

information. Today, similar to institutional media, Google, and other search engines derive 

their functional legitimacy from the act of organizing and filtering information for their 

users. Search engines use hyperlinks, a core access technology that will be discussed in 

the following chapter, to connect their users to information. At the same time, search 

engines do little to help people propagate news. When users flock to Google to seek 

information related to a topic (e.g., the results of a sports match or an important 

development) they employ other services—namely social platforms—to distribute it in the 

form of news (Foster, 2012, p. 37). Furthermore, on search engines, users engage in 

conversation with algorithmic technology where understanding, in addition to access, is a 

principal incentive. 
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As Hellsten et al. (2006) argue, search engines “evolve in the present and 

reflexively to the system to which they belong (that is, the Internet). Thus, [search] 

engines reconstruct their histories by looking backwards. In other words, search 

algorithms provide the past with a ‘meaning’” (p. 906). The use of search engines to find 

news does not directly constitute a conversation with other people, but instead represents a 

conversation with a technology through the memory, or “index,” of the search provider. 

Emergent platforms such as Twitter have also changed the means through which people 

locate news. Like search engines, Twitter derives much of its functional legitimacy by 

helping users to organize relevant information. Twitter creates incremental value from its 

users’ participation by facilitating the communal organization and interpretation of news 

that is sourced from outside of the platform directly within the platform. Unlike search 

however, Twitter and other social networks are based primarily on social interaction that 

can produce and disseminate—as well as organize—bits of information. This function 

allows Twitter to create newsworthy events inside their own platform. For instance, as 

celebrities and media personalities tweet, their posts can become news from other users’ 

conversation. Social platforms like Twitter, then, can be spaces for the creation of news 

while simultaneously acting as spaces for news engagement. While search engines employ 

their algorithms as a technology to “look back” by connecting their users to indexed 

information, Twitter’s algorithms help to identify and amplify their users’ real-time 

activities: Naaman et al. (2011) see Twitter as a service that provides a “real time” 

reflection of the interests and thoughts of its users, as well as their attention. As a social 

awareness system, through the detection of “trending topics,” Twitter can identify events 

and topics that might become news (Thelwall, Buckley, & Paltoglou, 2011). Search 

platforms, on the other hand, employ their algorithms primarily to locate information that 

already exists somewhere on the Internet. 
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This chapter has set the context for the changes in the news landscape. Social 

platforms are in rapid transition, moving away from a focus on connecting people to each 

other toward a new emphasis on connecting people to information (van Dijck, 2013). 

Twitter represents a class of platform built to leverage their users’ activities by employing 

algorithmic technologies that model and identify trends, detect emotional sentiment, and 

articulate behavioral phenomena (Hermida, 2013). The discussion of technological 

devices, modes of access, and changing practices help to frame how key tools of news 

engagement—including hyperlinks, the @mention, and a related linking tool, the 

hashtag—help users locate, propagate, and mediate news online. Increasingly employed as 

a component of journalistic practice on social platforms, social linking tools and 

algorithmic technologies are leading the way into the participatory news future. 

Research Questions 

Related to the topics introduced in this chapter and investigated in this project’s case 

studies, this thesis has three central research questions: 

● What are the primary technologies of participation in online news, the features of 

participatory news platforms, and the implications of their emergent usage? 

● What participatory practices (e.g., searching) are influencing news online and 

why do they matter for the future of news and journalism? 

● What role do social linking tools such as the hashtag play in the future of 

networked engagement and access to news online? 

By addressing these queries, this project integrates a range of historical evidence, 

empirical data, industry (i.e., statistical) reports, and scholarly literature. The work of the 

following chapters includes framing how online platforms have helped to establish a 

means of access for users to engage with information, interpreting how the adoption of 
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these new technologies drives new forms of news, as well as showing how individuals 

now utilize search and social platforms to organize information for themselves. This 

project focuses on Twitter’s role in helping to coordinate news activity for their users. 

Considering the practices as well as the tools, such as the hashtag, that represent the 

changing news environment, the intention of this project is to present how these changes 

have converged to shape news culture and redefine the journalistic process. 

Thesis Outline 

Section I (Chapters 1 - 4) introduces and develops the changing nature of news and the 

key technologies involved. I set out the research motivations that drive this project. 

Chapter 2 sets the stage for the emergence of search engines and social media as 

participatory news spaces, and expands upon the technological and structural features 

related to hyperlinks (e.g., URLs, @mentions, and hashtags) for newsmaking. Chapter 3 

engages the theoretical perspectives and conceptual motivations of this project, which 

involve ideas drawn from sociology, information science, politics, and media studies. 

Chapter 4 revisits some key concepts from Chapter 3 to explore the broader 

methodological questions to connect the work of the case studies with the project’s 

discussion and conclusion chapters. 

Section II, the empirical core of this thesis contained within Chapter 5, consists of 

three cases that establish a range of evidence for participatory newsmaking on Twitter. 

Data is obtained primarily through Twitter’s API, the company’s official year-in-review 

statistics, as well as from supporting research published by the Pew Research Center and 

the Project for Excellence in Journalism.6 Case Study 1 explores the hashtag as a social 

news headline in the 2011 Egyptian revolution and Japanese earthquake events in the 

                                                
6 Name changed to PEW Journalism as of 2013. 
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context of breaking news. Case Study 2 is an in-depth study of the hashtagging practices 

of influential journalists and news organizations on Twitter that employs a data-driven 

investigation of more than 180,000 tweets. Finally, Case Study 3 presents the case of an 

activist-led hashtag-mediated terror event in Hollywood, California, several days after the 

2013 Boston Marathon bombings. 

Section III (Chapters 6 and 7), the concluding part of this project, organizes the 

topics, themes, and theories from Section I with the ideas and empirical evidence from the 

rest of the thesis to reflect upon the changing news ecosystem and considers the emergent 

culture that it has given rise to. Chapter 6 outlines the broader findings of the project 

involving search and algorithmic technologies, reflecting on this study’s core 

contributions as they relate to wider discourses in news culture. Chapter 6 also looks at 

journalistic practices and the changing face of professional journalism, situating the 

hashtag as a key engagement tool on Twitter. Chapter 7 concludes this project by drawing 

together the themes developed around participation throughout this thesis to reflect and 

postulate on the matters that are covered in this body of work, identifying what are 

considered the most pressing issues involving the future of socially mediated news.  
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2. Background 

Overview 

This chapter sets the conceptual background for this project’s exploration of social news 

platforms. In the first section, I frame the historical and technological developments that 

have paved the way for new modes of information access. To link the notion of access to 

participation and socially mediated newsmaking, the second part of this chapter introduces 

Twitter, the primary platform of interest to this project, and three hyperlink-based tools, 

the URL, @mention, and hashtag, which are employed within Twitter’s service. The third 

part of this chapter considers the role of search and social technologies in the provision of 

news access; the goal is to investigate the importance of linking devices in the journalistic 

process. 

Making News Accessible 

Chapter 1 introduced the technological, social, and cultural forces that have shaped the 

modern news environment. I have situated the wide-ranging shifts in news culture across 

two main technological dimensions, classified as algorithmic and social, and discussed 

how the hyperlink, the primary object of interest to this study, has altered the structure of 

information (Halavais, 2011), conversation (Zappavigna, 2011), and knowledge 

(Weinberger, 2011). The first chapter explains the utility of the hyperlink for finding 

information on the Internet. As a tool that can be used by individuals to locate the 

“shortest path” between locations (or media content) on a network (Albert, Jeong, & 

Barabasi, 1999), I present hyperlinks as a key affordance for newsmaking. As a 

newsmaking instrument, hyperlinks facilitate access to information, ideas, as well as 

conversation. 
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 The two technologies explored within this chapter—algorithmic and social—relate to 

how hyperlinks facilitate user participation and disintermediate access to information. In 

this chapter, I choose to focus on access for a couple of reasons: First, the idea of access 

helps to connect material technologies (e.g., broadband service) to the immaterial ones 

(e.g., algorithms), as well as to the users of platforms (e.g., Twitter). Thus, examining 

specific types of practices through the lens of access (i.e., obtaining news through a 

mobile device) can provide research valuable insight related to the context of users’ news 

engagement, something that Virginia Nightingale (2014) sees as a crucial part in 

understanding media use. Second, the investigation of modes of access is particularly 

relevant when studying news diffusion on Twitter, since research techniques such as geo-

location and the temporal visualization of users’ tweets can display patterns that inform 

when, where, and how people are engaging with news. Techniques like content analysis 

(Lewis et al., 2011) can also help to frame access as an investigative construct to show 

why users might “join the conversation” (e.g., the observation of a Twitter user sharing a 

breaking news story using a hashtag). Given the conceptual benefits of using access to 

frame participatory news patterns, as well as for methodological purposes (methods are 

discussed in Chapter 4), this chapter focuses on how platforms like Twitter offer their 

users access to information. 

 Before moving forward, however, the term access should first be clarified: 

According to the Oxford English Dictionary (2015a), the noun form of access, especially 

when applied outside of a technological context, can be considered a form of “jargon” 

(n.p.). Fortunately, access in the context of communication and media studies can 

designate: 

1) The right or opportunity to benefit from something (i.e., “having broadband 

internet access”); 
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2) The process of obtaining or receiving information (i.e., “allowing access to a 

database”); and 

3)  A modifier that designates non-commercialized media formats (e.g., “public-

access broadcasting” or an “open-access journal”). 

Since the year 2000, Internet access in the United States7 has steadily risen (Pew Research 

Center, 2010). Due in part to the popularity of the World Wide Web, research shows 

increasing amounts of information being made available online. Near the start of the new 

millennium, for example, it was estimated there were around 800 million publicly 

indexable websites (Lawrence & Giles, 1999). Web browsers like Mosaic and Netscape 

(Schatz & Hardin, 1994) helped users connect to information through search engines (e.g., 

Google), to send and receive Web-based email (e.g., Hotmail), and to access bulletin 

boards and newsgroups (e.g., USENET). Yet, although the Web was being heralded in the 

1990s as a promising space for news and journalism (Deuze 2001; Steensen 2011), it was 

not until the following decade that it began to mature as a resource8 for public access to 

news. 

Terror: A Gateway to News Online 

The start of the millennium represents a defining moment for news. Shortly after the peak 

of the “dotcom” era in March 2000 (Howcroft, 2001), one of the largest media events in 

modern history, the attacks on the World Trade Center on September 11, 2001 (9/11), 

helped to galvanize a shift in public news behavior. The unprecedented level of news 

coverage around 9/11 aligns with Brooke Barnett’s view of how terrorism operates 

through media, which deliver terrorists’ messages by “winning the attention of the news 

media” (2009, p. 3). In this respect, I maintain that 9/11 also won the attention of 

                                                
7 The statistics cited refer to home Internet service, though wireless access is later discussed. 
8 This statement applies primarily to online news in the United States and Europe. 
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“ordinary” Internet users by playing a part in normalizing the act of “going online” for 

breaking news. For the American (and arguably, the global) public, the consequences of 

9/11 on news behavior spanned well beyond the United States, where the attacks had 

occurred: Internet users from all over the world turned to the Web for updates on the terror 

incidents, to find news about their loved ones, and to determine who was responsible 

(Wiggins, 2001). David Weinberger describes how, after becoming frustrated with the 

lack of developments on television, he simply “went online.” 

On September 11, 2001, like most other Americans, I spent the morning in 

front of the television, switching amongst the three major networks and 

CNN, fearing what I would hear next. My wife, my daughter, and I sat 

passively, trying to make sense of the incomprehensible. After a few hours, 

the newscasters, out of news, were repeating themselves and filling the air 

with carefully qualified speculation. So I went online. (Weinberger, 2002, 

p. 95) 

Weinberger’s statement indicate that he turned to the Internet to locate story 

developments, but also to search for answers to “make sense” of an occurrence that, at the 

time, was “incomprehensible.” 

The scale of the 9/11 event saw audiences turn en masse to the Internet. Seeking 

news updates, millions of users went online following the attacks of September 11, 2001. 

This saw audiences benefit from Internet connectivity (the first form of access) through 

their ability to “search for their [own] news” (Pew Research Center, 2002). This notion 

sets up the second form of access that the Oxford English Dictionary (OED) defines (see 

the previous section), which I see related to how users attempted to access news by using 

search engines. As an indexical database, a service like Google’s “search” function is, in 

essence, a query against its “index,” a process that relays archived information back to the 

user in the form of “search results” (Halavais, 2009b; Hellsten et al., 2006). Perhaps what 
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is most notable in this shift, however, is that while Google’s service was ready to handle 

the volume of traffic that 9/11 had generated, the company was not ready to provide the 

type of information—news—that its users were seeking. An example of this disconnect is 

shown in how Google initially began to direct its users to 9/11 news on broadcast 

television and radio stations, claiming this was not due to the company’s inability to 

provide relevant (search) results, but rather because many “online news services [were] 

not available” (Wiggins, 2001, p. 9). 

Figure 2.1 – Google.com during 9/11 

Example of message posted on Google.com during 9/11. 

Over the next few days, Google’s main search page began linking to, and eventually 

“caching” (i.e., archiving), stories from online properties such as the Washington Post, 

CNN, and The New York Times. Alex Halavais (2002) describes how 9/11 helped to 

normalize the act of going online for news, and explains why people turned to search 

engines (e.g., Google) to locate specific information (e.g., missing persons): 

There are many reasons Americans and those in the rest of the world turned 

to their computers after the events of September 11. For some, computer 

networks provided alternative interpersonal communication channels. . 

.others used the Internet to collaboratively search for those lost in the 

confusion after the World Trade Center collapse. The vast majority of 

users, however, went to the Web in search of news. (Halavais 2002, p. 25) 

As I discuss in the first chapter, news media work to organize information for publics (see 

Schudson in Chapter 1). In the case of 9/11, there were arguably so many demands on the 

mass news media that audiences seemingly turned to the Internet to find (and organize) 
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news on their own behalf. As Halavais notes (see above quote), this outcome is likely due 

to the increased demand for specific details. For instance, CNN could not report on 

television about every missing person (i.e., a family member or coworker) after the attack. 

Additionally, the surge in use of the Internet for 9/11 news might also be attributed to the 

interruption of coverage around the attack sites. In addition to the wide-scale destruction 

and security concerns, Wiggins and Halavais both note the disruption of local 

communication infrastructure during 9/11: a major telecom provider’s switching facilities 

was damaged when a building collapsed, and telephone line capacity became overloaded 

after news spread of the attacks. The 9/11 news event was amplified by live televised 

scenes of chaos, including the real-time broadcast of the attack on the second tower. The 

real-time component in 9/11 news coverage (and the sense of another imminent attack) 

arguably gave individuals reason to use any means necessary, including the Internet, to 

find and share details about what was taking place. 

9/11 thus marked a first in the use of a search engine for “breaking” news, with 

news-related queries increasing by a factor of 60 compared to the previous day (Google 

Inc., 2002). This event sets an important precedent for this project, since PageRank, 

Google’s algorithmic ranking method, underpins an important form of access. Individuals 

were able to benefit from Internet access (broadband and mobile connections), and also 

utilize their connectivity to access a database (to retrieve relevant information). Through 

an algorithmic technology, individuals could access specific information to collectively 

make sense of an event that, as Weinberger argues, “had few answers” (see earlier quote). 

Google search data from the event suggests that its users employed the service to verify 

factual details (e.g., the exact time of the attacks) and to engage with rumors (e.g., 

Nostradamus) that began to circulate after the attacks (2002). 
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This project emphasizes how advancements in technologies, access, and practice 

play important parts in news culture. The “breaking” news of 9/11 foreshadows the 

practice of “searching” (via algorithmic technologies) for news. 9/11 was therefore 

instrumental in facilitating a broader shift in public news behavior, as users increasingly 

went online to “search for news” (Pew Internet and American Life Project, 2010; Pew 

Research Center, 2002). The case of 9/11 also illustrates how the adoption of the Internet 

(as a beneficial form of access) allowed people to make connections to news that was not 

already broadcast to them. This shift was made possible by (a) Internet access 

(connectivity), as well as (b) through advancements on the algorithmic front. Access to a 

database meant that users could get personalized news, such as a list of missing persons 

after the attacks. In his 9/11 study, Wiggins (2001) points out that Yahoo, the leading 

online portal at the time of the attacks, employed an antiquated search technology. Perhaps 

due to its beginnings as a human-curated catalog of pages on the Web, organizing 

websites as a library might organize books on its shelves (Lawrence & Giles, 1999), 

Yahoo’s utility for locating specific information was limited when compared to Google. In 

short, I posit that Google had an “algorithmic advantage,” which eventually led to Yahoo 

paying its upstart competitor to license some of its proprietary search technology (Google 

Inc., 2000). 

Public-Access Journalism 

The events of 9/11 can be connected to the OED’s third definition of access (see earlier 

section “Making News Accessible”). Returning to Barnett’s (2009) interpretation of 

terrorism working through media, I posit that large-scale terror events such as 9/11 may 

provide one of the most compelling reasons for ordinary users (i.e., citizens) to actively 

participate in the process of newsmaking. This is a key area for the study of journalism, as 

Barnett argues that studies related to the media coverage of terrorist attacks often tend to 
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treat terrorism “as an isolated issue or event…, similar to reporting on a political campaign 

or earthquake” (p. 4). As such, viewing access through the lens of users finding and 

organizing information with the intent to share it with others (i.e., the public) is part of the 

process I label “journalism” (see Chapter 1). For news culture, 9/11 helped to normalize 

the act of “searching” for news, yet also marked a change in how users began to leverage 

the Internet to create and share their own news (i.e., accessing the process of 

newsmaking). Activities such as “blogging” thus set the stage for participatory 

newsmaking on social platforms (e.g., Twitter), aligning with what Ritzer et al. identify as 

“prosumption” (see quote in Chapter 1). 

Returning to the OED’s third definition of access (see section on “Making News 

Accessible”), the example of “public-access” television is provided. In this regard, I 

suggest that “ordinary users” who are afforded certain types of access can shape the flows 

of public information. Similar to search engines, Twitter’s uses algorithms to help users 

find and disseminate information on “trending” (real-time) topics, a feature that Anderson 

et al. (2012) describe as “algorithmic capabilities [that] help to analyze what subjects are 

being shared, which topics are most discussed by whom, and when information emerges 

and how it moves” (2012, p. 24). As a form of “public access” news, I posit that Twitter 

affords its users access to real-time information (“trending topics”), as well as to the 

participatory processes (e.g., “journalism”) that create and shape news. In the next chapter, 

I discuss how this type of engagement impacts the “broadcast” flows of news (see Chapter 

3). Scholars today might identify the Twitter platform as a form of “self-mass” media. 

Manuel Castells, for instance, argues that mobile and socially networked platforms (e.g., 

Twitter) mark a new era in mass communication: 
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Mass-self communication is mass communication because it reaches 

potentially a global audience through the p2p networks and Internet 

connection. It is multimodal, as the digitization of content and advanced 

social software. (Castells, 2007a, p. 248) 

Due to the design of platforms like Twitter, the third definition of access can be situated 

both ways, meaning that access can be used “by the public” (to locate information) as well 

as “for the public” (to share news). Users who are well positioned within Twitter’s 

network can benefit from other users’ efforts to locate as well as circulate information. In 

the case of newsmaking, I argue that access presupposes participation, as the visible flow 

of information between Twitter users inherently provides a public service to others. While 

this “service” involves interactions (e.g., conversations) between individual users, it can 

also function as free labor for the company, a topic that is addressed in the following 

chapter (see Chapter 3 section on “Power”). 

Returning to the case of 9/11, the Internet, as Weinberger notes, helped people 

“make sense” of a complex and traumatic occurrence; as a catalyst to go online for 

information, users found ways to share their own versions of the events, to interpret what 

they believe had happened, and to construct their own narratives. In a post-9/11 Pew 

report, Halavais sees these kinds of activities as “the rise of do-it-yourself” journalism: 

Those seeking news on the Web have unprecedented access to the basic 

evidence that makes up many news stories, and can become journalists 

themselves on narrow topics…any Internet user can investigate the facts of 

a story without leaving the living room. The Web provided a broad catalog 

of facts and fancy related to September 11, ranging from eyewitness 

accounts…to analysis from experts and amateurs. With the eyes of the 

world focused on a narrow set of related events, many stepped into the role 

of amateur journalist, seeking out sources and sometimes assembling these 

ideas for others. (Halavais 2002, p. 29) 
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Noteworthy around 9/11 were the stories published (e.g., posted on a personal “blog”) by 

individuals who had witnessed the attacks, as well as the images shared by those who had 

lost loved ones and family members (Halavais 2002, p. 29). The term “citizen journalism” 

can be used to describe news reporting “via e-mails, mailing lists, chat groups, and 

personal Web journals” (Gillmor, 2006) by ordinary citizens. While there is a plethora of 

literature related to citizen journalism, an area where this project makes a contribution is 

by considering how journalistic activities by users (e.g., organizing information)—

“ordinary” or professional—helps to promote access in a public service capacity. Here I 

argue that a key factor in the power of real-time news is access to the network. When 

connected, individuals can help others in their communities benefit from their 

conversations (i.e., “discovering” news) as well as their journalistic activities (i.e., 

“creating” and “sharing” news). On the network, user interactions can have “emergent 

properties” (Shadbolt & Berners-Lee, 2008): For instance, increases in the “volume” of 

conversation around news (e.g., “trending topics”) have implications for news 

dissemination. While I focus primarily on the positive aspects of social engagement, it 

should be recognized the algorithms on the two platforms I have used as examples are not 

transparent. Both PageRank, Google’s search algorithm, and Discover, Twitter’s trending 

algorithm, are protected intellectual property. So while the concept of access I have 

presented is framed as an asset to news culture, networked engagement is not always 

advantageous to platform users. Algorithms can amplify the spread of misinformation and 

also facilitate topical censorship. This issue is discussed in the following chapter. 

Hacktivism and Access 

The third case presented in this project (see Chapter 5) involves the “hacktivist” 

collective known as Anonymous, a group Gabriella Coleman labels as a “rhizomatic, 

digitally based protest movement” (2011, p. 511). The case considers the group’s role in a 
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breaking news event on Twitter, investigating the ways Anonymous’ primary Twitter 

account, @YourAnonNews, functions in parallel to area news outlets to report on a 

suspected terror event in the Hollywood neighborhood of Los Angeles. Anonymous’ 

activities, which I argue represent a unique form of “operation” by the hacktivist group, 

can be related to the idea of access presented in this chapter. The group’s hashtag-led 

breaking news effort organized a number of Twitter actors who proceeded to contribute 

details, objectionable humor, and “on-the-ground” footage (e.g., photos). Under a shared 

hashtag, #hootersbomber, tweets were curated by Anonymous’ Twitter account, 

@YourAnonNews. I posit that the rapid appropriation of this hashtag allowed the group to 

create a “public access” news channel. 

Throughout the developing event, Anonymous coordinated a number of individual 

users, strategically shaping the narrative around the event and promoting it beyond the Los 

Angeles area inside Twitter. Luke Goode (2015) argues that Anonymous functions to 

“decenter the individual in favor of the complex, organic whole, yet [individual actors] 

coexist with a strong individualist libertarian ethos” (p. 83). Goode’s depiction presents a 

thought-provoking take on the idea of “public access,” as members of the group often 

“testify to a sense of empowerment and personal development [that is] derived from 

participating in a community” (p. 83). Goode also points out that the group’s goals, 

especially related to their “operational” outcomes, involve instilling a sense of community 

to “foster solidarity with citizens” (p. 83). 

visualized through imagery of birds flying in formation—conjuring 

spontaneous order out of chaos. . .biological metaphors often feature in 

Anonymous discourse. . . . beyond the commonly invoked ‘hive mind,’ a 

more arresting image offered by one Anon is that ‘the internet is a living 

thing.’ (Goode 2015) 
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There are several factors related to access to consider in the case: First, without its 

appropriation of the (#hootersbomber) hashtag, the footage contributed by users who were 

present at the scene (i.e., “on the ground”), and the details released by regional news 

outlets might not have been brought together quickly enough to “break” the news in real-

time (see Case Study 3). Second, had the group not used a hashtag to create a “public 

access” information channel, it might have ended up competing with other news events on 

Twitter. Thus, I view @YourAnonNews’ function as an emergent, public access news 

provider aligning with Goode’s depiction of the group as a network of individual actors 

who can spontaneously “swarm. . .deciding on the spur of the moment whether to join an 

action” (pp. 82-83). The tools, including the hashtag, that are used by @YourAnonNews 

to foster this kind of access are discussed in the case study and following chapters. 

The Rise of Participatory Newsmaking 

In regard to the journalistic process, Bardoel and Deuze (2001) maintain that the Internet 

has transformed news in two ways: First, it has shifted the role of professionals away from 

being the primary force in public discourse into a more “intermediate” role. As more 

people use the Internet (and social platforms) to find and share news, it dislocates the 

privileged position of professional journalists and news organizations as “hubs” in the 

public’s connection to media. Second, Bardoel and Deuze see the Internet bringing forth 

new technological assets for users to create and distribute news. Combined, these two 

transformations represent a category of journalism that Bardoel and Deuze label as 

“digital,” or “online” journalism (2001, p. 91). Related to the technological affordances of 

the Internet for online journalism, Deuze (2001) lists four items: convergence, 

interactivity, personalization, and hypertextuality. In regard to how these assets were used 

in the newspaper industry, Jim Hall (2000) sees the online strategies adopted by news 

organizations like the The Guardian and The New York Times as that of “innovation,” 
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meaning that the companies established digitally focused publishing initiatives. Along 

with strategic business directives (e.g., online editors), news organizations slowly began to 

advantage of the unique assets of the Internet for news. From the 1990s though the 

“dotcom bubble” of 2001, news began to move to the Web. In the early 2000s, the start of 

the era referred to by Tim O’Reilly as “Web 2.0” (2007) established a new class of 

technological asset: applications designed to “encourage users to interact, share 

knowledge and information with each other, and construct content” (Harrison & Barthel, 

2009, p. 159). Due to the unique design of these connected applications, Web 2.0 marks 

the point in this project where the distinction between “websites” and “platforms” should 

be made. Applying Marc Andreessen's (2009) definition of a platform, Anne Helmond 

explains what separates a website from a platform. 

A social media website becomes a platform once it can be reprogrammed, 

these days typically achieved by providing an API allowing the structured 

exchange of data and functionality between websites and services. 

(Helmond, 2013, p. 6) 

As Web 2.0 applications rose in popularity, people began to use services such as Flickr 

and YouTube to connect and share media content with one another. As a consequence, 

information started to become socially networked. Users were able to share photos, 

videos, news stories (URLs), as well as post comments to others’ profiles. The rise of 

applications such as Flickr, YouTube, and Slashdot helped to spawn a class of applications 

Emily Thorson (2008) calls “news recommendation engines” (NREs), including the link-

sharing service Digg.com (Halavais, 2009a). Harrison and Barthel (2009) see Web 2.0 

technologies as services that represent a “radical reconceptualization” of the user. 

 NREs such as Digg and Slashdot represent one of the leading news activities in the 

mid-2000s, and I argue that these services mark the start of the news “platform era.” For 
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the purposes of understanding the participatory role of individual actors on platforms such 

as Twitter, NREs played a pivotal role in the evolution of news and journalism, as they 

arguably mark the stage where ordinary users (i.e., non professionals) could leverage 

services to have real-time, and often publically visible, conversations around shared 

content. While the emergence of NREs may mark a pivotal development in news 

applications, I maintain that NREs are not fully “participatory” in the sense that most Web 

2.0 applications (e.g., YouTube) were services designed primarily for their users to 

connect through content (e.g., shared videos, uploaded photos, and shared URLs). 

Although services such as YouTube have evolved over the years, becoming social 

“platforms” by adding application programming interfaces (APIs), they were arguably 

launched for the purposes of content-sharing as opposed to social connectivity. Therefore, 

I see NREs as a type of social news application, but not ones where “participatory 

newsmaking” could regularly occur. NREs were crucial to the establishment of user 

practices on platforms such as Twitter, however, as they helped to normalize the practice 

of sharing content (e.g. Flickr, YouTube) as well as promoted the culture of finding, 

“tagging,” and linking to news and blogs (e.g., Digg.com). In the history of news culture, I 

see NREs exemplifying the activity that Thorson’s label implies, which is 

“recommendation.” As I will discuss in the next section, the activities that take place on 

Twitter are fundamentally different due to the design of the platform. 

Social Platforms 

In the previous section, I use Helmond’s description of how “platforms” are the products 

of programmed designs (2013). For studying networked news engagement, recognizing 

the role of this design in shaping users’ behaviors the prevailing culture of the platform is 

crucial. In the case of NREs, I consider how services such as Digg help people locate 

news, engage in news-related discussions, and share links to important articles. These 
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affordances are important as they can help direct public attention toward certain topics. 

NREs also mark the stage in news culture where users’ contributions could be recognized 

(e.g., votes or “Diggs”). For instance, in his study of Digg, Halavais found a correlation 

between the Digg community’s recognition of effort (e.g., URLs shared by a Digg user) 

and that member’s likelihood of future contributions to the service (2009a). For the study 

of Twitter, in addition to NREs underpinning the notion of access (locating, sharing, and 

creating news), the idea of communal recognition is also valuable. I argue that NREs and 

social news platforms extend the scope of news culture and journalism practice beyond the 

“affordances” of the Web (Bardoel & Deuze, 2001; Steensen, 2011). While interactivity, 

personalization, hypertext, and multimedia are fundamental to newsmaking online, the 

design of a platform and the activities that are supported (e.g., “trending topics,” 

“retweeting,” “hashtagging”) can lead users to specific behaviors. 

In addition to the opportunities for journalism that the platform era has brought 

forward, its emergence presents a number of threats to the established news industry, as it 

further shifts the dynamics of power among news organizations, professional journalists, 

and ordinary users (Bardoel & Deuze, 2001; Schudson, 2012). As organizations such as 

Twitter have become embedded within news culture, they represent a unique challenge to 

the news industry’s business model. As Bruns and Highfield (2012) see it, the Internet has 

“fundamentally undermined” the model of newspaper publishing, with “specialist Web 

sites and generalist search engines providing a more effective and easily searchable 

platform” (p. 1). News organizations’ broadcasting function is now being challenged by 

ordinary users, who can leverage platforms like Twitter to distribute information in real-

time. This disrupts institutional news media’s position as the “broadcast center” by 

affording users the ability to retrieve information on their own behalf. The context through 

which news is encountered within these platforms is also a key variable in its reception 
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(Nightingale, 2014). In this regard, I argue that both Google and Twitter are “mediators of 

media” due to the role of their algorithms, which operate to locate and connect their users 

to certain types of content. Weinberger refers to Google, for example, as a “meta 

business” (2002). Through the use of algorithmic technologies, as Helmond (2013) 

describes, a platform’s design (as an “interface between users”) can affect the primary 

context through which its users, as well as its communities of users, find information, the 

range of viewpoints that these users are exposed to, and the types of “promoted” content 

that users are served in the form of advertising. While traditional broadcast news can 

dictate the time for audiences’ engagement (e.g., an evening television news program), 

platforms like Twitter arguably have more control in determining when, why, and where 

certain news is engaged with. Returning to the idea of “public-access” news (see previous 

section), while traditional media have been disrupted from the “bottom-up” by the Internet 

(Ito, 2008; Jenkins, 2007), I see social platforms also challenging the role of “professional 

journalists,” a group that Bardoel and Deuze (2001) maintain “will become a profession 

that provides services not to collectives, but first and foremost to individuals, and not only 

in their capacity as citizens, but also as employees” (p. 99). 

Twitter 

Founded in 2006, Twitter is a company founded by Evan Williams, Jack Dorsey, Biz 

Stone, and Noah Glass. Williams co-founded Blogger in 1999, a blogging service that was 

later acquired by Google (Greene, 2007). The initial concept for Twitter was developed 

during the co-founders’ time at Odeon, an early podcasting start-up (Bilton, 2014). The 

service initially launched as a Web-based text-messaging (SMS) application called 

“Twttr” (see Figure 2.2), but the co-founders relaunched the platform three months later 

under its current name (Williams, 2006). 
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Figure 2.2 - Announcement of the launch of Twittr9 

Figure 2.3 - The “relaunch” of Twitter.10 

Twitter announced its initial public offering (IPO) on September 13, 2013.11 The 

following month, the company officially listed its stock on the New York Stock Exchange 

under the symbol TWTR. At the end of the 2013 fiscal year, Twitter’s estimate of monthly 

active users (MAUs) was stated at 240 million. This estimate (methodology is provided in 

the annual report) represented a 30 percent increase from one year prior (185 million), and 

9 “Twttr is Alive” http://evhead.com/2006/07/twttr-is-alive.asp 
10 “We Bought the Vowels (and a blimp too): Twitter Relaunches” http://evhead.com/2006/09/we-bought-vowels-and-blimp-too-twitter
11

 https://twitter.com/twitter/status/378261932148416512
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nearly twice that of its 2011 MAU estimate (117 million). The graph below (see Figure 

2.4) displays the growth trend in Twitter’s user base from 2010 to 2013, a timeframe 

roughly corresponding to the data collected for this project. 

Figure 2.4 - Increase in worldwide Twitter users (per quarter) 2010–2013. 

According to the company’s public IPO documents, the majority of Twitter’s revenue is 

generated through the sale of advertising, followed by income obtained by the company 

licensing data to third parties (2013). At the time of its IPO, the principal individual 

shareholders included co-founder Williams, (~10.4 percent), co-founder Dorsey (~4.7 

percent; not including stock options), and then-CEO Dick Costolo (~1.4 percent). The 

major organizational shareholders of Twitter included equity finance firm Rizvi Traverse 

(~15.7 percent), investment bank J. P. Morgan (~9 percent), and technology capital 

investor Benchmark Capital (~5.8 percent).12 

At the end of the 2012 fiscal year, Twitter’s gross revenue was estimated at USD $316 

million. The following year, the company’s revenue reported revenues totaling USD $665 

million. The company’s 2013 annual report portrays the value of its platform as based 

12 Major shareholders are defined as entities holding a 5 percent or higher stake in Twitter Inc.’s common stock. 
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upon the ways that Twitter helps its users “create” content, and how the platform allows 

users to “find” and “share” new things. These core features are part of the company’s goal 

to build a global service for “public self-expression and conversation in real time” (2014). 

The statements below are given in Twitter’s 2013 annual report, and explain the 

company’s long-term business strategy as a content-focused social network platform (p. 

4): 

1) Public. Twitter is open to the world. Content on Twitter is broadly accessible to our

users and unregistered visitors. All users can create tweets and follow other users.

Since the vast majority of users on Twitter choose to communicate publicly on our

platform, users can follow other users without requiring a reciprocal relationship. This

asymmetric follow model significantly increases the breadth and depth of content

available to users on our properties. In addition, the public nature of Twitter allows

people to benefit from Twitter content even if they are not Twitter users or following

the user that originally tweeted, as that content can travel virally on and off our

properties to other web sites and media, such as television and print.

2) Real-Time. News breaks on Twitter. Real-time content allows our users to enhance

experiences by digitally connecting to a global conversation as events unfold, and

enables our users to engage with each other directly and instantly in the moment and

on-the-go. The combination of our tools, technology and format enables our users to

quickly create and distribute content globally in real time with 140 keystrokes or the

flash of a photo, and the click of a button. The ease with which our users can create

content combined with our broad reach results in users often receiving content faster

than other forms of media. Additionally, because our platform allows any of our more

than 240 million MAUs to contribute content, we have a vastly larger production

capability than traditional media and news outlets.
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3) Conversational. Twitter is where users come to express themselves and interact with 

the world. Our users can interact on Twitter directly with other users, including people 

from around the world, as well as influential individuals and organizations. 

Importantly, these interactions can occur in public view, thereby creating an 

opportunity for all users to follow and participate in conversations on Twitter. These 

public conversations offer a complementary communication channel to media 

companies and advertisers and an opportunity for them to increase their ad 

engagement and reach through Twitter. 

4) Distributed. Tweets go everywhere. Tweets are distributed not only on Twitter, but 

also off our properties by millions of websites around the world. Media outlets 

distribute tweets beyond our properties to complement their content by making it more 

timely, relevant and comprehensive. The simple format of a tweet, the public nature of 

content on Twitter and the ease of distribution off our properties allow media outlets to 

display tweets on their online and offline properties, thereby extending the reach of 

tweets beyond our properties. 

The description of the platform (see above) notes the service’s primary means of 

interaction, which are 140-character posts affectionately termed “tweets.” Bilton (2014) 

describes how co-founder Glass came up with the idea to adopt the term “tweet” after 

perusing a dictionary looking for verbs. Tweets’ 140-character limit is derived from the 

160-character format of text messaging (SMS). Richard Rogers (2014) notes how Twitter 

co-founder (and lead software engineer) Jack Dorsey felt that imposing a character limit 

was necessary to keep the platform’s users focused on sharing “real-time” activities and 

personal status updates. In addition to a Web-based version of Twitter and a number of 

platform-specific applications (iOS, Android, and Tweetdeck), depending on the mobile 
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provider, Twitter can be also accessed through its 5-letter SMS “shortcode,” TWTTR.13 

Below is an abbreviated timeline showing Twitter’s key user milestones, business 

acquisitions, and feature launches over the company’s history.  

Selected Timeline of Twitter Developments 

2006 

March 
The first tweet is posted by co-founder (and future CEO) Jack Dorsey. 

July 
“Twttr” is publically announced in a blog post by co-founder Evan Williams. 

September 
“Twttr” is made available through a website (twitter.com) and renamed “Twitter.” 

November 
Three major features are introduced, including “favorites,” direct messages (“friends” 
only), and a new user profile “search” function. 

2007 

July 
Co-founder Biz Stone announces that “friends” on Twitter will be renamed “followers.” A 
new “notification” feature is added to the main user interface. 

November 
Stone tweets about a breaking news story on Wikipedia crediting Twitter as the official 
source, noting how a tweet broke a news story before it was on any news site or search 
engine. 

2008 

September 
Dorsey announces the launch of “Trends,” describing the feature embodying his favorite 
aspect of the Twitter platform, immediacy. 

October 
Twitter’s first leadership change as Williams becomes next Twitter’s CEO and Jack 
Dorsey moves into the company’s executive chairman role. 

2009 

March 

13 “Shortcodes” represent a set of numbers (on a 9-digit keypad) and are added by mobile providers as an SMS link to features (e.g., 
check phone credit, add a data package, or access a Web application). 
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Twitter’s “Replies” function is updated. The addition of the “@” character now creates a 
hyperlink to a Twitter users’ profile anywhere in a tweet. The expanded “reply” feature is 
renamed “Mentions.” 

April 
Stone announces the launch of the ability to search tweets in “real-time.” The feature is 
part of what the company calls its new “Discovery Engine.” 

August 
The “Retweets” feature is announced by Twitter. Due to the popularity of users manually 
“retweeting” other users’ tweets, an automated “retweet” button is listed as a major new 
feature that will be rolled out to users. 

November 
For the first time since the company’s launch, the prompt for creating tweets is changed 
from “What Are You Up To?” to “What’s Happening?” Stone describes in a blog post that 
Twitter had “outgrown the concept of personal status updates.” 

2010 

February 
Twitter announces that its users are generating nearly 50 million tweets per day. 

March 
“Infinite scroll” is added, removing the need to “click” to browse further down a users’ 
Twitter timeline. Additionally, Twitter launches its “@anywhere” framework, a piece of 
code that allows users to “follow” other users from outside of the Twitter platform (e.g., 
on a newspaper website). 

April 
Stone announces the company’s new monetization initiative “Promoted Tweets.” 

July 
After years of informal use on the platform, official (hyperlinking) support for #hashtags 
is added. 

August 
Twitter announced its “Tweet this” button, a feature that allows users to tweet a news 
stories with a pre-populated URL (which links back to the shared content). Launch 
“partners” for the feature include CNN, The Huffington Post, Gawker Media, and USA 
Today. 

October 
Twitter’s second leadership change: Then-COO Dick Costolo replaces Williams as 
Twitter’s third CEO. 

September 
The ability to embed multimedia (images or video content) is added to tweets. Similar to 
the “Tweet this” button, the feature is initially limited to selected “partners.” 
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December 
Costolo announces a new round of funding from Silicon Valley venture capital firm 
Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers. 

2011 

June 
Twitter adds “link shortening,” a feature initially limited to URLs posted within users’ 
direct messages, to the entire platform. Sean Garrett, SVP of Communications, notes that 
routing URLs through its shortener will contribute to the metrics behind “Promoted 
Tweets” and also provide data for the company’s “Resonance” (“trending”) algorithm. 

September 
Co-founder Dorsey announces that Twitter has reached 100 million monthly active users 
(MAUs). 

2012 

June 
Twitter’s “expanded tweets” feature is launched, allowing users to “preview” content 
inside a tweet. The company states “it’s easier than ever to discover breaking news and 
bylines” with Twitter. Partners include The New York Times and Der Spiegel. 

July 
Twitter updates its “real-time” search capabilities by adding an “autocomplete” search 
function. Twitter’s search tool now generates real-time tweet and @username suggestions, 
corrects misspelled words, and finds “trending” topics. 

September 
Twitter’s news manager Mark Luckie posts a link to Twitter “Best Practices” for 
journalists and news organizations. 

2013 

January 
Vine, a social video application, is officially launched by Twitter. Vine is integrated with 
the Twitter platform, allowing users to post looping video clips, called “Vines,” directly 
inside of their tweets. 

September 
Twitter updates its embedded content feature to include images that are hosted outside of 
the platform (i.e., a tweet linking to a New York Times article can now also display the 
story’s lead photo). 

Twitter files paperwork with the United States Securities and Exchange Commission 
(SEC) in advance of its initial public offering. The following month, Twitter lists its 
common stock and symbol, TWTR, on the New York Stock Exchange. 
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Hyperlinks and News 

The Twitter platform takes the concept of “blogging” a step further by adding a real-time 

and social dimension to the traditional blog format. As such, Twitter’s platform represents 

a class of applications known as “microblogs” (Murthy, 2012). Twitter’s service caught on 

quickly with early adopters; only a year after its official launch in 2006, the platform was 

named the “best new blogging tool” by the South by Southwest festival (2007). The 

following year, Time magazine listed “tweets” as one of the top “buzzwords” for 2008 

(Cloud, 2008). 

Over its first five years, Twitter’s platform centered on the idea of “tweeting,” 

where users shared posts containing any (140-character) combination of text. Tweets often 

include URLs, which are primarily used to link to content published outside Twitter’s own 

platform, as well to embed multimedia such as images.14 Apart from URLs, two linking 

instruments, the “at mention” (@) and the hashtag (#), are used on Twitter’s platform. I 

posit that the integration of these two devices is key to the platform’s role in facilitating 

the circulation of news, as both help to promote real-time, topic-based conversation. 

Unlike the URL, both of these tools are internal to Twitter’s platform, however, meaning 

that as linking devices, “@mentions” and hashtags are of little efficacy outside of the 

Twitter ecosystem. 

On Twitter, “@mentions” are hyperlinked referential operators that consist of a 

line of uninterrupted text preceded by the “@” symbol (Twitter, 2014). The @mention is 

an “addressability” tool that can be used to reference as well as converse with other 

registered users of the Twitter service (Yang, Sun, Zhang, & Mei, 2012). The second 

linking tool, the hashtag, is somewhat more versatile as a linking device, as it can function 

                                                
14 Prior to 2012, Twitter did not “host” images shared by its users on its own service. Third-party applications were used (e.g. Imgur, 
Twitpic). 
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as a combination of “associative bookmark, indexical organizer, community affiliator, as 

well as conversational indicator” (Small, 2011). 

Predating the current Internet protocol (TCP/IP), as well as 1983’s ARPANET,15

one of the principal ideas in connecting disparate information spread across a network was 

in the form of an “associative” link (Bush, 1945). Hyperlinks are tools that allow Internet 

users to locate information, connect with others, and share sources of information (Albert 

et al., 1999). On the Web, hyperlinks are most frequently used in the form of URLs, and 

are part of Tim Berners-Lee’s (1999) hypertext markup language, HTML. Across the 

“layers” of the Internet, including the World Wide Web (WWW) and email services 

(POP/IMAP), URLs facilitate access to information by allowing users to navigate to 

locations that exist elsewhere on the network. On certain platforms, including Twitter, 

URLs also provide a way for users to establish their identity (i.e., “profile”) on the Web. 

For news culture, the hyperlink represents a key innovation that helps users 

connect with information. The hyperlink is effective for navigating news on the Internet 

because it represents a pathway to anywhere on the network (Turow & Tsui, 2008). 

Hyperlinks not only help to connect users to information across network geographies, but 

can also link across dimensions of the network, including providing users access to certain 

points in time (e.g., a “snapshot” of an archived web page). In regard to participatory 

newsmaking, search engines might be the first class of application to demonstrate the 

potential of harnessing hyperlinks for news on a mass scale. For search engines, 

hyperlinks (URLs) are the primary way users can navigate to the information that is 

returned from their searches (Halavais, 2011). Although hyperlinks represent a tool, they 

also are part of an evolving design language, HTML. I see the hyperlink as representing a 

15 ARPANET was the first successful large-scale “packet-switched” network: http://www.cs.utexas.edu/users/chris/think/ARPANET/ 
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potential connection; URL, for example, are part of how individuals can make real-time 

“connections” to news. At the same time, however, this functionality means that platforms 

(e.g., Twitter) can mediate this connection through advertising, search “autocomplete,” 

and promoted (i.e., “trending”) topics. On the whole, however, hyperlinks involve a 

different mode of connection to news than traditional broadcast media. 

I posit that the application of hyperlinks on Twitter’s platform is central to 

accessing news, as they help users connect not only to topical information, but also 

promote connections across time and space (e.g., linking to databases, archives, and 

communities). However, hyperlinks are only as powerful as their operator; for example, a 

user can use a search engine to find relevant information, but must apply some degree of 

“intelligent” reasoning, namely logical induction, to evaluate the credibility of the 

information and decide to navigate to the source (Albert et al., 1999; Park & Thelwall, 

2006). Thus, for newsmaking, users must apply some degree of logic (e.g., selecting the 

most credible link for a given search result), especially if they expect others to circulate 

the news. In this way, while the hyperlink represents the instrument that creates the 

potential to connect to information, users act to realize this potential. 

As previously discussed, URLs are a form of hyperlink used primarily on the Web 

(Berners-Lee, Masinter, & McCahill, 1994). Twitter’s relationship with URLs has 

changed considerably since the service was launched. Prior to 2011 (see timeline above), 

when a URL was included in a tweet, it would display character-for-character. To offset 

lengthy URLs counting against the 140-character tweet limitation, applications called link 

shorteners16 emerged that allowed users to condense URLs they shared in their tweets. 

Services such as bit.ly, shorturl.com, and ow.ly conserve valuable space by collapsing 

                                                
16 Also referred to as URL Shortening Services (USS). 
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regular URLs into “short” URLs. Link shorteners are used across the Internet, as they add 

a degree of analytics, or traceability, to shared links by logging visits to the short URL 

before requests are redirected to the original URL. If a URL to a news story is shortened 

with bit.ly, for example, visits to the URL may later be monitored. URL shortening was 

integrated into Twitter’s platform in 2011. The feature provides an opportunity to filter 

users’ activities through a “data rich” layer (Helmond, 2013, p. 9), as well as a means to 

prevent users from being taken to malware sites and “phishing” scams through shared 

links. Currently, URLs in tweets are automatically shortened and “wrapped” under the 

“t.co” domain.17 

Hashtags and Mentions 

It is important to note how hyperlinking operates differently inside Twitter than on the 

open Web. While the hashtag, @mention, and URL are based upon the same operational 

principle, unlike URLs, as referential linking devices, hashtags and @mentions function 

primarily as internal (i.e., platform-specific) linking tools. Given this difference, hashtags 

and @mentions afford Twitter users potential connections, but these connections are 

exclusive to Twitter’s platform. Even when “wrapped” by Twitter’s link shortener (t.co), 

URLs included in users’ tweets are typically used to link to content outside of the Twitter 

platform. While users can “share” another tweet by adding a URL, it is more logical that a 

user would simply “retweet” it or manually quote it and @mention the original tweet’s 

creator. 

With origins in Internet Relay Chat (IRC) rooms, hashtags were used “informally” 

on Twitter until July 2010 (Messina, 2007). Three years after being proposed as a crowd-

sourced information tool by developer Chris Messina, Twitter legitimized the role of the 

17 Although Twitter now mandates the use of its own URL shortener, third-party applications can also be used. However, these services 
(e.g., Bit.ly, Ow.ly) function as a secondary shortener and will still redirect the user through Twitter’s own “t.co” service.
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hashtag as a linking devices by converting lines of text preceded by a hash (#) symbol in 

tweets into working hyperlinks. To “create” hashtags, users add a hash or pound symbol to 

text in their tweets. Hashtags are a unique form of hyperlink, since they take users to a 

feed where other tweets containing the same hashtag are shown. The convention of adding 

hashtags (i.e., “hashtagging”) to tweets as a form of “social bookmark” (Kwak, Lee, Park, 

& Moon, 2010) has spread to other platforms (e.g., Instagram), and for good reason: 

hashtags are useful for locating, propagating, and mediating conversation in real-time. 

In addition to the hashtag, the “@mention” is an associative link that directs to an 

individual Twitter profile. Like hashtags, “@mentions” are created by the addition of an 

operator (the “@” character) that references a Twitter user (i.e., a “handle”). Functioning 

as an internal hyperlink to a Twitter profile, @mentions are a powerful tool as they can 

network “live” (i.e., active) accounts on the Twitter platform directly inside of users’ 

tweets. According to developer Garrett Murray, the first recorded use of the “@” symbol 

to “mention” another user was in 2006 (2012, n.p.). Like hashtags, Twitter has formalized 

the convention of using the “@” symbol on its platform by automatically creating a 

hyperlink after the operator (“@”) is added to text.18 

                                                
18 https://blog.twitter.com/2007/are-you-twittering-me 
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Figure 2.4 – Twitter’s announces that it will officially support the “@”as a hyperlink. 

As noted in Figure 2.4 (above), the ability to “@mention” another Twitter profile implies 

the account is real; for instance, if a Twitter user deletes their account or has their account 

suspended by the company, no hyperlink will be created when a user references the 

profile. Additionally, if a user retweets a post, the retweeted post automatically 

“@mentions” the handle of the tweet’s author.19 In conclusion, URLs, hashtags, and 

“@mentions” represent three important ways that users can make connections within the 

Twitter platform. These three tools are discussed in detail in the following chapters and 

project conclusion, and provide much of the basis for exploratory analysis in the 

forthcoming case studies (see Chapter 5). 

Connections to News (Chapter Summary) 

We are indeed in a new communication realm, and ultimately in a new 

medium, whose backbone is made of computer networks, whose language 

is digital, and whose senders are globally distributed and globally 

interactive. (Castells, 2007a, p. 248) 

As a linking instrument, I maintain that the hyperlink is key to the transformation of 

online news culture. Hyperlinks are vital since they connect users to the information that is 

available on the Internet, with URLs even creating derivative “link economies” 

19 Forwarding users can manually edit the text in their tweets to delete the automatic inclusion of the “@mention.”
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(Dellarocas, Katona, & Rand, 2010; Gerlitz & Helmond, 2013; Helmond, 2013). Without 

hyperlinks, there would be little incentive for users to go online to obtain news; 

information would not only be hard to find, it would be difficult to share. Hyperlinks 

afford their users access to news at both the individual and collective levels; and they also 

allow news organizations the means to distribute content to their online audiences across 

different online platforms (e.g., websites, search engines, Twitter). After more than twenty 

years, the URL, the primary form of hyperlink on the Web, is still the way most 

information is navigated. Whether accessed through a search engine, a news website, 

personal email, or a tweet, hyperlinks are the way users initiate “connections” to news. 

Importantly, hyperlinks form part of an Open Web standard.20 However, as 

Castells argues, technology “is not simply a tool, it is a medium, [and] a social 

construction with its own implications” (2007a, p. 249). Before closing this chapter, then, 

I will reiterate that hyperlinks are the form of access that affords online users the means to 

“connect.” As linking devices, hyperlinks were conceived before the Internet was founded 

(e.g., Vannevar Bush’s “Memex”). Hyperlinks are key online, as information is not 

necessarily organized linearly (Berners-Lee, 1999; Graham et al., 2013; Turow & Tsui, 

2008). As the following case studies demonstrate, a “trending topic” can relate to “news” 

as much as the lead article on the front page of a newspaper’s website. As a result, news 

online—and especially within Twitter—is less dependent on linear organization. As a 

product that used to fill columns and occupy minutes of broadcast time, news is a different 

object on the Internet. 

In this chapter, I introduce hyperlinks as playing a key role in the past as well as 

the future of news. The use of the hyperlink is central to the idea of “public access.” In the 

                                                
20 Berners-Lee did not apply for a patent after formalizing the HTML language. 
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context of Twitter, the role of hyperlinks includes directing other users to locations where 

relevant news is posted, selectively promoting certain viewpoints to followers, and 

selectively bringing news that is published outside of Twitter (e.g., on the Web) inside the 

network. Hyperlinks’ utility for newsmaking can also be shown through their use on 

search engines, which are used by more than 91 percent of Internet users in the United 

States (Pew Research Center, 2012a). Without URLs, how could users possibly locate and 

navigate to relevant information? Hyperlinks give users the ability to share news, and 

although posting links to stories in the form of URLs (and arguably, “trending topics”) 

may result in a “quick scan” news culture21 and can facilitate the spread of 

misinformation, I argue that the benefits of using URLs easily outweighs the negatives. 

Does hyperlinked news mean “faster” news? I posit that the industry is beginning 

to respond to shifting news access patterns by attempting to make their news content more 

connected: For example, in its quest to redesign how news is reported, Circa, 22 a former 

start-up located in New York City, brought together leading software developers and 

journalists, creating a mobile news service based around real-time “pushed” story threads. 

News articles on Circa were not structured in the form of a traditional (i.e., AP “inverted 

pyramid”) story, but were instead organized into topical threads. These threads could be 

extended and “pushed” out to users (i.e., Circa’s audience) without the need to publish 

independent articles. Circa users could “subscribe” to topical news threads, which were 

delivered through the mobile application as developments occurred. Larger news 

organizations, including CNN, have appeared to mirror Circa’s threaded update reporting 

format (2015, n.p.), with features that push content out to their users.23 “Pushing” news 

directly to audiences can be a risky feature to implement, however, as it is hard to predict 

21 See the Associated Press news consumer study cited in Chapter 1. 
22 See http://www.cir.ca
23 See https://brandfolder.com/circa/assets/ 
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which updates individuals might find important versus the updates they could find 

distracting. 

Conclusion 

As introduced the first chapter, this project examines the forces and the interplays between 

the broader shifts in news culture through two dimensions—algorithmic and social 

(Weinberger, 2011). These dimensions represent a variety of technologies, tools, and 

practices. Setting up Twitter’s function as a social news space, this chapter has discussed 

how Twitter’s platform affords its users powerful ways to access information. The events 

of 9/11 are used to highlight the importance of large-scale media events in changing 

public news behaviors. With its induction by fire, Google changed from being a newcomer 

in search to the dominant organization that individuals associate with finding information. 

Through its PageRank® algorithm, Google helps its users navigate to information on their 

own terms. Search engines represent a step forward for public information access on the 

Web (Halavais, 2009b; Page, Brin, Motwani, & Winograd, 1999). Since Google’s search 

algorithm bases its results (i.e., topical relevance) in part on the strength of the hyperlink 

relationships between millions of websites, its search engine has a unique ability to locate 

and rank information spread the network. This is a crucial factor in Google’s success as a 

platform for news access. Moreover, in contrast to broadcasted news, Google does not 

necessarily need to create its own content to “connect” its users to news. Rather, the 

company represents what Weinberger calls a “meta business,” providing a service that 

organizes and distributes (pre)existing information. 

As this chapter has established, individuals began to go online for news as soon as 

there were reliable applications (e.g., search engines) that could fulfill their informational 

needs. While the future of the news industry is uncertain (Meyer, 2009; Pew Research 
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Center, 2008; Picard, 2008), what is clear is that millions of people are still turning to the 

Internet as a source for news. The International Telecommunication Union (ITU) estimates 

there are at least 2.75 billion people online, a figure corresponding to roughly 39 percent 

of the world’s population (2013). Internet (i.e., broadband) speeds are also on an upward 

trend. However, these statistics mean little without context; I argue that what is perhaps 

the most pertinent feature involving the Internet’s impact on news is how it supports 

applications (e.g., Google and Twitter) that can redefine cultural practices related to 

access. As the Associated Press (2008) notes, people are beginning to engage with news in 

new ways. Faster Internet connections, especially for mobile users, make it easier for 

audiences to connect to news more frequently, stay up to date with global news events 

throughout the day, and multitask their information-gathering activities across different 

social networks and applications. To close this discussion, I maintain that it is the 

intersection of practices and emergent technologies that leads to new possibilities for 

newsmaking, which in turn leads to normalizing certain behaviors and formalizing them as 

“culture.” 

Because of its technological innovations, the online realm has been heralded as 

journalism’s savior as well as its downfall (Bermejo, 2009; Segev & Ahituv, 2010). There 

is also little doubt the Internet has eroded the monopoly on information by institutional 

mass media. I see hyperlinks connecting people to information at the highest level: the 

network. The following chapter will examine this idea in further detail. The hashtag and 

“@mention” are socially oriented hyperlinks that form a core part of Twitter’s utility as a 

news platform. I argue that the hashtag is the most conspicuous linking device since the 

URL, and examine in the three case studies how it is being utilized for news in 

professional practice as well as informally by news audiences. I see the formalization of 

hashtags and “@mentions” as a core part of Hermida’s journalistic “paradigm shift” (see 
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Chapter 1). As these objects have yet to be thoroughly investigated in the context of 

newsmaking in scholarly literature, the following chapter engages theoretically with the 

networked environment where information is located, propagated, and mediated.  
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3. Theoretical Framework

Overview 

This chapter sets the theoretical context of this project, developing the themes around 

access and practice that were introduced in the previous chapter. In the following sections, 

I discuss the ways in which the structure of networked platforms can be seen in relation to 

emergent user practices. Castells’ “space of flows” (2000) ideas are applied to 

conceptually frame how networks comprised of individuals and information affect how 

news is located, propagated, and mediated. The concept of “shared frames of attention” 

proposed by Couldry et al. (2007) helps to further situate the relationship dynamics 

between users of Twitter, news organizations, and algorithmic technologies. To discuss 

how Twitter’s network promotes individual engagement with “news flows” and influences 

news culture at large, I employ Schudson’s (2012) interpretation of the civic function of 

news media and Jenkins’ concept of “spreadability” to link Twitter users’ information-

sharing activities to their platform-specific practices in the context of social newsmaking. 

Introduction 

As a theoretical foundation to investigate participatory newsmaking on social platforms, 

Castells’ notion of the “space of flows” helps to organize the converging forces that are 

transforming news culture. By directing attention to the structural features of the network, 

the concept of “flows” is ideal for studying news circulated within spaces such as Twitter 

as collective manifestations of users’ interactions. In Castells’ space, “flows” are 

ephemeral, and like an electric circuit, do not arise until certain potentials across networks 

are realized. Once established, Castells’ “flows” are realized manifestations of 

sociocultural phenomena. The “flows” that I focus on in this project involve “breaking” 

news events (see Case Studies 1 and 3); organizational social hyperlinking practices (see 
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Case Study 2); and topical awareness resulting from the strategic appropriation of 

hashtags (see Case Study 3). As a “social morphological concept,” Castells sees culture, as 

well as technology, articulating and influencing the “space of flows.” The idea of flows is 

emphasized in this chapter to show the degree to which certain cultural objects (e.g., 

“attention” to news topics) are structured around the logic of networked platforms. The 

notion of flows also helps to situate the types of connections users make to news. Castells’ 

interpretation of layered uses, linking potentials, and networked affordances is an ideal 

concept for investigating social news environments such as Twitter. 

Castells’ ideas are relevant to the study of the changing patterns of information 

access (see Chapter 1), as well for examining the surfacing and evolution of specific 

practices within social news platforms (see Chapter 2). The concepts put forth in this 

chapter set up the following case studies, and help to frame much of the subsequent 

discussion around this project’s findings. For the study of Twitter in particular, viewing 

news as “flows” across the network emphasizes how it is more than the publishing of a 

news “story” or the articulation of audience-related interests in the form of URL 

clickthroughs. In this chapter, I apply Castells’ notion of “flows” to highlight how the 

processes that involve “news” can extend beyond the transmission of information, the 

journalistic organization of news content, or the content broadcast by media institutions . I 

argue that observing news through lens of “flows” is valuable due to Castells’ emphasis 

on the structural affordances of the network. While the examples Castells offers in his 

presentation of the “space of flows” are applicable to this project, for studying information 

circulated within networked platforms such as Twitter, I argue what becomes “news” on 

Twitter involves more than considering the tensions between financial, political, 

governmental, and organizational interests. Like Castells’ “flows,” news on Twitter is a 

manifestation of cultural processes. However, related to thinking about news on Twitter as 
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“flows,” the dynamics of networked engagement on the platform are both internal to (e.g., 

hashtagging and “@mentioning”) as well as external to (e.g., URLs linking to websites) its 

individual actors (i.e., the “users”). Furthermore, there is a technologically mediated 

“reflection” of Twitter’s actor network that works to shapes its informational flows: I see a 

socio-technological network “layer” in form of its “trending” algorithm, a feature that 

presents a challenge to connect with Castells’ existing work. As such, this chapter 

involves a unique application of his “space of flows” idea. I deliberate the role of 

Twitter’s “Discovery” (i.e., “trending”) algorithm in this chapter as it relates to the space 

of flows, consider how it might impact the idea of the “audience” in the following chapter 

(see Chapter 4), and revisit this topic in the final section (Chapter 6 and Chapter 7). 

To begin this project’s theoretical discussion related to the structural 

characteristics of social “platforms,” (see Helmond’s description of platforms in Chapter 

2), Castells maintains that his idea of “flows” are not themselves processes, but rather are 

manifestations of sociocultural transactions between people, institutions, and technologies 

which converge in the form of a “flow” (2000). While Castells identifies several types of 

flows (e.g., flows of capital and flows of information), within this project I define “news 

flows” as transactions that involve the transmission of awareness between individual 

actors (i.e., “users”). While certain news-related activities, including entertainment, can be 

a conspicuous part of news flows, I argue what separates “news” from the other types of 

flows that Castells’ describes is that awareness embodies a distinct type of social 

transaction. While awareness can be measured by the diffusion of information across 

networks, what these “news flows” might involve as a cultural product (i.e., who 

“produces” and “consumes” awareness on Twitter’s platform) is a separate matter that is 

addressed in this project’s conclusion (see Chapter 7). 
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Within socially networked platforms, “self-mass communication” (Castells, 2004) 

has become the norm. The capacity of individual actors (i.e., the “users”) to individually 

share news, publically respond to news events, and to collectively express sentiment 

related to news that is given attention by mass media is a powerful affordance of the 

Twitter platform. I see Twitter’s networked environment promoting the formation of 

“interest communities” (Levy in Jenkins, 2008). The structural affordances of Twitter’s 

platform provide a unique type of “cultural amplification” that can help to promote 

individual users’ interests (e.g., concerns about a topic in the news) to the level of the 

wider community (e.g., a “trending topic”), as well as include their posts inside and 

outside the platform in a communal forum (e.g., a hashtag feed). Additionally, users’ 

engagement can extend outside of the platform (e.g., a news article that embeds a users’ 

tweet within the story). As such, Twitter, like other platforms, has a specific and scalable 

infrastructure that provides the “scaffolding” for its users to direct and shape flows of 

information. 

Networks of Cooperation 

As part of the concept of the network society, Castells’ describes a “new technological 

paradigm” relating to the impact of modern informational-communication (ICT) systems 

(2008, p. 9). Newer technological systems, he argues, have emergent properties that “set 

them apart from other similar historical developments” (2004, p. 10).24 Castells’ proposes 

three major affordances of “recent” information-communication technologies: 

1) The capacity to “self-expand” in volume, complexity, and speed (in terms of 

information processing capability); 

                                                
24

 Historical “information and communication technologies” Castells uses as examples include the mechanical printing press, the 
telegraph, and the analog telephone. 
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2) The ability to “recombine” [user] communication through digitization; 

3) The flexibility of systems to promote “distributed [user] interaction.” 

Castells’ consideration of network-level affordances is also helpful for understanding the 

structure of social platforms such as Twitter due to his focus on the “layers” of the 

network. The first “layer” of the network in Castells’ space of flows is material, and 

includes the circuits, switches, and the underlying physical infrastructure (e.g., the 

hardware). Castells’ “second layer” is represented by locations, or "nodes," within the 

network, and can involve assigned (i.e., “designated”) locations, such as a user’s IP 

address.25 While Castells’ second layer is locative, it can also be geographical, since the 

second layer includes connective “hubs” that are dispersed throughout the network.26 In 

this regard, while the space of flows can compress space and time, it can include a 

“territorial dimension” (2008, p. 14): 

The space of flows is not placeless. It is made of nodes and networks; that 

is, of places connected by electronically powered communication 

networks...in the space of flows, places receive their meaning and function 

from their nodal role in the specific network to which they belong. 

(Castells, 2004, p. 36) 

This idea of network placement is also relevant to newsmaking on Twitter, where users’ 

“place” within the network can be highly variable. For example, geography plays a crucial 

role in how news audiences seek out specific types of information, connect with other 

users based on shared interests, and how individual users affiliate with certain groups, 

subcultures, and interest communities. In this way, Castells’ portrays the first layer of the 

                                                
25

 Internet Protocol; see http://www.w3.org/People/Frystyk/thesis/TcpIp.html for details. 
26

 The Internet “compresses” geography for online users who, for example, use the network to engage in real time conversation across 
different physical locales. 
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network (i.e., technological infrastructure) connecting the “functions and people located in 

specific places” (2008, p. 14): 

People do still live in places. But because function and power in our 

societies are organized in the space of flows, the structural domination of 

its logic essentially alters the meaning and dynamic of places. (Castells, 

2000, p. 458) 

Whether Twitter actors represent “ordinary users,” organizations, or news professionals 

(e.g., journalists), users’ placement as “nodes” within Twitter’s networked platform 

impacts the ways that news can be accessed, shared, and mediated. Additionally, users’ 

placement influences how their social networks (online as well as “offline”) form and 

develop (Ellison, Steinfield, & Lampe, 2007, p. 1144). 

Castells’ third “layer” exists represents more of an “organizational force” than a 

thing, broadly referring to the “cultural elites” that can influence the placement of actors 

within the network. One of the central forms of control within the network, Castells 

argues, is the role of “dominant elites” that are capable of “disorganizing” other groups to 

ensure that non-elites’ interests are “represented only within the framework of the 

fulfillment of the dominant interests” (2000, p. 446). Castells refers to these “elites” as the 

(network) “programmers,” and styles them as the ones responsible for “develop[ing] the 

rules and cultural codes of the network,” forming their own micro-societies that can 

transcend “place” (e.g., global “sushi” culture) as well as “time and space” (e.g., exclusive 

“in-flight” Internet access). 

Placement and Power 

Castells’ conception of the “space of flows” involves the view that “culture” is 

asymmetrically organized around the “dominant” interests specific to each social structure 

(1996, p. 415); in other words, there is a hierarchy intrinsic to every network. As a means 
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of network organization, Castells points out that “hypertext” (i.e., hyperlinking tools) is a 

powerful mechanism that helps to connect interests. Related to Twitter, when a user 

engages in a direct interaction (e.g., an “@mention”), or through indirect engagement 

(e.g., selecting a URL to a story posted on another user’s timeline), the hyperlink is the 

key factor in affording them the potential to utilize the network for communication 

purposes (see Chapter 2). The use of hyperlinking tools can position “elite” Twitter actors 

such as news organizations and professional journalists in specific ways within the 

platform (e.g., “elite” users “@mentioning” one another, or using a brand hashtag such as 

#CNN). How this feature relates to newsmaking is relevant to this project and is engaged 

with in the following case studies. 

Related to network power, Castells points out that the underlying power-holders 

are actually the “networks themselves,” which are made up of “humans organized around 

projects and interests” (2004, p. 32). As “the structural capacity to impose one’s will over 

another’s will” (p. 31), within the network, Castells’ configuration of “power” depends on 

two mechanisms: (a) the ability of “programmers” (and re-programmers) to configure and 

arrange the outcomes of the network; and (b) the ability of network actors to act as 

“switchers” of information. Both of these mechanisms are dependent on individual actors 

cooperating to achieve common goals. Castells’ privileged network positions (e.g., the 

“programmers” and the “switchers”) are defined in terms of their static position in the 

linking hierarchy; however, these positions most frequently operate at the interfaces 

between different nodes (i.e., “users”), as well as at the interfaces between different 

(internal as well as external) networks. 

“Programming,” the first position of power according to Castells, relates to the 

ability of network actors to “influence the processes of communication” (p. 32). The 

capability to create an effective means of influence that supports the goals of the would-be 
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“programmers” is a key qualification in the power to “program” the network. Using 

Castells’ interpretations, through the use of hyperlinking tools (e.g., URLs, hashtags, and 

“@mentions”), I posit that all Twitter actors have some degree of “programming” 

potential. Castells’ second position in the network hierarchy are the “controllers,” a label 

that describes entities which can “connect the [network] points,” and act to “switch” the 

connections between business networks, political networks, financial networks, and other 

circles. These “switchers” can be individual actors, but are more frequently made up of 

“networks of actors” who can coalesce to collectively engage in connection (e.g., 

communication) processes. 

Castells (2000) argues that networks provide the infrastructure for participation as 

they enable “an unprecedented combination of flexibility and task implementation, 

coordinated decision making, and decentralized [task] execution” (p. 15). An area 

Castells’ work does not address in sufficient detail, in my view, is in explaining the ways 

through which users can act to “switch” these “connections.” Within Twitter, users’ 

connections to news can be established through their engagement with information (e.g., 

reading a tweet), other users (e.g., an “@mention”) or the use of the platform’s linking 

tools (e.g., #hashtags). In all of these examples, the hyperlink is the key factor in affording 

users the potential to utilize the network for communication purposes. 

In the process of newsmaking on Twitter, users of the platform do not necessarily 

need to have a direct (i.e., person-to-person) interaction to “switch” and spread news 

awareness; users can share news “vertically” as well as “horizontally” across the network. 

This activity can occur on a first-party basis, as shown in the previous examples (see 

above paragraph), or indirectly, as in the case of a third-party (non-followed) “retweet.” 

Given this function, it is crucial to outline the ways through which Twitter’s platform 
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supports its users in establishing “connections” to direct and shape “news flows” (i.e., 

Castells’ process of “switching”). 

To unpack my discussion of networked interaction on Twitter through its primary 

form of participation (e.g., “tweeting”), Castells’ space of flows idea does help to set up 

the informational exchanges that can take occur within Twitter’s network. First, Castells’ 

idea of flows is applicable to newsmaking on Twitter in that it maintains a distinct focus 

upon the “interdependent” processes which work through the “space of flows” (2000, p. 

442). Yet, while Castells’ work involving the space of flows is suitable for structurally 

demonstrating how networked systems can support connectivity between different actors 

and groups of actors, and how these processes can impact culture at a broad level, they are 

less applicable for closely investigating the actual practices of individual actors. Related to 

what I feel is a “macro-level” theoretical constraint of the space of flows, Castells admits 

that looking closely at networks can present a challenge in that technologies tend to “blur” 

the sequence of social practices by compressing the past, present, and future. 

While highlighting a significant theoretical limitation, Castells’ statement 

regarding the key drawback of his perspective (e.g., social practices can become “blurred” 

by technologies) is a major factor in why I find Twitter’s platform so fascinating as an 

object of study. To “zoom in” on Castells’ ideas and apply some of his concepts at the 

micro (i.e., actor) level, within Twitter, I see the platform’s users as part of the “space of 

flows.” However, as Helmond (2013) argues (see Chapter 2), the programmed design of 

“platforms” dictate the structure of their users’ participation. On Twitter, a major form of 

Castells’ “time compression” is readily identifiable: For instance, whereas tweets are 

updated in “real-time,” they are predominately displayed in “reverse chronological order” 
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in users’ feeds as well on their profile “timelines.”27 This design aspect shows that while 

Twitter’s users can interact with one another to “connect” (i.e., “switch”) information 

across the network, they are bound, especially from a news engagement (i.e., awareness) 

perspective, within the constraints (i.e., the “design”) of the Twitter platform. To further 

explore Castells’ ideas and connect them to the study of Twitter, I will address the 

emergent practices within Twitter that have helped to shape its information culture (e.g., 

“reverse chronological” tweet order). The evolution of these practices as they relate to 

establishing network “connections” should also be carefully considered, as I argue they 

are linked to the design and evolution of the platform. This task is relevant to this 

chapter’s discussion, as well as to this project’s research goals (see Chapter 1), as Castells’ 

sees culture being “constructed by the actor, self-produced and self-consumed” (2008, p. 

21). 

 Expanding on the cultural practices that users generate within networked 

environments such as Twitter, Mizuko Ito (2008) points to the “shifts in the ways in which 

people are networked and mobilized with and through media” (p. 2). While “place” within 

the network is important, time is also a factor to consider: Within Twitter, I see the 

sequence (and compression) of time programmed around the design of Twitter’s platform 

in three important ways. First, as mentioned earlier, Twitter displays its users’ posts in 

“reverse chronological order.”28 Second, within users’ personal (real-time) feeds, the 

tweets of mutually “followed” users are connected to form conversational “threads.” 

Third, and importantly, Twitter employs a “trending” algorithm that identifies patterns in 

users’ aggregate conversations and posts (“to discover what people are talking about”) and 

                                                
27 There are exceptions to Twitter’s “reverse chronological” design aspect that I address later in this chapter. While relevant to the 
design of the platform as a whole, I feel they are not pertinent to this section’s discussion. 
28 See timeline in Chapter 2 for more details on Twitter’s feature introductions. 
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can promote time-sensitive topics to the level of the community-at-large (e.g., a “trending 

topic”).29 

Networked Coordination and Hacking News 

As I highlight in the previous section, Castells (2000) sees the network as the 

infrastructure for participation as it enables “an unprecedented combination of flexibility 

and task implementation, ...coordinated decision making, and decentralized execution” (p. 

15). Beyond identifying the kinds of affordances (e.g., hyperlinks) on Twitter, 

understanding how these affordances affect user practices in the context of newsmaking is 

important. Of the many changes brought forth by new information-communication 

technologies (see the first section of this chapter), Castells argues that two features are 

key: First, more powerful computer processing, machine learning, and information 

transmission have facilitated greater competencies in the generation of knowledge. While 

advancements in physical components (e.g., microprocessors, hard drives, and fiber-optic 

cables) are factors driving this evolution, Castells’ sees modern technologies providing the 

means for “continuous feedback loops” that afford their users' new learning opportunities. 

Related to this progression, users can now “discover” applications for existing 

technologies, as well as learn new skills, as a direct result of the use of (information-

communication) technologies. Channeling Rosenberg’s (1982) work on technical 

progression, Castells argues that until approximately two decades ago, technologies 

primarily advanced users’ understanding through the automation of tasks (e.g., a pocket 

calculator) or by acting as the technological medium (e.g., content viewed on television). 

This era of technologically facilitated learning Castells categorizes as “learning by using” 

(2000). 

29 Twitter also has geographic (i.e., place-based) “trending topic” categories on its main Web interface. However, for the purposes of 
this discussion, the most important feature is the real-time conversational aggregation element as opposed to regional “trends.” 
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More recently, however, a new dimension of learning has emerged through the 

experimental use of technologies—what Castells sees as “learning by doing” (2000). 

Castells argues that unforeseen uses (i.e., applications) can arise from users “doing.” 

These uses include the ability for users to problem-solve by using technologies, as well as 

reconfigure existing technologies for new, and often unforeseen, applications. In this 

regard, Castells’ points to the “emergent properties” of networked communication 

mediums, noting that the distribution of processing amplifies the “flexibility” of 

technologies, as well as the number of applications that can be appropriated and 

reconfigured by their users. As such, information-communication technologies, Castells 

argues, “are not simply tools to be applied, but processes to be developed” (p. 31). The 

application of “self-generated” uses, not the centrality of knowledge, is how Castells 

characterizes the modern information age. Castells’ “learning by doing” philosophy is 

exhibited in “hacking” events where computer programmers and other skilled users gather 

to experiment, problem-solve, and develop new applications for technologies (Castells, 

2013). While these activities often involve predetermined (“set”) outcomes, hacking 

“meetups” are often implemented ad hoc. Users who network and “learn by doing” 

promote “collective” values, such as the sharing of information, skills, and personal 

expertise (Himanen, 2001). To some degree, these types of behaviors are associated with 

“growing up” inside computer-mediated environments (Lovink & Rasch, 2013; Prensky, 

2010; Turkle, 1995). Most relevant to this chapter’s discussion, however, is considering 

the manner by which the culture of sharing information (i.e., “hacking”) and learning “by 

doing” plays out in the context of Twitter’s network affordances (see Case Study 3). 

To unpack the kinds of “connections” that are made between actors on social 

platforms such as Twitter, Douglas Thomas (2003) places “hacker culture” as a movement 

that represents a cultural shift in knowledge production, due to the role of emergent 
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technologies moving information from “stable, material, physical systems” to more “fluid, 

rapid system[s]” (p. xvii). Thomas sees the culture of “hacking” as an actualization of the 

idea that through computer technologies, information can be freed, thus making 

(knowledge) “virtual.” In this regard, Thomas argues that hacking culture is related to the 

various ways in which “knowledge in computerized societies” is being systematically 

redefined by technologies (p. xvii). Observing this emergent information culture and 

similarly, “hacktivist” groups such as Anonymous help this project understand the manner 

in which networked culture is both “resistant to the transformations of knowledge and 

inevitably shaped by it” (p. xvii). As what I label an “elite” Twitter user (via 

@YourAnonNews), Anonymous is of interest to this project as the group provides an 

example of an actor that transcends what Thomas labels as the traditional (hacker) 

“watchdog” (e.g., “whitehat,” “infosec”), into the realm of “hacking” for the purposes of 

freeing information (and consequently, “knowledge”). While there are multiple instances 

where hacking culture can intersect with newsmaking activities on Twitter, “the sharing of 

information and secrets,” as Thomas notes, is a vital creed in the hacker mentality. 

Building on Castell’s “learning” ideas and using Thomas’ work, I posit that a group such 

as Anonymous would naturally seek to become embedded in the “switching” processes 

within Twitter’s platform, as it provides a strategic network where connections to 

information can be established and promoted (i.e., where “news flows” are shaped). As an 

example of its “learning by doing” (and “switching”) power, Anonymous exhibits 

dominance over institutions such as the mainstream media (cultural networks), 

multinational corporations (financial networks), and governments (political networks) by 

defacing their websites and social media profiles to publicly “shame” them (see Figure 3.1 

below). Anonymous also “hacks” the Twitter accounts of individuals and organizations 

(i.e., other network actors) that are in opposition to the group’s attitudes, ideas, or beliefs. 
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Figure 3.1 The Washington Post’s hacked mobile website “popup”30 

1. Freedom of access to computers and technology;

2. Freedom of information;

3. The distrust of, as well as decentralization of, authority;

4. Egalitarian creed (i.e., hacking skills define a hacker);

5. The power of computing technologies for creativity;

6. The power of computing technologies to affect lives in a positive way.

Reflecting on Levy’s work on hacking culture, it is easy to position Anonymous in 

Twitter’s networked hierarchy as a “switcher” that works to free hidden information (and 

perhaps more importantly, promotes access to the information it reveals) as the need 

arises. Should a situation emerge where the collective “skills” of the group can be 

coordinated in a way that affords other users access to information—particularly details 

that the group believes should be publicly known—then Anonymous will often take 

action. As a networked group within a networked platform, Anonymous’ propagating 

news through its influential @YourAnonNews account (see Case Study 3) helps to show 

how the group works primarily as a collective “group of actors” (see Castells’ description 

30 See for details of May 14, 2015 “hacking” incident: http://www.cnn.com/2015/05/14/politics/washington-post-mobile-website-
hacked-syrian/ 
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of “switchers” and “controllers” in earlier section) to bypass central authorities, a role that 

reflects the foundation Levy sees the hacker legacy being “built upon.” 

As described earlier, Anonymous’ sharing of information (through “freedom of 

access”) in the spirit of collective understanding involves incorporating its members’ 

social activities and cultural practices into what Castells calls “networks of cooperation” 

(2003, p. 37). This evolution in coordinated participation has implications for the study of 

the Twitter platform for three reasons. First, as users of platforms like Twitter access news 

via their social networks and discover new ways to share information for their own 

connections (as well connect the wider public to relevant information), they expand the 

potential of the entire platform. Second, the practice of Twitter users promoting new uses 

“by doing” (e.g., using the “@” and “#” characters for specific purposes) directly relates 

to Castells’ portrayal of “feedback loop[s] between innovation[s] and the uses of 

innovation” (p. 31). On platforms such as YouTube, for example, Jean Burgess argues that 

users’ cultural understanding often represents “more than the sum of its individual parts.” 

In this fashion, Burgess styles “learning by doing” in how platform users learn ways that 

certain platforms can work as a set of disparate technologies for completing specific tasks 

(such as sharing information), as well as understanding how the platform can function as a 

networked space (2009, p. 72). Although I maintain these technologies do not have agency 

(i.e., platforms cannot “act” for their users), it is worth considering how the design of 

platforms shape the ways that their users interact. Related to this area, Shirky argues (see 

Chapter 1 for additional background) that on “real-time” platforms such as Twitter, users 

tend to “feel faster than they think” (2009). 
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Shared Frames of Participation 

Within networked news environments like Twitter, I see technologies such as 

recommendation and “trending” algorithms helping to shape (i.e., “program”) users’ 

participation by temporally directing their attention toward certain topics. Asking how 

exactly how this function is split between the design of the platform (e.g., the 

“programmers”), the individual actors (e.g., the “switchers”), and the technologies (e.g., 

algorithms) is another matter, however. To engage with this idea of “programming” to the 

extent that it is relevant to this project and Castells’ space of flows, the concept of “shared 

frames of attention” put forth by Couldry et al. (2007) proposes that the process of 

mediation itself is enough to warrant attention from other users (p. 28). While more 

culturally oriented than structurally situated, the notion of “shared frames of attention” 

might provide a way to differentiate which news Twitter’s users’ are instructed to “pay 

attention to” (e.g., “trending topics”), what topics might already be at people’s “top of 

mind,” (e.g., “old news”), and the ongoing shifts in attention that can be directly attributed 

to the design of the platform (the “network”). In all of these cases, I argue the perspective 

proposed by Couldry et al. is useful, as it helps to extend Castells’ “macro-level” 

structural ideas (see earlier “space of flows” discussion) to users’ real-time engagement 

within the Twitter network. In other words, it helps to draw out the most significant ways 

that the design of Twitter’s platform “blurs” the sequence of time for its users. While 

Castells’ work considers this area in a wider context as “network time,” looking at the role 

of mediation proposed by Couldry et al. as an isolated factor in provoking users’ interest 

to make “connections” to news by “blurring” the sequence of time is an intriguing area. 

Shared frames of attention might also provide insight into past social practices: For 

example, in the broadcast era, individuals’ “connections” to media were traditionally one 

way (Couldry, 2009, p. 438; McQuail, 2010, p. 40), meaning that content was primarily 
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distributed in a single direction (from media institutions). For broadcast forms of news, 

which still exist today, much of the “connecting” function that media “do” for their 

audiences involves “salience cues” (J. B. Singer, 2013, p. 14). These cues, such as the 

placement of a lead story on the front page of a newspaper, or the order in which a story 

appears in a nightly television news program, involves how media have significant power 

to “position” certain information to make it more meaningful to their audiences: 

[mass] media can make certain issues or aspects of issues more accessible 

(i.e., easily recalled) for people and thereby influence the standards they 

use when forming attitudes…issues. (Scheufele & Tewksbury, 2007, p. 15) 

Likewise, within Twitter’s network, users’ engagement is contingent on the geographic 

location of a news event, the relative impact on the communities affected, as well as the 

mass appeal of a news topic at a given point in time. Similar to print and broadcast forms 

of news media, I posit Twitter’s platform encouraging its users to make “connections” in a 

shared frame of attention, as its platform design encourages its users to mediate 

information in real-time. First, I see mediation occurring on Twitter as a result of its users’ 

tweeting “about the news,” the sharing of URLs to news (on networks that are external to 

Twitter), through direct and indirect conversations about news topics with other users, and 

in the use of hashtags to express sentiment or to promote topical news visibility. Second, I 

posit that another type of mediation happens as a result of the the impact on users’ 

attention that Twitter’s “trending topics” might warrant through the process of selective 

exposure (i.e., mediation). Having said this, while Twitter’s platform cannot establish 

actual (i.e., meaningful) discourse for its platform users (e.g., tweeting about news for 

them), or “rise up” to meet its users in social competencies (e.g., engaging in actual news-

related “conversations”), the platform fosters making “connections” to news by 

encouraging “learning by doing.” As such, the evolution of news on Twitter can be 
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attributed to changing “social practices” (e.g., the broader adoption of going to Twitter for 

breaking news), as well as in how individuals access news (by “tweeting” and 

“hashtagging”). On Twitter, I argue that all Twitter actors, including technologies that 

“blur” the sequence of time and social practices, such as “trending topic” algorithms, 

provide a layer of mediation in which users are encouraged to make “connections” to 

news. From a mediation viewpoint, Twitter’s network is multidimensional: For example, 

news shared by media organizations on the platform can be tweeted and retweeted by 

other users; news can “compress” time (e.g., a personal timeline shown in “reverse 

chronological order”), geographic place (e.g., the range of events displayed within a 

hashtag such as #Egypt), as well as network space (e.g., a “trending topic” that is the 

result of millions of users on Twitter “paying attention” to an event such as the #Oscars). 

In Twitter’s “shared frame of attention,” users’ newsmaking activities involve mediation 

that helps to connect different networks, shared interests, network actors, as well as 

networked “groups of actors.” Within Twitter’s network, “mediation” activities can 

involve its users’ addition of temporal salience “cues” to tweet that direct other users’ 

attention toward time-sensitive topics (e.g., #breaking news). The mediation processes can 

“warran[ting] attention” also work across Twitter’s platform (e.g., users connecting 

directly through “@mentions”), and through the various dimensions of its network. From 

the perspective of its “trending topic” algorithm, however, I posit that the most important 

“mediation processes” eventually manifest at the level of the network: This algorithmic 

“trending” process might very well represent the most powerful single feature in 

warranting [user] attention. 

Within Twitter’s space of flows, individuals, groups, and technologies operate as 

“switchers” in a “shared frame of attention” (Couldry et al., 2007). An example of this 

mediation scenario playing out at network level might include a newspaper posting a 
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“breaking” story about the 2013 Boston Marathon bombings on its website, while 

simultaneously tweeting the headline with a URL linking to the same story. After 

Twitter’s “t.co” URL-shortening service logs thousands of tweeted URLs linking to 

similar news articles, and its “Discovery” algorithm detects a rise in specific keywords 

(e.g., “Boston,” “bombing”) and hashtags (e.g., “#Boston,” “#BostonMarathon,” 

“#PrayforBoston”), it becomes a “trending topic” and is promoted in visibility (and 

salience) to the larger Twitter community (see Case Study 2 for a sample of journalists’ 

and organizations’ #Boston hashtag usage). 

Alternatively, “connections” to news on Twitter are mediated (and can be 

selectively promoted) by its “autocomplete” tool, which shows “recommended” topics 

(e.g., “Newsnight”) and accounts (e.g., “@Reuters”) for keyword searches within its 

interface (see Figure 3.2 below). 
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Figure 3.2 – Example of Twitter “autocomplete” for the query “news.” 

From a Castells’ perspective, even though time and social practices become “blurred,” the 

connection processes between users and information on Twitter can be observed in a 

number of specific ways, including: (a) at the individual actor level when news 

developments are “retweeted” (b) at the group level when collective actors circumvent 

institutions (including governments and mass media) using hashtags (e.g., #Egypt in Case 

Study 1; #hootersbomber in Case Study 3); and (c) at the professional-organizational level 

(e.g., @CNN shares URLs to its reporters’ content via its own Twitter account). Finally, 

the merging of social practices and compression of time can happen at the aggregate—or 

platform-wide—level through algorithmically mediated technologies such as “trending 

topics.” 

Related to the “connectedness-oriented” environment that Hermida describes 

within Twitter (2010), I see hyperlinks representing Twitter users’ primary network 

“connection” (see Chapter 2). However, “without [user] activity, [these] links exist only as 
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a potential” (Couldry et al., 2007, p. 29). In this case, I view Twitter’s individual actors as 

being the primary means through which information on the platform is “mediated.” As a 

result, these users play a vital role in shaping the network. While the three hyperlink tools 

I focus on in this project (see Chapter 2) represent users’ “connections” to news, I argue 

that—at least for the time being—users are still the primary actuators of this potential. The 

concept of “shared frames of attention” helps to frame the what I call the act of 

“participatory mediation” (the mediation processes that are shown in the examples above). 

To further address Castells’ technological “blurring,” I will point to the work of the three 

case studies, as each presents a unique investigation of the network actors who “do the 

connecting” and exploration of the means (and practices) through which these actors 

“connect.” 

On Twitter, users can operate as individual news agents to “switch,” but I see the 

“programmers” who design and maintain the Twitter platform as the “cultural elites” who 

accept or reject these practices. In any case, and as I have previously argued, Twitter’s 

platform still requires user participation to operate as a social news space. This 

consideration helps in the study of Twitter, as well as for looking at other social network 

sites, as (user) participation has shifted from one-way (i.e., broadcast-initiated) 

“connections” toward a new form of “self-mass” communication. As Ito describes, 

Networked cultural production assails traditional structures of authority and 

disrupts the received logic of consumption by breaking down barriers 

between consumers and producers. In the cultural genres outlined 

previously, the public, formerly seen as an audience, is now integral to the 

process of production and distribution. (Ito, 2008, p. 71) 

The idea of a “networked public” helps to situate the connections users make through the 

Twitter platform and the way its social linking technologies (e.g., hashtags and 

“@mentions”) work at both the originating and receiving end of networked information. 
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Organizational “elite” actors can work in synergy with, as well as in opposition to, 

“ordinary users” in a way that “switches” flows of information. On a structural level, 

however, Twitter’s platform designers (i.e., the “programmers”) empower individual 

actors by offering tools that allow them a limited ability to promote “connections” (and 

also mediate) news. At the same time, I see these programmers as part of Castells’ 

“cultural elite,” since they design the tools that afford users the means to participate, and 

do this primarily because the service requires a certain kind of participation to operate as a 

socially networked platform. Therefore, I propose that at least within Twitter, Castells’ 

third-layer “cultural elites”—the force that “directs and shapes cultural flows” and has the 

ability to organize and disorganize groups of actors in the interest of the platform—can be 

directly related to its powerful “trending” algorithm. 

Newsmaking Within Networks 

In the study of mass communication, the notion of the broadcast center “plays a role not 

only in terms of the technology…but in determining the content” (Levinson, 1999, p. 82). 

Along these lines, Couldry (2002) proposes that “media institutions, like governments, 

work hard to create the impression that they are at the ‘centre’ of the functioning whole of 

society” (p. 124). Concerning social media, however, the significance of the (network) 

center has become less important, as the Internet, and accordingly, platforms like Twitter 

represent a space where connections can be made “bottom-up, top-down, as well as side-

to-side” (Ito, 2008, p. 2). While institutional media have not been completely displaced by 

services like Twitter, these platforms do impact the primary means through which 

individuals “make connections” to news (Couldry, 2009, p. 447). In positioning this idea 

theoretically, I use this example to contend that “consumption” and “production” are 

common descriptors of “media use,” yet these terms should not form the foundation of 

how individuals interact with media today (2011, p. 494). 
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As a “network-based medium,” (Castells, 2000), Twitter reduces the need for a 

“broadcast center,” at least until a certain potential (e.g., a news topic that warrants mass 

attention) is realized. On Twitter, users can establish connections to news directly through 

the use of hyperlinks. The networked environment that disseminates news (via URLs, 

“@mentions,” and hashtags) therefore requires less on a broadcast center. As a result, the 

central position that institutional media occupied in the past has less prominence today, 

since Twitter users can “set up their own connections, bypassing the news organizations 

and the channels of communication controlled by institutions” (Castells, 2007b, p. 1). 

Kazys Varnelis, channeling Saskia Sassen, argues that “although other ages have had their 

networks, ours is the first modern age in which the network is the dominant organizational 

paradigm, supplanting centralized hierarchies” (Varnelis 2008, p. 147). According to 

Castells, these “horizontal” networks of communication, including spaces such as Twitter, 

allow for “autonomous” information diffusion (p. 255). As a medium, Twitter can 

distribute news to both massified and highly individualized audiences, since information 

on the platform can be transmitted between individuals, groups, and algorithms (see 

earlier discussion). On Twitter, this means that news organizations now compete directly 

with individual users (including their audiences) in a “shared frame of attention.” Couldry 

(2009) sees personalized media “becoming divorced from centrally produced media 

flows” as it offers an “alternative center,” and argues that social and institutional media 

will become “ever closely more linked” (p. 445). 

I posit that although Twitter users still rely on institutional media to disseminate 

and verify certain forms of news (particularly news in the form of post-produced content), 

Twitter promotes engagement with news at a level that is more akin to the raw materials 

(e.g., bits of information and conversation threads) than the finished product (e.g., 

“stories”). I view the long-term success of platforms such as Twitter hinging on 
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recognizing the importance of the “ordinary user” as part of the emergent news ecosystem, 

as it is these users who are inversely proportional to the platform’s information 

dissemination function. Yochai Benkler (2006) sees “decentralized individual action” 

playing a leading role in the future “communication economy” (p. 3). In the news 

industry, for example, companies have introduced new roles (e.g. “social media editor,” 

“audience engagement editor”) that interface directly with members of the network 

community as part of their operational strategies (see Case Study 2). 

News Flows and Cultural Engagement 

There are no technological revolutions without cultural transformation. Revolutionary 

technologies have to be thought of. This is not an incremental process; it is a vision, and 

act of belief, a gesture of rebellion. To be sure, financing, manufacturing, and marketing 

will ultimately decide which technologies survive in the marketplace, but not necessarily 

which technologies develop, because the marketplace, as important as it is, is not the only 

place in the planet (Castells in Himanen, 2001). This project sees “networks” as socio-

technical systems (Bijker, Hughes, & Pinch, 2012). As I have noted, while technologies 

(including algorithms on platforms such as Twitter) cannot directly dictate the activities of 

their users, following Bijker et al., we see that through evolving tools, languages, and 

protocols, platforms can certainly affect their users by determining the likelihood for 

when—as well as how—they act. One important dimension of this power relates to how 

technologies can evoke certain types of uses. On Twitter, for example, behaviors such as 

the “speed” with which individuals converse (Shirky, 2008a) can be encouraged by the 

design of the platform. An example of Shirky’s concept of affective engagement is shown 

when a topic on Twitter officially “trends.” The secondary acceleration of user activity 

related to the topic shows how the number of Twitter posts and frequency of retweets, 

especially around controversial topics (Naaman et al., 2011; Wilkinson & Thelwall, 2012) 
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can rapidly gain momentum by “trending.” Additionally, when public debates or 

disagreements arise, users’ reactions (e.g., “replies”) are often posted immediately, and the 

salience (Shamma, Kennedy, & Churchill, 2011, p. 258) of the topic on Twitter therefore 

increases as a result. 

Compared to news distributed through broadcast media, news flows within 

platforms such as Twitter has important differences. First, as shown through Castells’ 

space of flows and the notion of shared frames of attention (Couldry et al.), institutional 

media’s role in disseminating large quantities of pre-produced content is becoming less 

common. In this view, Michael Schudson emphasizes that institutional media have 

become more of a “mediating force” than a distributor in an information supply chain. 

Schudson sees news as a confluence of three things: information, dissemination, and 

frame (2012). In the context of newsmaking on Twitter, research related to news and 

journalism tends to focus heavily on the production of content, describing what things 

users and news organizations “produce” (e.g., items in the form of the story), as opposed 

to understanding how users participate to shape the process of newsmaking. Given this 

thought, it is interesting to consider what social platforms like Twitter beckon in the form 

of users’ participatory engagement. As news engagement is often presented through the 

structural lens of consumption and production (Hamilton & Heflin, 2011; Hermida, 2013), 

scholars such as Postman propose that as users encounter mediums, new forms of content 

will in turn favor certain types of interaction and dialogue: 

New mediums change the structure of discourse…by encouraging certain 

uses of the intellect, by favoring certain definitions of intelligence and 

wisdom, and by demanding a certain kind of content—in a phrase, by 

creating new forms of truth-telling. (Postman, 2006, p. 27) 
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Neil Postman’s offers a valid argument pertaining to how a medium (e.g., Twitter) 

promotes certain types of news engagement, but I argue that this perspective 

disproportionately favors the organizations that distribute media “content” as the primary 

organizers of rational discourse. In the networked age, I posit that the role of the 

distributor of (news) content is less imperative. While Postman’s point is worthwhile, it is 

important to point out that on Twitter, it is not just distributors who “produce” news; nor is 

it the users who “consume” it. Networked platforms fundamentally alter the process of 

newsmaking itself, and they “produce” much more than a certain type of content. 

The mythmaking power of a medium that is itself a myth form appears…as 

the rejection of the consumer in favor of the producer…providing] and 

glorifying consumer goods and attitudes. But in the arts of the past century 

the swing has been away from packaging for the consumer to providing do-

it-yourself kits. The spectator or reader must now be cocreator. (McLuhan, 

1959, p. 348) 

In reflection, I see Twitter’s platform playing a part in allowing its users a limited amount 

of power to act as both “programmers” and “switchers” (see the first section in this 

chapter). At the same time, institutional media still operate as influential organizers (also 

“switchers” and “programmers”) of news and legitimacy, especially within Twitter’s 

network. Thus, it should also be noted that influential organizations have entire networks 

of “switchers” in the form of their employees. Many, such as CNN’s Anderson Cooper, 

maintain personal Twitter accounts. So although institutional media are being 

disintermediated by social platforms, media organizations still maintain a powerful role in 

the shaping of news flows by assigning information both visibility and legitimacy at the 

public level. Schudson highlights this function, arguing that mass media are still the 

principal force in establishing news legitimacy: 
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When media offer the public an item of news, they confer on it public 

legitimacy…they not only distribute reports of event(s) or announcement(s) 

but they amplify it as well. This stimulates social interaction about 

‘newsworthy’ topics…public amplification grows with each new medium. 

(Schudson, 2011, p. 22) 

In this regard, Schudson (2011) sees mass media as legitimizers of news, “the sources that 

report them, and [the legitimizer of] readers and viewers” (p. 24). The power of mass 

media to publicly designate visibility is of “enormous importance, even if few people 

bother to read or watch the news” (p. 24). While platforms have diminished mass media’s 

dominant function as “distributors,” they still play a role in helping users understand the 

news they encounter within their networks. Thus, institutional media continue to play an 

important part in assigning information, including anything from a user’s “breaking” tweet 

to the public recognition of a hashtag, both visibility and legitimacy. Similarly, mass 

media play a part in establishing credibility to the news Twitter users’ share, including 

acts of what might be considered “citizen journalism.” While Postman’s and Schudson’s 

arguments stem from the era of broadcast media—a period when, as Couldry (2007) 

argues, media were the main initiators of the public’s “connection” to media, institutional 

media still legitimize news on the network. While platforms (e.g., Twitter) and linking 

tools (e.g., URLs) have disrupted mass media’s monopoly on information distribution by 

fundamentally changing the way information is organized, they have not displaced the 

most vital function of institutional media. Schudson (2012) argues that news media 

operate to “inform people, and identify and consolidate a public conversation” (p. 56). In 

the past, organizations compiled information as well as controlled its distribution to mass 

audiences, thus controlling their audiences’ potential connection as well as their actual 

“connection” to news. Media audiences are a form of “currency” (see Chapter 2) that 

helps to legitimize news institutions’ role as one benefiting society—educating, informing, 
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and interpreting the public—while monetizing the public as “consumers.” Regardless, 

whether not-for-profit or for-profit, institutional news media’s role as a public news 

legitimizer will continue. 

Participatory Newsmaking 

I argue in this chapter that networks provide the structural basis for users’ connections to 

media. As users can access news and information when they please, search (e.g., Google) 

and social platforms (e.g., Twitter) threaten institutional (mass) media’s position of being 

in the broadcast center. While the structural diffusion of news on the network does not 

necessarily undermine mass media’s function, it does threaten their position of power. 

News, when provisioned as a cultural good, as well as its institutionalized production 

process—journalism—now take place within the logic of the network and the space of 

flows. I argue that it is important to consider how news serves the interests of Twitter 

users: From the perspective of Castells’ flows, “elite” actors are situated across the Twitter 

network, where they can engage with different flows of information; participation on 

platforms like Twitter also means that these users can envisage themselves as fulfilling a 

public service by sharing and creating news. By using URLs, hashtags, and “@mentions” 

to propagate news through their networks, Twitter actors not only find news for 

themselves; they can “switch” to locate, propagate, and mediate news for others on the 

platform. In this sense, Twitter users can extend each other’s “flows” at the level of the the 

community (i.e., their networks). Whether or not these users fully appreciate that they are 

performing a service, I argue that networked platforms such as Twitter afford their users 

(especially influential nonprofessionals such as celebrities) the potential to act as “public 

access” news media. This function could destabilize the role of institutional media as the 

dominant legitimizers of information. 
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Is the “public access” role (introduced in Chapter 2) on Twitter an amplification of 

an existing part? Or, perhaps, does it merely represent the emergence of the “hacktivist 

culture”? I posit that individuals perform a “public access” role as news agents when they 

strategically pass along awareness to others in their networks. Whether online or offline, 

the spread of news involves individuals who are vested in relaying the interests of their 

respective networks. I see this function being enhanced by social affiliation and by the 

design of the platform. Twitter’s users can initiate connections to news on their own 

behalf, and I see technologies such as trending algorithms playing a role as a “cultural 

elite.” While recognizing that “trending topics” do not directly “connect” users to news, 

they can help to spread topical awareness. Therefore, the technological features of 

Twitter’s network might help to promote certain types of connections to news. For 

example, when a topic “trends” on Twitter (through algorithmic detection), this means 

there is a visible potential that can be actuated by users who might choose to engage. In 

this regard, Twitter’s algorithm doesn’t just work to amplify its users’ public access news 

role; it can also direct their interests for promotional and monetization purposes. Google’s 

search algorithm (Page et al., 1999) was “reverse engineered” in the form of AdWords, 

becoming Google’s primary advertising technology. Twitter is no different in how it 

aligns its users’ displayed interests and affiliations with related “sponsored” posts and 

topics. This is essential to how companies like Twitter survive as businesses: by 

effectively monetizing the interests (and activities) of their users. 

Beyond asking if users’ engagement with “trending topics” implies they are 

participating meaningfully, what happens when users’ “connections” to news become 

automated by a platform? For instance, what happens when Twitter shows highly 

personalized “trending” topics on its interface—or when its “autocomplete” feature (see 

Twitter timeline in Chapter 2) begins to add content to users’ tweets as they type? Can this 
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engagement be considered “participation”? Referring back to the idea of links as potential 

connections within Castells’ space of flows, I see users and technologies competing in a 

shared frame of attention. I argue that for the time being, users actuate their own 

connections to news; if a Twitter user engages with a topic by retweeting, commenting, or 

sharing news, despite the connection being facilitated by technology, it should count as the 

user actively “engaging.” 

In this chapter, I have provided a range of evidence to argue that broadcast-era 

ideas related to individuals as the receivers of content—the people “formerly known as the 

audience” (Rosen, 2006)—have become less effective as a perspective for studying 

newsmaking within emergent platforms such as Twitter. Postman’s view highlights a 

common trope in media studies, contending that a medium alone—rather than the 

evolution of the modes of access, tools (e.g., hyperlinks), and forms of participation—alter 

the fundamental structure of discourse. Moreover, these perspectives often assign agency 

to mediums through the binary logic of production and consumption (Peters & Broersma, 

2013) by focusing on the role of the content distributor. McLuhan’s “myth of the medium” 

(see previous quote) brings up a final theoretical angle regarding news engagement on 

Twitter that is important to reflect upon: This idea is characterized by Shirky (2008a), who 

argues the Internet, as a communication tool, is “flexible enough to match [people’s] 

social capability” (p. 60). While Shirky’s interpretation ascribes agency to technology and 

positions the medium itself as the primary organizing force for interaction, given my 

consideration of Twitter’s trending algorithm as a “cultural elite,” it is interesting to 

consider. Rather than attempting to look “top down” at existing hierarchical structures, as 

Postman does, or from a “horizontal” viewpoint using Shirky’s example, I argue that for 

researching newsmaking on Twitter, it is most productive to look from the “ground up.” 

This “ground up” idea can be connected directly to Twitter’s trending algorithm. 
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Considering the interests that the circulation of news serves for its users, Jenkins’ work 

can also help situate micro-level engagement on the platform. Jenkins’ ideas related to 

media uses might provide a “bottom-up” perspective that can expand on how promoting 

certain types of news satisfies specific interests for Twitter’s users. To study news at the 

level of the user, Jenkins’ notion of “spreadability” can be used to refer to the culture of 

networked actors distributing content for their own purposes (Jenkins, 2013, p. 3). This 

“bottom-up” perspective reinforces the idea that users are affecting practices and 

technological innovations directly “by doing” (i.e., through their participation); however, I 

argue that this process can be influenced by algorithms that operate as “cultural elites.” 

Nonetheless, by understanding Twitter as a place for “learning by doing,” users 

can fulfill their own interests while providing a public service. This function can involve 

circulating (i.e., “distributing”) as well as receiving (i.e., “consuming”) news. While this 

idea relates to how Twitter actors can spread news in more than one direction, I argue that 

users must act on a potential to engage as agents who decide when (and how) they will 

participate. In this regard, although networked platforms such as Twitter can help to 

promote the context for news participation (e.g., trending topics), their platform design 

and technologies must still be manifested and harnessed directly by their users. For 

example, if fewer users are active on Twitter, there will be less material for Twitter’s 

algorithm to “trend.” Thus, Twitter is a space where news culture literally evolves “by 

doing.” I posit that the platforms’ capacity to serve its users’ content as a medium (i.e., via 

image, Vines, and video “embeds”) is secondary to its function as a learning space. Like 

other social platforms, Twitter’s network does not have its own agency, and cannot act to 

potentiate its users’ interests (Berg, 2012; Castells, 2007a): Thus, the activities of the 

platform’s “switchers” (see previous discussion related to power) are therefore vital to the 
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longevity and ultimate success of the platform. Jenkins’s view of “participatory culture” is 

helpful for framing this type of participatory culture: 

Different technological choices…shape the uses the public makes of media 

content, facilitating some while constraining others, but technologies can 

never be designed to absolutely control how material gets deployed within 

a given social and cultural context. Indeed, both popular and niche uses of 

technology always emerge far outside anything foreseen by the designer. 

(Jenkins, 2013, p. 38) 

Through their direct and networked interactions with languages, protocols, and 

applications, Twitter’s users generate and promote media literacies “by doing;” especially 

in how the users can create new applications for technologies (e.g., hashtags). While 

Castells’ “first-layer” objects (e.g., the hardware, physical media, and broadband 

connections) affect participation in certain ways, I argue that ascribing too much power to 

a medium is problematic for understanding how platforms like Twitter function as spaces 

for news engagement. Having said this, this sort of determinism does help to illuminate 

why media research can become lost in the glamour of new technologies (Mosco, 2005). 

Despite Twitter’s user base representing a mosaic of networked “audiences,” news, even 

when framed through the perspective of Castells’ flows, is still very much content-driven. 

The purpose of this project is to consider how platforms like Twitter establish a new 

ecosystem of interaction (e.g., hashtags and “@mentions”), which, in turn, promote new 

forms of newsmaking. Through learning “by doing,” as more individuals utilize platforms 

like Twitter for newsmaking, unanticipated forms of access (including “hacktivism”) 

emerge; each represents a distinctive, and often platform-specific (e.g., “hashtagging”), set 

of cultural practices. 
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Case Connections 

Case Study 1 

In the first case, I apply Everett Rogers’ ideas to connect the use of the hashtag to the 

spread of topical awareness and perceived importance (i.e., issue salience) for two of the 

largest news events of 2011. I consider the contextual function of the hashtag (as a 

hyperlinking tool) to show how the use of hashtags can increase topical salience and help 

members of the Twitter community inform others across the network by promoting 

hyperlinked connections “into” news events (e.g., #Japan). I focus primarily on the 

Everett’s “Type III” diffusion model. The first case helps to show how the breaking of 

#Japan and #Egypt relates to Castells’ space of flows idea, presenting hashtags as 

networked, community-oriented, and issue-focused hyperlinking devices. Users of Twitter 

facilitated the transmission of networked news awareness around these “breaking” topics, 

which helped to connect real-world activities to what I label as “news flows.” The first 

case relates directly to Castells’ ideas of networked affordances, as the use of hashtags I 

consider in the case focus around shared context (e.g., conspicuous hyperlinking), the 

process of newsmaking (e.g., tweeting “breaking” details), as well as the compression of 

space and time (e.g., public access into a “real time” news event). 

Case Study 2 

The second case study focuses on the application of hyperlinks in a journalistic context, 

centering on the formalization of hashtags as journalistic instruments on Twitter’s network 

and on what I describe as emergent journalistic “hashtagging” practice. Using Viz’s, 

Domingo’s and Matheson’s practice-related ideas, the second case analyzes thematic 

patterns in leading news organizations’ and journalists’ use of the hashtag for networked 

newsmaking purposes. The case considers how hashtags are used to display shared 
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cultural values, for the purposes of news dissemination, and for social networking. The 

second case relates to Castells’ space of flows idea by considering how elite actors 

(“switchers”) utilize the linking tools within Twitter’s network to establish and promote 

strategic connections to information (as well as to other users) in their roles as 

professional users (i.e., elite news organizations and journalists). The Twitter accounts I 

feature in the second case (e.g., Alexis Madrigal, Fox News, and CNN’s Anderson 

Cooper) are important “switchers” in Twitter’s news and journalism community. 

Case Study 3 

The third case study is informed by information science-focused literature and investigates 

the “hacktivist” application of a hashtag in establishing “parallel” access to a real-time 

news flow. The case relates to Castells’ space of flows in how it focuses on the role of 

emergent tools such as the hashtag that facilitate networked cooperation and reduce the 

need for information to be centrally distributed (i.e., broadcast) through formal 

information distribution hierarchies. Showing how news can be made intra-network 

through the adoption of linking tools (e.g., the “#hootersbomber” hashtag), the third case 

relates to the space of flows in showing how Twitter’s networked platform provides an 

infrastructure for coordinating users’ attention (@YourAnonNews), enabling Castells’ 

“flexible task implementation” (sharing “on the ground” footage and updates), as well as 

for expressing public sentiment around what Anonymous saw as an underrepresented 

issue. 

Chapter Reflection 

In Chapter 1, I frame news as a technological as well as cultural phenomenon, identifying 

major themes in how the broader changes related to technologies, access, and practice 

affect newsmaking, I consider the impact of each area on news culture in the online as 
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well as social media environments. An overview of important developments and a brief 

history of online news applications and social platforms is provided in Chapter 2. The 

latter part of Chapter 2 discusses key shifts related to two technological dimensions—

algorithmic and social—and argues that these affordances have led to new forms of news 

access (e.g., search engines and social platforms), which, in turn, promote new types of 

news culture (e.g., “self-mass communication”). This chapter applies Castells’ space of 

flows idea and the notion of shared frames of attention by Couldry et al. to extend existing 

theoretical considerations to newsmaking on networked platforms such as Twitter. 

Castells’ space of flows helps to model the news ecosystem from a structural perspective. 

The “space” involving Twitter is where its users, technologies, and information converge 

to “switch” information and create news “flows.” In this chapter, I argue that for 

researching newsmaking on Twitter, considering the unique processes that work to shape 

(and “program”) news culture are key. While the idea of “convergence” (Deuze, 2008; 

Hay & Couldry, 2011; Jenkins, 2006) helps to frame participatory practices (e.g., 

“hashtagging”), the study of news involves a lot of “-ions”: production, distribution, 

circulation, monetization, and reception. I argue that social platforms mark a new era in 

which the logic and affordances of the network establishes the primary context for how 

information is located, propagated, and mediated by individual news actors. Although 

institutional news media can still connect to their “audiences” through broadcast channels, 

I argue that the fundamental structure of the news ecosystem has changed; even for 

individuals who obtain their news through broadcast television, it is becoming 

commonplace for individuals to be active on a “second screen” (e.g., a smartphone or 

tablet).  

At the same time, I recognize that social platforms and the emergent forms of 

newsmaking that their use encourages have yet to displace institutional news media; while 
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services like Twitter can be a primary news resource for individuals (see Chapter 2), 

Twitter’s platform also helps to extend and support the role of elite (i.e., “professional”) 

news users. This chapter emphasizes, however, that “ordinary users” are now embedded 

within the process of newsmaking on platforms like Twitter. All actors on Twitter have a 

potential to perform a “public access” news function. Additionally, these users can 

influence the context of news reception by establishing salience cues (e.g., a topical 

hashtag) which can be encoded in their tweets as they pass information along to others in 

their networks. While varying degrees of importance might be added (or perhaps, 

subtracted) to the information users encounter through their participation on Twitter, I 

emphasize in this chapter that news on Twitter exists as “bits of information” (see 

Hermida’s “fragmentation” in Chapter 1) as well as in the form of “content” (e.g., a 

“story”). To return once again to Nightingale’s concept of audience engagement 

(introduced in Chapter 2), I conclude this theoretical discussion by restating that on 

Twitter, the network is the central affordance. This is due to the role of the network in 

providing its users the means to share information, but also in allowing them a certain 

level of involvement in the process that creates and shapes news flows. Within Twitter, 

users can play a function in creating the “content” that later becomes news stories. 

However, I posit the largest part users play in the act of “newsmaking” on the platform is 

in determining what information inside the network is “newsworthy.” In this sense, there 

is a degree of “participatory” mediation (see Chapter 2) involving the users of Twitter who 

function as agents of visibility through their tweets, conversations, and semantic tagging 

(e.g., “hashtagging”) of news topics. This process is further amplified—if not outright 

ordained—by Twitter’s trending algorithm. Although Twitter provides a space for its 

users to engage with information, not all of its users are equal in terms of “switching” 

power: For instance, users who work at leading organizations have access to elite 
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networks of actors (e.g., politicians and business executives) and events (e.g., legislative 

hearings and social gatherings) that “ordinary users” do not. At the same time, “hacktivist” 

groups such as Anonymous can use Twitter to promote collectivist values, their own 

agendas, and decentralize access to information. As such, Twitter users must compete, as 

well as work alongside one another in a shared frame of attention. 

Final Theoretical Considerations 

Emergent news culture can be distinguished by the proliferation of user-generated content 

(including both tweets and multimedia content), as well as through the process of users 

locating, propagating, and mediating news for others in their networks (Pew Research 

Center, 2010b). The participatory component of newsmaking (see earlier discussion of 

“participatory mediation”) is part of what Lerman (2007) recognizes as a new paradigm 

for interaction. Can newsmaking as a process, then, be further understood by examining 

shared interests? While this chapter has argued that news should be interpreted as a 

cultural process as opposed to a cultural product, the concept of participation must be 

further unpacked to elucidate newsmaking as users’ negotiation of shared interests. For 

instance, attention can play an important part in users’ news activities. This attention, in 

turn, can further shape the cultural diffusion of news flows—particularly when it involves 

content circulated within a socially mediated space such as Twitter. Newsmaking can thus 

act as a motivational “feedback loop of attention” (Wu, Wilkinson, & Huberman, 2009) 

that encourages other users to engage. On Twitter, engagement can mean many things: 

contributing to a news story, sharing a URL, or perhaps, tweeting about another user’s 

reaction to a news story. Social platforms like Twitter have moved quickly to harness and 

promote affective news engagement. In 2013 Twitter started displaying “engagement 

metrics,” including the number of retweets and @replies for individual tweets directly 

inside their feeds. 
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A final example of the trend in how platforms nurture engagement can be shown in 

how its users are also encouraged to engage with news flows through the selective sharing 

of information (e.g., modified tweets, or “MT”). Twitter’s platform design leverages the 

participation of its users, who, in turn, can act as participatory mediators (e.g., “filters”) 

and crowd-sourced editors who can identify errors in stories, fact check posts, and 

promote certain topics, ideas, and values. In this regard, Twitter’s platform enhances the 

capacity of its users to effect what Jenkins et al. (2013) might term the “spreadability” of 

news. By this, I mean the ability of Twitter users to semantically arrange and selectively 

propagate the most culturally relevant pieces of information. This can be displayed, for 

example, in how Twitter users can quickly condense news events (e.g., #Egypt) and sub-

events (e.g., #Jan25) into specific hashtags. “Spreadability” is a key affordance in 

Twitter’s “space” of news flows, since participation is directly supported by the platform’s 

design and hyperlinking tools. 

On Twitter, the use of URLs, hashtags and @mentions helps to articulate news as 

shared interests. As the following chapters will explore, there is perhaps no greater tool for 

users to engage news than the hashtag, a form of social hyperlink. Hashtags connect 

information, conversations, and ideas, and allow users to collectively engage with 

information across different levels of the network. From a structural perspective, hashtags 

“bridge” the layers of Castells’ network. When employed effectively by groups of users, 

Twitter hashtags can promote topics to the level Castells’ calls the “cultural elite,” helping 

to position these actors on the “third layer” of the network and at the forefront of shaping 

issues and cultural flows.  
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4. Researching News Culture 

The case studies in the following chapter of this project involve the observation and 

analysis of collected Twitter data (e.g., “tweets”). Because I use different methods for 

each case, a methods section has been included within each study. While the discussion in 

this chapter concerns methodology, my intention is to explore the theoretical ideas 

presented in the last chapter and relate it to the types of applied research undertaken in this 

project. The intention of this chapter is to discuss how I identified my research objects, 

outline the types of data I use in the case studies, and to explain the techniques I use for 

analysis in the respective case studies. 

Exploring Methodologies 

This project involves the analysis of emergent news practices (e.g., the use of Twitter to 

break news, journalistic “hashtagging”) on Twitter. In the three case studies, I engage with 

a certain type of data—tweets containing hashtags—to understand the activities of 

professional and “ordinary” practices in Twitter’s socially mediated news environment. In 

this chapter, I connect the practices that shape emergent news culture to my discussion of 

news engagement (defined as “newsmaking”). To relate the cases in the following chapter 

to some of the broader shifts in news culture that I seek to investigate (see research 

questions in Chapter 1), following Steve Jones’ (1999) work on methodology, I propose 

that observing activities on Twitter can be used to “make sense” of users’ behavior. Citing 

the work of John Pauly (1991), Jones views the Internet as a unique space where research 

may benefit from an interpretive approach that is grounded in “product, practice, and 

commentary.” Instead of using “specific” measures to assess specific phenomena, Jones 

argues 
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To study the Internet as product might mean understanding on-line 

communication through…symbolic forms by which experience is rendered 

and made ‘meaningful.’ To study it as practice might direct us toward 

‘cultural processes rather than products’ and assist with an understanding 

of how, on-line, we ‘habitually organize and institutionalize the meaning 

making process.’ And to study the Internet as commentary might mean that 

we are sensitive to the ways it is ‘a useful thing to think with.’ (Pauly as 

paraphrased in Jones, 1999, p. 15) 

To clarify my methodological intention, this does not mean classifying the techniques 

used in the case studies as “quantitative” or “qualitative” in the operational sense, but 

rather, as Steven Chaffee (1991) argues, to “explicate” them. Explication involves 

“thinking that relates theory with research.” Through a study’s descriptive results, Chafee 

argues “all research is qualitative, regardless of whether it is quantitative” (p. 5). Related 

to the interpretation of data, I see this project’s cases as engaging with “explicated” 

phenomena (e.g., user practices) more than through specific units of analysis (e.g., the 

number of clicks, “retweets,” or the “@mentions”). 

When I began work on this project, although I knew exactly what I wanted to 

explore, it was more challenging to pin down what I needed to observe. As my research 

ideas developed, I found that examining users’ practices within the actual environment 

where news is circulated (Twitter) could help establish how news culture was changing. 

To do this, I chose to collect empirical data in the form of tweets, since this data 

establishes evidence that shows exactly what users of Twitter are doing, as well as 

provides insight into how these activities are taking place. Before explaining my research 

approach and methods used in this project any further, however, I will first define the 

primary research objects in this project through their “conceptual definition.”  
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As Steven Chaffee argues 

An instance of communication is not, in its entirety, observed directly. 

Some aspects are always imagined, by the participants and by anyone 

attempting to study communication. When we think about communication 

we use concepts, in verbal form to represent what we observe and imagine; 

these conceptual terms, from which we build theories, carry meanings. 

Without conceptual definition, the words we use to describe and discuss 

communication are mere words--no improvement over mere numbers. 

(Chaffee, 1991, p. 1) 

Operational Definitions 

The first concept I will engage with is “newsmaking:” According to Shirky, news has 

involved “two different things—events that are newsworthy, and events covered by the 

press” (2008a, p. 65). To help frame the fluctuating news environment, Shirky’s statement 

emphasizes the historical importance of the concept of news as a story. News on Twitter 

flows through personal networks and is mediated as it is passed along from person to 

person. On Twitter, especially in the context of breaking developments, news flows are a 

manifestation and expression of the process of “participatory mediation” (see Chapter 1). 

Socially transmitted news on Twitter involves individual users working at the collective 

level to organize information, an “emergent behavior” that helps to “institutionalize the 

meaning making process” (Jones, 1999, p. 15). While any Internet users can click on a 

hyperlink that can take them to a relevant news story, on platforms such as Twitter, news 

centers on conversation as well as information. In this way, socially mediated news 

involves a communicative transaction between users where understanding, in addition to 

knowledge, is the often the primary outcome (Weinberger, 2011). Thus, I argue, using 

Weinberger’s idea that on the Internet knowledge is a “click away,” I argue that on 

Twitter, so is news (e.g., via @users, trending topics, and shared hashtags). More than a 
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social network, Twitter represents a “microblogging” space, where Murthy argues that 

information transmission is primarily “event-driven”: 

part of Twitter’s “seductive” power is the perceived ability of users to be 

important contributors to an event. Specifically, organizing social life by 

events presents opportunities for everyday people and traditional media 

industries to tweet side by side. (Murthy 2013, p. 24) 

Murthy argues that within “new media,” including social platforms such as Twitter, users’ 

engagement with news does not always concern a “product.” As such, user participation 

cannot always be linked to media consumption. Considering Rebecca Ann Lind’s (2012) 

“audience-content-production” trichotomy, interpreting participation through specific 

activities (e.g., “newsmaking”) helps to ground this project’s research within a more 

activity-based, social context. I argue that this research lens is particularly important for 

news. 

Jenkins’ idea of convergence (see discussion in Chapter 3) can help to frame news 

participation on Twitter through two dimensions. The “first dimension” of convergence 

concerns the amalgamation of media and content across different channels (2006). This is 

relevant to how Twitter users spread news across a mixture of sources (e.g., URLs to news 

stories). What is arguably more important to this chapter’s consideration of research 

approaches, however, is Jenkins’ “second dimension” of convergence, which concerns the 

shifts in how people understand and engage with media. The second dimension of 

convergence is valuable for interpreting the sociocultural context (e.g., protest 

movements) through which Twitter users engage with news, as information disseminated 

on the Internet is not constrained by the “centralized patterns of distribution” of traditional 

broadcast media with “little or no return flow” (McQuail, 2010, p. 34). 
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Terminology 

To avoid discussion centered on contested terminologies and loaded operational 

definitions, I will first address a point of contention in media research: the use of the term 

“audience.” Here I quote Nightingale (2014), who notes how many scholars “feel that the 

term audience is inadequate to explain the sorts of things people do with media now that 

social media and web 2.0 have transformed the media landscape” (p. 2). In this project, I 

avoid the use of “audience” in favor of the label “user,” a term that I feel is more 

applicable to the kind of “participatory newsmaking” that takes place on Twitter. One 

benefit of the word “user” (with a single exception in the third case), is that it can 

designate individual Twitter users (i.e., personal accounts and “profiles”) as well as media 

organizations (e.g., @nytimes). I recognize here that the use of the term “user” has some 

definitional complications, since the term “user” might imply something, or perhaps 

someone, being “used.” Despite this issue, I contend that the term user is the most 

effective way to frame the types of practices taking place on Twitter, because it places 

activities in the “use” of the platform, as well as through use of the tools (e.g., hashtags) 

that are implemented on Twitter for communication purposes. 

A second terminology issue I seek to avoid when possible involves the labels 

“producer” and “consumer.” While I argue that mass media have lost ground in their 

central position as information gatekeepers, mass media still remain important in the 

legitimization of news topics. On Twitter, for example, journalists, editors, and bloggers 

are regular verifiers of information that may be false or misleading (Hermida, 2013). 

However, I envision the term producer as describing an environment where mass media 

“push” content to audiences who receive and “consume” it without the capability to talk 

back (see Chapter 2). This does not mean I suggest that Rosen’s “people formerly known 

as the audience” are always talking. Instead, I find that users of social media platforms 
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have transcended the “audience” label through their hybrid role as “produsers” (Bruns, 

2004). Another example of this hybrid terminology can be shown in the use of the label 

“prosumers” (Ritzer, Dean, & Jurgenson, 2012) to designate an “active” audience. The use 

of social platforms (see Chapter 2) and active users has not banished the use of the terms 

“broadcasting,” “consumer,” and “producer” from media research. However, I argue that 

the practices that take place on newer mediums such as Twitter emphasizes the need for a 

better label. Since Twitter represents a news environment where organizations and 

individual users can broadcast news by directly participating (i.e., tweeting a news story) 

as well as indirectly participating through their participation (e.g., by conversing about a 

topic), terms like “consumer” and “producer” have become less useful for characterizing 

news activities on services such as Twitter (see discussion of Carpentier in previous 

section). 

 The terms “user” and “participation” play a part in operationalizing this project’s 

research methodologies, and are considered essential to the project’s goals. Driven by 

rising levels of access (Smith & Brenner, 2012, p. 5), “use” of the Internet has helped to 

propel the widespread adoption of services such as Twitter. This project identifies such 

services as “platforms” (based on design principles; see Helmond near end of Chapter 2); I 

argue that it is within the platform, and through the predominant practices that the design 

of the platform encourages, where new forms of news engagement manifest at a cultural 

level. This platform-specific “structure of participation” is a core concern of this project, 

and part of the reason I posit Twitter has carried news and journalism into an uncharted 

era. The process of media convergence has acted to rebalance “top-down” media 

distribution with “bottom-up” participation (Jenkins, 2006). Jenkins argues that over the 

course of modern history, the longstanding focus on the isolated individual (as audience) 

has been weighty. As news transitions to socially oriented spaces such as Twitter, 
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however, it can circulate collectively (e.g., via news hashtags) as well as individually (e.g., 

in a tweet). Applying Carpentier’s work in audience studies, I argue that news in the 

online space is neither the result of the individual user or the collective “audience,” but 

rests somewhere along a continuum of practices (2013). The practices the cases (and by 

default, this project) focus upon are therefore established through participation. Twitter 

users (account) identities are also established on social networks, including Twitter, 

through the public and semi-public display of shared and “navigable” connections (boyd 

& Ellison, 2008). However, how are these practices distinguished as part of as a process 

through which users engage with news? To address this question, I argue that through the 

lens of practice, user participation plays a vital part in the formalization of communities 

that are established through users’ shared interests (Jenkins, 2007). This can be shown in 

the breaking of news topics. It is also displayed in how journalists cover sporting events 

on Twitter, where the discussion about the game’s outcome is often the most 

“entertaining” part of the news coverage (Lowes, 1999, p. 11). Users who engage with 

news on Twitter might be there to obtain information, but many are also there to 

participate. In this context, news events on Twitter provide an excellent foundation for 

research because they involve the activities of the users. The conversation that users’ 

activity inspires involves the transmission of information. This follows Hermida’s 

example (2010, p. 301) where Twitter users might discuss the incidents that occur during a 

news event, and also discuss the media coverage of the event itself. In the realm of 

practices, then, I seen news-as-events as an ideal specimen for investigating how 

participation is as much an organized display of culture as it is the relaying of facts (e.g., 

the number killed in an earthquake or final score of a sports match). 
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Research Objects 

Central to this project is my use of the term “platform” to describe networked spaces 

where users’ encounter news content and share and converse about news topics with one 

another. The platform is the place where information is disseminated and where 

journalistic processes occur, and thus plays a part in how news is sourced, propagated, and 

disseminated. As presented in the previous chapters, whether regional, national, or 

individual, Twitter’s platform-based participation is an integral part of the creation of a 

shared news experience and part of a collective idea. Over the past decade, the Internet has 

reduced the power of mass media to frame and direct the prevailing cultural narratives 

from its broadcasting perch. In response to the changing digital environment, media are 

moving away from a massified model of unidirectional (Baym & boyd, 2012) and 

“centralized” (McQuail, 2010) communication. Problematically, however, news 

engagement online is still primarily measured by the number of “visits” an article 

receives, the “impressions” a particular story accumulates over time, or the number of 

times a hyperlink to a news story is “clicked on” (Jones, 1999). While this type of data can 

inform a researcher that a news story has been viewed, it offers little beyond this 

information. Why has the idea of the news story been so central to understanding and 

measuring the flow of news? For one, measures of “views” and “audiences” have been 

transferred to the online realm from the broadcast era, Second, as I argue in Chapter 2, the 

story format is important for news as it organizes and shapes the central narrative. In the 

journalistic process, stories are used to galvanize people’s attention, establish grounds for 

journalistic niches (professional practice), and connect disparate bits of unrelated 

information into a form that is digestible for news audiences. In this sense, it is news, as 

Allan Bell (1991) proclaims, that creates the prevailing cultural narrative. Bell argues that 

within the realm of media, “news is the primary language genre” (p. 1). Despite a 
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multitude of alternative channels for communication, including “face-to-face” 

conversations with other human beings, the news story, Bell says, represents the “common 

narrative of our time” (p. 2). Although useful for situating news storytelling, Bell’s 

interpretation of news is more than two decades old. Like Postman (see discussion in 

Chapter 3), Bell seems to position mass media as the prevailing presenter of cultural 

narratives. This interpretation is useful for broadcast news, but is less applicable to 

understanding news culture on Twitter. This is especially the case for news events that 

might be initiated by users themselves, such as popular cultural “memes” (Bratich, 2013) 

that can end up being covered in news stories (Goode, 2009, p. 5). Jenkins asserts that the 

story is “basic to all human cultures, and the primary means by which we structure, share, 

and make sense of our common experiences” (2006, p. 121). I argue that while stories can 

organize information around topics, what makes news on Twitter different is that news 

flows can be established through users’ participation (e.g., “trending” topics). 

This section explicates why news research should focus on participation: Users’ 

activities help make news a cultural object. While news can involve the transmission of 

any relevant information (e.g., facts), it involves even more of a shared narrative when 

people participate through conversations. The concept of news in the form of a story is a 

common way to frame news reception by audiences, but the idea of the news in the form 

of an event has more utility in understanding news culture. 

Research Explication 

Since each of the cases involves a slightly different approach to analyzing news activities 

on Twitter, it is important that they be explicated within the broader context of the 

research project. For these reasons, I found Chaffee’s process of “explication” (Chaffee, 

1991) valuable, as it helped me identify what I needed to pin down as my research objects. 
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Following Chaffee’s method, I considered the kinds of theories (e.g., news diffusion), 

methods (e.g., statistical analysis, data visualization, and content analysis), and supporting 

research (e.g., scholarly literature) needed to ground my cases in social news participation 

(i.e., “participatory newsmaking”). Specifically, I use explication because it offers the 

following considerations, which helped me focus my research goals and research 

outcomes. I knew I needed to identify the following: 

● the research object at a conceptual level (i.e., the object of analysis); 

● how the object of analysis has been approached and defined in the past; 

● the empirical values (i.e., the most important values needed to conduct the study); 

● definitions / meanings (i.e., the key terminologies) and; 

● the items that should be sought out in the study for the findings to make sense. 

First, research explication helped me address a core methodological issue: determining 

what type of data (e.g., tweets) to collect. As noted at the start of this chapter, practices, 

through tweets, hyperlinking (e.g., “hashtagging”) are best shown by their direct 

application (i.e., in practice). Explication helped to identify at the start of each case what 

research object I should consider the highest priority: For Case Study 1, this was a sample 

of influential tweets related to #Japan and #Egypt; for Case Study 2, this was a 

longitudinal sample of tweets from “elite” media accounts, and finally, for Case Study 3, 

this involved a set of tweets posted during the first several hours of a local terror event. 

Referring back to Jones’ argument related to “interpretative” research methods (see first 

section in chapter), I found that interpreting Twitter phenomena through “non-specified” 

units (e.g., “practices”) presented a logical contradiction: whereas the intention of this 

project is to investigate changing patterns of news in the context of participatory practice, 

how can what users do at the micro and macro levels, a well-known tension in media 

studies, be observed and related to news? Here, Anthony Giddens’ methodological 
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suggestion that we “put research in its place” through its frame of meaning (1993) helped 

me approach this particular question (how to investigate different levels of practice) from 

a “common sense” perspective. Carpentier, citing the work of Nicholas Littlejohn (1996), 

sees the concept of the audience as a dialectic that frames the individuals as either a “mass 

public” (i.e., a collective entity) or a smaller “community” (i.e., an aggregate of individual 

users) (2013, p. 191). On Twitter, I posit that user practices can be manifested both at the 

level of the individual (e.g., tweet) user as well as the collective (e.g., a “trending” 

hashtag). Beyond the question of what kind of data—such as tweets that employ 

hashtags—to collect, I see Twitter news “events” involving two levels of (audience) 

engagement. 

To methodologically deconstruct the work in the cases, I will define the term 

“participation.” In the context of media engagement, Carpentier refers to the participatory 

component of user activities as constituting two related forms of participation, which he 

defines as “participation ‘in’ the media as well as participation ‘through’ the media” 

(2013, p. 193). To address this area, I ask: How is participation in Twitter distinguished 

from participation through Twitter? In this study’s three cases, a variety of empirical data 

(tweets) from Twitter users’ activities is collected and examined. To engage with the 

methodological foundations that inspire the approaches used in next chapter’s case 

studies, and to “operationalize” this project’s research questions (see Chapter 1), I take a 

sociologically grounded approach. In observing research phenomena, I follow Anthony 

Giddens’ argument that “common sense,” more than methodological intent, sets the course 

for what researchers identify, and tend to find, in their studies (1993). Giddens argues that 

through research “frames of meaning,” results typically either confirm or disrupt 

researchers’ pre-existing beliefs about a study’s implications. Therefore, I am careful with 

how I organize, frame, and interpret the results (and data) in each case. Returning to 
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Giddens’ view of “frames of meaning,” I see this project’s collection of data, facts, and 

figures exist[ing] “as part of a larger and reflexive research puzzle” (1989, p. 14). In a 

review of audience research methods, Sonia Livingstone (2004) suggests that 

even the most sophisticated commentators can revert to common-sense 

descriptions…forgetting that audience research has developed an extensive 

range of methods that can be used to challenge a priori assumptions, 

generalizations and misconceptions about the audience. (p. 82) 

How should I explicate this project’s methodology, then? I argue that a good place to 

begin is by considering the challenges that new platforms and practices can pose to media 

and communication research. As Livingstone (2004) argues, the study of media and 

communications has “long been a space for methodological innovation” (p. 82). 

According to Livingstone, three major challenges have driven the search for 

methodological advancement in audience research: 

● The ‘gap’ between what people say they do and what they do in 

practice; 

● The relation between text and reader; i.e. the ‘process of interpretation’, 

as it relates to a diversity of media, genres and forms and; 

● The question of consequences or effects; why the received meanings 

matter in everyday life. 

Farida Vis (2013) argues that methods for studying Twitter are still in a developmental 

phase, having recently become a topic for research “in their own right” (p. 29). A goal of 

this project is to apply methods that can collect data that involves “real-world” practices. 

As Twitter is a platform that operates in real time (see Chapter 2 discussion), through its 

API, data (tweets) can be obtained related to a variety of user activities, as well as news 

events that have taken place. Similar to Ritzer’s example of how Twitter “backchannels” 
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are created when users of the service communicate in a “parallel” offline process, I argue 

that hashtags involving a specific form of application (e.g., #Egypt, #FF, #hootersbomber) 

are a valuable starting point in understanding the structure of participation on Twitter, as 

well for framing the news environment where news practices take place. In this regard, the 

cases in this project all employ hashtag-related Twitter data. Referring to Livingstone’s 

“gap” between what users say they do and what they do in practice (2004), interviews are 

a valuable part of media research. In the analysis of news events, however, observing what 

people say they do (or say they “will do” in the case of future news events) is arguably 

ancillary to their real-world activities. Here I argue that interview data epitomizes what 

people say they “do;” therefore, while interviews can provide valuable insight related to 

why people think they do things, collecting data related to what users actually do in the 

first place is better achieved through direct observation. Since I am interested in 

ascertaining what the new patterns of participatory news engagement are, I have chosen to 

focus on observation rather the users’ own interpretations. 

Explication of Methods 

Deacon et al. (1999) see media studies as the “primary arena where scholars from very 

different traditions can come together to…make sense of the complex connections 

between…social and cultural life.” (p. 3). Similarly, a variety of methods are used in the 

following case studies to present results from the empirical data that is obtained from 

Twitter. For the purposes of this project, I consider research techniques that can display 

patterns in news sharing (e.g., URLs), conversational activities (e.g., “@mentions”) and 

contextual engagement (e.g., “hashtagging”) as central to this project’s focus on 

“participatory newsmaking.” Importantly, while the methods in the three cases are based 

on the same type data (tweets), the cases are varied in methodological application. 
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Are survey or interview responses collected from Twitter users informing how 

they might “use” a hashtag for news a meaningful way to understand emergent practices? 

Perhaps, but as the following cases will demonstrate, many news-related hashtags are 

implemented in ad hoc fashion. These “folksonomic” (Axel Bruns & Burgess, 2012b) 

tools (e.g., hashtags such as #Jan25) are often applied at the time of specific news events. 

Given this use of participatory newsmaking tools on Twitter, I argue the best type of data 

involves empirical evidence that concerns what users actually “do,” or in the context of 

the cases, what users “are doing” as a news event unfolds (e.g., how tools such as hashtags 

and “@mentions” are being used) to be the most valuable for examining shifting practices. 

The first case shows the significance of this approach in “breaking” news hashtags, 

including #Egypt, #Jan25, and #Japan (see Case Study 1). Similarly, the third case looks 

at #hootersbomber, another example of a hashtag that was applied on Twitter as the news 

event developed (see Case Study 3). 

In the second case study, it is also important to look at what users “do” in order to 

show how they use hashtags to socially network and display their professional identities. 

The cases in the next chapter collect, organize, and present data that is a direct result of 

users’ actual activities on Twitter. Therefore, using posts rather than interview data offers 

a richer understanding of the participatory acts that are normalizing these new forms of 

practice at the level of news culture. Furthermore, raw Twitter data can isolate some of the 

specific features (e.g., tweet patterns over time through a longitudinal analysis) that 

interviews could not typically establish. Here I consider data in the form of tweets, which 

contain a wealth of information in the form of text, conversation, topics, and reactions, as 

well as the hyperlinking tools that users apply to share content (URLs), to converse 

(@mention), and to connect topics (hashtags). 
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To justify how my data is applied in the following cases, note that Twitter data is 

“structured,” meaning that it contains valuable metadata that can be used to organize the 

collected data (boyd & Crawford, 2012). This includes identifying specific users, 

quantifying hashtags that are used, and showing the patterns of conversation through 

“@mentions.” Once collected, these data allow a “snapshot” from a news event that can 

also be re-explored, as well as shared for collaborative research purposes.31 Data used in 

this project, as well as other studies of Twitter, can be shared to open further research 

dialogues concerning the processes that lead to new forms of participatory newsmaking. 

Interpreting Data 

A benefit of media and communication research lies in its disciplinary origins. In this 

regard, Deacon et al. (1999) see the study of media and communication as 

“interdisciplinary.” While I consider the methods applied in the casework, as well as the 

project overall, as “multidisciplinary,” it should be emphasized that different methods are 

adopted by different disciplines because they inform researchers about certain forms of 

activity or produce certain types of data. The methods in this project are used as 

exploratory research instruments, and involve quantitative as well as qualitative 

approaches. Sudweeks and Simoff (1999) define “quantitative” analysis as the use of finite 

variables (e.g., statistics and numbers) to depict research phenomena, whereas “qualitative 

analysis” involves the in-depth description of research objects (e.g., individuals and 

behaviors). This project uses both approaches, applying data in the case to consider newer 

phenomena in news activity patterns such as “trending topics” (see Case Study 1). 

Referring back to Carpentier’s tension between viewing the audience as a “collective” 

versus their composition as an “aggregate” of individuals, I suggest that using Twitter data 
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 Provided the researcher aligns with Twitter’s TOS (see https://dev.twitter.com/overview/terms). 
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to look more closely at the intersection between individual and collective user activities, 

especially in the case of news hashtags and news events, is a relatively unexplored area in 

media research. 

Domingo et al. (2008) argue that news and journalism research should move away 

from a focus on “normative” behaviors and traditional news activities, and instead attempt 

to present a range of new evidence to relate how participatory tools affect online 

communication in novel ways (p. 327). While not quite ‘hybrid,” a mixed-methods 

approach, including qualitative content analysis, quantitative graphs, and “computer-

assisted” coding (Lewis et al., 2013) can arguably help to focus research at both the macro 

and micro levels of user engagement (Carpentier, 2013). I use mixed methods in this 

project for exploratory purposes, including data visualization, to drill into specific activity 

patterns (e.g., the use of news-related hashtags). This includes examining when and where 

tweets are posted containing a news hashtag, and which users (i.e., journalists) have used a 

certain hashtag across a longitudinal data set. A wide range of strategies for understanding 

users through their activities, and the patterns of Twitter use, can be applied to investigate 

newsmaking on Twitter. In relation to practices, following Anderson’s approach in his 

study of “algorithmic journalism” (2011, p. 530), the relationship between users of Twitter 

and news in the project is not based on effects. Yet, it is recognized the reception of news 

content does have the potential to influence users of Twitter. From this standpoint, an 

issue Anderson addresses in his study is how users’ interpretation of certain news can be 

contingent on a “variety of personal and demographic factors” (p. 530). 

As discussed in the first three chapters, news is a specific type of organized 

information involving both immediacy and relevance. The organization of news also 

involves a process—journalism—that translates bits of information into a more accessible 

format for publics (see Chapter 2). To isolate what I mean by “emergent” forms of 
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participation, then, and to methodologically consider how social interaction can be 

observed to frame participation (see the introduction of Chapter 3), studying news 

engagement as a process is key. Jenkins’ idea of “knowledge cultures” (2006) as groups 

organized through voluntary, temporary, and tactical affiliations, helps to show the value 

here: 

Because these interest groups are voluntary, people do not remain in 

communities that no longer meet their emotional or intellectual needs. 

Because they are temporary, these communities form and disband with 

relative flexibility. Because they are tactical, they tend not to last beyond 

the tasks that set them in motion. (Jenkins, 2006, p. 57) 

Viewing the Twitter news environment through the lens of knowledge cultures reveals 

how participation in online news spaces is both active as well as passive. Knowledge 

cultures can be related to Jones’ (1999) interpretative approach (see beginning of chapter) 

to better understand how the users’ “experiences [are] rendered and made ‘meaning-full’” 

(p. 15). Carpentier’s work, applied in the earlier section of this chapter, identifies what 

“participation” involves, which is users’ participatory engagement “in” as well as 

“through” the media. In his idea of knowledge cultures, Jenkins identifies what user 

participation is not, which he defines as “interactivity.” In contrast to participation, which 

is voluntary, Jenkins sees “interactivity as an involuntary response, or human feedback, to 

dialog created by computer technologies.” On the other hand, participation, Jenkins says, 

is “shaped by cultural and social protocols” 32 (2006, p. 137). This section defines what 

participation means in the context of this research project and articulates what kinds of 

activities participation does not involve. 
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 Participation: the action of taking part in something (Oxford English Dictionary, 2014). 
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Data Collection 

The case studies in the next chapter leverage two main types of data as a basis for 

empirical inquiry. Given the type of data obtainable directly from Twitter, the primary 

platform of interest in this study, two categories of data were collected: (1) secondary data 

(aggregated data) and (2) primary data (data from individual Twitter users’ activities). 

These two forms of data are used together in the cases to frame and decode participatory 

news activities, as well to isolate the instruments and practices that Twitter’s platforms 

tend to encourage. Secondary (thematic) data from Pew Research is used in this study’s 

chapters as well as the cases. Secondary data, such as Twitter’s year-end summary provide 

an excellent starting point for this project’s empirical exploration. I see thematic data as 

instrumental in this study, as it is indicative of emergent patterns in news. Since aggregate 

data can highlight important trends in engagement within online platforms, it is used in the 

first case study. For the purposes of framing broad shifts in news culture, the application 

of secondary (thematic) data is also useful for further inquiry into the changes (e.g., 

“hashtagging” practices) that have characterized the recent shifts in the online news 

environment. 

The cases all engage with Twitter data in the form of tweets. While the first tweets 

are from a Twitter historical archive (Topsy), the data for the second and third case are 

obtained directly through Twitter’s API. This form of data is ideal for in-depth 

investigation, since it is freely available to the public, structured into meaningful 

categories,33 and can be analyzed with personal computers, statistical software, and data 

visualization programs—what Lev Manovich refers to as “common computational 

resources” (2012). Social platforms are increasingly making a portion of their users’ data 
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available to the public, albeit in a controlled fashion. Through application-programming 

interfaces, called APIs, social platforms, including Twitter, maintain a semi-open interface 

for access to data created by the activities of users on its platform (Bucher, 2013). APIs 

afford researchers access to data if they have some degree of proficiency in the 

programming languages employed by the platform. In Twitter’s case, through its API, data 

can be collected directly from the service. Although researchers are mostly free to do with 

this data what they please, there are some limitations imposed by the organization that 

should be noted. In contrast to the “end-user” interface of the platform, once signed into 

Twitter’s API, researchers are subject to Twitter’s “developer” terms of service (TOS). 

Unless a Twitter account is protected (i.e., made private), once a tweet is published to a 

user’s timeline, tweets are a matter of public record. If a user deletes a tweet, or an 

account is suspended, however, the rules can vary. Twitter’s enterprise “data partners,” 

such as Topsy, a company that maintains a complete searchable archive34 of historical 

tweets, is legally obligated to remove it from their archives. For individual users, although 

Twitter’s developer TOS states that deleted tweets should be removed,35 for end-users, the 

rebroadcasting of a deleted tweet is generally protected by free speech laws. Therefore, 

controversial (or deleted) tweets in news stories are largely absent from research, thus 

leaving a methodological gap. 

Application of Methods 

The rise of news hashtags in Case Study 1 is used as a starting point for further inquiry. 

The analysis and statistics within this project’s case studies generally follow an 

“exploratory” rather than classical (e.g., active experimental) approach in the observation, 

analysis, and discussion of participation in online news spaces. The data sets obtained in 
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 Tospy has a database of every tweet from 2006 (i.e., the “complete” archive). 
35

 See developer API TOS on Twitter. 
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this study are situated as “medium data”—between that of so-called big data and small 

data. Related to the types of primary data analyzed in the last two cases, Lev Manovich 

asserts that larger quantities of information can supplement social research due to 

computational tools that can “make sense of [it], often with no more than simple software 

on a standard computer” (as quoted in boyd & Crawford, 2012). However, where do 

medium data and big data intersect? According to Manovich (2012), what distinguishes a 

particular sample of data as “big” is the incapability of common software programs to 

obtain, store, and process it within a realistic time frame (2012, p. 460). Although 

Manovich’s definition is flexible, using terms such as “reasonable,” this project aligns 

with the viewpoint of “big” as data a set too large to make sense of without substantial 

computational power. This project avoids calling the data used in Case Studies 2 and 3 as 

small or big, but employs the term “medium” as the data samples are large enough to draw 

high-level conclusions from, yet are analyzable using common computational tools such 

as data visualization (Tableau) and statistical analysis tools (Microsoft Advanced 

Statistics) (see case method sections for details). Larger data sets can allow for a wider 

scope of investigation, helping to make social patterns more “quantifiable” (p. 667). The 

primary data used in Case Studies 2 and 3 represent an amount of data that is best 

characterized as sufficiently comprehensive. If concepts are explicated well enough and 

the variables of interest isolated, the collection of additional data may obstruct closer 

observation, making analysis more time-consuming. As such, the cases do not query a 

predetermined research outcome (e.g., hypothesis). Given this approach, the second and 

third cases use data that I consider is “big enough” to engage with the research questions 

presented in Chapter 1. 

In a review of news diffusion studies, Everett Rogers (2000) notes that before the 

online age, news researchers often had little, if any, time to prepare for observation in the 
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field. One particular area of research, the investigation of breaking news events, 

represented a particularly challenging area for researchers in regard to data sampling. 

Studies were often left with inadequate data for meaningful analysis. As mentioned 

previously, social platforms such as Twitter that offer publicly accessible APIs to collect 

user data are not limited by the sampling problems of the past. In the past, “fieldwork” 

meant researchers had to rush to interview people on the street or telephone members of 

the community to ask how and where they had learned of a news event. This so-called 

“firehose nature” of news diffusion research Rogers identifies in his evaluation of 52 news 

studies has largely disappeared (2000, p. 569). Rather, news research today has quite the 

opposite firehose problem: there is far too much data available for collection and 

meaningful interpretation. This is why this chapter focuses on research explication; 

without it, this study would be inundated with unmanageable amounts of data, leading to 

the inability to analyze it within a reasonable period. This is not “big” data, as Manovich 

(2000) suggests, but rather uncontrolled data. 

The online realm has brought about change in the ways that both researchers and 

practitioners of news understand and conceptualize the process of journalism and the 

circulation of information in relation to culture. As the previous chapters have addressed, 

understanding news in socially mediated spaces involves much more than the transmission 

process. Institutional media have been disrupted by algorithmic and social technologies, 

but like the strategic center of broadcast, the network has disbanded the unidirectional 

diffusion of news as a public good. On platforms such as Twitter, news is created through 

conversations where users may engage at nearly any stage in the organizational process, 

including before news is even established as an information flow, as well as from 

temporary groups using tools such as the hashtag to engage with news flows that are 

already circulating. 
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Presenting Research Findings 

An important feature of participatory news that should be related to this project’s 

methodology is how social news platforms might facilitate different forms of user 

participation. The rapid increase in the pace of news delivery in the online space is a topic 

that has been introduced in Chapter 2 and Case Study 1. However, does this increase in 

the speed of participation imply that users are less engaged with news overall? As noted in 

Chapter 2, perhaps users are in fact “reading below the fold” (Pew Research Center, 

2011c) by skimming news headlines because of services like Twitter. For this project’s 

methodology, these types of patterns display important features in online news circulation. 

In the past, when media initiated connections to news (see Chapter 3), research focused on 

where people were obtaining their news (e.g., newspapers and television shows); however, 

in the online space, news is different. Tools such as the hyperlink and hashtag allow users 

to initiate their own connections to media (see Chapter 2’s discussion of 9/11). As such, 

the most pressing research question for this project involves looking into where users are 

not only encountering news, but also within the platform itself to understand how they are 

engaging with it. 

The mechanisms by which certain news articles, headlines, and content circulate 

and rise to prominence should be understood both in the quantitative sense but also as 

qualitative phenomena. It is easy to frame the spread of news modeled using “viral” 

transmission tropes, but it is far more meaningful to understand the process of 

participatory engagement. Related to this, Case Study 1 involves a sample of tweets 

focusing on the contexts around which Twitter users helped to break news related to the 

Egyptian uprising and Japan’s tsunami and earthquake event in 2011. 
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Should research involve the consideration of how news circulates based on a 

platform’s technological features, such as an algorithm? If we were to ask Facebook, the 

answer appears to be “yes,” as Facebook’s news product manager argues 

We don’t really think about it that much in terms of promoting and 

demoting certain kinds of content. The way we think about it is that we’re 

doing a better job of identifying value… It’s not us trying to be more 

prescriptive. We’re trying to align our definition of value with that of our 

users. (Backstrom as quoted in Kafka, 2013) 

What Backstrom’s comment points at is how social platforms are invested in setting the 

context for the news that people share with each other. Facebook, near end of the 2000s, 

moved from a “share this” to “like this” (Benton, 2011) button, which signified a 

transition of its sharing feature from an emotionally neutral orientation to an 

unequivocally positive one. By focusing on users’ activities (e.g., “likes” and “favorites”) 

as a form of news, social news spaces can encourage participatory mediation (see Chapter 

2). The inclusion of these types of variables related to social news transmission, at least as 

a research inquiry, is outside of the scope of this project. However, it is still 

methodologically interesting to consider how promoted content such as Twitter’s 

“trending” topics might affect news participation within social platforms. 

Methodological Considerations 

This chapter addresses important methodological issues in order to explicate the 

approaches used in the case studies and discussion in the later chapters. The first case 

study introduces the dynamics of the social news landscape, employing thematic data to 

show the emergence of Twitter hashtags as social headlines for “breaking” news, a 

phenomenon of significant interest to this project. To expand on the first case, the second 
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set of cases looks more in depth at how participatory activities are implemented by Twitter 

users, isolating its key tools of engagement (URLs, @mentions, and hashtags). 

Through the investigation of the activities that constitute participation with news 

flows within Twitter, I argue that in the case of emergent practices, users cannot be 

interviewed to obtain meaningful data on how they might apply a hashtag in an ad hoc 

fashion (i.e., for breaking news events, spreading a “meme”), as many “hashtag-worthy” 

events do not exist yet. It is worth acknowledging, however, that there is a body of 

existing literature that has interviewed users after their hashtagging activities, a scholarly 

contribution that Hermida et al. make in their longitudinal study of thousands of tweets 

from former journalist Andy Carvin’s coverage of “Arab Spring” (Hermida, Lewis, & 

Zamith, 2012). Returning to the research themes introduced at the beginning of this 

project, technology, access, and practices (see Chapter 1) in concluding the first section, I 

see technology as a powerful component of the change in news culture. As such, it is 

valuable for disassembling some of the inner mechanisms of user interactions with news 

flows. However, observing technology informs little about participation on a cultural 

level. Nor does a focus on technology provide much insight related to the normative 

process of journalism. Given these obstacles, the intention of these cases is not to attempt 

to collect data related to every facet of participation involving news and journalism, but 

rather, to capture the most important ones that intersect with the research question in this 

project. This chapter directs its discussion to explicate the project’s goals and to describe 

the course of data analysis taken in this project. The cases provide a basis for the later 

chapters to explore how user activities relate to broader shifts in news culture and the 

process of journalism. 

Working between disciplines can be problematic in methodological application. 

The research methods in this project integrate a range of different methods, including 
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techniques from disciplines such as sociology, statistics, political studies, and information 

science. I should also note that the range of data available to an individual researcher was 

unfathomable even five years ago. The computational power of computing hardware has 

increased significantly over the years that this project was undertaken: Less than a decade 

ago, many of the methods and analytical techniques employed in these cases (e.g., data 

visualization) might have only been available to a specialized research group with access 

to powerful computer hardware and a budget for enterprise-level software, much less a 

doctoral student working on a laptop computer. The cases contained in the next chapter 

play a role in understanding how news participation takes place “in” Twitter as well as 

“through” it, showing how its users locate, propagate, and mediate news online.  
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5. Case Studies 

Case 1: Breaking The #hashtag: A Contextual Gateway to Online News 

 

Abstract 

The hashtag represents an emergent tool in the dissemination of news, serving to catalyze 

awareness around news events in socially mediated spaces such as Twitter. Employing an 

exploratory analysis of leading historical tweets related to #Egypt and #Japan, Twitter’s 

top news-related hashtags during 2011, this study contextualizes the role of the hashtag in 

breaking news by framing the hashtag as a participatory news mechanism through the lens 

of diffusion theory, examining the recent adoption of hashtags as news gatekeeping tools 

in order to: (1) establish preliminary insight around the discrete functions of the hashtag in 

the context of socially mediated news events; (2) provide evidence into user activities 

involved when a news-related hashtag first “breaks” on Twitter and; (3) discuss the 

applicability of the news-related hashtag in future media research. 

 

 

Keywords 

#Egypt, #Japan, hashtag, social media, news, journalism, Twitter, diffusion, hyperlink  
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Introduction 

Evoking the notion of Vannevar Bush’s “trails” in the foundational paper As We May 

Think, (1945) hashtags are modern representations of “associative indexing,” allowing 

users to discover, disseminate, and store information related to topics of interest. These 

“folksonomic” (Axel Bruns & Burgess, 2011) categorization tools are created by the 

user’s addition of the hash36 (#) symbol preceding any text, phrases or acronyms on 

properties such as Twitter, Instagram and recently, Facebook. Chris Messina, a 

programmer and early Twitter adopter initially proposed the usage of hashtags for three 

functions: contextualization, filtering and “exploratory serendipity” for shared content 

within Twitter (2007). Although hashtags have been informally utilized for Messina’s 

purposes on Twitter starting in 2007, their functionality was limited by the platform.37 

After July 2010, when Twitter added formal support for the hashtag, hash (#) symbols 

added to text in a user’s tweet and posted to a user’s timeline result in a live hyperlinked 

“metadata tag” accessible to other users in the form of a “topical chatroom” (Tonkin, 

Pfeiffer, & Tourte, 2012). 

Usage of the hashtag signifies an emergent crowd-sourced tool to engage with 

information online, yet it also characterizes a “linguistic norm” that has experienced 

widespread [user] adoption] (Starbird & Stamberger, 2010, p. 2). With more than 200 

million active users and 230 million tweets each day, there are “permutations of nearly 

every topic being discussed on Twitter in [any] given day” (Garett, 2011). The 

implementation of the hashtag as a linking device means audiences can create interest-

based communities “simply [by] including a hashtag in their own tweets” (Yang et al., 

2012, p. 261). Although hashtags do not contain executable code or script, they function to 

                                                
36 The # symbol, Unicode U+0023 and HTML &#35 is also commonly referred to as the “pound” key. 
37 Twitter added platform support for hashtags through automatic hyperlinking on 1 July 2010. 
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help “promote specific topics and people, classify messages, and propagate ideas” (Cunha 

et al., 2011, p. 58). As such, hashtags represent a powerful component in participatory 

news audiences’ ability to shift attention to pertinent topics in news media (Huang, 

Thornton, & Efthimiadis, 2010; Small, 2011). Whether within the boundaries of Twitter or 

in spaces external to the platform, hashtags play an emergent role in keeping topics in the 

news salient and relevant to networked publics. 

Despite the hashtag’s crowd-sourced origins and accessibility, it is not a resource 

situated exclusively within the domain of the end-user; in addition to acting as a 

participatory gatekeeping mechanism for audiences, news organizations have begun to 

apply hashtags as a “contemporary salience cue” (J. B. Singer, 2013, p. 13). A recent 

study by the Project for Excellence in Journalism (2011b) notes the advantages of 

engaging with hashtags for broadcasting news on mediums such as Twitter: The inclusion 

of “identifying” hashtags to tweets, such as the use of #Egypt and #jan25 during the Arab 

Spring events—along with “promotional” or brand-related hashtags such as #CNN—are 

easily implemented strategies helping to establish the context of the news content and link 

it to “larger conversation[s] about the topic on Twitter” (2011b, p. 14). Pew’s study found 

many news organizations’ “lack of hashtag usage ‘surprising’ … [as the practice] 

enhances the chances that stories will be read by individuals who are not already 

following [their] Twitter feed” (2011b, p. 14). 

Hashtags are also utilized by individual journalists to disseminate information 

related to breaking news topics, as well as to shape the news consumption habits of their 

online followers, as in the cases of (former) Reuters Social Media Editor Anthony De 

Rosa as well as National Public Radio’s Andy Carvin—a journalist who, according to 

Rodgers (2011, p. 84) displays the "best of the new” (2011, p. 84) [news] reporting 

techniques. As a user-appropriated tool which news audiences as well as producers have 
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increasingly begun to embrace, the hashtag’s inclusion as part of the range of strategies 

organizations employ to increase the visibility of topics allotted high importance and 

editorial value further demonstrates their significance to newsmaking (Pew Research 

Center, 2011b).  

Literature Overview 

The diffusion of news though the blogosphere is a pertinent topic in media research 

(Anderson, 2010; Leskovec et al., 2009; Romero, Meeder, & Kleinberg, 2011; Weber, 

2012). As a news medium, Twitter has become increasingly impactful, where users’ 140 

character posts—termed tweets—are situated on timelines to be shared with others both 

inside and outside of the service (Murthy, 2012). Although studies have focused around 

the various mechanisms of Twitter as a microblog (Hermida, 2010; Huberman, Romero, & 

Wu, 2009; Wu, Wilkinson, & Huberman, 2009) including how audiences engage to 

disseminate information (Lotan et al., 2011; Small, 2011), existing literature largely 

relates to the analysis of Twitter hashtags as components of larger phenomena (Cunha et 

al., 2011; Lotan et al., 2011; Potts, Seitzinger, Jones, & Harrison, 2011; Romero, Meeder, 

et al., 2011) or highlights the accessory role hashtags play in online trust and credibility 

(Marwick & boyd, 2010; Morris, Counts, Roseway, Hoff, & Schwarz, 2012). 

In the context of media research, the hashtag represents a gateway to better 

understanding Twitter’s role in response to current events, a research scope which Bruns 

and Burgess (2012b, p. 804) identify as having a “clear need to develop further methods” 

(p. 804). Hashtags in news exemplify a broader “shift in social media, which has seen the 

convergence of explicit networking practices (‘friending’, ‘following’, interpersonal 

communication) with original content (‘broadcasting’ of updates)…sharing and 

propagation” (Axel Bruns & Burgess, 2012b, p. 803). Like other social network sites 
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(boyd & Ellison, 2008, p. 2), Twitter consists of user profiles enclosed within a bounded 

system, maintaining a navigable method for browsing other users’ connections. Within 

Twitter, however, in the context of information diffusion the usage of hashtags extends 

this social connectivity, representing a tool which can extend users’ navigation beyond a 

list of “articulated connections” (boyd & Ellison, 2008) into the realm of articulated 

interests. 

As news increasingly moves into socially mediated spaces, it becomes part of the 

“social filtering” process (Willson, 2013), relying on networked users “to locate, deliver 

and share information” (2013, p. 4). This filtering process involves a “relationship 

between users and technology where tastes and preferences are increasingly broadcast to 

other users…becom[ing] more explicit, formalised and…accessible” (p. 4). In the context 

of news, hashtags bridge “friend” and “follower” with “interests” and “community.” This 

“dual role” of the hashtag as both an indicator of content and representative of community 

(Yang et al., 2012) suggests that for participatory news audiences in particular, the hashtag 

works as a tool for the distribution of information through the establishment of real-time 

interest communities. 

#Visibility 

Although the hashtag is not unique to Twitter as an online property (Small, 2011, p. 873), 

its adoption by users of Twitter for the purposes of information dissemination has 

displayed remarkable outcomes in a number of recent events, notably in helping to initiate 

global awareness related to the “Arab Spring” and the 2011 Egyptian uprising (Lotan et 

al., 2011, p. 2); Japan’s Fukushima disaster (Acar & Muraki, 2011; Sakaki, Toriumi, & 

Matsuo, 2011; Tospy, 2011) and in response efforts to events such as the 2010 
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Christchurch, New Zealand (Potts et al., 2011), and Haiti (Zook, Graham, Shelton, & 

Gorman, 2010) earthquakes. 

Online news organizations frequently embed real-time “user boxes” (J. B. Singer, 

2013, p. 14) on their websites as part of strategies to increase the salience of news topics 

via the display of aggregate consumption habits, displaying statistics such as the frequency 

in which a particular news story is being shared, the number of times an article is read, or 

how many users on Facebook have clicked to “like” an item. On Twitter, this display of 

collective interest is fulfilled in part by its “trending” topics, a frequently updated and 

location-specific list of topics which the service has identified as having both a measured 

rise and sustained increase in activity from a time period prior (Naaman et al., 2011). 

Although Twitter’s algorithms largely determine what topics end up “trending,” 

news audiences’ skillful collaboration to make certain hashtags trend on Twitter 

demonstrates a remarkable capability. Twitter’s “trending” list was launched in 2010, 

close to the time the hashtag was officially supported. Unlike non-“hashtagged” trending 

topics, topical trending hashtags provide audiences with a “sticky” hyperlinked gateway 

into developing news (Romero, Meeder, et al., 2011) without having to engage in a 

separate keyword search. By effectively crowdsourcing attention toward quickly moving 

and controversial topics (Thelwall et al., 2011), and by “trending” (Naaman et al., 2011) 

the implementation of hashtags on platforms such as Twitter can distribute rapid 

developments related to news events that search engines and other index-based tools have 

difficulty isolating. 

Users employing hashtags on Twitter can focus an immense range of news content 

into easily navigable channels for other users (Kwak et al., 2010; Morris et al., 2012) and 

they can open forums for wider discussion in online spaces. In the context of rapidly 
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breaking news, Twitter has become increasingly relevant both as a primary and secondary 

source of information for journalists (Hermida, 2010; Murthy, 2011) as well as for the 

broadcast distribution of news content (Kwak et al., 2010; Pew Research Center, 2011b; 

Yardi & boyd, 2010). As a platform for “citizen” journalism, although Twitter maintains 

an considerable user base of millions of global users and has the potential to act as both 

source and verifier related to news around developing events (Vis, 2013), the flow of 

information diffusion around major news events within the Twitter network is understood 

largely as directional, initiated by journalists and news organizations (Hermida et al., 

2012; Wilkinson & Thelwall, 2012), moving through influential Twitter opinion leaders 

and central “network actors” who subsequently diffuse information to their associative 

networks (Lotan et al., 2011; Yardi & boyd, 2010). 

Related to this directional flow of information on Twitter, an interesting 

perspective for the study of hashtags in news is offered by news diffusion theory 

(Deutschmann & Danielson, 1960; Rogers, 2000). The transmission of news through 

communities, a process Rogers calls a “discrete mass communication function” (2000, p. 

562) involves the collective distribution of awareness related to a news event to audiences 

over a given period of time. While news diffusion theory takes into account news 

organizations’ role in promoting media awareness, it considers the perceived importance 

(i.e., salience) of a given news event to communities to be a crucial variable. According to 

Rogers (2000), key to understanding news diffusion patterns is to identify where 

interpersonal transmission of information takes place as topics of high salience can initiate 

members of the audience to action in their communities informing others they encounter 

about the event (Greenberg, 1964). 

The diffusion of news through individual action within communities, then, is 

deemed a rich interface for hashtag study. Hashtags are “community” oriented; require 
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user intent to initiate, navigate, or modify, and are frequently utilized by users of Twitter 

to facilitate the transmission of awareness around particular topics. In addition to viewing 

hashtags’ potential in the interpersonal dispersion of information, diffusion theory also 

provides researchers with a unit of measurement, identifying “awareness-knowledge” as 

the central dependent variable (Rogers, 2000, p. 569). In the transmission of awareness of 

a news topic over time, diffusion theory isolates three distinct stages of news events: (1) 

an initial stage identified as the “breaking” point; (2) the diffusion period where the “facts 

of the story filter into the stream of community life” and; (3) an end stage after awareness 

related to a news event has peaked in the community. Greenberg characterizes news 

diffusion along his J-curve as representing “one of three” broad categories of news event, 

each corresponding to the degree of personal diffusion it is likely to receive (1994, p. 81): 

● Type I news events are topics in the news not receiving a significant amount of 

attention in the media yet sustaining a high degree of salience to certain minorities 

of the population; 

● Type II events are news occurrences that have an average amount of importance 

but evoke little sense of immediacy, such as the routine “news” stories of the day; 

● Type III events are “breaking,” dramatic news events of both high salience and 

temporal relevance. 

Hyperlinks: A Contextual Gateway for News 

As diffusion theory relates to individual transmission of news on sites such as Twitter, 

Greenberg’s typology (Type I, II, and III) of news events based on perceived importance 

may help to establish a basis for observing how people may attribute meaning to the news 

they share with one another using selective hashtags; for instance, individuals may use a 

hashtag for the primary purposes of transmitting information (i.e., content), but 

presumably also to establish a contextual gateway to an interest community for 
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complementary purposes (e.g., to impact the salience of a topic by promoting it to their 

social networks in varying contexts). In addition to acting as a “tag” mechanism for users’ 

content as well as providing a gateway to a larger community (Messina, 2007; Yang et al., 

2012) hashtags are unique in the capacity that they are inextricably linked to valuable 

information in a user’s post (tweet) containing the hashtag. On Twitter, for example, 

hashtags often include slang, acronyms, and culturally specific lingo, and can initiate or 

correspond to popular memes that serve to establish contextual and cultural relevance of a 

news topic to audiences. This contextualization function of hashtags is posited to be 

particularly impactful as Twitter users increasingly use hashtags in their role as 

“secondary gatekeepers,” in how users’ gatekeeping role extends beyond their personal 

networks to a “mass audience as well as a more individualized micro one” (J. B. Singer, 

2013, p. 12). 

Supplemental to a hashtag’s text is information embedded in its accompanying 

tweet: cues; for example, contextual indicators may arise from a tweet’s “linguistic, 

cultural, and identity markers” (Marwick & boyd, 2010, p. 130), as well as “performance” 

(Tonkin et al., 2012) markers that hashtags afford their users within the body of the 

associated tweet. Given these qualities, the potential of hashtags to affect users’ roles in 

the social news diffusion process is posited to be significant. An example of the behavior-

affecting potential of hashtags is the effectiveness in which organizers have employed 

them to galvanize awareness around social movements such as Occupy Wall Street 

(Gambs, 2012). The hashtag #occupywallstreet, according to the analytics firm Social 

Flow, was first proposed on the culture-jamming property Adbusters in a blog post (Lotan, 

2011) and successfully executed as a demonstration on September 17th of the same year,38 

spawning widespread related social movements throughout the world using various 

                                                
38 See http://www.adbusters.org/magazine/97 
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iterations of the derivative #Occupy hashtag (Gambs, 2012). As participatory tools, 

hashtags are easily to implement, difficult to regulate, can be culturally and socially 

relevant, and perhaps most importantly can aid in rapidly “spreading the word” or relating 

to news events to specific audiences. For these reasons, the hashtag is posited to represent 

an evolution of the hyperlink that has significant utility to news audiences. 

Hashtags: An Evolution of the Hyperlink? 

Table 5a.1: Hyperlink (URL) vs. hashtag functions 

Table above compares several of the key functions of hashtags to legacy (URL) hyperlinks.  

                                                
39 Controlled by access (such as search results). 
40 Platform specific. 

Function Hyperlink Hashtag 

Connect (one to many) No Yes 

Connect (many to one) Yes No 

Connect (many to many) Conditional39 Yes 

Inform No Yes 

Organize No Yes 

Access Yes Conditional40 

Interact (converse) No Yes 
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Table 5a.2: Trends in hashtag use 2010 – 2011 

Table above shows Twitter’s top hashtags in 2011 and 2010 sorted by popularity.42 

Related to news diffusion, this study considers the “secondary gatekeeping” (J. B. Singer, 

2013) role of the hashtag as instrumental in the diffusion of awareness (as shown in Table 

5a.1). For facilitating the propagation of information related to “breaking” news events, it 

is posited that hashtags maintain the following advantages when compared to legacy 

(URL) hyperlinks: 

1. Hashtags can be initiated by any user with the addition of the “#” character, 

creating an interest-based community engaging with real-time events. 

                                                
41 A sub-event related to #Egypt, and the eighth highest-ranking hashtag for 2011. 
42 For details see http://yearinreview.twitter.com/en/hottopics.html 

Rank 2011 Category 2010 Category 

1. #Egypt 
 

News (event) #rememberwhen Phatic (Fourth 
wall) 

2. #tigerblood 
 

Phatic (Broadcast) #slapyourself Phatic (Fourth 
wall) 

3. #threewordstoliveby 
 

Phatic (Broadcast) #confessiontime Phatic (Fourth 
wall) 

4. #idontunderstandwhy 
 

Phatic (Fourth wall) #thingsimiss Phatic (Fourth 
wall) 

5. #Japan 
 

News (event) #ohjustlikeme Phatic (Fourth 
wall) 

6. #improudtosay 
 

Phatic (Broadcast) #haveuever Phatic 
(Broadcast) 

7. #superbowl 
 

News (sports) #icantlivewithout Phatic (Fourth 
wall) 

8. #jan25 News (event)41 

 

#thankful Phatic (Fourth 
wall) 
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2. Hashtags have the ability to bypass the mediation of search engines, not needing to 

be indexed into a database before users can discover information related to news 

events. This embedded search functionality (Axel Bruns & Burgess, 2012b) makes 

the tool less subject to the “selective memory” of properties such as Google 

(Hellsten et al., 2006). 

3. Hashtags in news diffusion emphasize the parasocial dimension of news awareness 

by bringing audiences of hashtag communities together with figures in media 

(Rogers, 2000). As the interactions in Twitter communities are “far more frequent 

than those in other social media, a hashtag stream has much richer inner-

community communication” (Yang et al., 2012, p. 262) in terms of connecting 

central network actors with their audiences (Yardi & boyd, 2010). 

Given this scenario, the research questions of this study intend to highlight the role of 

hashtags as key drivers of immediacy for news events. The study also aims to identify and 

discuss the functions and implications of hashtags as participatory gateways to news.  
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Case 1 Research Questions 

• RQ1: What factors are involved in the initiation of diffusion of knowledge-

awareness around hashtag-driven news events? 

• RQ2: What features are involved in users’ implementation of hashtags to affect 

news relevancy and salience? 

Case Methods 

Data Collection 

Empirical data obtained for this study is utilized primarily for the purposes of establishing 

preliminary insight around the role of the hashtag in event-driven online news diffusion. 

To examine broad shifts in news-related hashtag practices, data was sourced directly from 

Twitter’s Year in Review statistics for years 2010 and 2011. From Twitter’s official Year 

in Review lists, eight hashtags for each year (a total of 16) were obtained. Each hashtag 

was first examined for a single purpose: to determine if the hashtag is primarily news 

oriented (e.g., #Egypt) or falls into a non-news category (e.g., #idontunderstandwhy). 

Table 5a.2 itemizes Twitter’s official top hashtags for the year 2010 and 2011—each 

assigned a single functional category based on the subject of the hashtag using Stephen 

Dann’s (2012) Twitter classification framework and sorted in the table by overall 

popularity. 

Classification 

To expand on the patterns observed in Table 5a.2’s data, a set of top archived tweets 

containing the hashtags #Egypt and #Japan, established from Table 5a.2 as Twitter’s top 

two leading news-related hashtags for 2011,43 was obtained. In the case of collecting 

                                                
43 As no news-related top hashtags existed according to Twitter’s Year in Review 2010, a comparative analysis cannot be made. 
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archival tweet data concerning #Egypt and #Japan, Twitter’s search API interface involves 

“substantial limitations” (Axel Bruns & Burgess, 2012b, p. 804) and is not a suitable 

source for gathering past data. For the purposes of this exploratory analysis, archived 

tweets for the content analysis in Tables 5a.3 – 5a.3.3 were obtained from Topsy, a 

leading data intelligence firm (Topsy Labs, 2011). Topsy was utilized due to its exclusive 

capability as an archival database for Twitter data as currently there is “no other publically 

searchable archive of ranked historical tweets” (Ghosh, 2013). Topsy’s algorithm and 

weighting system archives, ranks and scores tweets using the Twitter Firehose,44 isolating 

influential tweets containing retweets, links, images, and “@mentions.”45 For tweets 

employed in this study (date and relevance) the option “all time” was selected to capture 

archived tweets from date of first appearance in Topsy’s archive until the date of the 

query,46 for a total of four data sets shown on Tables 5a.3 – 5a.3.3: 

1. #Egypt (date) 

2. #Egypt (relevance) 

3. #Japan (date) 

4. #Japan (relevance) 

Related to Topsy’s search results, “relevance” in this study denotes top tweets ranked by 

(a) the number of retweets and (b) the influence of the re-tweeters for the time period of 

the search. Date search results are a relevance-ranked search for the selected time period, 

with top-ranking tweets within the search period subsequently re-ranked by date; 

significant tweets as identified by Topsy’s search archive index are posts with significant 

numbers of retweets or outbound links (Ghosh, 2013). 

                                                
44 http://www.informationweek.com/software/business-intelligence/how-topsy-tames-twitters-big-data-fire-h/240005022 
45 Topsy.com: “On every search result page Topsy provides you with the count on the left which is the number of search results for that 
period. It is a count of tweets, unique by links or retweets: i.e. multiple retweets are only counted once; multiple tweets for a single 
URL are only counted once. As twitter is growing, and our counts are cumulative, the number of tweets for a topic can to be higher if 
you check it on any given day compared to the previous day, especially if you’re looking at the number over the past month.” 
46 Data obtained on 17 March 2012. 
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This data is used to observe patterns around a set of influential tweets containing 

hashtags which were posted near the time when the respective news event “breaks” on 

Twitter. All tweets observed in this study representing #Egypt and #Japan are identified 

by Topsy to be “influential,” meaning the tweet initiated a significant number of retweets, 

an established measure of the reach of Twitter message that can “grow exponentially 

every time a tweet is rebroadcast” (Hermida et al., 2012, p. 10). Tables 5a.3 through 5a.3.3 

examine each of these four groupings of tweets representing a key frame of usage 

corresponding to the hashtag introductions for #Egypt and #Japan in 2011. Table 5a.3 and 

Table 5a.3.2 are based on Topsy’s date (chronological) filter and are associated with the 

“breaking” or immediacy of tweets related to the event; Table 5a.3.1 and Table 5a.3.3 are 

based on Topsy’s relevance filter, functionally relating this set to topical salience and 

visibility. 

Similar to the approach employed for the official Twitter data in Table 5a.2, 

Dann’s (2012) Twitter classification scheme is employed, this time with categories 

assigned based on the content within each tweet instead of the broader subject of the 

hashtag. These fell into three categories: news, pass-along (RT), or conversation. For 

reference, the full text for each tweet is displayed in full in the appendix. Observed results 

from Tables 5a.3 – 5a.3.3 are used to discuss patterns related to (1) the introduction 

(breaking) and (2) the visibility (relevance) of #Egypt and #Japan, Twitter’s top two news-

related hashtags for the year 2011.  
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Case Findings 

RQ1a: What factors are involved in the initiation of diffusion of knowledge-awareness 

around hashtag-organized news events? 

Table 5a.3: #Egypt – chronological (date) “breaking”47 

Based on the results displayed on Table 5a.3, tweets related to the #Egypt hashtag’s 

introduction (i.e., its “breaking”) on Twitter appear to be dominated by user accounts 

which are either affiliated with or directly represent news media organizations. Looking in 

greater detail, the initial “breaking” of the hashtag #Egypt was instigated almost 

exclusively by several influential Twitter users who represented large media 

organizations, followed by a smaller percentage of other influential Twitter accounts, and 

finally, the user account of a popular online news service, breakingnews. Notably, nearly 

every tweet for Table 5a.3 involved in “breaking” the hashtag #Egypt within Twitter falls 

directly into Dann’s “news-related” category. 

                                                
47 Original tweet content for Table 3 in image 2 (see appendix). 

Date  Order Username Type Tweet category 

1/25/2011 1 monaeltahawy Media 
(journalist) 

News (event) 

1/25/2011 2 vodafoneegypt ISP Conversational 
(resp) 

1/28/2011 3 breakingnews Aggregator News (headline) 

1/28/2011 4 perezhilton Celebrity blogger News (event) 

1/28/2011 5 ajenglish Media (news 
org) 

News (headline) 

1/28/2011 6 perezhilton Celebrity blogger Status (personal) 

1/28/2011 7 ajelive Media (news 
org) 

News (headline) 

1/28/2011 8 breakingnews Aggregator News (event) 

1/28/2011 9 jeremyscahill Media (reporter) News (event) 
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RQ2a: What features are involved in users’ implementation of hashtags’ to affect news 

relevancy and salience? 

Table 5a.3.1: #Egypt – relevance (rank)48 

As detailed in Table 5a.3.1 tweets relating to #Egypt’s relevancy display a somewhat 

different activity pattern. In this set of tweets which are “re-ranked by relevance” (Ghosh, 

2013), journalists associated with large media organizations still play significant part (40 

percent), yet blogger-activists on the ground such as Wael Ghonim (ghonim) accounted 

for the remaining portion (40 percent). This is a notable result, as Yardi and boyd (2010) 

observe how “local news sources and local eyewitness accounts [are] central …in shaping 

the spread of the story”—a role which often involves being where the “action” is (p. 200). 

Most interesting, however, is the difference in the contents of this table’s tweets. Looking 

                                                
48 Original tweet content for Table 3.1 in image 5a.2.1 (see appendix). 

Date Relevance 
(rank) 

Username Type Tweet category 

5/15/2011 1 acarvin Media 
(journalist) 

Status (personal) 

6/16/2011 2 ghonim Media /Activist Conversational 
(ref) 

4/08/2011 3 laurenbohn Media 
(journalist) 

RT 

5/24/2011 4 egyptocracy Blogger (anon.) Status (temporal) 

4/12/2011 5 ianinegypt Media 
(journalist) 

RT 

5/23/2011 6 abourital Blogger Conversational 
(resp) 

3/23/2011 7 amnestyonline NGO RT 

4/5/2011 8 brian_whit Media 
(journalist) 

RT 

4/17/2011 9 meemmaa Activist RT 

3/25/2011 10 tammersalem Activist RT 
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more closely at Table 5a.3.1, 60 percent of the most relevant tweets related to #Egypt’s 

relevancy are pass-along. In this case, it appears retweets (RT) of other users’ content 

containing hyperlinks direct audiences back to mainstream news websites. This is an 

interesting result, and may somewhat confirm the findings of a quantitative study of news 

dynamics in the blogosphere (Leskovec et al., 2009) which posits prominent media outlets 

are still the primary drivers of news topics with the blogosphere representing less than 10 

percent. 

Looking at the both sample sets of the “top” #Egypt tweets, it is almost certainly 

the case that news media (e.g., Twitter accounts representing associates of news media 

outlets) were the primary catalysts in the initial contextual hashtag usage, or breaking, of 

#Egypt as a news event. Furthermore, from Table 5a.3.1 it appears activists and bloggers 

tend to act as promoters of visibility and salience, retweeting and providing breaking 

updates around #Egypt news to more influential Twitter users, such as NPR’s Andy 

Carvin (acarvin). Related to the behavioral affective potential of hashtag usage, it is 

interesting to see the emotional nature display in Carvin’s tweet, ranked as one of the most 

“visible” tweets for #Egypt49 in 2011: 

“I get anxious keeping up with all of these chaotic tweets in real time. But I get 

scared when suddenly they stop for a few minutes. #Egypt”50 

  

                                                
49 As of data obtained from Topsy.com in April 2011. 
50 Quoted material from source image 5a2.1 (see appendix). 
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RQ1b: What factors are involved in the initiation of diffusion of knowledge-awareness 

around hashtag-organized news events? 

Table 5a.3.2: #Japan – chronological (date) “breaking”51 

In the case of #Japan, the second-ranking Twitter news-related hashtag for 2011, several 

differences from #Egypt are visible in Table 5a.3.2. Similar to #Egypt, the initial breaking 

of the #Japan hashtag on Twitter involved user accounts primarily associated with mass 

media (cnnmoney and latimes). However, according to Topsy’s data, it was also 

breakingnews—an online news notification service that appeared to help lead the way for 

the #Japan hashtag usage in the context of the Japan earthquake and related disaster 

events. Next, a television personality, elizadushku and the influential celebrity blogger 

perezhilton provided the remaining effort in helping to establish awareness around the 

introduction of the hashtag #Japan. In terms of content, the tweets in breaking #Japan 

display a similar pattern to #Egypt: the majority of tweet content is directly news-related. 

An outlier might exist in marcoluque’s tweet in Table 5a.3.2 with “Go Japan” presumably 

referring to something outside of the earthquake event as its June 29, 2010 date precedes 

the event.  

                                                
51 Original tweet content for Table 3.2 in image 2.2 (see appendix). 

Date Order Username Type Tweet category 
3/11/2011 1 breakingnews Aggregator News (headline) 
3/11/2011 2 breakingnews Aggregator News (weather) 
3/10/2011 3 marcoluque Comedian Phatic (broadcast) 
3/10/2011 4 monaeltahawy Media 

(journalist) 
News (event) 

3/10/2011 5 elizadushku Celebrity 
(actress) 

News (event) 

3/10/2011 6 perezhilton Celebrity blogger News (event) 
6/29/2010 7 meltingice Tech Blogger RT 

no date 8 latimes Media (news) RT 
no date 9 cnnmoney Media (news) RT 
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RQ2b: What features are involved in users’ implementation of hashtags’ to affect news 

relevancy and salience? 

Table 3.3: #Japan – relevance (rank)52 

Related to the data in Table 5a.3.3 (above), which represents a set of tweets related to the 

longer-term salience, or broader visibility of the hashtag #Japan, it is a mixed case as 

#Japan appears to be influenced largely by four celebrity-associated Twitter accounts, 

with only Yahoo News employing entirely retweets. Notably, the celebrity accounts 

involved with this #Japan hashtag activity do not appear to employ language directly 

related to recognition of the event as a crisis or disaster. Instead, language employed in 

tweets using the hashtag is mostly non-reactive, with one particular example (katyperry) 

discussing only location: 

katyperry: “I’M SO EXCITED! I’M IN MY FAVORITE PLACE IN THE 

WORLD! #Japan!!! #CALIFORNIADREAMSTOUR” 

Another finding of note includes looking at the two other celebrities involved in 

establishing #Japan’s relevancy, as each promoted a hyperlink (khloekardashian and 

justinbeiber) in their tweets referencing an aid organization (#redcross) to solicit donations 

for those affected by the disaster. And oddly, both of Katy Perry’s (katyperry) tweets were 

                                                
52 Original tweet content for Table 5a.3.3 in image 5a.2.3 (see appendix). 

Date Relevance 
(rank) 

Username Type Tweet category 

3/26/2011 1 Justinbeiber Celebrity Conversational 
(ref) 

5/15/2011 2 Scooterbraun Celebrity Status (loc) 
3/11/2011 3 Redcross NGO RT 
3/12/2011 4 Yahoonews Media (news) RT 
3/12/2011 5 Yahoonews Media (news) RT 
3/17/2011 6 Katyperry Celebrity Status (loc) 
3/13/2011 7 Khloekardashian Celebrity News (event) 
3/11/2011 8 Yahoonews Media (news) RT 
3/14/2011 9 Yahoonews Media (news) RT 
5/21/2011 10 Katyperry Celebrity Status (loc) 
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not only locative and ALL CAPS, but unequivocally promote her ongoing tour in Japan, 

with one of her two tweets referencing #LONDON—presumably a stop previous to 

Japan—as well linking to the aid organization #REDCROSS. 

Looking at the #Egypt and #Japan data together, it is also notable to see two highly 

influential Twitter accounts who appear on both individual events in the chronological 

date results to “break” the hashtag: Perez Hilton (perezhilton) a celebrity culture blogger, 

and Mona Eltahawy (monaeltahawy), an independent journalist, were both influential in 

“breaking” both #Japan as well as #Egypt as news-related hashtags. Although neither of 

these users appears at the top of the relevancy results, we can still infer from the data it 

appears celebrities have an influential role in not only “breaking” a news-related hashtag, 

but also establishing the news event’s salience. However, to a certain degree, celebrities in 

this set of data did not seek to affect behavioral changes in news audiences by speaking 

directly to the event. As noted, these users seem to indirectly address the event with 

locative tweets or simply by referencing/linking to aid organizations using identifying 

hashtags such as #redcross. Or in the case of Justin Bieber, a hashtagged link to Apple’s 

iTunes store to help Japan by selling music: 

justinbeiber: “we can all help. #makeachange #Japan 

www.itunes.com/songsforjapan”53 

 Interestingly, these celebrity tweets end up being some of the most influential close to the 

time a contextual hashtag is introduced to news audiences. This result in particular is an 

interesting find in terms of news diffusion patterns and may be due in part to other 

correlating factors such as the public nature of tweets, parasocial interaction between 

                                                
53 Original text in image 5a.2.3 (see appendix). 
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audiences and influential Twitter users such as celebrities, and the vertical user-follower 

network structure of Twitter. 

Case Discussion 

The results of this study display a number of important patterns, setting up areas for closer 

research attention. Before taking into further consideration the individual results of the 

individual #Egypt and #Japan hashtags, however, it is interesting to note that Table 5a.2’s 

data clearly shows that no single “top” Twitter hashtag for year 2010 is associated with 

any type of news event: 

Table 5a.2: Trends in Hashtag Use 2010–2011 

● Percentage of 2011 leading Twitter hashtags related to news: 50 percent.54 

● Percentage of 2010 leading Twitter hashtags related to news events: none55 

In contrast, over the year 2011, more than half of all Twitter top-ranking hashtags fell into 

“news-related” categories. Exactly how much of this shift is attributable to increasing 

numbers of news organizations adopting the hashtag as a salience cue, participatory news 

audiences acting as secondary gatekeepers, or technologically mediated factors, such as 

Twitter’s promotion of the hashtag on its trending topic lists is not known. However, for 

the purposes of understanding the widespread practice of using the hashtag to influence 

news diffusion patterns, this is a marked shift occurring in the very limited time period of 

less than one year. Related to this widespread change in practice, Table 5a.2 displays the 

assigned function of each hashtag for news-related events. The #Superbowl hashtag 

appearing in this list may emphasize the secondary role of hashtags being used for 

                                                
54 Four out of eight total. 
55 Zero out of eight included in table (Nine total, used eight for 1:1 comparison). 
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discussion channels related to broadcast television events, an area explored in a paper by 

Lanagan and Smeaton (2011). 

Table 5a.3 and 5a.3.1 show the introduction and adoption of the hashtag #Japan 

was driven in part by quickly reacting online news outlets such as yahoonews in addition 

to the immediate action of influential celebrities such as justinbeiber and katyperry who 

publicly responded to the earthquake and disaster events on Twitter. This highlights a 

finding by Bandari et al. (2012) that “one of the most important predictors of popularity 

[of a news item] was the source of the article” as in social media spaces “readers are likely 

to be influenced by the news source that disseminates the article” (2012, p. 32). Based on 

these results, both hashtag introduction (breaking) and visibility (salience) appear be 

performed primarily by four main categories of Twitter users: 

For #Egypt: 

● Accounts representing or associated with large media organizations (acarvin, 

monaeltahawy, ajenglish, ajlive, jeremyscahill, ianinegypt, laurenbohn, brian_whit 

and vodafone) 

● Celebrity associated (perezhilton) 

● Online news services (breakingnews) 

● Independent bloggers (egyptocracy, abourital, meemmaa, tammersalem, and 

possibly ghohim) 

For #Japan: 

● Accounts representing or associated with large media organizations (cnnmoney, 

latimes) 

● Celebrity associated (katyperry, justinbeiber, khloekardashian , elizadushku, 

marcoluque and scooterbraun) 
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● Online news services (breakingnews, yahoonews) 

● Independent bloggers (meltingice) 

For both #Egypt and #Japan, with a single exception in the user meltingice there were no 

influential users involved in the “breaking” or introduction of the hashtag on Twitter who 

were not either (1) media organization-affiliated or (2) celebrity-affiliated. Further, the 

single exception to the four classes of users described above for both categories–date and 

relevancy– were the hashtagged tweets of two NGOs56 (amnestyonline for #Egypt, 

redcross for #Japan), one of which (redcross) was already referenced and/or linked to in 

another influential celebrity tweet, although not given an identifying hashtag: 

khloekardashian “Please Retweet! Our love and support to the people of 

#Japan TEXT REDCROSS TO 90999 TO DONATE #10 to the victims”57 

Looking at the results from Twitter’s Year in Review,58 although hashtags were used on 

Twitter (but not yet supported) and news topics were surely widely discussed on the 

service prior to 2010, according to Table 2, the hashtag was not yet a widespread tool in 

Twitter users’ arsenal that could break and contextualize information related to major 

news events. It is likely that Twitter’s “trending” list, a feature also introduced by the 

company in 2010, played a supplemental part in promoting hashtag visibility for 

awareness around #Japan and #Egypt, which is a noteworthy consideration for a future 

related study. At the same time, however, it would still seem that a news-related hashtag 

could not “trend” without some form of catalyst to initiate its broader adoption. 

In the case of the #Egypt and #Japan findings, it is important to highlight an 

intrinsic difference in the types of news events which #Egypt and #Japan represented in 

terms of their respective diffusion patterns. As far as hashtags and news dissemination are 

                                                
56 Non-governmental organizations. 
57 Original text in Image 5a.2.3 
58 http://yearinreview.twitter.com/en/hottopics.html 
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concerned, while both the Egyptian revolution and Japan disaster consisted of breaking 

news events in the sense that each spread quickly to news audiences via social networks 

and news media outlets, the patterns of media attention they garnered exhibit somewhat 

differential characteristics. As events unfolded in #Egypt—eventually leading to a climax 

and crucial related sub-events—notably #Jan25 and the resignation of Egyptian President 

Hosni Mubarak, the diffusion of information was likely to involve a highly committed yet 

minority news audience. 

Thus the “breaking” of the hashtag #Egypt is more likely to be associated with 

Greenberg’s Type I event; on the other hand, the “breaking” of #Japan occurred as an 

intense concentrated Type III event, with the tsunami and nuclear reactor sub-incidents 

following immediately after the initial earthquake. In both cases, however, Twitter users’ 

skillful employment of the #Egypt and #Japan hashtags were influential in creating 

channels to diffuse important time-sensitive information (Acar & Muraki, 2011; Axel 

Bruns & Burgess, 2012b, 2012b; Murthy, 2011). Finally, the usage of #Egypt during the 

beginning of the Arab Spring movement may have helped subsequently influence the 

wider adoption of hashtags for breaking news—as the events associated with #Egypt took 

place several months before the Japan earthquake event. 

This study indicates that hashtags are an important tool in the dissemination of 

breaking news and may perform a similar function to the traditional newspaper “headline” 

for Type I and Type III news events. Unlike “tagging” in other media such as Flickr, 

where tags are used primarily for archiving or geolocation (Sakaki et al., 2011) the 

findings reported here suggest that news-related hashtags (e.g., #Egypt, #Japan and 

#Jan25) are potent and versatile tools appropriated by users not simply to archive or index 

information, but to filter and meaningfully direct news knowledge-awareness through 

Twitter audiences in the diffusional process. 
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Limitations 

It is recognized that this study is limited in the sense that it only touches the surface of 

hashtag practice by comparing two years’ worth of hashtags obtained from Twitter’s 

“Year in Review” (see Table 5a.2). However, hashtags were not supported by the Twitter 

platform until 2010. This data is observed with the intent of displaying broad adoption 

shifts in news-related hashtag use by Twitter users. At the same time, it is recognized that 

the exact methods Twitter uses to identify and rank its top yearly hashtags are not publicly 

available. However, for the purposes of exploratory research in this area, there is simply 

no other way to obtain such meaningful data related to widespread practices without 

accessing every tweet from 2010 and 2011—a data set numbering in the billions. Provided 

this is what Twitter has established with its official Year in Review data, it is proposed to 

be a reliable indicator of topical hashtag usage by Twitter users on its own platform. The 

data is thus deemed suitable to the purposes of this study, which is to explore macro-level 

shifts in hashtag adoption and the limitation is therefore considered acceptable. 

Second, “top-ranked” tweets that were utilized in the content analysis related to 

#Egypt and #Japan in Tables 5a.3–5a.3.3 were obtained from Topsy, an established data 

analytics firm and Twitter “data partner,” but whose exact methodology for ranking tweets 

is not public knowledge. At the same time, obtaining this type of historical archive data 

was simply not possible before Topsy’s searchable archive went live in late 2010, not long 

after Twitter began officially supporting hashtags. An alternative method (in theory) to 

obtain a similar set of data would involve collecting every tweet for #Egypt and #Japan for 

2010–2011 from an enterprise data provider such as DataSift. However, access to 

searchable historical data starts at $10,000 per month.59 

                                                
59 http://datasift.com/platform/pricing 
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Finally, related to the coding approach of tweets in the content analysis, it is 

common practice to assign multiple functions in terms of textual meaning to content. 

However, this study is exploratory and not meant to be conclusive. Hashtag-related tweets 

in this study were coded only for a primary category due to suitability to this particular 

analysis. Thus, coding was a straightforward and mostly explicit process which is clearly 

established in the data tables. It is recognized that adding a secondary functional category 

on a significantly larger sample of tweets might provide greater insight for a future in-

depth study. 

Case Conclusion 

This study has implications for a range of media research through its exploratory coverage 

of the hashtag in newsmaking. It is framed with the intention of providing groundwork for 

forthcoming research in the area: Future work building on this study might include 

requesting data from Twitter related to unofficial hashtag usage prior to the year 2010, as 

well as performing a more in-depth analysis using some of the techniques applied in this 

paper to a larger sample of tweets. If undertaken, however, this would involve a lengthy 

and substantial data-gathering effort. In terms of the hashtag itself, given the exploratory 

findings presented in this study, there is much more to investigate. Future research 

initiatives related to usage of the Twitter hashtag might involve 

● Discovering how hashtags function to re-establish existing context through 

performance (Tonkin et al., 2012) for news content (in addition to establishing it); 

● Examining how online news content correlated with certain hashtags influences 

visibility and salience; 

● How hashtags, similar to the movement of memes in a Leskovec et al. study 

(2009), might change over time as they move through the news diffusion process. 
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Related to these questions involving the future of news-related hashtag studies, Rogers 

(2000) highlights a needed emphasis in research which relates to the behavioral potential 

in the interpersonal transmission of news—to understand how audiences tend to affect the 

behavior of others around them in the transmission of awareness. Extending this kind of 

analysis to hashtags in the transmission of “what’s news” beyond the transaction of 

knowledge-awareness to examine attributed meaning in the diffusional process is 

therefore suggested as a valuable area on which this study only touches.  
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Case 2: Hashing It Out: The Hashtag Practice of Journalists and News 

Organizations 

Abstract 

Employing a triangular approach of quantitative, qualitative, and computer-assisted data 

analysis, this study revisits journalistic hyperlinking in the context of the hashtag. To 

engage with the emergence of journalistic hashtagging on Twitter, this case longitudinally 

examines one hundred top-ranked journalists and media organizations who utilize 

hashtags in their daily activities on Twitter. More than 170,000 tweets were collected and 

analyzed, and results confirm the practice of hashtagging is now a widespread activity on 

Twitter, applied in a median of 11 percent of all tweets in the account sample and in a 

median of 16 percent of the profiles of media organizations. 

The top hashtags shared in use from more than 10,000 unique hashtags across this 

sample are identified, ranked and visualized to demonstrate that hashtags are a tool most 

frequently applied by journalists and media organizations as topical identification 

mechanisms related to stories and developments, followed by the associative identification 

of organizations and brands, and finally, for social networking and public displays of 

activity. 

Keywords 

hashtags, news diffusion, journalism practice, hyperlink studies, online news, Twitter  
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Introduction 

While the journalistic implementation of the hyperlink signifies a well-studied area in 

communication and media research (Coddington, 2012; DeMaeyer, 2012; Lasorsa, Lewis, 

& Holton, 2012; Opgenhaffen, 2011; Paulussen, 2006), a more recent incarnation of the 

hyperlink—the hashtag—is significantly less understood as a news instrument (Bastos, 

Raimundo, & Travitzki, 2013; Romero, Meeder, et al., 2011; Small, 2011). Since Twitter 

formalized support on its platform in July 2010 (Chang, 2010) over the past three years, 

the hashtag has come to represent a versatile and powerful tool employed by journalists 

and media organizations to connect topics to audiences, promote journalistic agendas, as 

well as initiate secondary gatekeeping (J. B. Singer, 2013) on microblogging platforms 

such as Twitter. 

To explore how journalists and news organizations utilize hashtags in their 

activities on Twitter, particularly to identify ad hoc practices that may not fit into 

predefined normative journalistic activities (Vis, 2013, p. 43) this case study builds upon 

the work of recent studies of the hyperlink in blogging and journalistic practice, 

employing a triangular (Sjovaag & Stavelin, 2012) mixed-methods approach of 

quantitative, qualitative, and computer-assisted data analysis on a longitudinal dataset of 

more than 170,000 tweets obtained from 100 of the top media accounts on Twitter. 

Leveraging research relating to Twitter as a news production platform (Armstrong & Gao, 

2010; Broersma & Graham, 2012; Kwak et al., 2010; Murthy, 2012) as well as studies of 

journalistic linking practices (Coddington, 2012; Gil de Zuniga et al., 2011; W. Lowrey, 

2006; J. B. Singer, 2013), the intent of this work is to shift inertia away from the hyperlink 

in order to thematically engage with the emergent practice of journalistic hashtagging. 
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For journalists, participation on platforms such as Twitter provide essential and 

meaningful connections to audiences and the community-at-large (Armstrong & Gao, 

2010, p. 223). In the digitally oriented news environment, the rapid emergence of hashtags 

as a feature of journalistic Twitter practice may well signify the effects of the broader shift 

in the dissemination of news toward these socially mediated spaces where the selection of 

news is “determined by distributed users, not centralized editors” (Lewis et al., 2013, p. 

40). News distribution on emergent platforms such as Twitter “privileges distributed over 

centralized expertise, and collective over individual intelligence” (Hermida, 2012, p. 2). 

More recently, however, Twitter has evolved into a space where journalists and media 

organizations go to post news, but also to source (Vis, 2013) as well as promote news 

through “stories [and] announcements that stimulate users to watch or listen” (Broersma & 

Graham, 2012, p. 404). 

Despite a shift in the circulation dynamic of news toward a “fluid, seamless, 

participatory, and inextricably interconnected media world where development of stories 

is a collective and ultimately uncontrollable process” (Domingo et al., 2008), the 

professional journalist’s function has not been diminished, nor has it necessarily changed 

(Hermida, 2012, p. 3). Irrespective of technology or medium, the journalist’s fundamental 

task still involves separating the relevant from the irrelevant (Iacobelli, Nichols, 

Birnbaum, & Hammond, 2012). The hashtag is part of the continuing de-industrialization 

of journalism, moving news away from mass production through discrete and 

monopolized channels (Peters & Broersma, 2013, p. 7). Within the information diffusion 

process on Twitter, usage of the hashtag, like the hyperlink that came before it, represents 

an “institutionalized communication function that can [now] be performed by individual 

society members” (Domingo et al., 2008, p. 331). 
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As hashtag usage becomes further stabilized in the evolution of the digital news 

culture, journalism moves toward what Matheson (2004) identifies as knowledge-as-

process in contrast to post-produced knowledge-as-product, embodying journalists’ 

increasing tendency to associatively “link rather than pin down” (p. 458). Whether 

advantageous or ultimately disruptive to institutional media, examining how journalists 

and organizations apply hashtags as a means to connect topics, indicate background in 

stories, display affiliation, and contextualize what is shared on their Twitter feeds is of 

significant concern to media and communication researchers. 

Hyperlinks and Hashtags: Part of the Same Click 

Long before the emergence of microblogging sites such as Twitter, the hyperlink 

represented a key media innovation which helped to distinguish online news platforms 

from legacy platforms (DeMaeyer, 2012; Paulussen, 2006; Steensen, 2011). As a core 

added value of journalism in the digital age (Steensen, 2011, p. 312) hyperlinks continue 

to serve as a gateway to news content for connected audiences, while maintaining 

secondary functions as vehicles for context (Coddington, 2012, p. 11) and affiliation 

through the display of relationships between geographies (Barnhurst, 2002), networks 

(Halavais, 2011, p. 45), and organizations (Weber, 2012, p. 190). 

Online journalism educators pay much appropriate attention to innovations 

such as wikis, blogs and crowdsourcing. But let's not forget the journalism 

value of might have been the original Web innovation–the hyperlink. 

(Niles, 2007) 

Hyperlinks are often studied at the interface level, where they are clicked on in search 

results or posted on blogs and websites to connect audiences to content. Over the past two 

decades, the competencies of media organizations and journalists, particularly for bloggers 

and online news outlets (W. Lowrey, 2006; J. B. Singer, 2013) have progressively relied 
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upon the effective utilization of the hyperlink as a newsmaking instrument. The Pew 

Research Center’s State of the News Media (2007, n.p.) asserts [hyper]links embody the 

Web’s “potential for depth, enriching coverage by offering links to original documents, 

background material, [and] additional coverage”…[to] help place things “into context to 

make sense of the information available” (2007, n.p.). 

As a “building block through which complex, multi-dimensional … communication 

systems may be constructed” (Halavais, 2011, p. 48) the journalistic implementation of the 

hyperlink represents a well-studied area in information, communication, and media 

research (DeMaeyer, 2012; Lasorsa et al., 2012; Opgenhaffen, 2011; Paulussen, 2006). 

Condensing hyperlink functionality in the context of news into four distinct properties, 

Coddington (2012) notes that: 

● Hyperlinks are the vehicles that connect news consumers to content; 

● Hyperlinks operate to establish story backgrounds and credibility; 

● Hyperlinks are a means of contextualization for news audiences and; 

● Hyperlinks are indicators of acknowledgement and affiliation. 

For research observing news distribution patterns across mediums such as television, print, 

and online media, Twitter represents an ideal source for data. In addition to being the 

space where contemporary application of the hashtag originated (Small, 2011), the more 

than 140 million active (Semiocast, 2012) users of Twitter tend to be more “closely 

connected to professional journalists and news organizations than their social networking 

counterparts” (Pew Research Center, 2012b). Discussion of news on Twitter is a near-

ubiquitous activity: In a study of the “Twitterverse,” Kwak et al. (2010) found that around 

85 percent of topics discussed on the platform corresponded to headline news topics (p. 

600). Just as the hyperlink represented an indispensable development helping journalists 
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separate events and context in the online realm (Tremayne, 2004), understanding this role 

in the evolution of hashtags is a vital research concern. 

The Journalistic Hashtag 

“Conspicuous links” that can act as indicators of classification, identification, and process 

(Zappavigna, 2011, p. 792) hashtags play a fundamental part in Twitter operating as a 

“system for creating a shared conversation” (Hermida, 2010, p. 8). Journalists employ 

hashtags to consolidate users’ transient interest around news happenings, trending topics, 

and story developments. In contrast to the hyperlink, however, hashtags function as inline 

metadata tags that can act “as both a label for the potential discourse community that they 

establish [as well as] render searchable the coupling that occurs in the tweet” (Zappavigna, 

2011, p. 801). On Twitter, hashtags can intensify the “call to affiliate with the values in 

the tweet by rendering the tweet more searchable” (2011, p. 799). 

In this regard, hashtags allow both journalists and ordinary Twitter users to “open 

the gates” (Lasorsa et al., 2012, p. 31) in the information diffusion process. Functionally, 

hashtags are antagonistic to the deployment of hyperlinks in terms of editorial 

gatekeeping; hashtags do not directly connect users to specific stories, pictures, or 

broadcasts, but instead represent spaces where news is made, shared—and most 

importantly—mediated through networked audiences. More than an auto-indexical tool 

for search, or even an inverse gatekeeping mechanism, hashtags bridge the participatory 

involvement of users around news that is shared, discussed, and sourced by organizations, 

journalists and individuals on Twitter. 

While the usage of hashtags, like hyperlinks, may contribute to journalistic 

transparency and credibility, their usage also relinquishes a certain degree of control to the 

crowd and therefore marks a significant departure from normative practice in mass media, 
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particularly on the occasions where gatekeeping on Twitter is abandoned during crisis and 

breaking news events (Steensen, 2011, p. 319). Hashtags help to enable what Singer terms 

secondary gatekeeping (2013) and pose a threat to news organizations and other 

institutional media which can be disrupted by platforms such as Twitter that “enable 

disintermediation of news [and] undermine the gatekeeping function of journalists” 

(Hermida, 2010). 

Emerging Methods 

Previous studies of journalism and online news (Deuze, 2003, 2005; Paulussen, 2006) 

have tended to enfold journalistic practices within pre-existing frameworks—in particular 

discourses around technological added value—setting the stage for a research area 

“dominated by a discourse of technological innovation” (Steensen, 2011, p. 312). By 

regularly invoking the frame of normative practices and traditional journalistic roles and 

functions (Gil de Zuniga et al., 2011; Hargittai & Hsieh, 2010; Hermans, Vergeer, & 

d’Haenens, 2009; W. Lowrey, 2006) and placing emphasis on such features such as the 

technological transformation of journalism (Pavlik, 2000) in the broader development of 

news in the online realm (Dimitrova & Neznanski, 2006) academic work has struggled to 

delineate how technological advancements relate to variations and transformations in 

journalistic practices. 

Related to this problematic focus, Peters and Broersma (2013) assert that 

journalistic research attempting “to conceptualize the dynamic of change and to 

understand the structure of transformation” is scarce [and] “the fundaments of journalism, 

at least in terms of its professional ideology, remain largely unquestioned by both 

journalists and academics” (p. 2). In a study of occupational journalistic roles in the 

Netherlands, Hermans and Vergeer (2009) note that “studying the impact of changes in 
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the transmission of news involves rethinking the profession of journalism” (p. 153). While 

research invoking the discourses of technological innovations and normative practices 

remain fundamental to this paper’s purpose, it highlights two problematic areas in the 

development of new approaches seeking to interpret emergent activities like journalistic 

hashtagging. 

First, in contrast to a hyperlink, adding hashtags to a tweet does not explicitly link 

other users to locations that can be coded by researchers as inside or outside of Web 

pages, news organizations, or even media institutions. Despite the range of benefits for 

newsmaking that hyperlinks may afford their users, they are fundamentally restricted as 

unidirectional linking mechanisms—”unable to reflect the richness of associative thought” 

(Halavais, 2011, p. 42). Given this limitation, studies of emergent journalistic practice 

involving hashtags should not be centered around coded links or ethnographic analysis as 

their central methodology; hashtags function on Twitter as an associative space inside the 

platform itself, acting as both social bookmark (Kwak et al., 2010) and conversational 

loudness indicator (Zappavigna, 2011, p. 801). 

Even at their most salient—such as when a hashtag ends up “trending” on Twitter, 

it is self-referential in nature: Once clicked, a hashtag simply connects users to a stream of 

content posted by other users that contain the same hashtag. As a consequence, a hashtag 

does not link other Twitter users to stories, pages, or places, but rather connects users to 

all of these things in mediated spaces within the network involving “broader 

conversations” (Pew Research Center, 2012b). On mediums such as Twitter, the 

journalistic deployment of hashtags embodies what Lewis et al (2013) note as a 

remarkable shift in the “gatekeeping processes within mainstream media where 

newsrooms selection of relevant content in social media spaces occurs after, not before, 

publication” (2013, p. 40). The hashtag, like the hyperlink, can certainly be used by 
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journalists and organizations to link to news, but it does so through its users, and by 

connecting often disparate networked communities. In this capacity, hashtags function as 

indirect, associative, and socially mediated hyperlinks. This unique functionality of 

hashtags leads to the second problematic theme of past academic work focused on 

normative and established practices framing journalism as system of production centered 

on occupational norms, institutional conventions, and well-defined roles (Steensen, 2011). 

While there is a clear need to expand research that seeks to contextualize the broader 

developments of journalism, Vis (2013) calls for researchers to move away from the focus 

on normative journalistic practice (Vis, 2013, p. 43). Although journalists choose what to 

select and put forward to audiences through actions such as verification, an activity “at the 

core of journalism as a system of knowledge production” (Hermida, 2012, p. 3), these 

behaviors can conform or diverge with a wide variety of journalistic norms (Deuze, 2003), 

and more importantly, “evolve norms” to meet the needs of different genres of journalism 

(Konieczna, 2013, p. 4). In the end, journalists simply employ the tools that best help them 

“select events and issues for audience attention, comment on these issues, and, to a lesser 

degree, gather information for reports” (W. Lowrey, 2006, p. 478). 

In a study of news blog sites, Coddington (2012) outlines the differential linking 

practices of three categories of news blogs. While this work achieves a meaningful 

outcome, its framing and discussion are heavily interpreted through secondary interviews 

with journalists who relate their practices back to the researcher’s initial findings from a 

content analysis. This approach lends to a second problematic issue where the “majority of 

studies of journalists focus on their conception of their own roles, rather than on their 

actual behavior” (Konieczna, 2013, p. 4). This is not to say that self-conceptualization of 

journalistic roles is not significant to research: Coddington’s study provides a groundwork 

for this study in that it details how hyperlinks tend to be used, also indicating how 
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researchers might observe journalistic behaviors rather than practices to best understand 

devices like the hashtag. 

Hermans et al (2009) assert that as emergent technologies enter the “daily routines 

of an organization…used for the same purpose as older technologies, journalists will 

prefer the technology which better fits the needs of journalistic practice” (p. 141). From 

this view, this study begins its enquiry by first theorizing the hashtag in relation to the 

hyperlink in order to lay a path to the empirical analysis and discussion of journalistic 

hashtag usage. 

Research Themes 

To explore the journalistic application of hashtags on Twitter, this study intends to: 

1. Observe the implementation of hashtags on Twitter and longitudinally compares 

differential hashtag patterns between media organizations and individuals; 

2. Identify the most shared-use hashtags to interpret how hashtags tend to be 

deployed in the broader journalistic context and; 

3. Discuss the implications of journalistic hashtagging for future news and media 

research. 

Case Methods 

Though the hashtag represents a functional variant of the hyperlink, its observation at the 

level of journalistic practice requires a different set of methods. As Lasorsa et al. (2012) 

note in their study of journalist Twitter activity, access to a list of Twitter accounts that is 

transparent in methodology and vetted for reliability in measurement involves significant 

assumption and guesswork. Whether obtained from sources such as the industry 

organization Muckrack or Time magazine’s 140 Best Twitter feeds, lists of influential 
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Twitter news organizations and journalists often utilize ranking methodologies that are 

opaque at best for applied research. Published lists of top news outlets and journalists on 

Twitter are often curated selections placing disproportionate weight on statistics such as 

the account’s total number of followers (Lasorsa et al., 2012, p. 31), a metric shown to be 

a weak indicator of comprehensive Twitter influence (Cha, Haddadi, Benevenuto, & 

Gummadi, 2010). 

To overcome this problem in data sourcing, the accounts selected for this study 

were obtained through Tweetlevel (Edelman, 2013a) a Twitter ranking created for the 

global public relations firm Edelman. Tweetlevel is based on an experimental but openly 

accessible methodology and ranking formula. Based on the data it provides, Tweetlevel is 

a resource suggested to represent one of the most transparent ranking systems available for 

research purposes at the time of this study. 

Data Collection 

Tweets for each account were obtained through a separate call to the public Twitter REST 

API using the “GET” call on May 15th, 2013. To capture all possible tweets from each 

account of interest and to collect the largest quantity of data possible, the only limiting 

criteria controlled for original posts by discarding retweets (RTs) with the “exclude 

retweets” operator and as well as conversational @replies. Tweets prior to July 1, 2010, 

the day hashtags began official support as links on the Twitter platform, were discarded 

after the initial collection. As this study’s focus relates to journalistic hashtagging, an 

activity that occurs almost exclusively in original posts, retweets and replies in threaded 

conversations are not relevant to this study. 

Starting dates for tweets vary by account, roughly corresponding to the account’s 

posting frequency. The profiles of organizations, which involve a higher frequency of 
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posts on average compared to the profiles of individuals represent a slightly more recent 

collection of 68,166 tweets compared to the individual group Twitter accounts, whose 

group tweet sample corresponds to 104,888 tweets over a more extended time period. In 

total, 173,054 tweets were captured—representing a longitudinal data set sourced from a 

transparent and credible list of 100 top media Twitter profiles. 

For each of the profiles, the date of the first tweet in the sample was identified and 

subtracted from the date of collection to provide the number of days representing each 

profile’s tweet sample. This information was then added to the user profile data. Overall, 

the median number of tweets in this sample is 1783 (n = 100) representing a median time 

frame of 137 days. A median of 1,607 tweets (n = 71) were collected from individual 

Twitter profiles and median of 2,363 tweets (n = 29) were obtained from the profiles of 

organizations. 

User Categories 

Within this data sample, three categories of Twitter accounts were grouped for 

observation: 

1. All Twitter accounts (n = 100); 

2. Accounts representing news and media organizations (n = 29); 

3. Accounts representing individual journalists, bloggers and media personalities (n = 

71). 

Descriptive statistics 

After all tweets were collected, individual Tweetlevel scores (see below) were added 

along with data related to each user profile. The following metric data was then compiled: 

● Numbers of followers 
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● Number following 

● Total number of tweets (all-time) 

● Tweetlevel scores 

o Influence (overall ranking indicator) 

o Popularity 

o Engagement 

o Trust 

User Profiles 

The following attributes for each account were then recorded and added to calculate 

descriptive statistics for each profile: 

● Individual or News Organization 

● Gender (M / F, only if individual account) 

● Verified by Twitter (yes / no) 

● Location (country of account origin) 

● Beat (determined by Twitter profile, only if individual account) 

● Medium (primary medium of organization) 

● Company (determined by Twitter profile, name) 
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Hashtag Identification 

In the final sample of 173,054 tweets, 10,029 unique and 40,345 cumulative hashtags were 

extracted using NVivo 10. After coding, hashtag lists were exported as .csv files and 

double-checked with manual formulas in Excel 2013. Account usernames were coded as 

nodes and added to three separate categories (NVivo “sets”) to compile statistics for the 

collective set of users as well as to compare attributes and usage for the two groups in this 

study. 

Hashtag frequency was calculated for each of the 100 accounts as a percentage, dividing 

the number of tweets in each account’s data sample which contained at least one hashtag 

from the total number of sample tweets to identify the percentage of tweets with hashtags: 

[hashtagged tweets / (hashtagged + non-hashtagged)]. 

With this information, the following statistics were compiled for the entire data set, as 

well as for each of the two user groups: 

● Hashtag usage by Twitter profile (as percentage of tweets in sample); 

● The twenty most frequently co-employed (shared) hashtags between Twitter 

accounts and; 

● The total number of (cumulative) appearances for each of these hashtags within the 

data set. 
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Results and Findings 

Figure 5b.1: Top 100 users – profile and account typology 

Click for expanded (interactive) version. 

Table 5b.1: Top 100 users - summary statistics 

In this set of 100 Twitter profiles, Twitter accounts in this collection are mostly based 

within the United States (71), followed by the United Kingdom (11), Brazil (8), Australia 
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(3), Canada (3), and France (2) with one account each representing an organization in 

Mexico (1) and Spain (1). Overall, companies appearing most frequently in this sample 

correspond to elite news media: Out of 100 accounts, 10 percent of profiles are directly or 

indirectly associated with The New York Times; 5 accounts with CNN; 4 accounts each for 

AOL / The Huffington Post and The Guardian UK/US; 3 accounts each for The Wall 

Street Journal and NBC; and 2 accounts affiliated with the American Broadcasting 

Company. 

There are 29 media organizations and 71 individuals’ profiles in this sample—a 

group representing the Twitter accounts of prominent journalists, editors, bloggers, and 

media personalities. Of the 71 individual profiles60 76 percent identify as male, who 

outnumber 17 females by a ratio of approximately 3 to 1. The most common occupational 

role in the individual Twitter profiles is the broad category of journalist—defined for the 

purposes of this study as the profiles representing reporters, television presenters, and 

news correspondents, followed by 15 individuals who maintain their own blogs 

(bloggers), and 12 profiles corresponding to senior editors, publishers and other 

management staff (management). 

Twenty-eight of the 71 individual Twitter profiles associate primarily with the beat 

of technology (39 percent), followed by 15 user accounts identifiable with television 

current affairs (21 percent); 10 accounts representing general news reporting (14 percent); 

and finally, 10 accounts associated with the broad field of politics (14 percent). The 

remaining accounts are distributed over a variety of areas of expertise; however, it should 

be noted the niche beats of gaming and Apple are represented in this top list, albeit by a 

single account each. 
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 Mashable, an organization corresponding to the Twitter profile of an individual, Pete Cashmore, was classified as an organization. 
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Comparative Metrics 

Related to Twitter follower and following statistics (see Table 1) the profiles of 

organizations maintain a significantly higher number of followers with a median ~900,000 

(n = 29) than the profiles of individuals whose median is ~130,000 (n = 71). Organizations 

also tend to follow fewer other Twitter accounts; however, the differences are less 

pronounced. To provide further insight into the profiles of these top media Twitter 

accounts, Figure 2 summarizes the influence metrics for this sample. With more than 13 

million followers at the time of this study (see Figure 1), the leading account in this 

collection by total number of followers is CNN’s Breaking News (twitter.com/cnnbrk). 

The leading individual profile (sixth overall) is Anderson Cooper 

(twitter.com/andersoncooper), an employee of the same organization, CNN, whose 

Twitter account maintains around four million followers.  
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Figure 5b.2: Top 100 metrics compared 

Click for interactive version 

The majority of the 100 Twitter accounts utilized in this study have been officially 

“verified by Twitter” meaning they have undergone a formal authentication process to 

gain public recognition as an authentic profile. Of these 100 top accounts, only 16 are 

unverified and only 2 represent organizations: (1) 148Apps, a mobile technology blog in 

the United States and (2) Program Pañico, a Brazilian television show. Figure 5b.2’s left 

graph compares the 4 Tweetlevel metrics to display influence, popularity, engagement, 

and trust between the two groups: Overall, the profile of organizations appear to be more 

influential, popular, and trusted by their followers than the profiles of individuals. 

Although this study does not intend to ascribe a level of statistical significance to this 

result, based on observation, the sole ranking criteria where individuals seem to compare 

similarly to organizations is that of “engagement.” Figure 5b.2’s right graph compares 

these metrics a second time against user verification to illustrate variation in being a 

verified profile on Twitter.  
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Figure 5b.3: Tweets (data collection) 

Click for interactive version 

The time of tweets in this sample (i.e., “tweet collection”) varies from a median of 85 days 

for organizations to a median of 156 days for individuals (see following methodology). As 

organizations tend to tweet more frequently than individual profiles, the median collected 

tweets are more closely matched with 1,607 tweets collected from individuals and 2,363 

tweets obtained from the accounts of organizations.  
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Figure 5b.4: Hashtag usage by user profile (shown as a %) 

Click for interactive version 

Figure 5b.4 lists accounts by decreasing hashtag usage, ranging from 99.4 percent 

(PortalR7, n = 2371) to 0.004 percent (davidpogue, n = 2000) of the accounts’ tweets.  
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Figure 5b.5: Top 20 hashtags (sample of 100 “elite” news media users) 

Click for interactive version 

Figure 5b.5 displays the top 20 hashtags ranked by frequency of shared usage (the number 

of co-occurrences between users) for all 100 Twitter profiles. Individual node sizes on the 

graph represent the cumulative sum of appearances of the hashtag in the data set, 

displaying the relative volume of the hashtag when used over multiple instances. 10,029 

unique hashtags from a total of 32,891 total hashtags were isolated from this set of 

173,054 tweets. For all accounts in this sample, results on Table 5 show a median hashtag 

usage of 10 percent (mean of 19 percent, n = 100).61  

                                                
61 Means (averages) were not used due to comparison of different sample sizes between groups. 
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Table 5b.5: Hashtag usage statistics 

Number of hashtags (ALL) Sample tweets (ALL) Hashtag % 

Mean 329 Mean 1731 19% 

Median 184 Median 1783 10% 

Standard Deviation 383 Standard Deviation 651  

Kurtosis 8 Kurtosis 0  

Skewness 2 Skewness 0  

Minimum 1 Minimum 223  

Maximum 2354 Maximum 3213  

Sum 32891 Sum 173054  

Count 100 Count 100  
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Figure 5b.6: Top 20 hashtags: organization vs. individual users 

Click for interactive version 

#organizations 

Figure 5b.6a (above) displays the top 20 hashtags ranked by frequency of co-occurrence 

for organizations. Individual node sizes on the graph represent the cumulative sum of 

appearances in the data set. For Twitter profiles representing organizations, a hashtag 

median of 16 percent (mean of 22 percent, n = 29) was calculated. 3,793 unique and 

14,704 cumulative hashtags were isolated from the 66,360 tweets of 29 organizational 

profiles.  
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Table 5b.6a: Hashtag usage statistics (organizations) 

Table above shows hashtag usage as a percentage of sample tweets for 29 organizational accounts. 

 

#individuals 

Figure 5b.6b (see below) displays the top 20 hashtags ranked by frequency of co-

occurrence for individuals. Node sizes on the graph represent the cumulative sum of 

appearances in the data set. Individual profiles display a hashtag median of 11 percent 

(mean of 17 percent, n = 71). 6,913 unique and 18,187 cumulative hashtags were isolated 

from 104,888 tweets corresponding to 71 individual profiles.  

Number of hashtags (orgs) Sample tweets (orgs) Hashtag % 

Mean 507 Mean 2351 22% 

Median 366 Median 2356 16% 

Standard Deviation 560 Standard Deviation 409  

Kurtosis 3 Kurtosis 0  

Skewness 2 Skewness 0  

Minimum 1 Minimum 1613  

Maximum 2354 Maximum 3213  

Sum 14704 Sum 68166  

Count 29 Count 29  
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Table 5b.6b: Hashtag usage statistics (individuals) 

Table above shows hashtag usage as a percentage of sample tweets for 71 individual Twitter 

accounts. 

Comparing Application (Selected Cases) 

Looking more closely at Figure 5b.4, which ranks all 100 accounts by hashtag usage as a 

percentage of tweets, we can see that the implementation of hashtags on Twitter varies 

considerably across the spectrum: For example, the top account by usage, Brazil's 

PortalR7 adds the #R7 hashtag to 99 percent of its tweets as a branding mechanism. Fox 

News, the second-ranked profile in the organizational group, implements hashtags in 58 

percent of all tweets but does so in a much more varied range of application.  

Number of hashtags (individuals) Sample tweets (individuals) Hashtag % 

Mean 256 Mean 1477 17% 

Median 171 Median 1607 11% 

Standard Deviation 253 Standard Deviation 555  

Kurtosis 2 Kurtosis 0  

Skewness 2 Skewness 0  

Minimum 7 Minimum 223  

Maximum 1126 Maximum 2700  

Sum 18187 Sum 104888  

Count 71 Count 71  
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Figure 5b.7a: Fox News (organizational example) 

Click for interactive version 

On Twitter, Fox News employs a diverse range of hashtags to attribute relevance to events 

such as the #Boston Marathon bombings (see example above), label government agencies 

like the Internal Revenue Service (#IRS), “capitalize” news related to President Obama 

(#Obama) and specify news concerning nations (#China and #Syria). @FoxNews 

implements hashtags in ad hoc fashion, adding and mixing a variety of hashtags as needed 

on a situational basis: 

Fox News @foxnews 

President #Obama honors #Boston Marathon bombing victims 

at service, says 'we will finish the race': http://fxn.ws/13pFSeI  

Examining the 2,570 tweets obtained from @FoxNews for this study, although the profile 

uses hashtags in 58 percent of its tweets on average, no single tweet ever appears to 

contain more than three hashtags. This is an interesting observation that warrants further 
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inquiry to determine if Fox News has formal or informal guidelines already in place 

related to hashtag usage.  

Similar to the differential implementation of hashtags by organizations on Twitter, 

top-ranked individuals demonstrate a high variability in application: The Daily 

Telegraph’s Henry Winter, a sports columnist and the leading individual hashtag user 

employs hashtags in 78 percent of his 1,363 sample tweets. 

Figure 5b.7b: Henry Winter (individual example) 

Click for interactive version  
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Looking more closely at the individual tweets in Winter’s sample, his “beat,” sports, 

appears to be comprehensively represented by hashtags, in addition to English Premier 

League football, an area where Winter appears to have some investment, using three 

hashtags and the term “we” to empathize with his audience in the example below: 

Henry Winter @henrywinter 

Branko Brnovic #mne coach not holding back. #eng have 

always favoured long passes. #eng more scared of this game 

than we are 

Winter regularly applies a high quantity of brand hashtags when discussing teams, 

tournaments, and live events—presumably to attract new followers, interact directly with 

the team’s own Twitter profiles, and to engage with his audience and users of Twitter. 

CNN's Anderson Cooper, the second-ranked individual profile by hashtag usage in 

this study and most-followed individual in the top 100, employs hashtags in 55 percent of 

the 2,046 of the tweets in this sample.  
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Figure 5b.7c: Anderson Cooper (individual example) 

Click for interactive version 

Figure 5b.7c shows that Cooper applies hashtags in his tweets for brand and self-

identification (#AndersonLive, #Anderson), to emphasize the days of the week of his 

television show (#Fri, #Tues, and #Thurs), to identify political figures (#Obama, 

#Romney), and for highlighting current news topics (#Syria, #Sandusky). Anderson also 

appears to hashtag to regularly associate content on his own network (#CNNHeroes, 

#CNNEYE, #CNN). 

Discussion 

Building a Model of Hashtag Usage 

The results of this study demonstrate that on Twitter, the hashtag is now a consistent 

feature of journalistic Twitter usage, employed in a median of 10 percent of more than 

170,000 tweets representing 100 top-ranked media-related profiles. For organizations, the 

inclusion of hashtags in tweets is even more notable, with hashtags present in a median of 
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16 percent of all tweets in the group sample. Comparing the top 20 overall hashtags on 

Figure 5b.5 to the results for individuals on Figure 5b.6b, many of the hashtags shared by 

top-ranking individuals appear to publicly situate their roles, beats and personal lives to 

their Twitter audiences. Top activity-focused hashtags such as #sxsw, #Spotify, and #fail 

act as important indicators of events, social happenings, and displays of activities may 

help place their journalistic roles into context. This aligns with a study by Lasorsa et al. 

(2012) that argues Twitter permits journalists to “communicate virtually anything to 

anyone, beyond many of the natural constraints posed by organizational norms or social 

networking ‘friendship barriers’” (2012, p. 24). 

Similarly, examining the top 20 co-occurring individual hashtags on Figure 5b.6b 

with those for organizations shown on Figure 5b.6a, the hashtag results inform to a certain 

degree how leading media organizations might utilize their Twitter profiles: although 

#bostonmarathon was used by 12 organizations on Twitter, more than any other hashtag in 

this group, the cumulative application of the second-highest ranked hashtag, #Boston, was 

three times greater. This might imply organizations used the topical hashtag 

#bostonmarathon to circulate the initial news and moved onto the hashtag #Boston after 

the event to discuss and promote news related to its wider implications and aftermath. This 

aspect could be investigated with further inquiry into the data in this collection. 

Overall, however, the results demonstrate that both organizations and individuals 

regularly employ topical hashtags. For example, #Boston, the top-ranking hashtag in 

shared usage in this collection of 100 users (see Figure 5b.5) was used by more than a 

third of all Twitter accounts in this study. Not unlike using the English language 

convention of capitalizing the first letters of proper nouns, hashtags such as #Sandy, #pope 

and #Thatcher may act to capitalize important happenings and increase salience around 

these topics, aligning with Zappavigna’s (2011) framing of hashtags turning up the 
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“volume” of a particular tweet. The application of #Boston will of course vary by the 

content of each particular tweet in the explicit context of usage; however, #Boston in this 

collection of tweets at the uppermost level relates to topicality in journalistic application. 

The second thematic element in journalistic hashtagging practice involve hashtags 

that associate and recognize brands, organizations, and institutions. Looking at Figure 

5b.5, #facebook, #CNN, #twitter and #NFL comprise 20 percent of the top 20 hashtags by 

co-occurrence in this sample. Comparing the differential ranking of the hashtag #CNN 

between organizations (see Figure 5b.6a) and individuals (see Figure 5b.6b), #CNN 

appears to be shared in use much more by individuals than by organizations—a group 

including two of its own leading profiles (cnn and breakingnews). This result might be 

attributable to the five journalists who work for CNN but maintain their own Twitter 

profiles—hashtagging to display their affiliation with the brand such as Anderson 

Cooper’s case (see Figure 5b.7c). 

The third thematic hashtag application within this study is social, meaning the use of 

hashtags relating to activities, interests, and tastes. This application is both journalistic in 

function as well as intimately personal, with journalists and bloggers promoting songs and 

albums (#music), discussing films (#nowshowing), and showing affiliation not with an 

employer such as #CNN, but rather with prominent events such as South by Southwest 

(#SXSW) or the prestigious White House Correspondents Dinner (#whcd) and sharing 

playlists on #Spotify in a tweet. Or, perhaps, interesting #catvines and books that are 

interesting to your followers (see the following figure):  
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Figure 5b.8: Alexis Madrigal (interest example) 

Click for interactive version 

The most notable example of the social application in this collection, however, is the 

usage of #FF or “Follow Friday,” shown above and the second-ranking shared hashtag in 

this entire collection of 100 accounts (see Figure 5b.5) and the number one hashtag shared 

in usage by 71 individual profiles (see Figure 5b.6b). While this study does not intend to 

discuss network features related to its results, it is worth noting that a hashtag such as #FF 

might act as a means for journalists, bloggers, and organizations to overcome the 

structural limitations of Twitter as a network.  
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Figure 5b.9: Follow Friday hashtag (network example) 

Click for interactive version 

Kwak et al (2010) describe Twitter as an atypical network: “The distribution of followers 

is not power-law, the degree of separation is shorter than expected, and most links are not 

reciprocated” (p. 594). Provided this is the case, the widespread application of socially 

oriented hashtags such as #FF might be a mechanism to bypass the restrictions of 

Twitter’s network structure to help users connect and obtain new and active followers. 

Hashtags as Emergent Practice 

Examined as an object of production, the hyperlink, like the hashtag, functions as a key 

asset of online journalism (Steensen, 2011). However, as a tool usage of the hashtag does 

not differentiate professional journalism from ordinary tweeting (Jane B. Singer, 2009). 

Like the hyperlink, which in Singer's case is primarily a gatekeeping mechanism, the 

hashtag must be selectively applied and implemented to become practice. Domingo et al’s 

notion of “participatory journalism” (2008) situates this role of hashtags as journalistic 
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devices quite well: usage of hashtags is likely to be part of institutional media’s reaction to 

emergent platforms such as Twitter but in practice the application is more ad hoc than 

normative—applied as needed by journalists and organization to cover topics and adapting 

to situational needs. 

As a gatekeeping tool hashtags are more inclusive than exclusive and are likely to 

be further disruptive to institutional media as well as to traditional journalistic norms. 

Hashtags help journalists “open the gates” (Lasorsa et al., 2012, p. 31) in the diffusion 

process and act somewhat in opposition to hyperlinks in terms of traditional journalistic 

gatekeeping, as they connect users to spaces where news is both accessed as well as 

mediated through networked audiences. While this form of application might contribute to 

transparency and credibility, it also relinquishes a certain degree of control to other users. 

Hashtagging is therefore a significant shift from normative linking practice, particularly 

where gatekeeping on Twitter is often abandoned during major crisis and breaking news 

events (Steensen, 2011, p. 319). 

Future Considerations 

Due to space limitations, this study cannot discuss its specific observations in further 

detail. They do, however, set up a number of additional parameters of interest, such as 

● As an object of practice, do media organizations have a policy on hashtags? If so, 

does this explain @FoxNews never using more than a certain number of hashtags 

in a single tweet? 

● Do organizations have engagement policies for employees who maintain separate 

Twitter accounts? If so, what? 
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● How does the usage of hashtags relate to hyperlinks (URLs)? Do topical hashtags 

influence tweets differently than social hashtags or associative (branding) 

hashtags? 

● Do Twitter profiles that frequently using hashtags rank higher in engagement than 

accounts that do not? If so, does this hold true with other Tweetlevel metrics such 

as popularity? 

Finally, using this data, it would be interesting to explore how hashtags might affect the 

retweeting potential of a journalist or organization’s tweet. An initial query shows NBC’s 

David Gregory’s “Meet the Press” hashtag (#MTP) being the most retweeted hashtag in 

this data set. 

Figure 5b.10: Hashtags and RT potential 

Click for interactive version  
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Limitations and Scope 

In addition to data sourcing, a challenge for longitudinal Twitter research is the variation 

in users’ tweet frequency over extended periods of time (Lasorsa et al., 2012). 

Recognizing this issue, rather than limit this study’s scope by collecting a random sample 

of tweets over a finite time window such as Lasorsa et al., or focusing on hashtags relating 

to topics such as #Egypt (Papacharissi & de Fatima Oliveira, 2012) this study employs a 

large and diverse cross-section of tweets to minimize the effects of any long-term tweet 

frequency variation, a particularly crucial factor when framing emergent practices. 

The number of accounts in this study is limited to 100, a collection of influential 

users large enough to gain data insights from but manageable for enough for case-by-case 

observation. This sample isolates thematic rather than circumstantial findings in 

hashtagging activities and is not bound to the preconditions of an event such as the Arab 

Spring or 2012 London Riots, a common limitation of the broader applicability of 

journalistic data-focused Twitter studies (Vis, 2013, p. 44). The tradeoff with employing 

this approach is that this study must rigorously drill down using a number of methods—

creating a descriptive typology of leading Twitter accounts for which sample data can be 

added, calculating a range of statistics related to group and collective hashtag usage 

patterns as well as present specific cases to engage with journalistic hashtagging themes. 

It is fully recognized that there are many intricacies, functionalities, and 

dimensions of hashtags that this study could not address. The observation of hashtags in 

tweets “are two different orders of experience: a tweet is an instance of language use, 

while a tag is language about language, performing what this article will show is an 

affiliative function” (Zappavigna, 2011, p. 792). As such, this paper’s results and 
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discussion should be understood as a first-order study of journalistic hashtagging 

addressing a current research need. 

Conclusion 

This study leverages a longitudinal dataset of more than 170,000 tweets from 100 top-

ranked media accounts on Twitter to illustrate that journalistic hashtagging now represents 

a widespread activity on Twitter. Results confirm the hashtag is a key mechanism of 

journalistic practice: In this collection of users, individual Twitter accounts display a 

median hashtag usage of 10 percent and organizations show a median hashtag usage of 16 

percent. Opening this study through the lens of the hyperlink, this paper’s literature review 

acknowledges the hashtag’s technological origins and the networked environment in 

which hashtags are deployed to situate how hashtagging, like hyperlinking, helps to 

galvanize what is arguably the core journalistic need: effective and easy to implement 

tools for emergent news platforms (e.g., Twitter). 

While the hyperlink is recognized a key media innovation, it is argued that framing 

a study of the hashtag around its affordances is technologically deterministic; while the 

hashtag functions as an instrument of journalism, its presence does not differentiate 

professional journalism from blogging (Jane B. Singer, 2009) or any other journalistic 

activity on Twitter. Hashtags, just like the hyperlink, must be selectively applied by 

journalists and the result observed by researchers in the contexts in which they are used. 

As such, it is argued it is the differential implementation of hashtags that defines their 

place in journalistic practice. This study therefore emphasizes the activity of 

“hashtagging” over the act of using a hashtag. Journalists apply hashtags to do their jobs; 

defining practice understands how—and why—they are implemented. Despite journalistic 

hashtagging playing a part in institutional media’s reaction to disruptive news platforms 
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such as Twitter, hashtagging is ad hoc in nature and hashtags are used because they are 

versatile tools that best “fit the particular needs” (Hermans et al., 2009, p. 141) of 

journalists and organizations on Twitter. 

I theorize, discuss, and interpret the findings in this study using descriptive 

statistics, coding, and data visualizations to explore the differential application of hashtags 

in comprehensive detail. In this paper’s findings, journalists and media organizations 

engaged most on Twitter with topical, associative, and social hashtags. Although 

journalistic in scope, as hashtagging is yet to be established as a journalistic convention, 

this work is not bound to the jurisdiction of discourses around normative practice or 

technological affordances, a common limitation of online news and journalism literature. 

This study uses its findings to ascertain that hashtags, in contrast to hyperlinks, are 

tools employed by journalists and media organizations not to link other users but to rather 

to operate effectively inside the Twitter environment. As such, for journalists, hashtags 

function as a component of journalistic process inside a social news space. This emergent 

application—journalistic hashtagging—is deemed to be a valuable object of study for 

media researchers and professional organizations alike.  
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Case 3: The Anatomy of a Medium-Sized Hashtag: A Case Study of 

Information Diffusion 

 

Jonathan Albright, University of Auckland 

Amelia Acker, University of California, Los Angeles 

 

Abstract 

Using a full set of tweet data, combined with quantitative, qualitative, and network 

analysis, this case study presents a breaking news event related to a Hollywood, Los 

Angeles, bomb threat on April 18, 2013. We examine how YourAnonNews, a Twitter 

account of Anonymous, worked in parallel with local news media to diffuse important 

updates using #hootersbomber, a colloquial hashtag created by a Twitter user less than 

two minutes prior. Leveraging this novel hashtag to establish its own social news channel, 

YourAnonNews went on to carefully reference local media, “on the ground” contributors, 

and institutional authorities in its tweets to establish functional legitimacy and journalistic 

credibility as an activist news agency. Our findings discuss and visualize the key 

mechanics and features of this hashtag-driven awareness campaign, including temporal 

participatory engagement patterns and the role of supplemental hashtags strategically 

deployed by Twitter users as the event developed to influence the conversational narrative. 

Keywords 

Anonymous, YourAnonNews, hashtags, information diffusion, journalism, Twitter  
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Introduction 

During the first two hours of a reported bomb threat and the subsequent neighborhood 

lockdown by police in the Hollywood neighborhood of Los Angeles on April 18, 2013, 

this study observes the deployment and maintenance of a hashtag awareness campaign by 

YourAnonNews, an influential profile of activist collective Anonymous. YourAnonNews’ 

swift appropriation of a user-generated hashtag, #hootersbomber, functioned to grapple 

reporting momentum from a popular regional news outlet on Twitter and encapsulate it 

within a colloquial link. This unique form of parallel journalistic engagement not only 

helped to diffuse event awareness globally, but also acted to quickly establish incremental 

context around the happenings, legitimize key factual details, and facilitate secondary 

discourses related to the news across disparate communities of networked Twitter users. 

Employing a complete set of tweets over the time period in which the event broke, 

peaked and decayed on Twitter, YourAnonNews is shown to operate as a news outlet in 

real time alongside regional media on Twitter, adding credibility to its tweets by carefully 

referencing news media, local authorities and linking to on the ground photos as it 

organized and curated the breaking news updates. Providing a level of journalistic 

engagement surpassing that of Los Angeles news outlets on Twitter, we argue that 

YourAnonNews’ activities and novel hashtag usage helped to break this localized news 

internationally, presenting a range of evidence to assess how and why hashtagged tweets 

may tend to facilitate the participatory circulation of news more effectively than tweets 

without hashtags and why this matters. 

Over the course of our analysis, we show how Twitter users attempted to leverage 

the hashtag to mediate the context of the news as it spread, highlighting findings related to 

the strategic introduction of secondary hashtags, such as #bostonmarathon, which users 
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added alongside the primary hashtag as narrative indicators in their tweets. This sets an 

important precedent for social scientists who study networks, information diffusion, and 

the techno cultural mechanics of news dissemination. The strategic deployment of 

hashtags as affective and logistical information tools within social networks illustrates 

their powerful applicability to digital journalism. 

As hashtags become more widely adopted and further stabilize as a form of 

organization and dissemination in news culture, they become a part of broader ecologies 

of socially mediated information circulation.62 Research that examines this sort of 

establishment, uptake, and circulation of hashtags will become more salient as they 

become regular components of the technological infrastructure on platforms such as 

Twitter. Promoting and organizing news at the local and global levels, as emerging social 

information objects, hashtags maintain considerable utility related to news and journalistic 

practice that this study engages with in the following sections. 

Literature Review 

The Role of Twitter for News 

From its inception in 2006, Twitter has become a dominant platform for news (Hermida, 

2010; Murthy, 2011). Operating as a “system for creating a shared conversation” 

(Hermida, 2010, p. 8) in the context of breaking news the service is used as both a primary 

and secondary source for information. As a microblogging service Twitter works to 

quickly disseminate content (Kwak et al., 2010; Pew Research Center, 2011b; Yardi & 

boyd, 2010). Individual members of the public as well as institutions including news 

outlets, government representatives, elected officials, and corporations now regularly 

employ Twitter as a means to connect with audiences and engage in public discourse 

                                                
62 Social networking sites such as Instagram, Tumblr, and Facebook also now employ hashtags for tagging and content search. 
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through tweets using short messages of up to 137 characters that can be displayed on a 

profile (OED, 2011). Once posted to a Twitter timeline, tweets can be read, redistributed, 

quoted, modified, and conversed with by other Twitter users to their followers using the 

retweet (RT) and mention (“@”) functions.63 

Twitter’s structure tends to “disperse conversation throughout a network of 

interconnected actors rather than constraining conversation within bounded spaces or 

groups” (boyd, Golder, & Lotan, 2010, p. 1). For localized happenings, Twitter provides a 

platform for everyday individuals and non professionals to spread information and include 

their own accounts of what they may be witnessing at public places or be experiencing as 

a collective reaction in real time as events unfold. During times of natural disasters like 

hurricanes, floods or earthquakes, and human catastrophes such as industrial accidents, 

Twitter is accessed through mobile networks on smartphones as well as text messaging 

(SMS) clients (Acar & Muraki, 2011; Romero, Galuba, Asur, & Huberman, 2011). Social 

scientists have found that media like Twitter can be crucial for victims by spreading 

information about rescue operations, weather updates, or locating resources in a timely 

manner (Hughes & Palen, 2009). Where there is widespread infrastructure damage, tweets 

can be used to share information with victims and to spread updates more efficiently than 

broadcast media as people “on the ground” can use the service to coordinate first 

responders, government relief officials, military services, and aid organizations. 

A significant downside of information dispersal on Twitter involves the spread of 

rumors and misinformation through retweeting (RT) as well as publicly displayed trending 

topics. The understanding that Twitter users tend to rely on news sources outside of 

traditional media (Bastos et al., 2013) may further complicate this area. As a result, sifting 

                                                
63 The @mention function may be used for referencing a user (or number of users), a conversational reply, and are automatically 
included as part of all unmodified retweets. 
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through and vetting unreliable tweets has been a pertinent topic of crisis communication 

research (Acar & Muraki, 2011; Mendoza, Poblete, & Castillo, 2010). Despite its 

inevitable drawbacks, the use of Twitter during disasters and emergencies has proven 

more often helpful and enables a degree of collective self-organization that is often in 

advance of institutional and government communication efforts (Palen & Vieweg, 2008; 

Sutton, Palen, & Shklovski, 2008). 

Information Diffusion on Twitter 

There are many large-scale studies that have looked at information diffusion on Twitter, 

ranging from disaster and crisis response studies as discussed earlier (Axel Bruns & 

Burgess, 2012a), the impact of tweeting politicians (Grant, Moon, & Busby Grant, 2010; 

Otterbacher, Shapiro, & Hemphill, 2012), and the sense of audience and cultural capital 

while tweeting (Marwick & boyd, 2010). Data scientists have examined parts of tweets, 

network effects including the mechanics of spread, identified central movers and hubs of 

particular networks, and the popularity and persistence of tweets and hashtags as they 

relate to popularity, geolocation and temporal dimensions of real-time events (Bandari et 

al., 2012; Lin, Margolin, Keegan, Baronchelli, & Lazer, 2013a; Lotan et al., 2011; 

Romero, Meeder, et al., 2011). Other researchers have examined the update and diffusion 

of tweets using data based on links (Starbird & Palen, 2012), shortened URLs, and other 

triggers that “point” users toward resources to sources external to the Twitter platform 

(Lim & Datta, 2012; Yang & Counts, 2010). 

For research, Twitter represents a promising space to examine the spread of 

information because it maintains what Bruns and Liang (2012) call “flat and flexible 

communication structures” providing a relatively reliable way of cross-checking data and 

network structure through its publicly accessible API. As the service provides time-based 
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markers for observations along with users’ unique information for network analysis 

purposes it gives researchers the ability to observe events or topics of interest in 

retrospect.64 Kleinberg (2003) defines this as the “appearance of a topic in a stream 

signaled by a burst of activity, with certain features rising sharply in frequency as the topic 

emerges” (p. 374). When these bursts of tweets are related to real-time events, they 

provide researchers an opportunity to carry out topical analysis across a range of different 

mediums, such as social media, newspapers, and television broadcasts. 

A device used on Twitter since 2007 but not officially supported by the company 

until July 2010 (Twitter, 2013), hashtags are employed across a variety of social media 

platforms and can be seen in television commercials, news headlines, and even as markers 

for political campaigns (Bastos et al., 2013). In original, reply and response posts on 

Twitter, hashtags are used to index, reference, anchor and legitimate content. A single 

hash, or pound, character (#) preceding a line of text (e.g., “#coffee”, “#Obama”, or 

“#Egypt”) instantly creates a shared hyperlinked space with which other Twitter users can 

engage. Functionally, hashtags are employed by users in a variety of ways: to 

automatically search and locate other tweets that include the same hashtag, to highlight 

and describe the context of a resource or link being shared, and to tag or classify the kind 

of content being expressed (Twitter, 2013). When hashtags become a shared component of 

tweets posted by users discussing a collective experience, resource, or topic they become 

akin to social tagging schemes—informal classification mechanisms that can be used by 

groups of people to organize and direct content on social media (Panke & Gaiser, 2009; 

Potts et al., 2011). Hashtag adoption for the purposes of information diffusion represents a 

“unique form of folksonomy since the initiating adaptors of the hashtag can be viewed as 

                                                
64 Currently, Twitter’s API tweet history is limited to seven days; historical archive data is available through data provider such as Gnip. 
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innovators [who] attract or influence another group of users, namely imitators, to conform 

the same hashtag” (Chang, 2010, p. 3). 

Hashtags, at the linguistic level, transform Twitter conversation into “searchable 

talk” (Zappavigna, 2011, p. 789). A notable feature of information diffusion within 

Twitter relates to the usage of hashtags to increase the “findability” (Zappavigna, 2011, p. 

789) of content, including news related to topics which are still developing. For locating 

news topics, usage of hashtags helps to coordinate information dispersal through 

networked audiences, which on Twitter includes institutional news organizations, 

bloggers, as well as more than 200 million active users of the service (Twitter, 2012). By 

effectively crowdsourcing attention toward the quickly moving and controversial 

(Wilkinson & Thelwall, 2012) and by “trending” (Naaman et al., 2011), users’ 

deployment of hashtags can work to disseminate developments related to events that 

institutional media have difficulty isolating, translating, and increasingly, verifying. 

Employing hashtags on Twitter can focus an immense scope of information into more 

readily navigable news channels for other users (Kwak et al., 2010; Morris et al., 2012) 

and widen discussions within the platform itself 

Local and Global Community Ties 

The circulation of tweets between bursts of news activity in the context of geographic 

locations is a developing research area. As data obtained via the Twitter public API is 

structured, it can include precise geolocation metadata (latitude and longitude coordinates) 

from a user’s computer or device in addition to the information users self-provide in the 

location field. The geography of tweets is also a promising avenue for the characterization 

of networks: Examining two geographically based events related to crisis, a church 

shooting and the collapse of a parking garage, Yardi and boyd (2010) found that local 
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networks tend to be more dense than non-local and that users who were geographically 

closer to an event are likely to navigate to local sources first for information (p. 200). 

Because of the lack of granular location data provided by Twitter users, contextual 

clues in the content of tweets such as advertisements or regional sports affiliation provide 

a promising avenue for deducing approximate locations while still maintaining a degree of 

user privacy. Hecht et al. (2011) found that the location field for most user profiles is 

frequently left blank (34 percent) or not accurate, thus obscuring the “locatability” of 

users. To help overcome this challenge, a machine learning experiment was created to 

infer the location of users by analyzing past tweets and determining location down to the 

state and country level. Hecht et al. observed that users would employ tactics like “fake 

locations or sarcastic comments” (p. 237) or use personalized, vernacular forms of 

describing real geographic places but in non-uniform ways (p. 242). Data scientists have 

developed methods that locate where users are tweeting by the content of their tweets 

instead of relying on the self-reported location field. Cheng et al. (2010) developed a 

model that pinpointed users within a 100 miles of their location with 51 percent accuracy, 

relying solely on the content of tweets instead of user metadata. This model takes the 

content of tweets and identifies words that have strong geographic origins, using a 

smoothing model for estimating likely possible locations of a user. As increasing numbers 

of users access Twitter from mobile devices, which tend to share location metadata by 

default, comparing modeled location with geo-locational data will present an interesting 

area for future research. 

Research studies have also combined the network ties of users in the form of 

“follower-following” links with geo-locational data to measure the impact and circulation 

of popular or “winning” topics on Twitter. In their study of over 4000 topics on Twitter, 

Ardon et al. (2011) discovered topics being discussed by disparate clusters of users who 
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interact and eventually converge tend to cover a large area of the Twitter network, 

increasing the likelihood that the conversation will cross geographic boundaries. In 

addition, Ardon et al’s study found that users who maintained high numbers of followers 

had a higher impact on the popularity of a given topic. 

Hashtag Stabilization, Diffusion, and Characterization of Users 

Despite the upsurge of academic literature concerning Twitter, understanding how Twitter 

communities tend to engage with one another on the platform is still a fundamental 

concern. Examining the emergence, stabilization, and characterization of certain hashtags 

and the users that employ them, Naaman et al. (2012) developed a machine learning 

framework as a means of classifying information producers and participants in Twitter 

conversations by automatically generating discrete categories of users (organizations, 

journalists/bloggers, ordinary individuals). By automatically classifying users and their 

participation characteristics, Naaman et al. found that a higher proportion of regular users 

tweeted about local events, in this case a local music festival, while breaking news was 

more likely to be broadcast on Twitter by organizations and journalists. The study found 

themes in linking practices, with organizations more likely to link to information sources 

outside of the Twitter platform and individuals having a higher likelihood of being “more 

reflective of their personal experiences and sentiments on the events” (p. 3). 

Shamma et al. (2011) modeled the shape and temporality of conversations on 

Twitter by locating persistent conversations and “peaky” topics. Using information 

retrieval techniques, Shamma et al. investigated two metrics of conversation on Twitter: 

local and quick topics (“peaky”), and less popular but sustained topics over time 

(“persistent conversational”). Persistent conversational topics appear in time windows 

over longer periods, while peaky topics are vibrant for short time windows and tend to 
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drop off quickly. In their study of the 2009 MTV Video Music Awards, Shamma et al. 

found that Kanye West’s famous interruption of Taylor Swift was persistent in nature, 

whereas the tweets about the award presenters tended to be peaky. By focusing on the 

quantity of users engaging with specific terms over time, Shamma et al.’s model identifies 

sustained or periodic interest in given topics by term frequency, in addition to isolating 

individual Twitter users who make impacts over time through retweets. 

Locating peaks and persistence within Twitter topics is tied to broader news 

circulation patterns such as the use of hashtags in the discussion of real-time events. Lin et 

al. (2013a) examine the survival rates of novel hashtags during the 2012 U.S. Presidential 

debates in order to find why certain hashtags tend to “win out” over others. Drawing upon 

an integrative research in communication and perception of audience in social computing, 

Lin et al. created a “conversational vibrancy” (p. 371) framework model to analyze the 

diffusion of hashtags within groups of users centered on four elements: topicality, 

interactivity, diversity, and prominence (pp. 371–372). In combination, Lin et al.’s four 

elements can be used as broad indicators to predict and characterize the lifecycle of a 

hashtag, based on its capacity to “win over” other hashtags that are eventually discarded 

by the Twitter community. The preferential adoption of hashtags also helps researchers 

reflect upon the types of communities or groups of users following an event. Yang et al. 

(2012) found that the use of a hashtag connects users to a group identity and “serves as a 

symbol of community membership” to help promote further hashtag adoption (p. 261). In 

this respect, Yang et al. argue that the usage and adoption of a particular hashtag can be 

seen as a way of tagging or classifying content to become a “self-identified” member of a 

community. Through correlation, regression, and prediction analysis, Yang et al. found 

that this identifying function of a hashtag has marked effect on its potential for 

implementation and reuse. 
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Presentation of the Case: The Hooters Bomb Threat 

Late in the afternoon of April 18, 2013, and only three days after the initial Boston 

Marathon attacks, an entire block of Hollywood Boulevard in Los Angeles was cordoned 

off by the Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD). With major metropolitan cities across 

the United States on high threat alert from the events earlier that week, the incident 

followed a rash of serial bomb threats across Southern California (Serna, 2013). The threat 

that afternoon saw local businesses, including all shops, dining, and entertainment in the 

area evacuated while the LAPD conducted a bomb search and area investigation. Earlier 

that morning, the city saw an evacuation of the nearby campus of California State 

University due to a phoned-in hoax two days prior at nearby television station KTLA. One 

of the most foot-trafficked regions of Los Angeles, this section of Hollywood includes the 

TCL Chinese Theatre, the El Capitan Theatre, the Hollywood and Highland shopping 

center, a Metro stop for the subway station, and a number of upscale retail venues. 

According to reports that would surface later in the evening, at 4:45 p.m. an 

unidentified man walked into the local Hooters restaurant on Hollywood Boulevard, set a 

lunch pail down, telling employees that it contained a bomb, and then proceeded to exit 

the building (Schillaci & Nordyke, 2013). On Twitter, news of the incident first appeared 

at 5:20 p.m., when a confused LA Twitter user tweeted the following message: 

Hollywood Blvd is shut down. Rumor and only a rumor right now 

is a bomb scare at Hooters. Nope that's not some sort of joke.65 

5:20 PM - 18 Apr 13 

                                                
65 https://twitter.com/madcanard/status/325041093559324673 
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Over the next 11 minutes, another 14 Twitter users, 9 of whom were locals (based on 

profile information) posted tweets related to the ongoing Hooters episode and Hollywood 

street closure. 

At 5:32 p.m. the Twitter profile of LA news station ABC7 broadcast the following 

message to its 146,045 followers (2013) via its ABC7 Eyewitness News (@ABC7) 

account: 

“THIS JUST IN: LAPD at Hooters in Hollywood after man says 

he has bomb in lunch pail; Hollywood Blvd shut down 

5:32 PM - 18 Apr 13 

ABC7’s 5:32 p.m. tweet, the first by a news agency regarding the city’s latest bomb threat, 

produced a total of only nine retweets until 5:49 p.m. when another Twitter user posted his 

thoughts about the incident along with the hashtag #hootersbomber: 

I Swear if they're another bombing this week I'm gonna lose it 

#hootersbomber66 

5:49 PM - 18 Apr 13 

Exactly one minute and forty-three seconds later, YourAnonNews, the Twitter profile of 

the hacktivist collective Anonymous, posted a modified tweet of ABC7’s breaking news 

to its more than one million followers using the same hashtag, which would act catalyze 

the rapid diffusion of this local happening across Twitter (Anonymous, 2013). 

According to @ABC7, the #HootersBomber says he has an 

explosive device inside a lunch pail. Hollywood Blvd. has been 

shut down 

5:50 PM - 18 Apr 13 

                                                
66 https://twitter.com/byaldriver/status/325048372438372354 
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Until 7:00 p.m., when the Hollywood Reporter and other regional news outlets would 

slowly begin to publish more details on their websites and Twitter about the incident, there 

was a striking absence of developing news updates as Los Angeles residents sat in rush 

hour traffic diversions and dozens of curious bystanders gathered across the street on 

Hollywood Boulevard to watch the event unfold 

Case Methods 

Data Collection 

Beginning at 5:49 p.m. PDT on April 18th, 2013, 17 minutes after the bomb threat was 

first reported on Twitter (ABC7 Eyewitness News, 2013) tweets were collected using 

Twitter’s Rest API 1.1 with the search [#hootersbomber] and no other limiting operators 

(e.g., discard RTs). To capture all activity around the introduction of the hashtag 

#hootersbomber, API requests were made until 7:32 p.m., 10 minutes after the time when 

the incident was understood to be the result of an ill-timed joke (Operator, 2013). In total, 

1343 tweets were obtained. To confirm all tweets from #hootersbomber were captured 

between 5:49 p.m. and 7:32 p.m. and provide confirmation of a complete data set, retweet 

statistics were recorded at 7:49 p.m. from YourAnonNews’ Twitter profile and Topsy’s 

Twitter search archive tool and compared directly to a list of RTs, from the collected data 

set at the same point in time. The retweet data (383 RTs) from YourAnonNews’ Twitter 

profile directly matched totals from the tweet count summaries as well as the RT counts 

from Topsy’s archive, a finding also suggesting that the volume of activity on the hashtag 

was never high enough for Twitter to begin rate limiting the requests to its API.
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Quantitative 

All tweet metadata, including time, location (user-provided), geolocation coordinates 

(metadata), name, username, “@mentions,” and RT statistics from the API requests was 

saved into a CSV file and imported into NVivo for fast computer-assisted coding of three 

structured categories of Twitter data: (1) usernames, (2) hashtags, and (3) “@mentions.” 

#hootersbomber hashtag represents 317 individual Twitter accounts. 973 (72.5 percent) of 

posts in our data set are retweets and 370 (27.5 percent) are original tweets. This 

information was then exported and analyzed with Excel’s advanced descriptive statistics 

add-on as well as organized, plotted, and visualized in Tableau Professional. 

It was observed that 263 (20 percent) of the tweets in the data set using 

#hootersbomber contained precise geolocation metadata in the form of latitude and 

longitude. Roughly 200 (75 percent) of these geocoded tweets are original tweets. These 

tweets were plotted separately using Tableau’s geo-layout tool to show the longitude and 

latitude of #hootersbomber tweets against a standard Mercator projection. After joining 

this geolocation data with the exact times of each tweet, this subset of data was placed 

onto a world map and temporally visualized over the time period which this study 

examines (Figure 1). In addition to this time-based map, four more quantitative-oriented 

graphs (Figure 2-5, described in following section) were created to highlight key 

engagement patterns around the #hootersbomber hashtag.67 

Qualitative 

While the majority of the tweets collected related to the bomb threat were retweets (RTs) 

using the #hootersbomber hashtag, 370 of the 1343 tweets, close to one-quarter of the data 

represented original posts (non-retweets) which used #hootersbomber. These 370 original 

                                                
67 Some of these figures may be explored on Tableau Public by clicking on the link below (in the following results section). 
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tweets were cross-referenced with modified tweets (MTs), posts which include a RT but 

add a preamble or edit the original text of the tweet. A constant comparison approach 

(Glaser & Strauss, 2009) was then used to locate four participatory engagement themes in 

these 370 original tweets using the hashtag #hootersbomber. 

Open coding was used to identify four themes related to forms of user participation in the 

hashtag in original posts (non-RTs): 1) information circulation, 2) expressing reaction, 3) 

puns, and 4) connecting the event to a wider context (including the Boston Marathon 

bombings and the explosions in Waco, Texas, both representing events that had taken 

place within days or hours of the bomb threat in Hollywood). ReCal 0.1 Alpha was then 

used to calculate an average reliability of .94 based on Cohen’s Kappa between the two 

coders coding across these four categories of engagement. 

The four main participatory themes were further refined by comparing the 

inductive coding categories against the news event (RTs, relevant MSM tweets from local 

news agencies, and the times other media outlets published developing information (e.g., 

Google News search results captured at the time of the event). In this way, we were able to 

glean more detailed usage characterizations from the tweet data (e.g., no institutional 

tweets and no official Twitter verified accounts are represented in the data set). With the 

exception of YourAnonNews, only individual Twitter users appear to post tweets using 

the hashtag #hootersbomber over the period of this study’s data collection. The categories 

of participation described previously were then applied to the original data set and plotted 

and visualized to characterize the thematic forms of user engagement across the time this 

news event broke on Twitter, providing insight related to the forms of participatory 

activities within the hashtag and for the primary actor of interest in this case, 

YourAnonNews. 
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Network Graphs 

To explore the connections between the secondary Twitter hashtags used alongside 

#hootersbomber, in particular those which attempted to connect the Hooters bomb threat 

to wider news contexts at certain points of time from the coding efforts described in the 

previous paragraph, the hashtags in our data set were converted to graph format using 

Table2Net68 as a single-node undirected network (hashtags = nodes, usernames = edges). 

A network graph was then created to display (non-weighted) edges for supplemental 

hashtags (e.g., #bostonmarathon and #WestTX) in GEPHI using the ForceAtlas2 

algorithm. Nodes are sized by overall frequency of usage. Last, to see the associative 

network of individual Twitter users who engaged with YourAnonNews in 

#hootersbomber, a second network graph was created in Table2Net from a bipartite list of 

Twitter usernames and @mentions.69 This file was imported to GEPHI and a one-

dimensional graph created (using ForceAtlas2) to highlight the clustering by users around 

YourAnonNews over the course of the #hootersbomber news event. Nodes are sized by 

relative number of mentions.  

                                                
68 http://tools.medialab.sciences-po.fr/table2net/ 
69 @mentions were used instead of RTs as all non-modified RTs automatically mention the original user. 
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Quantitative Results  

Figure 5c.1: Geo spread: visualization of #hootersbomber geolocated tweets and RTs. 

Tweets plotted by time (minute) based on geolocation data. RTs “sized” by total number of RTs. 

Click for interactive version. 

Geolocation 

The 263 geocoded tweets in Figure 5c.1 represent close to 20 percent of the data set and 

more than 75 percent of the original tweets. At the start of #hootersbomber at 5:45 p.m., 

Twitter activity appears most geographically prevalent in the northeastern United States, 

and to some degree, near Los Angeles where the event took place, suggesting users were 

engaging on their mobile phones which often provide GPS metadata to Twitter by default. 

Around 6:30 p.m., several pockets of retweets begin to form from original user tweets, 

particularly from Twitter users around Texas, the Midwest and Northeast US, as well as in 

Canada. Although we have chosen to limit the figure in this paper to a snapshot of the 

United States, it is worth noting that all geolocated tweets referencing #hootersbomber 
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spread across the globe after approximately 15 minutes. This diffusional aspect as may be 

seen by clicking on the graph to explore the fully interactive data visualization in Tableau. 

Figure 5c.2: Referential clustering 

Upper: Tweets clustered by number of @mentions at each point in time (= min). Lower: Bar chart 

showing total “@mention” (references) by @username. 

Click for interactive version.  
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Referential Clustering 

Although a number of individual users participate in both the diffusion and discussion 

related to the Hooters bomb threat, the impact of the Twitter account of hacker collective 

Anonymous YourAnonNews is noteworthy. Retweets from its posts account for 383 posts, 

nearly 30 percent of activity on the hashtag over the period of this study. The upper graph 

in Figure 5c.2 displays YourAnonNews’ tweet activity as time frame “bubbles” to focus 

on individual user engagement in the form of clusters around its specific tweets, sorted by 

color to show the persistence and spread over time. Of the six original YourAnonNews 

tweets in #hootersbomber, two posts appear to be exceptional in engagement (annotated 

on lower chart in Figure 5c.2): (1) the tweet breaking the news and referencing ABC7 

news at 5:50 p.m. and (2) the 7:01 p.m. tweet containing the address of Hooters and 

referencing, but this time not @mentioning, the local news organization CBS LA. The 

results of Figure 5c.2 are notable due to the two most influential tweets (in terms of 

hashtag engagement) by YourAnonNews both directly referencing local news media 

outlets, with one also referencing the Los Angeles Police Department, albeit through 

ABC7’s first tweet.  
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Figure 5c.3: Retweet chains - persistence of @YourAnonNews tweets 

Upper: RTs of YourAnonNews tweets. Lower: Running sum of RTs (original tweets at x=0). 

Click for interactive version. 

Retweet Chains 

Figure 5c.3 presents YourAnonNews’ tweets temporally; the upper graph in Figure 3 plots 

the “peakyness” of Anonymous’ original tweets by displaying the total number of Twitter 

users who retweeted it, highlighting the level of engagement with each of YourAnonNews 

posts. These results resemble the results based on @mentions clusters in the previous chart 

(Figure 5c.2), but show the peak impact of YourAnonNews’ breaking tweet at 5:50 p.m. 

and its 6:01 p.m. post. The lower graph on Figure 5c.3 is based on the same data set but 

shows each of YourAnonNews tweet cumulative engagement through RTs over the time 

of this study to exhibit what we would like to term “retweet chains” that display the 

sequential rise and persistence of each of YourAnonNews’ tweets. What is notable in 

Figure 5c.3’s lower graph is that YourAnonNews’ initial 5:50 p.m. tweet not only gained 
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substantial momentum (Figure 5c.3, upper graph) it persists throughout the entire two 

hours of our data until 7:00 p.m., after which a number of news outlets has begun to 

publish stories and cover the event live on television. YourAnonNews’ 6:09 p.m. tweet 

with the location details and address and the time the threat occurred also appears to have 

significant persistence over time. Less influential in terms of residual impact were 

YourAnonNews’ video live stream link to a CBS local television affiliate, its photo from a 

Twitter user near the location, and its last tweet declaring that the suspect had not yet been 

arrested (See Fig 5c.3). 

Figure 5c.4: Hashtag dynamics: secondary hashtags 

Upper: Hashtags over time; #hootersbomber. Lower: Tweet volume and running sum of hashtags. 

Click for interactive version.  
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Secondary Hashtags and Conversational Dynamics 

Figure 5c.4 shows the first hashtag used in addition to #hootersbomber was 

#PrayForHooters at 5:50 p.m., followed by a supplemental hashtag associating the 

Hooters threat with the Boston bombings (#bostonbombing) and the Waco, Texas 

fertilizer plant explosion (#WestTX). Hashtags relaying topical immediacy (#breaking) 

were employed next, then moving on to chat room humor (#TitsorGTFO), sexist justice 

themes (#siliconepacked), the absence of initial mainstream media coverage (#MSM), and 

finally, they seem to come full circle at the end to return to the wider themes in the news 

that week (#bostonmarathon, #Boston, #Waco, and #wacoexplosion). In the lower graph, 

the volume of posts in the 1343 tweets collected over the time of our sample is shown. 

From 5:49 p.m., tweet volume steadily increases and user activity is relatively constant, 

meaning it does not exhibit significant dips or spikes in activity over the gradual rise of 

the #hootersbomber hashtag. After 6:45 p.m., the activity appears to level off.  
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Qualitative Results 

Figure 5c.5: Participatory themes - users and categories 

Left: Top users by activity (sorted by circulating information). Right: Activity categories by time. 

Click for interactive version.  
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Patterns of Engagement 

After discarding RTs and coding the 370 original tweets shown in the graphs of Figure 

5c.5 into four categories of participatory user hashtag activity (circulating information, 

expressing reaction, puns, and extending to wider news contexts), results revealed that 

nearly half (49.86 percent) of original tweets played with the #hootersbomber hashtag for 

puns and humor: 

hooters in hollywood has been boobie trapped #hootersbomber 

6:24 p.m. - 18 Apr 13 

A similar percentage of the Twitter users of #hootersbomber (51.48 percent) used their 

tweets to express reaction and concern for the event through their posts: 

My office used to be five storefronts away from that Hooters 

#hootersbomber 

6:32 p.m. - 18 Apr 13  

Only one quarter (23.98 percent) of users circulated information about the bombing event 

by either sharing links to the developing story on other media properties, or by uploading 

photos or other recorded media witnessing the closure and evacuation on Hollywood 

Boulevard. Furthermore, less than one fifth (16.98 percent) explicitly referenced the wider 

news context of the country that week (e.g., "I swear if they're another bombing this week 

I'm gonna to lose it [sic]") as the Boston Marathon attacks happened only three days 

before and the Waco fertilizer plant explosion occurred the day before. These findings will 

be discussed in the next section.  
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Figure 5c.6: Temporal participation peaks (comparison) 

Upper graph: Circulating information vs. expressing reaction. Lower graph: Pun vs. wider context.  

Click for interactive version. 

Conversational Dynamics 

A second engagement graph combines the four categories from Figure 5c.5 with time data 

and displays three main “peaks” in #hootersbomber conversational vibrancy that evening: 

5:52 p.m. (~2 mins); 6:13 p.m. (~2 mins); and at 6:21 p.m. (~2 mins). Figure 5c.6 displays 

these peaks in relation to the four characterizations of tweets in the upper and lower 

graphs, showing that #hootersbomber tweets attempting to circulate information to outside 

sources lagged quite far behind the main peaks of engagement. Overall, these three peaks 

in our data characterize the hashtag activity as “peaky” as opposed to persistent (Shamma 

et al. 2011) as the burst of “peakyness” begins at 5:52 p.m., only two minutes after the 

hashtag is first used. 
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At 5:50 p.m. #hootersbomber activity reaches its ascendency and at 6:13 p.m., near the 

third peak of user activity, the most types of sentiments appear to be expressed (N = 12 for 

funny and N2 = 19 for reaction). After 6:20 p.m. the conversation and the circulation of 

information begins to wind down rapidly shortly after the story is found to be a hoax (see 

introduction). 

Figure 5c.7: Circulating information (YourAnonNews) 

Running sum of counts: circulating information. Trend line sized by number of retweets.  

Click for interactive version. 

 
Figure 5c.7 illustrates the linear trend of YourAnonNews’ influence in the 

#hootersbomber awareness campaign to further expand on the findings of Figures 5c.5 and 

5c.6, emphasizing the cumulative impact of each of YourAnonNews’ tweets. Figure 5c.7 

isolates the diffusion of awareness by Anonymous related to the bomb threat over time by 

tweet by displaying the relative RT volume.  
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Figure 5c.8: “Supplementary” hashtag co-occurrence network 

Undirected hashtag graph (single node) showing hashtag occurrence network. 

Figure 5c.8 maps the connected deployment of secondary hashtags by individual users 

shown earlier in Figure 5c.4. The most co-deployed hashtags attempt to associate the 

#hootersbomber occurrence to related news events across the nation (#WestTX, 

#wacoexplosion, #crazy) and Boston (#bostonmarathon, #bostonbombing). Interestingly, 

only minutes after #hootersbomber activity began to decline, the MIT shooting episode 

and incidents began to unfold in Watertown, Massachusetts, related to the Boston 

Marathon suspect.  
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Figure 5c.9: YourAnonNews @mention network 

Bipartite network graph of #hootersbomber users and “@mentions.” 

 
Figure 5c.9 provides an aggregate “@mention” network overview to illustrate user 

engagement with YourAnonNews using #hootersbomber. Twitter users who retweeted or 

mentioned YourAnonNews are shown near the center of the above graph; other users who 

contributed without referencing or retweeting Anonymous’ profile are shown closer to the 

periphery. This network was organized using the ForceAtlas 2 algorithm and provides a 

high-level snapshot of the participatory distribution of the 317 #hootersbomber Twitter 

users (see methods section for details) which have been discussed throughout this case. 
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Discussion of Case 

Activist Twitter: YourAnonNews 

The emergence of platforms such as Twitter has seen “institutional journalism 

encounter—for the first time—a serious challenge to its social function, an activity 

parallel to its own” (Domingo et al., 2008, p. 327). Perhaps nowhere is this parallel 

function more visible than in YourAnonNews’ activities within this case study. While this 

is due to a range of factors that will be further explored in this section, the efforts of 

activist news outlets such as Anonymous, an influential player in the emergent patterns of 

news circulation on Twitter, cannot be underestimated. As an example of its influence, 

Anonymous’ Twitter profile YourAnonNews (twitter.com/youranonnews) currently ranks 

higher in overall popularity than the profiles of The New York Times, CNN, or The 

Guardian (Edelman, 2013b). Maintaining 1,169,347 followers at the time of this study, 

while its sourcing and journalistic credibility are often matters of public contention, it is 

without question that on Twitter, YourAnonNews has become a formidable independent 

news agency. 

We define parallel news organizations such as YourAnonNews which engages 

informally using hashtags such as #hootersbomber as non-hierarchical, contributed to by 

active members of a networked organization, often emphasizing the rapid dissemination of 

information over its accuracy and formal verification. Anonymous employs a number of 

profiles on Twitter, Tumblr, and YouTube to promote and distribute a continuous feed of 

news, opinion, and commentary in real time, building significant momentum from its 

numerous campaigns breaking news and circulating information, and in other cases 

supporting the causes of groups such as WikiLeaks where important information is 

deemed to be suppressed by governments and institutional organizations. 
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Anonymous established the Twitter account YourAnonNews on April 9, 2011,70 

and the group maintains an active presence on Tumblr (youranonnews.tumblr.com). With 

the goal of a fully self-hosted news platform by 2013, Anonymous raised more than 

$50,000 to start YourAnonNews.com, a citizen news website (Russell, 2013). Though 

Anonymous and its primary Twitter presence YourAnonNews resists definition (Coleman, 

2011), based on our observation we maintain that the group is committed to diffusing 

information that mainstream media sources may not identify as credible, may selectively 

choose to avoid, or simply may not have the necessary resources and capital, such as the 

ability to quickly interview local news sources. 

In this case, with its first tweet garnering more than 383 RTs and a number of 

quoted (but non-retweeted) posts, YourAnonNews is the primary instigator as well as the 

key actor in the spread of the transmission of awareness around #hootersbomber. Since 

this hashtag news channel was established, YourAnonNews appears to use significant 

discretion in how it engages its news activities by not using puns like other Twitter users 

but instead by providing informative and credible updates. In its first tweet, 

YourAnonNews adds both credibility and legitimacy to its breaking news post by directly 

“@mentioning” ABC7 news, aligning itself journalistically with the local news 

organization. As such, Anonymous positions itself as the authoritative organizer of 

information within its own social news space, #hootersbomber, for the duration of the 

breaking news event. Envisaging that a mainstream media outlet would likely never 

engage on a colloquial hashtag such as #hootersbomber to compete with it, over the course 

of the event, YourAnonNews tweets primarily to functionally circulate information (see 

Figures 5c.5 and 5c.7). 

                                                
70

 Twitter API (1.1) GET users/lookup&screen_name=youranonnews 
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Circulation, however, is part of the larger diffusion of awareness; the primary 

focuses of this study are modes of participation. Notably, YourAnon’s tweets do not 

contribute humor, puns, publicly reply to users who mention it, express any sort of 

opinionated reaction, provide any conclusive evidence, and perhaps most surprisingly, 

attempt to push the discourse into any wider news contexts such as the Boston Marathon 

bombings. These finding suggest the idea of institutional news organizations avoiding 

colloquial hashtags such as #hootersbomber—both informal as well as unofficial—may 

have more to do with organizational regulations rather than editorial principles. Perhaps 

due to operational guidelines that discourage the use of unofficial news channels, 

including colloquial hashtags, hashtags are avoided to prevent the appearance of 

institutional bias or improper framing. This is an interesting area where further 

investigation into the Twitter policies of news organizations could be highly valuable. 

Of the YourAnonNews tweets shown on Figure 5c.2 and in the legend of Figure 

5c.3, four directly reference either LA news media (CBS LA, ABC7) or an institutional 

authority (LAPD). The two exceptions are tweets that circulate a user-contributed photo 

and provide explicit address details related to the ongoing event. By operating in this 

manner, YourAnonNews seems to situate itself in parallel to institutionalized news media, 

working alongside regional news outlets as well as local authorities and in real time. The 

structures of user hashtag participation are also of interest; our findings indicate that the 

majority of the initial Twitter #hootersbomber activity for the first several minutes is 

primarily in the form of original tweets that directly quote or RT YourAnonNews’ 5:50 

p.m. tweet, further propagating its original legitimizing ABC7 @mention. A noticeable 

feature in the first hour of hashtag activity then shows increasing numbers of users using 

the hashtag to 
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1) Reinforce the outlandishness of bombing a Hooters restaurant using humor or 

puns: 

Someone is threatening to blow up Hooters? What? What could anyone 

possibly have against boobs? #HootersBomber” 

6:23 PM - 18 Apr 13 

2) Exhibit shock and a post an expressive reaction to the event itself: 

There's a potential bomber in a Hooters in LA. What the hell is going on?!? 

#hootersbomber 

6:18 PM - 18 Apr 13 

A second prominent result is how other Twitter users participate through the main hashtag 

to associate the breaking topic with the Boston Marathon and Waco, Texas, fertilizer plant 

explosions by using secondary hashtags (as shown in Figure 5c.4): 

Double-you tee eff. This week has been #crazy for #america. 

#bostonbombing #westtx #hootersbomber 

5:51 p.m. - 18 Apr 13 

By combining these temporal hashtag activity patterns with the coded tweets which 

identify the main forms of engagement in this data set, we find that individual users were 

most likely to first tweet original tweets with a hashtag to express sentiments about the 

bomb threat by either playing with the hashtag itself or leveraging it as a symbol of 

temporal community membership.  

However, in the situation of secondary hashtag usage, users did not seem to 

employ supplementary hashtags as classifiers to elicit reaction on Twitter around wider 

news contexts in the United States that week (e.g., the Boston Marathon) until after their 

reactionary sentiments has first been expressed. The large number of puns and forms of 
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sentiment expressed within the initial hashtag activity in our data points to a higher 

likelihood that everyday users will first express a public sociability and evoke communal 

sentiment through a hashtag involving a potential crisis (e.g., a bomb threat) and then later 

go on to use supplemental hashtags such as #bostonmarathon to invoke and extend the 

topic into wider news discourses. This fascinating area should also be further explored in 

the realm of hashtag research. 

This study has a number of limitations in that it involves a relatively small yet 

well-represented sample of tweets. While previous studies have used mixed methods to 

highlight temporal patterns and conversation activity on Twitter for news and information 

diffusion purposes, we have taken careful consideration in the way we organize, frame and 

present our findings in the form of a case study to draw attention to the significance of 

gathering all the tweets related to a particular hashtag as a means of addressing the 

shortcomings of “big data,” as well as leveraging the results of our quantitative data for 

our subsequent qualitative analysis to synergize our findings related temporal forms of 

user hashtag participation. We see the results of this study as opening further dialogue 

related to the study of the application of hashtags for socially mediated news diffusion. 

Second, this case study is exactly that. It does not intend to lay new theoretical 

groundwork nor does it attempt to deconstruct existing theoretical perspectives. In this 

manner, it does not consider the larger external contexts of the news event in relation to its 

analysis of information diffusion or invoke media uses and effects, nor does it make any 

attempt to interpret these patterns of user engagement outside of the specific hashtag of 

interest in this study. Rather, this study is intended to be an investigative and exploratory 

case that applies its findings to isolate and identify interesting and valuable areas in 

socially mediated news dissemination, as shown by its examination of strategic secondary 

hashtag use, as well as how hashtags are applied by activist news agents attempting to 
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function in parallel to established media. Given these limitations, then, this case study 

primarily concerns the circulatory mechanics and structures of participation on Twitter 

related to a single local breaking news hashtag. This focus is also meant to avoid overlap 

and expend effort where it is considered to be most valuable, as any attempt to engage at a 

broader level with news diffusion on Twitter is an area well-represented in research. 

Conclusion 

This study highlights several key features of Twitter as a socially mediated information 

diffusion platform that appear particularly potent when used together. While the RT is 

understood to be an amplifier of tweets, YourAnonNews uses the “@mention” function to 

attribute ABC7, the news organization which broke the news several minutes earlier on 

Twitter, as well as appropriates a brand new colloquial user-created hashtag. This 

represents a dual legitimizing strategy that seems to synergize rapid awareness dispersal 

(see Figure 5c.9) through user participation (see Figure 3). By means of a colloquial 

hashtag, #hootersbomber, which had a strong potential for engagement via quick 

references, public reactions, and ironic puns, YourAnonNews was able to leverage a 

grassroots hashtag while simultaneously validating its journalistic activities through local 

institutions, maximizing the engagement potential of the hashtag while reinforcing the 

account’s news credibility with other Twitter users. The findings of this case thus 

highlight an emergent parallel journalistic culture of activist news outlets such as 

Anonymous that should be further explored. 

While it is well known that hashtags on the Twitter platform are regularly used for 

news dissemination, there is an interesting feature in YourAnonNews’ strategy in picking 

up a new hashtag within seconds of its creation and adopting it journalistically. It is 

unlikely that an organization such as ABC7 news would choose to engage with its 
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audience on Twitter using an unofficial hashtag such as #hootersbomber. As discussed 

previously, this might be due to organizational operating guidelines already in place at 

institutional news organizations. However, what is also interesting is how Anonymous 

employs less discretion related to the formalities of the kinds of hashtags with which it 

engages its followers and the online public—employing any means necessary to increase 

the salience and immediacy of news topics that the group considers relevant. In this case, 

it was a local bomb threat event that was initially underreported in the local media. 

Finally, we also present a case here beyond the notion of simply determining if use 

of a hashtag is better than no hashtag: From our graphs employing quantitative, 

qualitative, and network analysis, we demonstrate how a primary hashtag may provide the 

initial connective functionality: by drawing users into a social news space to participate. 

This was achieved in this study with a single and memorable phrase, #hootersbomber, in 

the form of hashtag. At the same time, Figures 5c.4 and 5c.8 suggest that secondary 

hashtags such as #Boston, #siliconepacked, and #Waco fulfill a distinct range of 

conversational niches over the course of this breaking news event. As such, regardless of 

the number of times an original tweet is retweeted or the influence of the Twitter users 

engaging with a particular hashtag, there is an important and complex role of both 

supplemental and colloquial hashtags created by users to classify and circulate awareness 

related to news events. While the hashtag #hootersbomber in this case is primarily topical 

in nature, hashtags invite participation in the distribution of awareness. Hashtags were 

strategically used in individual users’ attempts to connect the news conversation to 

emotive, funny, contextual, as well as controversial themes over a very distinct timeframe. 

This area should be further explored as a basis for work involving conversational vibrancy 

and news dissemination. 
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This case study leverages a complete set of tweet data to observe both macro- and 

micro-level patterns around a localized news event on Twitter. It employs a rigid yet 

multidisciplinary approach of descriptive statistical analysis, qualitative coding, network 

overview graphs, and a set of data visualizations to highlight key themes related to the 

structures of participation in a hashtag-led news awareness campaign on Twitter, orienting 

the results around a single key actor, YourAnonNews. We argue that our complete yet 

“medium-sized” hashtag sample provides a rich trove of data to better understand the 

intricacies of hashtag news mechanics, occupying the middle ground between that of big 

and small data, terms which have been characterized by the contexts of data collection and 

the possible methods for interpretation (boyd & Crawford, 2012).  
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6. Hashing It Out 

The cases presented in Chapter 5 underline important features related to technology, 

access, and practice in participatory newsmaking. In this discussion chapter, I connect the 

implications of each case study in order to unpack the ideas introduced in the first section 

as a central organizing narrative. In the first chapter, I asked 

● What are the primary technologies of participation in online news, the features of 

participatory news platforms, and the implications of their emergent usage? 

● What participatory practices (e.g., hashtagging, “@mentioning”) are influencing 

newsmaking and why do they matter for the future of news and journalism? 

● What role do social linking tools such as the hashtag play in the future of 

networked engagement and access to news online? 

Using the previous chapters and supporting literature, this chapter expands on the findings 

of the three cases to deliberate Twitter’s affordances for newsmaking. Through the 

incorporation of algorithmic and social technologies, this area of inquiry matters to this 

project, because each of the cases provide evidence to show how the platform is leveraged 

by users to engage with news. These findings, when presented as a whole, show how 

Twitter’s platform has reshaped the participatory news ecosystem.  
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Case Study 1 

The first case offers a glimpse into the cultural transformation of Twitter’s platform as a 

real-time “breaking” news service. While the title of the case study is “Breaking the 

Hashtag,” an equally suitable label in relation to this project might be participatory “news-

breaking.” Whereas the first case is not intended to be empirically conclusive, it does form 

a thematic picture of how #Egypt and #Japan emerged as the first “news-related” hashtags 

ever to be represented in Twitter’s official Year in Review list (2010, 2011). Through an 

investigative breakdown of activities connected to two of 2011’s leading news events, the 

first case addresses several aspects of Twitter that are considered vital to the overarching 

contribution of this research project. 

The first area of Twitter that Case Study 1 highlights is the capacity of the platform 

to circulate real-time (e.g., “breaking”) news, a matter that is addressed in Chapter 2 and 

discussed at length in the case discussion and results. Case Study 1 demonstrates how 

hashtags were selectively applied by Twitter users to socially “headline” two major news 

events, which according to the Project for Excellence in Journalism (2011), both 

represented “top five” news stories in terms of media attention for that year (see figure 

below). 
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Figure 6.1 - Pew’s top news events for 2011 

According to Pew, 2011 was the “Year of the Mega Story,” and unique in the number of 

times that breaking news events “thoroughly dominated” the news media agenda (2011d, 

p. 4). In a related report, Pew’s People and The Press Center (2011) saw breaking news 

stories that year “capture the public’s attention for weeks at a time” (p. 4), and pointed to a 

relatively unusual finding in that the public and mass media were often fixated on the 

same events: 

As the major stories of 2011 unfolded, the public and the media were often 

in sync on the top stories of any given week. That was the case 

immediately after the Japan disaster and the Arizona shootings, as well as 

the week that Hosni Mubarak resigned in Egypt. (Pew Research Center, 

2011a, p. 7) 

In addition to ranking the year’s “top” hashtags (presented in the first case), Twitter 

(2011) provided a list of its top “World News Events” (Figure 6.2). 
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Figure 6.2 - Twitter’s top “global” news events list for 2011 

 

Comparing the top world news and hashtag lists (directly above) to Pew’s “Top Stories of 

2011” (see Figure 6.1), it is argued that 2011 was the year that Twitter matured into a 

public space for news.71 Why did hashtagged topics on Twitter suddenly begin to mirror 

stories in the mainstream media (Case Study 1)? While this is a complex issue, I believe 

one factor is the adoption of hashtags, which allowed users of Twitter access to news 

“flows” in real-time. The first case study focuses on the social “headlining” use of 

hashtags, exploring how hashtags were a tool influential Twitter users made use of during 

the Japan earthquake crisis and Egyptian protest movements. The two important areas of 

hashtag-led news diffusion emphasized in the first case are (a) speed and (b) topicality. 

News broke quickly through the use of these news-related hashtags, and this rapidity 

highlights a powerful secondary feature of Twitter’s platform: “trending topics.” As 

introduced in Chapter 2, “trends” on the service consist of a list of topics shown on users’ 

“home, notifications, discover and profile pages…and inside their mobile apps” (Twitter 

Inc., 2014, n.p.). “Trends” are determined through an algorithm, described by the 

company as what is “popular now,” and provided as a service to helps its users “discover 

the hottest emerging topics of discussion” (n.p.). Twitter’s trending topics feature is 

                                                
71 This statement applied specifically to the United States. 
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important for participatory news engagement, since within Twitter, trends can help to 

coalesce the fragmented bits of information that later “become news” (Hermida, 2010; 

Kristensen & Mortensen, 2013). 

I see trends as a mechanism that aligns users’ collective attention around news 

topics, a feature that helps to establish news “flows.” Trending topics are often, but not 

always, represented in the form of a hashtag. Within the Twitter ecosystem, as well as 

outside of the platform, algorithmic “trending” technology is key to socially mediated 

newsmaking due to its potential to amplify awareness while simultaneously promoting 

user participation (see discussion in Chapter 3). 

Is Twitter’s algorithm for “trending topics” a way of reflecting quantities of user 

attention (e.g., quantifying the volume and rapidity of tweets)? Or is it more active in 

shaping attention toward specific topics? The technology is opaque, so it would be hard to 

speculate either way. More importantly, these questions present an interesting feature 

regarding the interplay between social (users) and algorithmic news actors. As discussed 

in the case, I argue that a “trending” hashtag creates a public access point (via a hyperlink) 

as an object of shared attention. In the first case, this entry point is in the form of news 

topics (e.g., #Egypt and #Japan), where the hyperlink links to a timeline of “real-time” 

tweets. In essence, then, a hashtag itself can be a space for news flows. I will expand on 

the idea of “shared attention” by returning to Chapter 3, where I consider how “trends” 

involve the algorithmic identification of individual users’ activity patterns (via topics, 

conversations, and URLs). Since a “trend” is the collective articulation of shared interest 

on Twitter’s platform, the emergence of a “trending” hashtag can be considered an 

algorithmic form of “micro” spectatorship, a dimension of Carpentier’s audience 

engagement that I point out in Chapter 4 (2013, p. 194). This “algorithmic audience” (as 

shown in Case Study 1), helps show how hashtags are a central component of social 
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newsmaking. In the case of #Egypt and #Japan, hashtags helped Twitter users organize 

other users around the news events, while Twitter’s algorithms articulated micro-level 

patterns in users’ attention, therefore intensifying the participatory “news-breaking.” 

While hashtags can articulate users’ interests at the collective level, the first case 

displays how they were implemented by individual users to “lead off” two of the largest 

news events of the year. Moving beyond the observational scope of the case, supplemental 

hashtags were also used to “break” these collectivized news events into smaller fragments: 

As shown in Figure 6.2, #Egypt, the top hashtag for 2011, had an associated hashtag 

involving a “sub-event.” For instance, #Jan25 was hashtag signifying a day of organized 

mass protests in #Egypt’s Tahrir square (Lotan et al., 2011). The #Jan25 hashtag was 

considered by Twitter to be among the most influential of the year (Barrons, 2012), yet 

was lower in overall usage than its “parent” (#Egypt) hashtag (Twitter Inc., 2011). The 

#Japan news event also had a derivative hashtag: #Fukushima. While the #Fukushima 

hashtag was not represented in Twitter’s year-end Twitter list like #Jan25, it involves an 

incident set within the broader context of the Sendai earthquake and subsequent #Japan 

tsunami (Thomson et al., 2012). 

What this sub-topical hashtagging phenomenon demonstrates about hashtagging 

more broadly is an area that should be further explored. For example, do sub-hashtags 

mean that hashtags are a scalable tool that can allow users to “zoom in” and “zoom out” of 

particular news events, focusing on specific events as well as more general news topics? 

While an interesting area, on Twitter, “sub-hashtagging” is constrained by the platform’s 

140-character limit, meaning there typically could not be more than a few sub-hashtags in 

any given tweet. 
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Case Study 1 shows how elite (i.e., “influential”) users, especially celebrities and 

musicians, help to initiate news flows on Twitter by using hashtags, and how Twitter’s 

algorithm can function to articulate and amplify their activities. This observation is 

particularly relevant to the study of “breaking” and crisis news events (Brown-Smith, 

2012; Hermida, 2013; Hu et al., 2012; Kristensen & Mortensen, 2013; Vis, 2013). 

Through the theoretical considerations I establish in Case Study 1, I argue that the 

participatory “breaking” of news, at least in the manner it is implemented on Twitter 

through hashtagging, promotes connections to news as an object of “shared attention:” For 

news purposes, I use the first case to highlight (1) the rise of Twitter as a cultural 

newsmaking space and (2) the use of hashtags for access to the processes of participatory 

newsmaking. 

Case Study 2 

The second case presents a longitudinal study of the journalistic use of hashtags by news 

organizations and elite (media-affiliated) individual accounts, including prominent 

bloggers, reporters, and professional journalists. The case focuses on “news-related” 

Twitter accounts, and follows the user classification schemes of studies such as De 

Choudhury, Diakopoulos, and Naaman (2012), who classify three types of Twitter news 

user: “organizations, journalist/media blogger, and ordinary individuals” (p. 241). A 

vetted sample of 100 “top-ranked”72 media-affiliated Twitter accounts was selected for the 

second case due to the potential of these accounts to influence newsmaking (i.e., to act as 

network “switchers”), as well as their propensity to generate secondary conversation about 

topics in the news, an area that is also considered important in how users talk “about the 

news.” The 100 accounts in the case sample all maintain high numbers of followers, 

                                                
72 See methods section in Case Study 2. 
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occupy publically situated roles, and, for the organizational (media) accounts in the study, 

use their Twitter accounts to share news, promote their own brands and agendas (e.g., Fox 

News using Twitter to link to stories on its own website and “@mention” its own 

journalists). In other words, the actors in the second case use the platform to connect with 

their audiences. 

The second case investigates uses of Twitter through the lens of “hashtagging” 

practice, focusing on the social, rather than the algorithmic, technological dimension of 

participatory newsmaking. To expand on this social technological dimension of Twitter, a 

theme that is central to this project (see Chapter 1), Case Study 2 highlights some of the 

specific professional affordances of Twitter’s platform for journalistic purposes. In the 

large cross-section of influential accounts, journalists such as The Atlantic’s Alexis 

Madrigal regularly use hashtags to engage their followers, as well as to publicly exhibit 

their interests (e.g., #catvines). Another example of the professional application of 

hashtags in the second case is shown in the results as #FF, or “Follow Friday” (see Case 

Study 2, Figure 3b), which was the most-shared “social” hashtag among the media-

affiliated individual Twitter accounts. The journalistic application of hashtags such as #FF 

at the individual (i.e., “micro”) level as community-oriented hyperlinks provides evidence 

regarding the structural affordances of Twitter’s network. Last, the “one-to-many” 

application of interest-based hashtags by professional news actors (e.g., #Spotify, 

#Oscars) can be related to Jenkins’ view of how participatory culture is constructed 

through interest communities (2006). Even at the highest (professional) level, hashtags can 

be used as interest-based “switching” tools: In the third case, the example of the 

Telegraph’s Henry Winter regularly using English Premier League hashtags (e.g., 

#MUFC) while tweeting about current and upcoming matches is shown. Winter’s 

followers can click on these hashtags to navigate beyond his tweets, or the match coverage 
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itself, to other real-time news spaces. This unique pairing of interest and technologies 

provides further evidence that hashtags are important gateways that can be used to 

meaningfully connect professional I.e., media-affiliated) Twitter actors to their current—

as well as their potential—followers (i.e., their “audiences”). 

The data visualizations in the second case use are employed to illustrate the 

frequency and strength of these hyperlink connections: In the case of #FF, potential 

connections to news are initiated through personal recommendations (by journalists and 

media personalities), as well as through the articulation of their professional interests (e.g., 

“beats”). While topical hashtags (#Bostonmarathon; #Oscars) are identified as a common 

form of hashtag application in the second case, among the sample of elite users, hashtags 

seem to have a significant professional networking element across the board, as they are 

consistently used as a linking device by elite Twitter actors to obtain more followers, and 

arguably a more focused, personalized news “audience.” 

Case Study 3 

The third case concerns a perceived terror event in the greater Los Angeles, California, 

area shortly after the Boston Marathon bombings in 2013. This Hollywood neighborhood 

“#hootersbomber” study is vital to this project because it further demonstrates how news 

can be organized as well as promoted through a hashtag on Twitter, displaying both 

participatory “news-breaking” (Case Study 1) as well as journalistically-inspired 

“hashtagging” practices (see Case Study 2). What is unique in the third case, however, is 

how Twitter is used by a “hacktivist” group to coordinate individual news actors and 

shape attention around a localized event. Related to the ideas concerning access, 

technology, and practices (see earlier research questions) in this project, the third case 

shows how participatory access to news is enabled as well as promoted through the 
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adoption of a single hashtag. Second, the main actor in the case involves a Twitter 

account, @YourAnonNews, that is exceptional in terms of its “news-related” activities. 

De Choudhury et al. (2012) provide a classification scheme in their study for “ordinary 

[Twitter] use” (see previous section). This class of account, they argue, tends to use the 

platform for social networking, interpersonal communication, sharing updates, and to 

“discover relevant, interesting content in relation to their interests” (p. 242). 

While the @YourAnonNews account is highly influential (see account metrics in 

Case Study 3’s methods), its position in Twitter’s network hierarchy (see Chapter 3) 

defies classification: The account does not represent an individual actor, professional or 

“ordinary,” nor does it represent a news organization. Instead, it symbolizes the public 

face of Anonymous, a decentralized “hacktivist” collective (see Chapter 2 for background 

on Anonymous and Chapter 3 for theoretical considerations). The @YourAnonNews 

account is arguably the group’s most visible online presence, yet is one of many Twitter 

accounts it uses to direct and shape news flows. The example of @YourAnonNews 

presents somewhat of a challenge in unpacking the themes discussed in this chapter, 

insofar as it cannot be classified as a traditional “media-affiliated” Twitter actor, a news 

organization, or an “ordinary user.” As a “movement” defined by its role in collective 

action (Coleman, 2011), @YourAnonNews falls somewhere in between a number of 

categories. 

In addition to the two Twitter account types (e.g., “ordinary” users and 

organizational “media-affiliated” Twitter accounts) that are investigated in the first two 

cases, Case Study 3 shows the adoption of a topical hashtag (#hootersbomber) being 

promoted by @YourAnonNews minutes after another user “created it” in response to 

rumors that began to circulate on Twitter. The events that unfolded in the third case are 

key (and it was thus selected) for this project because they highlight Twitter’s structural 
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affordances. Although the Hooters restaurant “bomb threat” took place on one of the most 

famous streets in Los Angeles, it was highly localized. At the time of the event, the 

#hootersbomber hashtag did not “trend” (see case discussion for possible reasons). 

Finally, the Hollywood event involved the speculation and circulation of rumors involving 

a supposed “terror attack” that were not publicly verified (i.e., discredited) by regional 

news media until much later that evening. 

What are the broader implications of the third case for understanding Twitter's role 

in the participatory news ecosystem? For one, the findings of the third case share 

commonalities with the first two cases in how (a) a topical hashtag was used in an attempt 

to promote a news event on Twitter (albeit on a more localized scale than the events 

observed in the first case study) and (b) how a “news-related” hashtag, #hootersbomber, 

was used in a journalistic context to promote news access and spread awareness (although 

in the third case this is done by a nonprofessional “elite” Twitter actor). In the context of 

participatory newsmaking on Twitter, then, the findings of Case Study 3 relate to my 

earlier discussion in Chapter 2 involving the third definition of access because the case 

shows how non-commercialized “public access” news channels can be established through 

hashtags. Related to this notion, the third case also highlights the social affordances of the 

Twitter platform for “elite” users, showing how the activities of individual Twitter actors 

(“ordinary” and otherwise) can be coordinated inside a “parallel” news space, and how 

“secondary” sub-hashtags are employed within the main forum as the news event unfolds. 

Overall, then, the third case shows how structurally, Twitter can support “parallel” news 

access (i.e., channels) as well as alternative elite news actors: @YourAnonNews is a user 

that is neither individual nor organizational (in the traditional sense). After promoting its 

“public-access” #hootersbomber Twitter news channel, ordinary users again contribute by 

posting “on the ground” photos, creating supplemental hashtags, and sharing vital details 
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such as the restaurant’s street address. Based on these considerations, I argue that 

@YourAnonNews established a forum for “public access” news (see discussion in 

Chapter 2) through its adoption of an informal hashtag. No mass media accounts were 

visibly present in #hootersbomber, which further aligns with how De Choudhury et al. see 

“participation” in localized events as “characterized by a large number of ordinary [users] 

who post a large proportion of the content” (p. 243). The third case study also points to a 

feature of “normative” journalistic practice that Hermida et al. (2012) call out in their 

analysis of NPR reporter Andy Carvin’s 2011 “Arab Spring” tweets, whereby journalists 

primarily “rely on institutional actors perceived as authoritative sources, such as police 

and officials” to spread news awareness (p. 4). What is interesting about the third case is 

how @YourAnonNews legitimizes details within its “public-access” news channels by 

“quoting” institutional authorities, including local police and regional network news 

affiliates during the news event. This case therefore shows that @YourAnonNews took on 

at least part of the “legitimizing” function (see discussion Chapter 3) that institutional 

media perform in the circulation of news (Schudson, 2012, p. 31). 

Considerations 

Supporting how Hermida et al. views Twitter as a new space for the “co-construction of 

news by journalists and activists” (p. 4), all three cases show how Twitter actors, 

especially through the strategic application of hashtags, can leverage the Twitter platform 

for “public access” newsmaking. In the third case, Twitter affords an activist group the 

means to bring other users (“ordinary” and otherwise) into the newsmaking process. 

Overall, the three cases exhibit the notion of access (see discussion in Chapter 2) as it 

relates to the role hyperlinking tools play in newsmaking and journalism, which is the 

main focus of this project’s third research question (see the beginning of chapter). 
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Twitter Typologies 

Beyond the isolated instance of @YourAnonNews, all three cases also present interesting 

results to better understand the typology of Twitter’s “users.” Returning to the Osama Bin 

Laden news event, one of the “top five” news stories during the year 2011 (Pew Research 

Center, 2011a), Hu et al. found that breaking details of the death of Osama Bin Laden first 

emerged on Twitter (2012), circulating within Twitter well before being reported on by 

mainstream news media. Hu et al. note that the spread of awareness was immediately 

amplified by a certain class of Twitter user, who they portray as a type of “opinion 

leader.” These account types include actors such as 

● Individual Twitter accounts affiliated with institutional media (who help in 

“breaking” the story). 

● Mass media Twitter accounts (who help the news reach a wider audience 

through URLs) and; 

● Celebrity Twitter accounts (who helped spread the news as well as generate 

secondary conversation). 

The first case study (see Chapter 5) focuses on all three categories of Twitter actors. 

However, perhaps most notable are the celebrity users (e.g., Justin Bieber) who initially 

helped to spread the news about #Egypt and #Japan, and encouraged their followers on 

Twitter to get involved in contributing donations and helping to organize the disaster 

response. The second case study’s sample of users primarily fall into the first two 

categories (see categories above), which include “media affiliates” and “mass media” 

accounts. As mentioned earlier in this chapter, however, the primary actor in the third 

case, Anonymous, is harder to pinpoint using this type of classification scheme. Perhaps a 

category of elite “news-related” Twitter accounts that reflect “hacktivist” groups (other 

than traditional news organizations) like @YourAnonNews is needed. 
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To better connect my discussion of Twitter’s user typology with this project’s 

exploration of participatory newsmaking, in a study expanding on the idea of “opinion 

leaders,” Katz and Lazarsfeld (2006) break apart their idea of “opinion leaders”” into four 

such categories, including opinion leaders in “marketing, fashion, public affairs,” and 

finally, “movie leaders.” While these groupings might seem antiquated today, the 

categories of Twitter accounts in the three case studies fit Lazarsfeld and Katz’s expanded 

typology of “opinion leaders” quite well: First, as Lazarsfeld and Katz argue, all opinion 

leaders are distinguished by their “gregariousness” and “social status” (p. 319). Each of 

the four categories of opinion leaders can be related to the different classes of Twitter 

users that engage in newsmaking processes within the platform. For example, “public 

affairs” opinion leaders help shape “issues and questions about social, economic, political, 

or business activities…that affect ordinary people in general” (Oxford English Dictionary, 

2015b). This idea can be linked to how journalists use their Twitter accounts to “talk about 

the news” (see earlier discussion in this chapter and results in Case Study 2). Influential 

Twitter users affiliated with the entertainment industry, a category of user that today 

includes celebrities, musicians, and actors, are arguably part of the class of user Katz and 

Lazarsfeld might classify as “fashion” and “movie leaders.” Therefore, opinion leadership, 

according to Katz and Lazarsfeld, is made up of “internal demand,” a measure which they 

define as “the saliency of [a] group’s interest in a given subject,” and “external demand,” a 

measure of [a] group’s attractiveness to other groups as a “source of influence” (p. 328). 

Using Lazarsfeld’s and Katz’s framing, the actors observed in the three cases fit the 

archetype of “opinion leaders.” At the highest level, the “elite” (media-affiliated) account 

sample in Case Study 2 are a class of Twitter actors that arguably represent what Katz and 

Lazarsfeld call the “opinion leaders of the opinion leaders,” the actors who can shape 

public opinion through their “direct response to media” (p. 319). 
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As discussed earlier, the third case presents the use of a hashtag by a non-

traditional “opinion leader,” @YourAnonNews, to organize information and coordinate 

users’ participation within its own news space, #hootersbomber. While the use of the 

hashtag #hootersbomber is presented as unconventional, meaning that it was adopted 

“informally” after being created by an “ordinary user,” related to @YourAnonNews’ 

“parallel” newsmaking activities, I find that the way the account went about curating news 

(e.g., quoting local authorities) as a unique form of “public-access” journalism that 

represents an interesting area for further investigation. For example, the means through 

which hashtags can be deployed to organize information, conversation, and other users 

establishes a degree of evidence to posit that, at least on Twitter, non-traditional opinion 

leaders have the potential to function—or perhaps “fill in”—for institutional media. 

Additionally, all three cases show how traditional opinion leaders such as journalists and 

news organizations continue to play a role in the Twitter newsmaking process by affording 

other users legitimacy in their “self-mass communication” activities (Castells, 2007a). In 

the third case, this is shown by @YourAnonNews “@mentioning” a local news outlet at 

the beginning of its hashtag-led awareness campaign. Therefore, I see the third case 

lending support to my idea that hashtags are objects that can be applied by their users to 

organize and connect not only information, but other users and groups of users on the 

Twitter platform. In the case of @YourAnonNews, despite the account not falling into a 

“traditional” Twitter user typology (De Choudhury, Diakopoulos, & Naaman, 2012; Hu et 

al., 2012), as a news actor the @YourAnonNews account surely can be classified under 

Katz and Lazarsfeld’s “public affairs” opinion leader category. The actors in the three 

cases are key to this project in that they provide evidence of how hashtags and 

“@mentions” afford Twitter accounts (e.g., “opinion leaders”) the potential to shape 

information within Twitter’s space of (news) flows. One example of this social affordance 
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is how Anderson Cooper of CNN uses the #CNN and #AC360 hashtags to situate his 

position within the news industry and connect his personal brand with his professional 

role. This helps Cooper leverage Twitter not only to share information with his followers, 

but also utilize the platform to promote his own “brand.” 

Related to the case study results, I have used the case data and observations to 

empirically frame how hashtags facilitate entry (i.e., “access”) to “news flows” by 

showing the ways they enable Twitter users access to news in the form of (a) information 

(e.g., news topics), (b) conversation (e.g., shared interests and affiliations), and (c) 

networks (e.g., “followers” and followed accounts). These themes tie directly into the 

classification of “hashtagging.” In the second case, for example, the application of 

“topical” hashtags helps journalists organize stories and position issues in the news sphere 

around unified themes (e.g., #bostonmarathon, #Obama); second, through the use of 

“associative” hashtags that identify and recognize brands, organizations, and media 

institutions (e.g., #FoxNews, #MUFC, #NFL); and finally, “social” hashtags that are used 

for networking, social status, and the conspicuous display of personal and professional 

interests (#FF, #whcd, #SXSW, #catvine). As described earlier, journalists who work for 

organizations such as CNN can include “#CNN” in their tweets to align their own position 

(and also their potential audiences) with the company’s brand, but can also leverage this 

#CNN hashtag to label other media organizations or to reinforce their social status as 

“opinion leaders.” In other words, I argue that hashtags can even be applied to organize 

(and position) Twitter users within their own networks. An example of this is when 

Jonathan Wald, a CNN reporter, uses a hashtag to show that he is in the company of other 

elite media personalities, including a well-known actor (via the “@mention”) on the way 

to the White House Correspondents Dinner (#whcd): 

Jonathan Wald @jonathanwald 
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Is DC ready for this mandate? @piersmorgan and @gerardbutler. #WHCD 

(2013) 

Journalism 

For journalism, hashtags break down the network barriers between information and users, 

therefore allowing individuals to establish and promote both incoming and outgoing 

connections to “news flows.” One journalistic takeaway from the first case is the 

influential role of celebrity users as initiators of news awareness but also in the 

establishment of secondary conversation (Hu et al., 2012). In the first case, celebrities who 

maintained millions of followers used the #Japan hashtag to generate “news about the 

news,” a feature that Katz and Lazarsfeld (2007) see as characteristic of the “highest 

level” of opinion leader (see previous discussion). On Twitter, hashtags afford the 

platform’s users, especially those who are already “opinion leaders” outside the platform, 

innovative ways to engage their audiences. This audience includes the users who are 

represent users’ existing (i.e., “current”) followers on the service, as well as their potential 

(i.e., “future”) audience. Looking once more at the first case, hashtags can thus be used to 

increase topical news awareness, but also can bridge “real-world” engagement, as shown 

by the example of reality television star Khloe Kardashian appealing to her Twitter 

followers (as well as to anyone using the #Japan hashtag) to please “donate to the Red 

Cross” (see discussion in Case Study 1). 

So far, I have explored the use of Twitter in this chapter through a “top-down” 

perspective (i.e., news diffusion and “opinion leading”). However, the cases can also be 

used to show why hashtags matter for news on Twitter from the “bottom-up” (see 

discussion in Chapter 3). In the third case, @YourAnonNews employs #hootersbomber to 

organize both information and other Twitter users around a news event. Through this 

socially networked application, the hashtag can accommodate the participation of multiple 
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actors by allowing them to mutually engage with news events as a cohesive, yet 

decentralized, whole. Twitter, in turn, can supplement its users’ collective news 

participation by publicly articulating their hashtagged activities through its “trending” 

topics feature (see Chapter 3). How does this relate to “bottom-up” newsmaking and 

participatory journalism? Firstly, as I emphasize in chapter 3, Twitter hashtags create a 

potential connection to news as an object of shared attention, whereby users can access 

news flows and contribute to the journalistic process as news “happens.” In the first case, 

hashtags are used to “break” news events, as in the examples of Egypt and Japan. The 

second case shows how “ordinary users” can apply hashtags such as #FF to network with 

opinion leaders (e.g., an “elite” journalist or news personality), which increases the 

likelihood that the account might “follow” them back or eventually “retweet” something 

they post in the future. Finally, the third case establishes how hashtags allow “public 

access” news spaces for journalistic purposes as well as for topical deliberation (e.g., 

“secondary hashtagging”), particularly in the case of Greenberg’s less visible “Type 3” 

news events (see Case Study 1). Hashtags like #hootersbomber can be quickly displaced 

(i.e., “crowded out”) by other, more salient hashtags, however. For instance, during the 

week of the “#hootersbomber” event, there were numerous bomb threats in Southern 

California as well as the ongoing Boston Marathon bombing suspect manhunt (see 

introduction in Case Study 3). 

To reflect on how the hashtag, as a cultural device, promotes connections to news 

through interests, Nicholas Negroponte’s idea of the “daily me” (1995) presents an idea 

where individuals “filter” news at both the source and receiving ends. Individuals select 

news based on what type of content they seek to consume, while news media select, or 

“filter,” what they distribute to these users based on their lifestyles, interests, and tastes. 

Within Twitter, hashtags are, in a sense, a partial realization of Negroponte’s “daily me” 
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in that users can employ hashtags to initiate multi-directional, interest-based connections 

to news. I argue that hashtags may go a step further in that they allow users to promote 

connections to news (i.e., facilitate “access”) for others in their social networks. In this 

light, and through a social lens, hashtags might represent more of the realization of the 

“daily we.” The importance of Twitter’s control over this process cannot be disregarded, 

however, as connections to news are primarily made through the networking (i.e., 

hypertext) tools that are deployed within the service (see section on power in Chapter 3). 

Nonetheless, Negroponte’s “daily me” is useful for understanding participatory 

newsmaking and hashtagging in how the concept emphasizes news as the convergence of 

both human (social) and technological (algorithmic) processes. Although Twitter’s 

network does not have a physical geography, the platform does have a specific social 

hierarchy. I have shown in this chapter (and argue in cases) how hashtags afford users’ 

potential connections that can bridge disparate “communities,” connecting users to 

“breaking” (#Egypt), social (#FF), and interest-based (#catvines, #Spotify) news. 

Like the information that individuals encounter “offline,” information that is 

relevant to certain users is more likely to reach them through their social networks (Heath, 

1996; Lambrecht, Tucker, & Wiertz, 2015; Rogers, 2000). This principle of “homophily” 

also holds true on Twitter, meaning that individuals with similar backgrounds (e.g., 

ethnicity, interests, experiences, and careers) are more likely to obtain relevant news from 

their network connections than from those outside their networks (Takhteyev, Gruzd, & 

Wellman, 2012). Put more simply, digitized or not, news “tends to reach those people who 

are most likely to be receptive to its message” (Park, 1938). 

The rise of online applications, and especially the adoption of the URL, have 

helped to advance news culture by affording individuals new ways to access and share 

news. However, the structure of Twitter’s platform transforms news culture not only due 
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to its impact on how news is accessed, but also in how the service affords its users an 

entry point to organize and distribute news on their own accord. By coalescing Hermida’s 

fragmented “bits of information,” hashtags and “@mentions” help Twitter users organize 

information, conversation, and each other within the platform—thus helping them direct 

and shape news “flows.” Although hashtags can be utilized by Twitter users to “tell a 

story,” a news flow is not confined within the boundaries of the traditional journalistic 

“story” as an organizing principle (i.e., for dissemination purposes). In other words, 

hashtags cannot organize news around a theme by themselves; their users organize 

information by including them in their tweets. As a “participatory” tool, then, I see the 

application of hyperlinks, particularly the hashtag, representing the wider shift in news 

culture that the cases in this project speak to. 

Affordances 

As discussed in the first two chapters of this project, until recently, the majority of news 

has been organized and centrally distributed by institutional mass media (Castells, 2007a; 

Jenkins, 2013; Nieman Reports, 2010). In the past age of broadcast media, organizations 

tended to be less reciprocal with the publics they organized and to which they broadcast 

information (e.g., news). However, once the Internet began to normalize as a space for 

obtaining news, mass media’s role as the principal distributor of information began to 

diminish, along with news organizations’ grip on establishing and dictating the “cultural 

narrative” (Bell, 1991). Of course, there are exceptions to the directional broadcast news 

model, such as radio “talk shows” that individuals could phone in to, as well as the ability 

to author a “letter to the editor” and submit it to a printed or online newspaper. Still, 

before the Internet, and especially before platforms such as Twitter, apart from what was 

published “by the media” and made available “for the public” (e.g., newspapers, radio, 

and network television content), most “ordinary users” had little agency in shaping their 
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own news diets, much less the capability to fine-tune their news engagement across the 

space and time of the network. 

Reflecting once more on the structural affordances of Twitter for newsmaking, I 

argue that a major implication of social platforms is that structurally, and through Castells’ 

“space of flows,” news on Twitter is the result of participatory processes that are 

manifested at the level of news culture. Whereas access to this process was limited in the 

age of broadcast (mass) media, this project’s cases show how access is realized, and even 

shared, through users’ participation. At both the individual and collective levels, the 

circulation of news on Twitter follows the logic of the network: Hyperlinks, for example, 

can be utilized by both technologies (e.g., trending algorithms) as well as “intelligent” 

actors (i.e., users) to navigate the network (Albert et al., 1999). Since the barriers between 

users, information, and news media are broken down inside the platform due to the use of 

linking tools, the logic of the network now transcends that of the institution. Related to 

this, the availability of information on a network (e.g., the “Web”) follows a “power-law” 

distribution, where the probability of finding content] increases exponentially with the 

number of potential hyperlinks (Albert et al., p. 130). I argue that the same kind of “power 

law” exists on Twitter, where in addition to users helping to “spread” news, individual 

activities are amplified through usage of tools such as hashtags. Before the Twitter 

hashtag was formalized on the platform in 2011 (see Chapter 2), in a study of Digg and 

Twitter, Lerman (2007) found that “promoted links” exposed news content to a large 

number of unconnected users: 

The spread of the story on the network slows significantly, though the story 

may still generate a large response from Digg audience. The Twitter social 

network is less dense than Digg’s, and stories spread through the network 

slower than Digg stories do initially, but they continue spreading at this rate 
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as the story ages and generally penetrate the network farther than Digg 

stories. (p. 96) 

Returning to my discussion at the end of the third chapter, I posit that the application of 

hashtags can in fact broaden the variety of users’ news exposure. Similarly, “trending 

topics” can be used to add another “dimension” to information beyond the URLs that 

Internet users typically employ to navigate content. Huberman and Adamic (1999) see a 

“hidden order” in the network ecology of the Web (p. 191). I argue that social news 

platforms like Twitter also have an “order” that news organizations should take into 

account before they begin to organize (and distribute) news as a “product.” Hashtags are a 

central are part of this new platform order, embodying Jenkins’ notion of “spreadability” 

(2013) whereby media is increasingly circulated through shared interests (see Chapter 3). 

Perhaps more than any technological instrument prior, and especially when applied by 

users socially and with journalistic intent, hashtags help to encapsulate news topics, 

concentrate news awareness, and contextualize news events within Twitter’s “space of 

flows.” I argue that any future organizational strategy should map out and consider the 

multitude of affordances that this participatory tool involves, as it can significantly impact 

what becomes “news.” 

News Flows 

To this point, I have engaged primarily with the first two forms of access, meaning: (a) the 

right to benefit and (b) the transactional process of information retrieval (see beginning of 

Chapter 2). Yet, what does the emergence of newsmaking on platforms like Twitter imply 

for the third form of access—the establishment of “public access” news channels—and 

moreover, for the process of journalism? To address the role that these social linking tools 

play in the future of networked engagement and access to news (a theme involving my 
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third research question), I note in Chapter 2 how Twitter’s platform is grounded within a 

networked and mobile communication protocol: text messaging (SMS). By designing its 

platform around a pre-existing and scalable text-based infrastructure, Twitter aligned its 

platform from the “ground up” with a ubiquitous technology (Harper, 2010; Yaros, 2011). 

This helps to explain why Twitter, as Helmond (2013) notes, should be considered a 

“platform” as opposed to an “application.” Whereas Twitter can be “accessed” via the 

Internet, SMS extends the reach of its service outside of the online domain at a cultural 

level. This design principle has arguably provided a means for the company to establish its 

platform as a space for real-time participation. The inclusion of SMS, the most pervasive 

mode of communication in the world (Castells, 2007b, 2013), suggests that Twitter’s 

founders intended for the service to be an online application, but also a “mobile” platform 

(Honey & Herring, 2009). I maintain that this architectural ingenuity is key to Twitter’s 

utility for newsmaking, as it shows that its structural affordances are based on the logic of 

the network: rapid, ubiquitous, easy to access, and most importantly, available nearly 

anywhere its users go. What this means for Twitter’s users is that the platform is not 

limited to a certain interface (e.g., iOS, Android, or the Web), or a particular type of 

device (e.g., a smartphone), but rather is supported by a global network (the Internet), a 

global communication protocol (SMS), and the prevailing mode of cultural 

communication—text. 

The theoretical section in Chapter 3 deliberates the idea of technological “agency.” 

At the network level, Twitter’s significance to newsmaking and the process of journalism 

is shown by how the company has been able to harness the power of its user base through 

what Shirky terms “social capital”: 
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What matters isn't technical capital, it's social capital…tools don't get 

socially interesting until they get technologically boring. It isn't when the 

shiny new tools show up that their uses start permeating society. It's when 

everybody is able to take them for granted. Because now that media is 

increasingly social, innovation can happen anywhere that people can take 

for granted the idea that we're all in this together. (2010, n.p.) 

In this project, I have maintained that technology does not have its own agency; a hashtag 

can only “shape” news flows (e.g., linking communities, channels, and topics) if its users 

choose to apply it in a specific context (see discussion in earlier section and conclusion in 

Case Study 2). Only a small portion of users’ hashtags will ever see exposure to a mass 

audience (Lin, Margolin, Keegan, Baronchelli, & Lazer, 2013b), yet the means through 

which hashtags connect their users raises a final point in how I view algorithmic and 

social technologies impacting newsmaking and journalistic practice. In the second case, I 

note that hashtags used within Twitter’s “vertical” network (Yardi and boyd, 2010) can 

connect the platform’s users to circulating information. Hermida notes that in a networked 

media environment, the journalist “emerges as a central node trusted to authenticate, 

interpret, and contextualize information flows on social awareness streams, drawing on a 

distributed and networked newsroom where knowledge and expertise are fluid, dynamic 

and hybrid” (Hermida et al., p. 1). Perhaps most important, then, is recognizing how these 

participatory news instruments (e.g., hashtags) afford Twitter users meaningful 

connections shape to news flows in real time. I see this framing of networked news 

engagement on Twitter relevant to the future function of journalists as promoters of 

cultural understanding in addition to their role as organizers and legitimizers of 

information (i.e., their more traditional role as “storytellers”). 

I outline in the second chapter how search engines’ ability to organize information 

centers on algorithmic technology, yet their affordances for newsmaking might best be 
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framed through Shirky’s “technological capital” (see earlier quote). Despite search 

platforms (e.g., Google) embracing the logic of the network to organize information 

through their algorithms, search platforms must translate what is found on the network 

into a form of access that allows users to retrieve this information: a temporal database, or 

search “index.” Furthermore, search indices operate almost exclusively in the form of 

URLs (Turow & Tsui, 2008), since the URL represents the “pathway” to the information. 

Therefore, access to the process of newsmaking through search platforms centers 

primarily on news as “content” as opposed to news flows on Twitter, which require 

interaction and conversation. Users of Twitter’s platform can employ URLs to obtain and 

share external news, but users also do much of the work in interpreting and “tagging”) 

news they share, and help to contextualize news topics through hashtagging and 

“@mentioning.” These are activities that generate significant revenue for the company, 

since this user data can be “repackaged” and sold to marketing or data provision firms 

(boyd & Crawford, 2012; Tufekci, 2014). As established in Chapter 2, Twitter also can 

“track” where its users go outside of the platform by converting their URLs into its own 

“short URL” format (“t.co;” see Chapter 2 for details). Given this role, I argue that 

Twitter’s users are the functional intermediaries, or “participatory mediators” of the 

information that circulates through its platform. In contrast to search platforms, it only 

logical that Twitter’s algorithm is primarily focused on the identification of social capital 

(e.g., “trends,”), in addition to technological capital. In this light, I argue that Twitter has 

created its own “algorithmic audience,” a feature that help the company operate as a 

“cultural elite” within the space of news flows (see power discussion in Chapter 3). This 

design of the platform is also paramount to its function as what Castells’ refers to a 

“[network] programmer.” 
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In many ways, Twitter’s significance to the process of journalism can be linked to 

its structure of participation. In the space of flows, Castells notes that flows are not in and 

of themselves a “thing,” but are the manifestation of competing processes working across 

different levels of culture (2000). Within Twitter, news flows are established by users’ 

activities (e.g. tweets, conversation, and stories), but are reinforced through the platform’s 

technological infrastructure. Therefore, as I have argued in the previous sections and in 

Chapter 3, the structural affordances of Twitter’s network in the space of [news] flows are 

fundamental: 

The network is becoming an organizing social principle, and in recognizing 

this, we are condemned to try to understand it from within. Hyperlinks are 

not causing this shift alone, but the networks that are built up of hyperlinks 

allow for it. The hyperlink provides a basic building block through which 

complex, multidimensional, and easily changed documentation and 

communication systems may be constructed. (Halavais, 2011, p. 48) 

Important to this chapter’s discussion has been acknowledging the role of the users: From 

the evidence presented in the cases, as well as through supporting literature, I see 

Twitter’s algorithms as supplementing its users’ newsmaking activities instead of directly 

appropriating (i.e., “mediating”) them, as in the case of Facebook’s “News Feed” 

algorithm (Facebook, 2011; Kafka, 2013). Castells’ choice of the term “dominant” in the 

space of flows is ideal for relating how participatory activities within platforms such as 

Twitter underpin vital cultural processes: For example, when regional hashtags such #spill 

“crowd out” other, less salient global ones (Axel Bruns & Burgess, 2012b). On Twitter, 

“ordinary users” leverage the potential of the network to shape news flows through the use 

of hyperlinks, including the URL, the @mention, and the hashtag. When something 

“newsworthy” takes place, say for instance, a political uprising in #Egypt (Case Study 1), 

or rumors of a terror event on a famous street in one of the world’s largest cities (Case 
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Study 3), the process of newsmaking begins, where users share information and thematic 

narratives (e.g., #hootersbomber) begin to surface. 

By positioning Twitter’s users as “nodes” (Hermida et al., 2012) through which 

news is filtered (Willson, 2013), Castells’ space of flows idea can be extended to 

journalistic practice on Twitter. When millions of users are able to participate 

meaningfully “real time,” traditional information gatekeepers will no longer be able to 

monopolize access to information as they have in the past era of media. Just as the Bin 

Laden Twitter example shows (Hu et al., 2012), the social and algorithmic features of 

Twitter’s platform emphasized throughout this project will make “gatekeeping” 

increasingly difficult. I argue that terminologies such as “gatekeeping” are problematic for 

framing socially mediated news, as the “gates have multiplied beyond all control, and 

nobody is able to keep them any more” (A. Bruns & Highfield, 2012). In the modern, 

“post-industrial” (Anderson et al., 2012) era, terms such as “consumer” and “producer” 

refer to an environment where news and audiences are packaged as discrete products. 

These perspectives, while still valid in some respects, are less useful in articulating the 

forms of newsmaking that occur within Twitter. On Twitter, however, and through the 

formalization of tools like the hashtag and the “@mention,” news exists as both a product 

as well as a process. In this regard, through the structural affordances of its platform, 

Twitter is not just a place where news is “made,” but rather is a space where news 

“happens.” In comparison, on much of the Web, including search properties such as 

Google (via its crawler and “index”), there are still places where URLs connect to news 

that has already “happened.”  
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7. Conclusion 

Overview 

This project has a threefold purpose: (1) to explore the primary technologies of 

participation in online news, the features of participatory news platforms, and the 

implications of their emergent usage; (2) to understand how participatory practices (e.g., 

“hashtagging”) are influencing news online and why they matter for the future of news 

and journalism; and (3) to discuss the implications of linking tools in the future of 

networked engagement and access to news online. 

User participation involves a paradigm shift for news as it challenges the function 

of the professional journalist. How a space like Twitter is navigated by its “ordinary users” 

as well as by other actors (e.g., news organizations) affects the nature of the news industry 

and its role in society. Twitter’s influence is particularly relevant because it is a place for 

“breaking” news, a social network, and a “public access” news space (see Chapter 2). At 

the broadest level, this project matters for what it shows in the use of Twitter for online 

news. Users of Twitter can act as news agents, stepping beyond the normative boundaries 

of professional journalism. This type of access alters the public’s “connection” to news 

(see Chapter 2), as well as media organizations’ jurisdiction over information. By inviting 

participation, Twitter has created a platform that supports novel ways for its users to 

engage news flows. 

The previous chapter has considered the cases in this project and has abstracted 

larger themes. In this chapter, I conclude this project in three parts: First, I discuss what 

the core findings of this project suggest about the state of news in relation to technologies, 

access, and practices; second, I establish how this thesis contributes to an understanding of 

access and participation beyond normative journalism; and, last, I reflect on the strengths 
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and weaknesses of this project, and consider how the project is connected to the future 

understanding of social news platforms. 

Summary of Findings 

The three case studies (see Chapter 5) can be understood as a logical progression from (a) 

the view of the Twitter hashtag as a social linking device, (b) a higher-level consideration 

of the use of the platform’s linking tools, and (c) a close analysis of an influential Twitter 

actor, @YourAnonNews, which sought to create a “public access” news channel using a 

hashtag. Regarding the case studies, my ultimate motivation is to understand how 

organizational and individual actors (i.e., “users”) apply Twitter’s linking tools in light of 

participatory logics. Specifically, I seek to understand how the adoption of the URL, 

“@mention,” and hashtag situate Twitter practices in relation to news culture, and how 

these instruments help to redefine journalistic norms. 

My exploration of hyperlinking (see Chapter 2 and Chapter 6) has led me to place 

an emphasis on the three ways access is framed: 1) as a potential to benefit from 

connectivity, 2) as a query to a connected database, and 3) through the idea of “public 

access” news channels (see discussion in Chapter 2). In the previous chapter, I argue that 

the use of Twitter by individuals who seek out journalistic activities blurs the boundary 

between professional practice and “public-access” news participation: At this point, the 

themes identified at each stage of this project merit further deliberation. The first section 

of this chapter identifies what I contend are the most visible themes linking access to 

participation. 

The case studies can be viewed as a thematic whole to reveal the ways in which 

news culture has changed over the past decade. I will address this outcome in three ways: 

First, the cases show that journalism in the platform era is less a matter of product than a 
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matter of process. The process I speak to involves the innovative ways that ordinary users 

can assume journalistic roles and act as “switchers” to “meet the information needs of 

communities” (FCC, 2011). Second, the cases indicate that Twitter is pushing news 

further away from its reliance on centralized distribution: While the actors who comprise 

Twitter’s user base still obtain much of their news through organizational news media 

(e.g., newspapers), their role in participatory newsmaking includes activities (e.g., 

#hashtagging) that tend to promote access across the entire platform. These practices are, 

in turn, further supported by the company’s quantification of users’ attention through its 

“trending” algorithm. Third, the cases in this project provide a basis to show that Twitter’s 

platform presents affordances for news that relinquishes control over certain conventions 

of journalistic practice (e.g., asking users to “join the conversation”). At the same time, 

Twitter’s platform design assumes tighter reign over other journalistic practices, such the 

way the platform can enforce a hierarchal informational “legitimizing” function (e.g., a 

“verified” journalist confirming details in a breaking news development). While this 

marks a departure from traditional news “gatekeeping,” I have pointed out that there are 

imbalances in the dynamics of power on Twitter that complicate the move toward “public 

access” news (see Chapter 3 and Chapter 6). While the case studies establish evidence of a 

broader shift toward what I label “participatory newsmaking,” I will emphasize that 

Twitter is not a fully “open” platform. This tension concerning information access is 

complicated by the ways that Twitter’s linking tools (e.g., hashtags and “@mentions”) 

disrupt the existing (i.e., “top down”) news distribution model. On the whole, however, 

the cases show how newsmaking on Twitter shifts the idea of news away from a content-

focused “product” in lieu of the “cultural processes” that promote information flows 

(Castells, 2001). 
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News is the product of the journalistic activity of publicizing…news builds 

expectations of a common, shared world; promotes an emphasis on and a 

positive valuation of the news; endorses a historical mentality, 

and…encourages a progressive rather than a recursive sense of time. 

(Schudson, 2012, p. 12) 

The actuation of these cultural processes on Twitter is what this project refers to as 

newsmaking. In the process of newsmaking, I have assigned a secondary role to material 

technologies (e.g., devices, hardware, and infrastructure of the Internet); instead, I have 

chosen instead to highlight technological (e.g., algorithmic) and structural affordances 

(e.g., social) to ground this project within a cultural context. This approach allows for 

application of this research in the future as technologies and platforms evolve. The next-

generation applications that will eventually supplant Twitter will again redefine the kinds 

of actors and practices this project speaks to—whether they involve news professionals, 

“ordinary” users, or users that fall somewhere in between (see Anonymous and “user 

typology” section in Chapter 6). While cultural practices can undoubtedly be influenced 

by technological innovations (e.g., smartphones), the themes this project alludes to are 

best shown through the affordances and tools that encourage and support new forms of 

networked news engagement. 

Newsmaking on Twitter 

When I began this project, I embarked on identifying variables such as news consumption 

and exposure. Beyond the problematic application of content-focused terminologies (e.g., 

“production,” “consumption”), I soon came to the conclusion that this approach would 

limit the scope of my analysis (and eventual research contribution) to the realm of “uses,” 

an area well-represented within news research. I found that taking a step back and 

examining users’ actions at the network level (e.g., sharing) and framing their affordances 

through the lens of technology, access, and practice was more valuable, as it helps to 
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explain why the structure of Twitter’s platform is vital to the evolution of news culture. 

As part of this process, I have found that Twitter offers unique affordances through the 

ways its platform can connect individuals to information. This is a core part of the news 

culture this project speaks to. My examination of the behaviors (e.g., hashtagging) 

developed from observing how these platform features reflect the actual ways through 

which individuals use the platform to engage with news. As proposed in the third chapter, 

individuals can learn through a technology (e.g., watching an educational program on 

television). However, people are increasingly learning by discovering new applications for 

technologies. Castells refers to this concept as “learning by doing” (see Chapter 3). I argue 

that an example of this experiential learning process is the formalization of the hashtag 

and “@mention,” tools that both have “folksonomic” origins on Twitter.73 Due to the 

recent adoption of the hashtag on Twitter (Chang, 2010), and a lack of methodological 

approaches for the study of emerging platforms (Vis, 2012), research has yet to address 

how the use of these tools influences news culture. Despite hashtags such as #Egypt being 

used in the study of news “storytelling” on Twitter (Hermida et al., 2012; Papacharissi & 

de Fatima Oliveira, 2012; Starbird & Palen, 2012), devices such as hashtags have yet to be 

examined as a standalone component of journalistic practice. 

Journalistic norms are constantly being “redefined by technological innovations” 

(Steensen, 2011), including increased use of platforms like Twitter for news (Hermida, 

2010). The cases in this project engage with this shift, highlighting the impact that 

instruments such as the hashtag have on the newsmaking process (e.g., the “breaking” of 

an event through a shared hashtag). The activity of journalistic “hashtagging” (Case Study 

2), and the role of “public access” news through the use of linking tools (Case Study 3) 

                                                
73 The Twitter hashtag and “@mention” both arose from information application and were later recognized and integrated into Twitter’s 
service as functional hyperlinks. See Chapter 2 for details. 
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highlights how this access (see Chapter 2) relates to changing news culture and 

journalistic practice. To this end, at the widest level, this project addresses how the 

technological affordances of Twitter’s platform have shaped the news landscape. 

Studying the Hashtag as a Hyperlink 

Hyperlinks are a core component of network structure (Tremayne, 2004). For instance, the 

frequency of shared URLs between news sites shows how they can form bonds “between 

organizations” (Weber, 2012, p. 190). Viewing the hyperlink as a key affordance for 

journalistic practice helps to relate this project’s emphasis on individual Twitter actors as 

“nodes” within a network (Hermida et al., 2012; Lawrence & Giles, 1999). Yet while the 

relationships that hyperlinks can enable at an organizational level are an important factor 

for news, I have chosen to emphasize the structural role that hyperlinks play in the 

newsmaking process through their selective application. In this way, instead of 

hypothesizing about what hyperlinks “do” and attempting to test these assumptions 

through controlled experiments or structured interviews, I use the data presented in the 

cases as evidence to show how URLs, hashtags, and @mentions afford Twitter users 

much more than a “connection” to news content. 

I have shown in the cases that URLs are used on Twitter to direct users to external 

content (e.g., @FoxNews tweeting URLs linking to stories hosted on its own website). 

Hashtags, however, enable access to real-time information by turning users’ tweets into a 

form of “searchable talk” (Zappavigna, 2012). As argued in the previous chapter, by 

enhancing the “findability” of content that resides on the network, as well as the effect of 

linking “power laws” (Huberman and Adamic, 2000), hashtags operate as “meta” links, 

since they are a tool that can bridge the space of thousands of shared URLs, tweets, 

conversations, and content under a unified expression such as #Egypt. At the platform 
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level, hashtags can circulate news beyond the level of the individual actor (see Case Study 

1), journalist, and organization (see Case Study 2), or activist group (see Case Study 3). 

As such, the affordances that these social linking tools offer to their users for news 

represent more than the sum of their individual parts. On the one hand, there are 

advantages to this “additive” linking effect, such as how social links can facilitate new 

forms of engagement (e.g., fan communities like #MUFC). In the case studies, examples 

of these network effects involving hashtags include the (a) “breaking” of major news 

events (e.g., #Egypt and #Japan), (b) the establishment of topical news audiences by 

“opinion leaders” (e.g., journalists and celebrities), and (c) the function I have previously 

described as “public access” news channels (e.g., @YourAnon and #hootersbomber). 

Yet while hashtags (and “@mentions”) can promote novel ways for their users to 

engage with news and help to disrupt longstanding journalistic norms, some of their 

functionality cannot be related to comparable activities on the “open” Web, as these links 

do not function outside of their respective platform. Therefore, the potential of these tools 

(apart from the URL) involves a fundamental limitation, since both the hashtag and 

@mention are confined to the Twitter platform. Despite this operational constraint, 

hashtags and @mentions might still add a limited degree of visibility as they are 

recognizable as a form of “link” outside of Twitter. They must, however, be used within 

the platform to deliver the affordances for newsmaking that this project deliberates (see 

Chapter 2). 

In the first case (see Case Study 1), I theorize some of the ways that hashtags can 

work for their users: this includes transcending the space of users’ immediate network 

(e.g., a “trending topic”), and supplementing a shared URL by adding additional context 

(e.g., a topical hashtag such as #Jan25). To expand on these findings and reflect on the 

role and possible trajectories of “hashtagging” in the context of emergent journalistic 
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practice, the evidence considered in this chapter points to hashtags occupying an integral 

part of the newsmaking process. By connecting their users to a space where information is 

more readily accessible, the impact of hashtags for journalism is arguably more inclusive 

(i.e., helping to bring users, context, and information together for news purposes) than 

exclusive (i.e., the distribution of a single story). Having said this, linking tools, including 

the hashtag, the @mention, as well as the tools that will arise in the future, are likely to 

continue to redefine newsmaking and to supplant existing journalistic norms. The data I 

present in the case studies suggests that hashtags are a tool limited not to the ordinary or 

professional user—or even “human” actors—but may be harnessed by anyone, or perhaps 

anything (e.g., a “trending” algorithm), within Twitter’s platform. When deployed 

effectively, hashtags used on Twitter can “push” news through networked audiences, as 

well as help establish the context for users’ engagement for certain news topics, a process 

related to Singer’s (2013) “secondary gatekeeping.” On Twitter, access, technologies and 

practices all help to decide “what’s news.” 

Engagement 

Social news platforms are complex areas of study: One reason is that “breaking” news on 

Twitter tends to be high volume, unfiltered, and dynamic, with user participation and 

attention fluctuating over time as developments are shared. In the second case study, an 

observation related to newsmaking involves how the Twitter accounts of “elite” media 

organizations are situated as more influential, popular, and “trustworthy” than the 

accounts of their individual counterparts. This appears to be especially true for “verified” 

(i.e., authenticated) elite Twitter profiles. While this result may be partly attributable to the 

methodology of the ranking system,74 in the case of overall influence, an interesting result 

                                                
74 See methodology in Case Study 2. 
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is noted: the profiles of elite media organizations, while thoroughly outclassing the 

individual accounts in terms of influence on the network, do not seem to be considerably 

more “engaged” (see Case Study 2). A partial explanation for this outcome might involve 

time as a limiting factor on the platform, meaning that organizational accounts on Twitter 

maintain far greater numbers of followers, share more links (URLs), and therefore have 

less time to engage as a result. At the same time, organizations would seem more likely to 

have “dedicated” staff who operate their Twitter accounts. Looking closer at the results, 

individual journalists, bloggers and reporters’ use of “social” hashtags (e.g., #FF, #SXSW, 

#Spotify, and #fail) might explain their engagement lead over media organizations. I argue 

here that the patterns in the use of hashtags and @mentions by journalists and media 

organizations can help describe the strategies news professionals employ to connect with 

their audiences (see Case Study 2). 

A second result related to Twitter use in this project is how the users in the third 

case apply “news-related” hashtags (see Case Study 3, Figure 7a). This is an area where 

the results of all three case studies might provide insight. For instance, it would make 

sense for elite media organizations to engage less with their followers if the perceived 

benefit of using Twitter were similar to organizational news “blogs,” where content that is 

hosted on their own websites tends to be promoted (Broersma & Graham, 2012). Looking 

through more than a year of Fox News tweets (see Case Study 2, Figure 8), the account 

regularly combines two topical hashtags (e.g., #Obama and #Boston) with quoted dialogue 

from authorities (e.g., President Barack Obama) in its tweets, which is followed by a 

“wrapped” (t.co) URL that takes users to content on Fox’s own website. Therefore, Fox 

News appears to use hashtags for emphasis, to quote text for credibility (e.g., government 

officials and politicians), and to use URLs to push audiences back to its own property. As 

such, I argue that Fox News’ Twitter strategy appears to be similar to how news 
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organizations used to utilize their news blogs (Coddington, 2012). This area raises at least 

two important questions for organizational news practices on Twitter: 

1) Do large news organizations have policies for their staff who operate their 

Twitter accounts related to engagement? If so, does the organization maintain 

guidelines for its employees to engage its followers (i.e., “audience”), such as 

limiting the number of hashtags in a single tweet, or discouraging the 

retweeting of other users’ posts? 

While outside the scope of this project, this area is intriguing, as it could identify which 

journalistic “hashtagging” practices might become “normalized” in the future. The 

question also relates to how Twitter is frequently used by professional staff (e.g., 

journalists, reporters, and freelancers) who maintain highly influential, yet separate, 

profiles. This, in turn, begs this question: 

2) Do organizations’ social media guidelines extend to the Twitter accounts of 

employees (e.g., high-profile staff)? If so, are there guidelines that dictate the 

use of tools such as @mentions and hashtags? An example presented in the 

second case relates to former New York Times columnist David Pogue, who 

uses only seven hashtags in a sample of nearly 2000 tweets (0.04 percent). 

Thinking about Flows 

As society moves further into the digital age, networked platforms offer more than “a link 

to everywhere” (Bakardjieva & Smith, 2001, p. 76). Here I maintain that Twitter’s service 

offers a potential connection to everyone. News has, in the broadest sense, always been 

social. But with breaking news and social activism now being initiated on these services, it 

is clear that broadcast media do less of “the connecting” (Couldry et al., 2007, p. 29). As I 

have discussed (see Chapter 2), devices such as the hashtag afford users the potential to 
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connect to news, and they also provide the means for users’ to reinforce one another’s 

participation. The best example of this function on Twitter is in its “retweet” feature, 

where a user’s tweet can be reposted to other users’ follower networks using the “retweet” 

button. Although functions like the retweet are seemingly basic in design, they represent 

“programmed” affordances that are built into the platform. The past decade has seen social 

platforms, including Twitter, increasingly cited as a “primary news resource” by 

Americans (Pew 2012). Newsmaking on Twitter mirrors Rainie and Wellman’s (2013) 

idea of how the social experience underpins most emergent forms of networked 

communication. A study by Kwak et al. (2010) notes that Twitter users consider the act of 

“newsgathering” to be an important activity. Considering whether users attach sentiment 

to news they share on Twitter is thought-provoking, as doing so might involve an 

underlying motive for participation. Yet it would be nearly impossible to determine how 

users of Twitter mediate information (or even retweet a post with a certain intent) shared 

within the platform. Whereas it is probable that certain categories of news (e.g., a natural 

disaster or sporting event) might help determine its appeal to audiences, addressing this 

area empirically would mean studying Twitter users at a psychological level rather than a 

cultural one. Does users’ affective engagement (see Chapter 2) signify the era of platforms 

encouraging users to propagate specific types of information to their followers? Perhaps, 

since Twitter updated its user interface prompt from “What are you doing” to “What’s 

happening” (see Chapter 2 “Timeline”). 
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Figure 7.1 - Twitter’s default UI prompt 

Using the example above (see Fig 7.1) and based on my previous discussion, I suggest that 

while the prompt on Twitter’s user interface might influence how its users engage, the role 

of its network structure and trending algorithm are arguably more influential for news 

purposes, as these features both impact when users might choose to engage. 

Technology, Access, and Practice 

As far back as 2001, a single Google search might return more information than any single 

person could hope to process (Albert et al., 1999; Huberman & Adamic, 1999). This is 

shown through Google’s branding, as the origins of the company’s name relate to a 

quantity of data that is nearly inconceivable to humans.75 Emphasizing this fact on its 

interface by displaying pages of search results as a series of elongated “o” characters, 

Google provided its users what was, at least at the time, an unprecedented level of access 

to information (see Chapter 2). Today, the act of “searching” has become inseparable from 

going online (PEW, 2011). The reason the act of searching matters to this project is 

because search engines were arguably the first class of application to employ algorithmic 

technology for the purposes of real-time information access. Information retrieved through 

Google, for example, is based on both “the memory of the user and the memory of the 

                                                
75 A googl is 1000000000000000. 
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database” (Hellsten et al., 2006). Thus, “searching” normalized the act of users’ making 

their own connects to news, paving the way for newer platforms (e.g., Twitter) to shape 

access. Despite Google’s search engine being a different class of application than Twitter, 

I see it representing the establishment of algorithmically mediated “access.” 

Technology 

In finishing this discussion of news culture, I feel it important to discuss the role of 

technology. As Castells notes, technology “is not simply a tool, it is a medium, [and] a 

social construction with its own implications” (2007, p. 249). Castells’ idea is particularly 

applicable to this project’s consideration of algorithms, a topic addressed throughout this 

chapter. According to Mahnke and Uprichard, algorithms, through “rule-based” 

simplicity, “enable a space, place, and time to redo the old and new 

simultaneously…nonlinearly” (2014, p. 260). In this way, Twitter, like Google, has 

enacted algorithmic technologies that can shape the flow of attention: For example, when 

important happenings start to “trend” on the platform, Twitter’s trending algorithm can act 

as an amplification device. The hashtag is one of the mechanisms involved in this process, 

and the use of hashtags like #Japan by large numbers of users can help to establish a 

community “entry point” (via a hyperlinked “trend”) to the news event. Given this 

capability, Twitter’s “trending” algorithm affords its users access to flows as they become 

“news,” and allows users to add additional context as they “join the conversation.” This 

reinforcement of topical attention is part of what I have described earlier as the 

“algorithmic audience” (see Chapter 4). 

Hashtags are a technology that must be applied by their users, an issue highlighted 

earlier in this project (see Chapter 2). I argue here that hashtags are important for the ways 

in which they allow users to participate in the newsmaking process. As the cases help to 
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demonstrate, when users engage with real-time news flows, especially through a topical 

hashtag, I argue they are helping to “program” the network (see Chapter 3). As a result, 

Twitter’s “trending” algorithm reduces users’ dependence on a centralized distribution 

model. “News-related” hashtags represent Couldry’s “shared frame of attention” (see 

Chapter 3), and function to increase the visibility of news events on Twitter. However, I 

do not see trends as forming the basis of users’ participation; in other words, although 

trends can articulate large-scale conversational patterns (see Chapter 6), similar to the 

URL, Twitter users are the agents who choose to actualize the connections. 

Access 

This section expands upon the ways through which Twitter activities such as 

“hashtagging” can be framed through Castells’ space of flows. Here I connect the findings 

discussed in the previous chapter to engage with the tools (e.g., hashtags) that play a role 

in shaping access. While I see URLs remaining the primary way that users access and 

propagate content on the Web, as well as the way that organizations (e.g., @foxnews) 

promote news within Twitter (see Case Study 2), Twitter’s platform has helped to shift the 

practice of hyperlinking toward the “social.” Like URLs, hashtags and “@mentions” help 

users locate, propagate, and mediate news. On Twitter’s network, however, hashtags can 

link to a shared timeline (i.e., “space”) where users can view news in “real time.” Through 

the formation of interest communities and social news headlines (see Case Study 1), by 

bridging users’ networks, hashtags help their users discover information on the platform at 

the both the individual and collective levels (see Chapter 4). In this way, hashtags can be 

used to strategically share information with users on the platform who are likely to engage 

with (and recirculate) it. This form of participatory newsmaking on Twitter is shown in the 

first case study when users post “breaking” tweets during the Egyptian revolution in 2011. 

Here I argue that hashtags represent a form of link that is well suited to “real-time” news. 
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The connective power of hashtags for their users is also made clear in Case Study 2’s 

discussion of “hashtagging,” where I present data showing how hashtags help Twitter 

users overcome the structural limitations of the platform for social networking purposes. 

The third case establishes evidence that hashtags function to bring individual users and 

interest-based communities together for newsmaking purposes. As a means of access, I 

see hashtags having a similar utility to URLs in that they help other users access 

information. The major difference is that, in terms of access, hashtags “extend” the range 

of users’ potential connections to news beyond content. 

To unpack this concept more, Weinberger (2011) envisages hyperlinks as part of a 

networked knowledge scheme that “subverts knowledge as a system of stopping points” 

(2011, p. 177). While I posit that users’ use of URLs can extend access to information 

beyond the limitations of what linear (print) media might offer, I see URLs as still having 

a “stopping point” in that they link users to a specific place (typically a webpage). On the 

Web, this is denoted by the “resource addresses” that is translated by a domain name 

server (DNS). Given this functionality, as an instrument that connects two points on the 

network, URLs arguably take users between different “stopping points.” I view hashtags, 

on the other hand, as hyperlinks that link users between “starting points.” As they 

currently operate on Twitter, when a hashtag is “clicked on,” it acts as a portal to a 

community “timeline.” In this way, hashtags arguably represent more of a “meta” link 

than a “hyper” link.” At the same time, hashtags can be used secondarily (e.g., within a 

hashtag feed or timeline) to connect to specific items (e.g., a hashtagged tweet with a URL 

that links to a news story). 

A powerful application of hashtags for newsmaking involves “trending” topics. 

Within Twitter’s networked space, hashtags not only are a gateway to information (like 

URLs), but a pathway that links users across the “layers” of the network. For example, 
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Twitter users can employ hashtags to connect to conversations about news, not just to 

news stories. Given this “meta” linking capability, this project illustrates how hashtags 

afford Twitter users access to news in the form of flows. By bridging interests, 

conversation, and community in the form of a shared object, I suggest that the application 

of the hashtag for newsmaking is one of the defining features of Twitter. 

As I mentioned in Chapter 3, news organizations still remain powerful agents in 

shaping news flows and the legitimacy of news content that is shared within Twitter. 

Information that is relevant enough to have the potential to be shared (and therefore 

“flow”) within Twitter is often linked from outside of Twitter (e.g., a New York Times 

story). I posit here that the design of Twitter’s platform means that every bit of 

information, inside as well as outside the service, has a certain potential to “flow.” 

Whether news is shared in a journalist’s tweet, in conjunction with a “trending” hashtag, 

or @mentioned in a conversation thread, as users (and Twitter’s algorithms) determine 

that a topic is important enough to talk about, the platform will direct attention toward it. 

Users and technologies, including the “algorithmic audience,” work together on the 

platform to shape news flows. 

In this regard, although Twitter users’ activities represent what Castells’ calls 

“self-mass communication” (2001), I propose that Twitter’s algorithms are often the 

“real” audience (i.e., constantly “listening”), and that Twitter’s users are more of a 

“potential” audience. This algorithmic audience (see Chapter 4) further shows that on 

Twitter, news does not need to be a finished “product” that users share with one another. 

Through the various interactions that take place inside the platform, technologies, access, 

and practices converge to shape news across the space of flows. Whereas broadcast news 

organizations operate by distributing news products, Twitter has established a mode of 

information dissemination in the form of networked engagement. As previously discussed, 
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a users “connection” to news exists only as a “potential” unless it is actuated through the 

use of hyperlinks. This concept relates to Castells’ (2001) description of technological 

“feedback loops” (see Chapter 3). 

Practices 

Concerning the realm of practices, I argue that Twitter’s potential for newsmaking and its 

value as a platform are synonymous with the company’s ability to afford its users the 

ability to shape the flows of information that circulate within its network. This affordance 

is listed as part of the company’s operational strategy (see Chapter 2). The practice of 

@mentioning and hashtagging are key to this realization. Mizuno Ito argues that “with an 

expanded network, individuals are able to reach out to a potentially larger and more varied 

pool of culture and information” (2008, p. 10). Twitter, according to Messner et al. (2011) 

is increasingly being used by news organizations, yet the potential of the platform as a 

journalistic asset is still a work-in-progress: 

While Twitter facilitates an open dialogue in many areas, traditional news 

media are not using their main Twitter accounts as a community-building 

tool, nor are they engaging with their audience on a frequent basis. 

(Messner et al., 2011, p. 20) 

My example of Fox News in the second case (see earlier discussion) illustrates how social 

linking tools on such as hashtags afford organizations a meaningful connection to their 

audiences, but they instead choose use Twitter-like “shovelware,” pasting URLs to content 

on their own properties and choosing to avoid non-topical hashtags. The second case data 

suggests that many organizations do not utilize Twitter to its full potential as a 

“community-building” tool, nor do they appear to engage their audiences on a regular 

basis. Rather, Twitter appears to be used as another service to “broadcast” already-

published news content (i.e., “products”). 
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An embrace of [the] networked environment by journalism challenges 

news organizations to extend the level of their direct engagement with 

audiences as participants in the processes of gathering, selecting, editing, 

producing, and communicating news. (Deuze, 2008, p. 108) 

I argue that this style of Twitter use will become less effective for driving traffic back to 

their own properties. News organizations should move to address this gap in Twitter use 

by developing innovative strategies that allow for a more engaged, yet still controlled, 

dialogue with their followers. The case results do suggest that professional journalists and 

media personalities who use Twitter are more adept at employing the service as a means to 

engage their audiences (see Case Study 2). This process will likely take time, however: as 

Thomas Hanitzsch explains, journalism is "in search of a redefinition of its purpose and 

social contract. Despite journalism being “fuzzy” due to the introduction of new 

technologies (Peters & Broersma, 2013, p. 203), discourses related to journalism still 

center on content. I argue that news on Twitter should be considered part of a process as 

opposed to a product. For the purposes of journalistic practice, as pointed out at the start 

of this chapter, the platform offers a space that can connect users with information. 

Organizations should act quickly to make use of these affordances, especially as Twitter 

continues to grow. 

Future Considerations for News Professionals 

Jenkins sees that the spread of media content happening from the “top down” as well as 

the “bottom up” (2006, p. 268). To postulate on where Twitter might be headed, based on 

the scope of this project, I contend that future Twitter research could benefit by focusing 

on the connections the platform promotes between individuals and information. Emergent 

tools, especially the hashtag, involve users actuating a “potential” connection that 

platforms (including Twitter) can realize. I see the value of this relating to the study of 
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activism in particular, where information, ideas, and users intersect to shape prevailing 

cultural narratives and become “issues.” 

The networked environment makes possible a new modality of organizing 

production: radically decentralized, collaborative, and nonproprietary; 

based on sharing resources and outputs among widely distributed, loosely 

connected individuals who cooperate with each other without relying on 

either market signals or managerial commands. (Benkler as quoted in 

Deuze, 2008) 

I argue that Twitter’s role for news organizations is twofold: First, Twitter helps news 

organizations remain actors in shaping news. Twitter’s platform keeps organizations 

involved by making real-time information (i.e., potential news) “searchable” (Zappavigna, 

2011) and also helps them see the flow of news as it spreads. However, there is a 

downside in Twitter’s propensity to spread information quickly: Ultimately, 

misinformation will surface and spread. While the spread of misinformation can be 

diminished by trusted organizations (e.g., a “verified” account), during developing news 

events, even professional journalists and reporting teams cannot “fact check” details if 

they are still breaking. Additionally, audiences might dispute details in another user’s 

tweet, but it’s difficult to undermine the legitimacy that comes with an established news 

brand (and to some degree, a “verified” account). Elite users often confirm whether they 

believe a detail—be it a location, detail, or figure—to be true. In this way, Twitter 

outsources some of the provision of credibility to its professional users. 

Second, I argue that the Twitter’s collective user base, not the Twitter platform 

itself, should be considered “self-mass” media. The service helps users locate, propagate, 

and mediate information, but their attention is influenced through Twitter’s “trending” 

algorithm (and to some degree by “sponsored tweets” and “follow” recommendations). 

The platform is not “mass” in the sense that news is distributed and consumed by 
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audiences; rather, Twitter is “mass media” in the sense its users can promote access (i.e., 

establish flows) to information on a mass scale. This is shown in this first case through the 

use of topical “breaking” news hashtags (e.g., #Egypt, #Japan). 

It should be noted that the term “participation” is misleading in the sense that not 

all users on Twitter are “producing” news, nor do users actively “participate” by joining 

the conversation. A minority of Twitter users choose to tweet on a regular basis, and even 

then, many of these users choose not to make much meaningful use of the tools the 

platform offers. Even organizations like Fox News seem to use Twitter mostly as a means 

to an end: to increase traffic. Professional journalists do, however, appear to engage their 

audiences on Twitter by hashtagging their interests, replying to ordinary users, and by 

networking to gain new followers. Displaying brand affiliation (e.g., #CNN) can position 

users higher in the network hierarchy than “ordinary users,” yet I see all users representing 

a force that can shape news flows within the platform. 

As far as Twitter’s business is concerned, users might soon see changes in how the 

company affords them control over instruments such as the hashtag, as well as how the 

features used within Twitter (e.g., “retweets,” “favorites”) work. For example, beyond 

“promoted” tweets (see Chapter 2), the company is experimenting with “top news” stories 

for selected hashtags. What this means for the hashtag’s role in access is uncertain. 

Twitter is a corporation that is responsible to its investors and shareholders, and the 

company will be pressured to monetize every potential revenue stream. 

Scope and Limitations 

The majority of empirical work undertaken in this project was conducted through direct 

observation (i.e., data collection), rather than ethnographic, historical, or survey-based 

techniques. The data collected for the three cases is the result of users’ activities on 
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Twitter. All three cases involve investigating news participation that is related to social 

linking tools, and a detailed limitations section for each case is included (see Chapter 5). I 

collect data to show how Twitter users employ hyperlinks for “breaking” news, and for 

understanding how users employ Twitter for news-related activities. I have recognized the 

role of “uses,” and view uses and gratifications theory as valuable to understanding news 

engagement, However, I have not engaged with the specific motivations for sharing news 

(or using hashtags) in the first place, nor have I discussed the gratifications that Twitter 

might fulfill for its users to consider what drives users to engage with news on Twitter in 

the first place. 

This project covers a wide range of topics, tying together theoretical ideas and 

concepts that span the study of news, social media, and journalism. Each of the cases 

contains a stand-alone literature review, and each of the chapters in this project cites an 

array of scholarly work as it was deemed appropriate. The case studies do present certain 

issues that might be considered weaknesses: For this project, an area that has not been 

extensively discussed is the application of Twitter hashtags for “citizen” journalism. As a 

research topic, Twitter is an important part of citizen-initiated forms of news reporting, as 

well as in journalistic blogging, or “j-blogging” (Singer, 2008). These activities are 

relevant to the ways non professionals can share information with the public (e.g., 

“leaks”). At the same time, I argue that citizen journalism and nonprofessional “reporting” 

are areas that are well represented in academic literature. Therefore, I have primarily used 

the ideas related to “citizen journalism” in this project to frame my discussion of 

newsmaking through the lens of “public access” news on Twitter (see Chapter 2). 

Second, although services like Twitter are disruptive to the broadcast news model 

that has been around long before the Internet, a power differential remains between 

professional actors and ordinary citizens. As I have pointed out, professional authority to 
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“legitimize” news happens on Twitter’s platform. Professional actors form a class of 

Twitter user I have termed “elite” users, and include newspapers, journalists, “hacktivist” 

groups, and celebrities. Elites maintain a disproportionate level of power to shape 

information flows. An example of the influence these users wield on Twitter is shown in 

the hashtag #Egypt. While thousands of users “on the ground” were tweeting about 

#Egypt and #Jan25, NPR reporter Andy Carvin shared tweets with his Twitter followers 

that were from his list of official “on the ground” sources. Therefore, there is a 

professional aspect to Twitter newsmaking that is important; beyond my consideration of 

topical “hashtagging” in the second case, the “curatorial” Twitter use of the platform has 

not been explored in this project., I view this area as also being represented in existing 

literature, particularly by Alfred Hermida’s work involving Twitter journalism (see 

Chapter 1). Further to this, I see this type of Twitter research requiring a different set of 

methods (e.g., ethnographic analysis). 

Last, to address the theoretical limitations of this project, despite a large amount of 

data being collected for the three case studies, I have not used this data to generate any 

new (i.e., “grounded”) theory. Therefore, the theoretical ideas that are applied in this 

project, like much of the work in research in media and communication, involves using 

pre-existing concepts like Castells’ space of flows. As such, it is as a “best fit” approach to 

conceptualizing and relating the emergent themes that are presented in this project. It is 

recognized that the selective application of theory can be considered opportunistic in the 

sense that research findings are molded to fit into an existing framework, rather than the 

other way around. While grounded theory might have been useful for each of the cases, as 

for the project overall, the establishment of any new theory was simply not practical, as it 

would require having a single, unified set of data. Due to the scope of this project’s work, 

and the range of technologies and practices addressed in the cases, generating new theory 
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from this data would require that the assumptions and concepts in the project be 

systematically worked out and modified as the data was collected over the course of the 

entire project. 

Next, in the cases, I use data visualization as a research tool to present and detail 

important findings. Edward Tufte argues that visualizations provide a means to “demystify 

and uncloak the research process” (2001). I argue that the patterns displayed through these 

visuals, maps, and interactive charts in the cases enhance the process of this work and add 

value to the reception and interpretation of the study’s results. To this end, it should be 

noted that the data visualizations in this project’s final two cases reflect weeks of effort. 

Some of the findings in this project occurred as the data sets and visualizations were being 

generated, so I consider these elements part of the study’s methodology rather than acting 

as supplemental illustrations of the case results. 

Project Reflection 

Twitter has established a network for real-time engagement and a new space for news 

access, affording its users the ability to participate in the real-time newsmaking process. 

Organizations have yet to fully realize the full potential of platform for journalism, 

however. In the networked environment, organizations will need to move past 

longstanding conceptions of “journalism.” I argue that this will involve focusing on news 

that is designed to flow through audiences as opposed to being pushed to them. While 

celebrities (see Case Study 1) and professional users (see Case Study 2) seem to achieve a 

limited degree of success by using hashtags and @mentions (see Chapter 6), larger 

organizations (e.g., @foxnews, @cnn) on Twitter appear to be much less engaged, using 

the service as "shovelware" to push content to their potential audience. As it currently 

stands, the adoption of Twitter for news has resulted in an altered "version" of journalism. 
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Twitter's platform maintains features (e.g., verified profiles, brand hashtags) that help to 

reinforce professional authority. By promoting innovative practices through user 

participation, Twitter extends the role that social networks play in news culture. I argue 

that “online” journalism relates more to the “process” of newsmaking rather than finished 

“products,” so the understanding the impact of social linking tools such as the hashtag is 

important. 

I am interested in studying Twitter because it represents an emergent platform, but 

equally so because it represents a new era of participatory newsmaking. Overall, Twitter 

exemplifies how algorithmic and social technologies come together to affect 

communication processes. Because Twitter constitutes an emergent space for journalism, I 

am interested to see the kinds of innovations that will take place in the future on the 

platform. Referring to my first research question (see Chapter 1), I ask: How do social 

news platforms change the ways their users engage? 

From the work undertaken in this project, my answer to this question is “through 

participation.” However, I am hesitant to paint a picture of Twitter being the ideal model 

of a socially mediated news space, as there are concerns about the extent to which Twitter 

and other platforms like Facebook have come to dominate access, control audiences, and 

dictate behaviors. Should Twitter, which solicits its users to “join the conversation,” but 

sells their activities to third parties and advertisers, have such a large influence on news 

and journalism? I argue that Twitter's impact on news is “net positive,” recognizing that 

the adoption of platforms like Twitter for news is problematic to the extent which these 

platforms are beginning to dominate news culture. Having said this, I see the co-founders 

of Twitter as being transparent about the platform’s goals and objectives. At the same 

time, it is important to recognize that the company is now owned by its shareholders. 
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Functionally, I see Twitter adding a sense of “immediacy” to newsmaking that 

other platforms cannot match. Instead of “filtering” what users say (e.g., Facebook’s News 

Feed algorithm), Twitter uses its algorithms to "listen" to its users, a difference that has 

significant implications for newsmaking. I will relate these final remarks back to Castells’ 

network: Information, as flows, is most powerful when all the connections on the network 

are made available. Within Twitter, users can "talk" as well as "listen," and actors on 

Twitter can "produce" as well as "consume” news. Perhaps what is most relevant to this 

idea is that Twitter, through its algorithmic technologies, is always "listening,” so it is able 

to collectivize participation and articulate users’ interest at the public level. If this 

functionality was compared directly to Facebook, for example, it could be said that 

Facebook’s algorithm lets its users “do the talking,” but the Facebook News Feed 

algorithm decides exactly who gets to “listen.”76 Twitter’s algorithm, on the other hand, 

lets its users "do the talking," but also lets the users decide who they want to “listen to.” 

On Twitter, trending topics can be ignored, and if users don’t want to “listen” to other 

users in their feeds, the account can be “unfollowed,” or in other cases, “blocked.” 

News on Twitter: Create or Circulate? 

At the actor level (i.e., the user), I argue that the adoption of Twitter's platform has 

influenced the culture of real-time news. Asking whether Twitter users “create” news or 

“(re)circulate” re-invokes arguments related to thinking about news as a product versus 

envisioning news as a process. This involves the “production-consumption” dichotomy 

(see Chapter 3). To expand on these concluding arguments, however, I posit that the most 

significant affordance of Twitter’s platform for news is how the service 

                                                
76 Within the parameters of the Facebook platform (i.e., who users “friend,” and the connections they choose to hide in their News 
Feed). 
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1) Provides a way for its "ordinary” users to access (locate) information that exists 

elsewhere on the network. 

As Nightingale (2014) argues, all media events require the creation of an audience. As 

such, there can be no “news” without an audience. I have presented evidence to show a 

powerful way Twitter impacts news is how the platform affords its users the means to 

locate, propagate and mediate information in real-time. As the examples (#Egypt and 

#Japan) in the first case show, news can “happen” when influential users “hashtag” topics 

in their tweets. The second case study focuses on practice, yet shows that journalists use 

networking hashtags (e.g., #FF) to expand their follower base and grow their audiences. 

Last, Anonymous uses #hootersbomber to distribute news awareness, and this hashtag 

provided the means that established access to the news event. Since many of the examples 

in the cases concern tweets that contain URLs linking to stories outside of Twitter, I view 

news on Twitter as being primarily “recirculated” information. 

 Regardless of a user’s status outside the Twitter platform, all users have the ability 

to position themselves between flows of information and circulate certain types of news. 

This can be achieved by retweeting other users’ tweets, by tweeting a URL to a selected 

news story, or by hashtagging a news event. This function can be related to the position 

Castells’ labels as “switchers” (see Chapter 3 “Power” for details). However, elite users do 

have an advantage in the Twitter network hierarchy primarily because they are usually 

better “connected” (e.g., an account like @nytimes with millions of followers). For 

professional users, Twitter seems to be most used for (re)circulating news to followers that 

is published elsewhere. I posit this is related to how the service: 

2) Helps journalists and organizations leverage Twitter’s network to connect in 

meaningful ways with their audiences (see Case Study 2’s results). Twitter 

audiences are both “potential” (e.g., users who might be viewing a hashtag and see 
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a “new” tweet) as well as actual (a user who encounters information because they 

are already “following” a user). 

3) Provided a means for Anonymous to free information and circumvent existing 

power structures (e.g., the mainstream media) by revealing information (breaking 

news). This activity works against prevailing journalistic norms (e.g., waiting until 

the evening news broadcast is aired or a news story is published online). 

From the three main examples provided in this section, I argue that Twitter offers a means 

for all users (“ordinary,” professional, and otherwise) to circulate information, yet users 

who are densely connected within the platform seem to use Twitter as much for 

organizing their audiences as they use it to organize information. I see news on Twitter’s 

platform being “created” (i.e., generated) not as much by its users as it is articulated 

through network effects. This outlook relates to the essence of viewing news on Twitter as 

“flows.” Returning to Castells’ idea (see Chapter 3), networks, not the users themselves, 

are most valuable component of these flows, and I argue that the same principle applies to 

Twitter: the network that circulates information, not the information that is circulated 

within the network, is the most valuable part of the platform. This remark sums up why I 

argue that newsmaking on Twitter is more circulatory than generative (i.e., “created”). 

Production and Consumption on Twitter 

Emergent practices such as @mentioning and hashtagging (see Chapter 6 and Case Study 

2) provide, to varying degrees, the means for Twitter users to “produce” news. The impact 

of these news-related activities are dependent on several factors. Perhaps most influential 

is the user’s network position, as this relates to the user’s ability to connect different 

points in the network and act as a “switcher” (see previous section) for information. Users 

who are already influential outside of the Twitter platform (e.g., opinion leaders) can use 

the platform to reinforce their status to their followers. This affects the newsmaking (as 
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well as journalistic) processes on Twitter. As a platform that I argue primarily recirculates 

news rather than generates it, I see Twitter disrupting traditional ways of “producing” 

news at the level of attention (e.g., “breaking” news). 

Returning to the previous section, I argue that it is the connection (e.g., the 

potential audience) that Twitter's platform provides on demand to be the most powerful 

factor in the circulation of news. On Twitter, the “followers” of journalists' and news 

organizations' are closely linked to the users occupational livelihoods, as they enhance the 

actors centrality in Twitter’s network (see Chapter 6). As shown in the three cases, I see 

the influence of Twitter’s platform on news from a “production” standpoint to be directly 

related to attention, as news “events” can be established (i.e., “made”) and interest-based, 

socially networked audiences can be generated “on demand” (see Case Study 1 and 3). 

Regarding news “consumption,” I see Couldry’s attention as the main object that is 

“consumed” on Twitter. Similar to “production,” consumption is most apparent when 

looking at Twitter’s network-level affordances. Specifically, I mean the structure of 

Twitter’s actor network (Yardi and boyd, 2013), which provides an opportunity for its 

users, ordinary and professional, to selectively mediate (i.e., “switch”) information. 

Twitter’s affordances can be realized when users strategically “@mention” other users, 

and well as when users’ “hashtag” their tweets (regardless of the intended application). 

Across all of these processes, activities, and practices, I see attention presupposing 

production and consumption on the Twitter platform. I argue that attention is the 

underlying component because if users’ interest is somehow warranted, it unlikely that the 

information will be mediated and recirculated. Herein lies the idea of networked agency: I 

see Twitter users “acting” to shape the flows of information. Since it is attention that leads 

Twitter’s users to actuate their potential connections to locate, propagate, and mediate 

news, I maintain that directing attention (and therefore production and consumption) is 
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achieved primarily through the use of the platform’s hyperlinking tools (see Chapter 2 and 

Chapter 6). 

To further deliberate on the idea of attention as “consumption,” I argue that the 

URL appears to connect network actors to information in the form of pre-existing 

information, thus helping to facilitate the circulation of news in the form of a product (e.g., 

“stories”). The use of hashtags can also connect users to information within the network, 

but they do so by first connecting users to different networks (via topics, interests, and 

shared affiliations). The use of “@mentions” also connect users to information, but they 

first connect users to one another socially. It should come as no surprise, then, that the 

“@mention” is a part of Twitter’s automated “retweet” feature, since articulated (i.e., 

visible) profile connections between network actors plays a role in establishing credibility 

and trust (e.g., homophily) within social networks. Additionally, “@mentions” leave a 

visible “trace” as they create a potential audience every time a user’s tweet spreads 

beyond their original “follower” network. 

While I discuss how newsmaking on Twitter might be interpreted through the lens 

of consumption and production, it should be emphasized that what is “produced” and 

“consumed” within Twitter’s platform is more than content. I suggest that the most 

valuable “thing” that Twitter produces, at least for newsmaking purposes, are real-time 

(i.e., “on demand”) “interest communities,” since without the means to organize users into 

“audiences” (based on attention), there can be no “consumption.” Further to this idea, for 

the purposes of framing “consumption,” without attention there can no mediation that 

takes place inside Twitter’s platform. Therefore, I maintain the network itself plays the 

major role in determining what is “news” before it is ever something that can be 

“produced” or “consumed.” Twitter’s platform-specific practices therefore greatly impact 

the forms of news its users are likely to encounter (e.g., “breaking” news). Through the 
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primary mode of communication on the platform (“tweeting”), individual actors’ attention 

provides Twitter’s algorithm with information to “trend” in the first place. Therefore, I 

argue that individual users’ attention is the ultimate factor in establishing news flows, 

which, in turn, help to form audiences. 

To connect these remarks to social practices on news platforms, Jenkins (2006) 

sees emergent media behaviors centered on “access, participation, reciprocity, and peer-to-

peer [interaction]” (p. 219). While Jenkins’ “participatory” labels are commonly used to 

describe the “new media” ecosystem, I see news “consumption” on Twitter happening 

vertically, horizontally, and at the level of the network itself—meaning at the “meta” level 

(i.e., the network-at-large). This is due to how Twitter can use its trending algorithm (and 

its “t.co” URL shortening service), to “listen” to the entire network (see Chapter 4 for 

discussion of the “algorithmic audience”). Hashtags and “@mentions” help Twitter’s 

users further circulate any algorithmically mediated information, thus creating additional 

waves of “micro-spectatorship” across the network in the process of engaging with “news 

flows.” 

Nightingale (2014) argues that audiences and media events are inseparable, and I 

emphasize this idea in this chapter by arguing that on Twitter, the audience is the news 

(and vice versa): This is due to Twitter being a networked space where someone—or 

something—has the potential to always be “listening.” I see Twitter’s trending algorithm 

functioning as the key “spectator” in this process, which begs the question (proposed in 

Chapter 4): Can technologies actually “listen” as a form of audience? While I maintain 

that industrial-era terminologies such as “production” and “consumption” are less 

applicable for studying news on platforms, Twitter’s trending algorithm might well be 

considered the “audience,” as it helps to encourage both consumption and production 

through the selective mediation of information, which shapes collective attention around 
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topics, thus creating news “events.” In other words, the algorithm helps to decide what 

gets “shared” in the “shared frame of attention” (see Chapter 3 discussion). By publicly 

articulating its users’ collective interests in the form of socially hyperlinked “trends,” 

Twitter users can “produce” (e.g., tweet about and respond to), as well as “consume” (via 

a story URL) news. However, I see these two activities being achieved through the 

process of (platform-level) “meta” mediation that warrants attention across multiple layers 

of the network (individual actors, groups of actors, groups of groups, and the “collective 

whole”). Thus, Twitter’s trending feature redefines the traditional notion of the “audience” 

through its algorithmic “listening” (see Chapter 3 for related discussion), In addition, I 

argue that the socio-structural aspect of this “listening” feature—meaning how it can 

operate as a “cultural elite”—affects the fundamental nature of news dissemination. As 

such, media research should observe newsmaking on social platforms that employ 

algorithms differently than other types of online media, as well as consider these 

algorithms as a possible new form of media “audience.” 

Despite the limitations of this project (see previous section), I maintain this work 

investigates the core themes in what I believe to be a paradigm shift for news. Twitter 

supports traditional news formats (e.g., “stories”), as well as legacy-sharing instruments 

(e.g., URLs); yet, the “programmers” of the platform will continue to evolve its feature 

set. As tools like hashtags and “@mentions” become legitimate parts of the journalistic 

process, if news organizations are to leverage Twitter to maintain their positions as 

Schudson’s “legitimizers,” they should understand (a) how the design of the Twitter 

platform affords them real-time access to potential audiences, (b) how algorithmic 

technologies impact the provision of attention across the network, and (c) how the 

journalistic process involves making social connections (i.e., “switching”) as much as it 

involves the dissemination of finished products.  
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Appendix 

Screenshots of Topsy results for Case Study 1 tweet sample (data). 

Image 5a.2 - #Egypt - chronological order (Table 5a.3)77 

77 Accessed Saturday, 17 March 2012, 4:16:36 p.m. from www.topsy.com. 
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Image 5a.2.1 - #Egypt - sorted by relevance (Table 5a.3.1)78 

78 Accessed Saturday, 17 March 2012, 4:09:00 p.m. from www.topsy.com. 
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Image 5a.2.2 - #Japan - chronological order (Table 5a.3.2)79 

79 Accessed Saturday, 17 March 2012, 4:18:03 p.m. from www.topsy.com. 
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Image 5a.2.3 - #Japan - sorted by relevance (Table 5a.3.3)80 

80 Accessed Saturday, 17 March 2012, 4:18:52 p.m. from www.topsy.com. 
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